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Release Notes

This section summarizes the new or updated functionalities and known issues of Agile Requirements Designer 2.10. If
you have questions, contact the ARD Community forum. The online version of the Release Notes contains the latest
updates.

  

What's New in 2.10?

Requirements Insight

For you as Project Owner or Business Analyst it's essential to know how changes to one requirement affect the whole
project. Agile Requirements Designer Requirements Insight is a great tool to inspect the dependencies between
requirements. In this web interface, you view flows in context to understand the implicit dependencies in your model,
across projects and across versions. Seeing the big picture makes it easier to analyze the impact of one change on the
whole project, or even on multiple projects. 

ARD WebUI helps you with the following tasks:

• Use the Projects tab to view your projects' files and directory structure, and access them from anywhere in your web
browser. 

• Use the Flow View tab to review flows. Bookmark flow views and share the URLs with reviewers, or insert the URLs
into user stories for reference.

• Use the Flow Dependencies tab to gain insight into dependencies between projects, versions, and flows. Drill down
into the relationship graph to analyze the impact of changes on files, versions, and projects.

In order to view flow dependencies in the Requirements Insight, you need to store your flows in the latest version of the
ARD Hub. If you don't use the ARD Hub yet, install it and create a project structure. Your Test Data Engineers keep using
the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application to model the requirements.
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Try out Requirements Insight and send us feedback on the community forum! 

• For more information on installation, see Install the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight or Upgrade the ARD Hub. 
• For more information on features, see Requirements Insight.

Bulk Update Default Values for Custom Fields

You already know that you can define Custom Fields in blocks, flows, or paths. Agile Requirements Designer uses these
fields, for example, in lifecycle tool integrations to track the URLs of stories that are related to a requirement. Now, you
can change and update default values for your Custom Fields in bulk.

• For more information, see Define Custom Fields.

Include TDM Test Data Criteria on Export

The HPE ALM connector options now offer a new option, Include TDM Test Data Criteria on Export. You as Test Data
Engineer use this new feature together with the HPE ALM integration and CA TDM Find and Make, if you have the 
requirement to create live test data at test execution time (as opposed to at test export time, as is the default behavior). 

• For more information, see Make and Find Data at Test Execution Time.

Path Explorer Improvements

The Optimizer is now faster, for example, the speed of the deduplication phase in the Path Explorer has been improved
when deduplicating a large number of paths. When generating a large number of paths, you now receive an estimate how
many paths to expect.

Visio Exporter Improvements

We improved the layout and readability of flows that you export as Visio files.

Deprecated and End-of-Life of Features

• Flow changes in the ARD Hub are no longer automatically inherited between versions.

Known Issues

• Symptom: My Automation script window displays a black box instead of a code editor.
Solution: As a workaround, go to Settings, Editor Type, and set it to Plain Text.

• Symptom: I am using a MySQL database and upgrade the ARD Hub 2.9 to 2.10. The Flow Storage service fails to
start, and I see the following error message in the log files: "Packet for query is too large."
Solution: First increase the max_packet_size (see stackoverflow.com article). Then remove the last row from the
schema_version table in the MySQL database, and continue the procedure by starting the Flow Storage service again.
Contact CA Support if you need assistance.

• Symptom: I have defined a custom mapping between Agile Requirements Designer and CA Agile Central such that
the Test Case “Method” field defaults to “Automated” instead of “Manual”. When I export test cases from ARD to Agile
Central, they still default to "Manual".
Reason: The "Method" field is prepopulated with "Manual" because Agile Requirements Designer does not support
automated test execution through CA Agile Central.

Release Comparison for CA ARD
This table compares the key features in all releases of Agile Requirements Designer. Features marked with an asterisk
are in beta. Beta features are not fully implemented and tested yet, so do not use them in production. For more
information, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features.
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Key Features3.0 2.10 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5.5 2.4 2.3 2.0-2.2 1.8-1.9

Visual
modeling
of flows

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Automation
and script
generation

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Path
explorer
and path
optimizer

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Shared
repository

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Test case
deduplication

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Subflows
and
dynamic
loops

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no

Integration
with
Eggplant

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no

Integration
with CA
Service
Virtualization

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no

Find and
make
data

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no

Windows
Ribbon UI

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no

Grid Edit
for flow
blocks

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no

Integration
with CA
Application
Test

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes* yes* no no no

Integration
with CA
Release
Automation

yes yes yes yes yes yes* yes* yes* no no no

Visual
workflow
automation
(Javelin)

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no no

Integration
with
BlazeMeter
Taurus

yes yes yes yes yes  yes  yes no no no no
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Integration
with
Blueprint
StoryTeller
(import)

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes* no no no no

Integration
with CA
TDM

yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no no no

Integration
with
TurnKey

yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no no no

Selenium
Builder
Import
and
Export

yes yes yes yes yes no no no no no no

Nonsequential
Script
Generation

yes yes yes yes no no no no no no no

Automation
Builder:
Dynamic
Configuration

yes yes yes yes no no no no no no no

ALM
Requirements
Traceability

yes yes yes yes no no no no no no no

ARD
Hub file
repository

yes yes yes no no no no no no no no

Requirements
Insights
Web UI

yes yes no no no no no no no no no

Integrations3.0 2.10 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5.5 2.4 2.2-2.3 1.9-2.1 1.8

Microsoft
Team
Foundation
Server:
two-way
REST
connector

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes* no no no no

CA Agile
Central:
two-way
REST
connector

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no

BPMN
model
importer
&
exporter

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no no
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HPE
ALM:
two-way
REST
connector

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no

Atlassian
JIRA:
two-way
REST
connector

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no

VersionOne:
two-way
REST
connector

no no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 XPDL
model
importer
&
exporter 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 Visio
(VSDX)
model
importer
&
exporter 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 Disco
model
importer 

no no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 Image
model
exporter

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 XML
model
exporter 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 PDF
model
exporter 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 SVG
model
exporter 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 CSV
model
exporter

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

 Excel
model
exporter 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

(*) Features marked with an asterisk are in beta. Beta features are not fully implemented and tested yet, so do not use
them in production. For more information, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features.

Acknowledgments and License Agreements
CA Agile Requirements Designer version 2.10 uses the following third-party software and open source software
components.
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CA Agile Requirements Designer version 2.10 uses the following third-party software and open source software
components:

Rome 0.9
This product includes Rome 0.9, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement:

 Apache License 2.0

3cjs 0.4.11

C3 content is distributed in accordance with the following:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013 Masayuki Tanaka

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

7-Zip 16.04

This product is distributed with content from 7-ZIP (the LGPL Software) which is governed

by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

CA Product). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA Inc. (CA). Use copying distribution and

modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public License

(LGPL) version 2.1 February 1999. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the

distribution of the LGPL Software. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php. CA makes the source code for the LGPL

Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001930_7 and/or in the distribution with

the executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA license agreement

(EULA) not by the LGPL license. You cannot use copy modify or redistribute any CA Product

code except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided AS

IS; WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with

respect to the LGPL Software can be found in the LGPL license itself.

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 2.1
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aasm 4.12.0

Aasm is licensed for use as follows:

Copyright 2006-2016 Scott Barron

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Abdera 1.0
This product includes Apache Abdera 1.0, which was obtained 

from the Apache Software Foundation under various licenses set

forth below, and is distributed by CA for use with this CA product 

in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. 

The following information sets out certain notices, attributions 

and/or other information CA is required to provide to you by the 

third party licensors of this component. The terms contained in 

the CA license agreement are offered by CA and not by the third 

party licensors. The contents set forth below are for 

informational purposes only and do not modify the terms of the 

license agreement between you and CA. The third party licensors 

of these components provide them on an "AS-IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or 

implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or 

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for 

any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, 

indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. 

Source code for Apache Abdera 1.0 may be obtained from 

http://abdera.apache.org/#abdera.1.0. In addition, CA makes the 

source code for certain components contained in Apache Abdera 

available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/08825_39/ under the 

terms of their respective open source licenses. 

Apache Abdera is distributed in accordance with the following: 

 Apache License 2.0

Apache Abdera includes a number of components and libraries with 

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of those 

components are subject to the terms and conditions of the following 
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licenses. 

JavaMail API (https://glassfish.dev.java.net/javaee5/mail/) javax.mail:mail:jar:1.4

    License: Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) v1.0  (https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/

CDDLv1.0.html)

Servlet API  javax.servlet:servlet-api:jar:2.5:compile

    License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0  (http://www.sun.com/cddl/

cddl.html)

Jaxen (http://jaxen.codehaus.org/jaxen) jaxen:jaxen:jar:1.1.1:compile

    License: Jaxen License  (http://jaxen.codehaus.org/license.html)

The Validator.nu HTML Parser (http://about.validator.nu/htmlparser/htmlparser)

 nu.validator.htmlparser:htmlparser:jar:1.0.5:compile

    License: Htmlparser License  (http://about.validator.nu/htmlparser)

Jetty Server (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-parent/project/modules/jetty)

 org.mortbay.jetty:jetty:jar:6.1.24

    License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty Server (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-parent/project/modules/jetty)

 org.mortbay.jetty:jetty:jar:6.1.24

    License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Jetty Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-parent/project/jetty-util) org.mortbay.jetty:jetty-

util:jar:6.1.24

    License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-parent/project/jetty-util) org.mortbay.jetty:jetty-

util:jar:6.1.24

    License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Copyright (c) 2002-2005, Mark Pilgrim

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS 'AS IS'

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 12
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

accessibilityjs 1.01

Acessibilityjs is subject to the following license:

The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2017 GitHub, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

accessors-smart 1.2

This product includes accessors-smart content, which is distributed 

in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Copyright 2011 JSON-SMART authors

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed 

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 Apache License 2.0

Ace Editor 1.2.3

AceEditor content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright (c) 2010, Ajax.org B.V.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 * Redistributions of s ource c ode mus t retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Ajax.org B.V. nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL AJAX.ORG B.V. BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ace-builds 1.3.3

This product includes ace-builds content, which is distributed in accordance with the

following license agreement(s):

Copyright (c) 2010, Ajax.org B.V.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Ajax.org B.V. nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL AJAX.ORG B.V. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

acegi-security 1.0.3

"This product includes software developed by the Acegi Security System for Spring Project (http://

acegisecurity.org)."

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. 

The Apache software is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0
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Action Mailer 3.2.16

Action Mailer 3.2.16 is distributed under the following license:

Copyright (c) 2004-2014 David Heinemeier Hansson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Action Pack 3.2.17

Action Pack 3.2.17 is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2004-2014 David Heinemeier Hansson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

actionbarsherlock 4.4.0

Actionbarsherlock 4.4.0

This product is distributed with content from actionbarsherlock 4.4.0, 

the use of which is governed by the following terms:

 Apache License 2.0
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actionhero 14.0.2

Actionhero is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011-2016 Evan Tahler and contributors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

adal4j 1.0.0

ADaL4j (azure-activedirectory-library-for-java)is subject to the

following license:

Copyright 2014 - 2018 Kanishk Panwar, Cosmin Cojocar and contributors

All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0 or in the "license"

file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

      

add-asset-html-webpack-plugin 2.1.2

This product includes add-asset-html-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2017 Simen Bekkhus

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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ag-grid-community 20.2.0

AG-Grid-Community content is distributed in accordance with the following:

The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 AG GRID LTD

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

angular.io 7.0.1

Angular content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Google, Inc. http://angular.io

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

angular2-template-loader 0.6.2

This product includes angular2-template-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 Sean Larkin

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

 17
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so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

angular-cli v7.0.3

This product includes Angular-cli which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2017 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

angular-starter 5.2.0

This product includes angular-starter content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 AngularClass LLC

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Ant 1.10.1
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This product includes ant content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to

 the Apache Software Foundation.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 Apache License 2.0

W3C® SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

 redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

 and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

 included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

 of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

 changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

 which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

____________________________________

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM
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is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

SAX2 is Free!

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

[Hamcrest links to http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause from

http://hamcrest.org/JavaHamcrest/ as its license, but doesn't state

the copyright owner]

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Antlr 2.7.7

This product includes Antlr 2.7.7 software.
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antlr4 runtime 4.7.1

This product includes antlr content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License for codepointat.js from https://git.io/codepointat

MIT License for fromcodepoint.js from https://git.io/vDW1m

Copyright Mathias Bynens https://mathiasbynens.be/

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

archaius-core 0.7.6

This product includes archaius-core content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Archunit 0.8.3

This product includes Archunit content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

ArchUnit

Copyright 2016 and onwards Peter Gafert <peter.gafert@tngtech.com>

This product includes software developed at

TNG Technology Consulting GmbH (https://www.tngtech.com/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

The Archunit content may include one or more of the following separately-licensed sub-components:

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

ASM 6.0

This product includes ASM content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement(s):

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

AspectJ 1.8.10

AspectJ was obtained under the Eclipse Public License v.1.0, except where noted below, and

is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the

CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the

Eclipse Public License are offered by CA alone and not by any other party. CA makes the

source code for the EPL licensed portions of AspectJ available at

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00002019_43/ under the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v.1.0. Alternatively, you may obtain the source code from www.eclipse.org. Additional

information concerning this component may be found in its applicable Eclipse About.HTML

files. 
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 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

BCEL v5.1

This component contains software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

AspectJ includes a modified version of the Apache Jakarta Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) v5.1. BCEL is

 available at

http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel/. Source code for the modified version of BCEL is available at Eclipse.org in

 the AspectJ source tree.

This code was made available under the Apache Software License v1.1

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

* if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

* "This product includes software developed by the

* Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

* Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

* "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

* derived from this software without prior written permission. For

* written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

* "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

* prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS`` AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
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* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* http://www.apache.org/.

*/

ASM v2.2.1

AspectJ includes a binary version of ASM v2.2.1 (http://asm.objectweb.org/) The source code for ASM is

 available from the

ObjectWeb download site at http://asm.objectweb.org/download/.

The ASM license is available at http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html. The license is also reproduced here:

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

aspectjrt 1.8.13

This product includes aspectjrt content, which was obtained under the Eclipse Public License v.1.0 (and not

 the LGPL), and is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the Eclipse Public

 License v.1.0 (and not the

LGPL).

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the Eclipse Public License are offered by CA alone

 and not by any other

party. The third party licensors of this content provide it on an AS-IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

 CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT,
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MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for the aspectjrt

content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/ under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v.1.0. 

 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

aspectjweaver 1.8.13

This product includes aspectjweaver content, which was obtained under the Eclipse Public License v.1.0 (and

 not the LGPL), and is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the Eclipse Public

 License v.1.0 (and not the

LGPL).

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the Eclipse Public License are offered by CA alone

 and not by any other

party. The third party licensors of this content provide it on an AS-IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

 CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for the aspectjweaver

content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/ under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v.1.0. 

 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

assertj 3.5.2

This product includes Assertj v.3.5.2 which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

assets-webpack-plugin 3.8.4

This product includes assets-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2018 Zach Toben

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

auth0-java 1.5.0

Auth0-java is licensed for use as follows:

Copyright 2015 Auth0, Inc. &lt;support@auth0.com&gt; (http://auth0.com)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

awesome-typescript-loader 3.5.0

This product includes awesome-typescript-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015 Stanislav Panferov

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

AWS SDK for Java 1.11.297

This product includes aws-sdk-java content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2017 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-2010

 AOL Inc.

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

aws-java-sdk-s3 1.11.297

Aws-java-sdk-s3 is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2010 – 2018 Jason Fulghum and contributors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0 or in the "license"

file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

azure-core 0.9.3

This product includes azure-core content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s):

Copyright Microsoft Corporation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the

License. 

 Apache License 2.0

azure-keyvault 0.9.3
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This product includes azure-keyvault content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement(s):

Copyright Microsoft Corporation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the

License. 

 Apache License 2.0

bcprov 1.51

bcprov 1.51

This software is included with this CA product in accordance with the following terms:

Copyright (c) 2000-2014 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Botan 1.10 and 1.11

Botan 1.10 and 1.11

The above software is distributed in accordance with the following terms:

Copyright (C) 1999-2013,2014,2015,2016 Jack Lloyd

 2001 Peter J Jones

 2004-2007 Justin Karneges

 2004 Vaclav Ovsik

 2005 Matthew Gregan

 2005-2006 Matt Johnston

 2006 Luca Piccarreta

 2007 Yves Jerschow

 2007,2008 FlexSecure GmbH

 2007,2008 Technische Universitat Darmstadt

 2007,2008,2010,2014 Falko Strenzke

 2007,2008 Martin Doering

 2007 Manuel Hartl

 2007 Christoph Ludwig

 2007 Patrick Sona

 2008 Copyright Projet SECRET, INRIA, Rocquencourt
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 2008 Bhaskar Biswas and Nicolas Sendrier

 2008 Google Inc.

 2010 Olivier de Gaalon

 2012 Vojtech Kral

 2012,2014 Markus Wanner

 2013 Joel Low

 2014 cryptosource GmbH

 2014 Andrew Moon

 2015 Daniel Seither (Kullo GmbH)

 2015 Simon Warta (Kullo GmbH)

 2015 Matej Kenda (TopIT d.o.o.)

 2015 RenÃ© Korthaus

 2015,2016 Daniel Neus

 2015 Uri Blumenthal

 2015,2016 Kai Michaelis

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Bouncy Castle 1.56

Bouncy Castle content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this

software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------

brave 5.1.0

This product includes Brave content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright 2013 <kristofa@github.com>

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

The Brave content includes the following separately-licensed sub-components:

ServletRuntimeBenchmarks.java

PropagationBenchmarks.java

PlatformBenchmarks.java

/**

* Copyright 2015-2016 The OpenZipkin Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

byte-buddy 1.7.11

This product includes byte-buddy content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

2018 © Rafael Winterhalter, Scienta AS, Arbinsgate 11, 0253 Oslo, Norway

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0
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classmate 1.3.4

This product includes classmate content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright © 2016 Tatu Saloranta and Brian Langel

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

ClosedXML 0.76

ClosedXML is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2010 Manuel De Leon. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

codelyzer 4.4.2

This product includes codelyzer content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 Minko Gechev

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Commons beanutils 1.9.3

Apache Commons BeanUtils content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 

 Apache License 2.0

Commons Collections 3.2.2

Apache Commons Collections content is distributed in accordance with the

following:

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 Apache License 2.0

Commons Digester 1.8.1

Apache Commons Digester content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 

 Apache License 2.0

Commons httpclient 3.1

This product includes Apache Jakarta Commons HttpClient 3.1 which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

Commons Logging 1.2

Apache Commons Logging content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 
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 Apache License 2.0

Commons Validator 1.4.1

Commons Validator is distributed under the following license:

Copyright 2001-2014 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-codec 1.11

Commons-codec is subject to the following license:

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

=======================================================================

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been

translated from the original php source code available at

http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider &amp; Stephen P. Morse.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0 or in the "license"

file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-compress 1.16.1

Apache Commons Compress content is distributed in accordance with the

following:
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Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html) 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-configuration 2.2

Apache Commons-Configuration content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-dbcp2 2.2.0

Apache Commons DBCP is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at

http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-io 2.6

This product includes Apache Commons IO content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement(s):

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-lang3 3.7
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This product includes Apache Commons Lang content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software from the Spring Framework,under the Apache License 2.0 (see:

 StringUtils.containsWhitespace())

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

commons-pool2 2.5.0

This product includes Commons-Pool content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Alternative collection types provided by Google Guava from

http://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/

Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

APACHE COMMONS POOL DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 The LinkedBlockingDeque implementation is based on an implementation written by

 Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released

 to the public domain, as explained at

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

compodoc 1.1.3

This product includes compodoc content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 SII
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/*!

* Font Awesome 4.6.3 by @davegandy - http://fontawesome.io - @fontawesome

* License - http://fontawesome.io/license (Font: SIL OFL 1.1, CSS: MIT License)

*/

/*!

* Bootstrap v3.3.7 (http://getbootstrap.com)

* Copyright 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc.

* Licensed under MIT (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

*/

/*! normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License | github.com/necolas/normalize.css */

/* Zepto v1.2.0 - zepto event ajax form ie - zeptojs.com/license

Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Thomas Fuchs

http://zeptojs.com

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

/**

* vis.js

* https://github.com/almende/vis

*

* A dynamic, browser-based visualization library.

*

* @version 4.20.1-SNAPSHOT

* @date 2017-10-12

*

* @license

* Copyright (C) 2011-2017 Almende B.V, http://almende.com
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*

* Vis.js is dual licensed under both

*

* * The Apache 2.0 License

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* and

*

* * The MIT License

* http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

*

* Vis.js may be distributed under either license.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013 (c) Pierre Duquesne stackp@online.fr

* Licensed under the New BSD License.

* https://github.com/stackp/promisejs

*/

/**

* innerHTML property for SVGElement

* Copyright(c) 2010, Jeff Schiller

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2

*

* Minor modifications by Chris Price to only polyfill when required.

*/

/*!

 * https://github.com/paulmillr/es6-shim

 * @license es6-shim Copyright 2013-2016 by Paul Miller (http://paulmillr.com)

 * and contributors, MIT License

 * es6-shim: v0.35.1

 * see https://github.com/paulmillr/es6-shim/blob/0.35.1/LICENSE

 * Details and documentation:

 * https://github.com/paulmillr/es6-shim/

 */

// Native Javascript for Bootstrap 3 v1.1.0 | © dnp_theme | MIT-License

/*!

* tablesort v5.0.2 (2017-11-12)

* http://tristen.ca/tablesort/demo/

* Copyright (c) 2017 ; Licensed MIT

*/

compression-webpack-plugin 1.1.11

This product includes compression-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,
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publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

copy-webpack-plugin 4.5.2

This product includes copy-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

core-js 2.5.7

This product includes angular-ui-tree content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Denis Pushkarev

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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CrashRpt 1.5.1.0

This product includes CrashRpt content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2003, The CrashRpt Project Authors.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

#Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

#Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

# Neither the name of Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The CrashRpt content may include the following, separately-licensed sub-components:

+-+-+-+-+-

Libtheora

Copyright (C) 2002-2009 Xiph.org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

In addition to and irrespective of the copyright license associated

with this software, On2 Technologies, Inc. makes the following statement
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regarding technology used in this software:

 On2 represents and warrants that it shall not assert any rights

 relating to infringement of On2's registered patents, nor initiate

 any litigation asserting such rights, against any person who, or

 entity which utilizes the On2 VP3 Codec Software, including any

 use, distribution, and sale of said Software; which make changes,

 modifications, and improvements in said Software; and to use,

 distribute, and sell said changes as well as applications for other

 fields of use.

This reference implementation is originally derived from the On2 VP3

Codec Software, and the Theora video format is essentially compatible

with the VP3 video format, consisting of a backward-compatible superset.

+-+-+-+-+-

Libpng

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience. In case of

any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is

included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following

this sentence.

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.24, December 14, 2007, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2007 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

 Cosmin Truta

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

 Simon-Pierre Cadieux

 Eric S. Raymond

 Gilles Vollant

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

 library or against infringement. There is no warranty that our

 efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

 or needs. This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

 risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

 the user.

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 Tom Lane

 Glenn Randers-Pehrson

 Willem van Schaik

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 John Bowler

 Kevin Bracey

 Sam Bushell
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 Magnus Holmgren

 Greg Roelofs

 Tom Tanner

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 Andreas Dilger

 Dave Martindale

 Guy Eric Schalnat

 Paul Schmidt

 Tim Wegner

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS". The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose. The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

 be misrepresented as being the original source.

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

 source or altered source distribution.

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products. If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about"

boxes and the like:

 printf("%s",png_get_copyright(NULL));

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the

files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software. OSI Certified Open Source is a

certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

Glenn Randers-Pehrson

glennrp at users.sourceforge.net

December 14, 2007

+-+-+-+-+-

Windows Template Library - WTL Version 8.1 (build 9127) 5/7/09

Copyright © 2009 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

This content is a part of the Windows Template Library.

The use and distribution terms for this software are covered by the

Common Public License 1.0 (http://opensource.org/licenses/cpl1.0.php)

which can be found in the file CPL.TXT at the root of this distribution.

By using this software in any fashion, you are agreeing to be bound by

the terms of this license. You must not remove this notice, or

any other, from this software.

Common Public License Version 1.0 (CPL)
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(NOTE: This license has been superseded by the Eclipse Public License)

(text)

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this

 Agreement, and

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 i) changes to the Program, and

 ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

 Contributor. A

Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or

 anyone acting on such 

Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

 software distributed

in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the

 Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use

 or sale of its

Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

 worldwide, royalty-free

copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute

 and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

 worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

 Contribution of such

Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination

 of the Contribution and

the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution

 causes such combination

to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which

 include the Contribution.

No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth

 herein, no assurances

are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property

 rights of any other

entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

 infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

 hereunder, each Recipient

hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For

 example, if a third party
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patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

 acquire that license before

distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution,

 if any, to grant the

copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement,

 provided that:

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

 i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

 including warranties or

conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

 for a particular

purpose;

 ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

 special, incidental and

consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and

 not by any other party;

and

 iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to

 obtain it in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that

 reasonably allows subsequent

Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business

 partners and the like.

While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes

 the Program in a

commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other

 Contributors. Therefore, if a

Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor")

 hereby agrees to

defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs

 (collectively

"Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the

 Indemnified Contributor to the 

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of

 the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to

 any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify

 the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with

 the Commercial
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Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

 participate in any such claim

at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

 Contributor is then a

Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

 related to Product X,

those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this

 section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

 claims and

warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

 Contributor must pay

those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program

 and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs

 of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or

 interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY

LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING

WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF

THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the

 validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision

 shall be reformed to

the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to

 software (including a cross-claim

or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under

 this Agreement shall

terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation

 against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the

 Program with other

software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section

 2(b) shall terminate

as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material

 terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such

 noncompliance. If all
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Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the

 Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by

 Recipient relating to the

Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

 Agreement is

copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

 publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the

 right to modify this

Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

 Steward to a

suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The

 Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received.

 In addition, after a

new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

 Contributions) under the

new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

 licenses to the intellectual

property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the

 United States of America.

No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause

 of action arose. Each

party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

cross-env 5.2.0

This product includes Cross-env which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2017 Kent C. Dodds

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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css-loader 0.28.11

Cs-loader content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---------------------------------

CsvHelper 2.11.1.1

CSVhelper is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright 2015 Josh Close and contributors. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

definitelytyped 0.0.3

DefinetlyTyped content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

This project is licensed under the MIT license.

Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

DocumentFormat.OpenXml (Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office) 2.5

DocumentFormat.OpenXml (Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office) is

distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright 2014 Microsoft Open Technologies Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

dom4j 1.6.1

DOM4J content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 statements and notices. Redistributions must also contain a

 copy of this document.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this Software without prior written

 permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For written permission,

 please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

 nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

 permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

 trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

 http://www.dom4j.org

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Easylogging++ 9.94.1

This software is included with this CA product in accordance with the following terms:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2017 muflihun.com

https://github.com/muflihun/

https://muflihun.github.io

https://muflihun.com

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

echarts 4.1.0

This product includes Incubator-ECharts content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Apache ECharts (incubating)

Copyright 2017-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

========================================================================

Apache ECharts Subcomponents:

The Apache ECharts project contains subcomponents with separate copyright

notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these
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subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following

licenses.

BSD 3-Clause (d3.js):

The following files embed [d3.js](https://github.com/d3/d3) BSD 3-Clause:

 `src/chart/treemap/treemapLayout.js`,

 `src/chart/tree/layoutHelper.js`,

 `src/chart/graph/forceHelper.js`,

 `src/util/array/nest.js`,

 `src/util/number.js`,

 `src/scale/Time.js`,

See `licenses/LICENSE-d3` for details of the license.

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Zrender

BSD 3-Clause License

Copyright (c) 2017, Baidu Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ESAPI 2.0.1

ESAPI 2.0.1 is distributed under the following license:

BSD License

Copyright (c) 2007, The OWASP Foundation

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the OWASP foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

exports-loader 0.7.0

This product includes exports-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
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OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

expose-loader 0.7.5

This product includes expose-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Extended WPF Toolkit 1.7.0

Extended WPF Toolkit is distributed under the following license:

Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the

software, you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do

not use the software.

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and

"distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to

the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under

this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly

on its contribution.

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants

you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce its contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution,

and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants

you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed

patents to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or

otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use
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any contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that

you claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such

contributor to the software ends automatically.

(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all

copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in

the software.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form,

you may do so only under this license by including a complete copy of

this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the

software in compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a

license that complies with this license.

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The

contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You

may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this

license cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the

contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness

for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

extract-text-webpack-plugin 3.0.2

This product includes extract-text-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

file-loader 1.1.9

This product includes file-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

FindBugs Annotations 3.0.1

This product includes FindBugs Annotations content, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The FindBugs Annotations content (“LGPL Content”) is open source software that is used with this CA software

 program (the CA

Product). The LGPL Content is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the

 LGPL Content are

governed by the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 (the “LGPL”). A copy of the LGPL license can be

 found in the same

directory where the LGPL Content is located. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html or write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple

 Place, Suite 330,

Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source code for the LGPL Content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/

ips/, and CA

includes a copy of the source code on the same media as the executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed

 solely by the CA

end user license agreement (EULA), not by the LGPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any

 CA Product code

except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The LGPL Content is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR

 CONDITION OF

ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL

 Content can be

found in the LGPL license itself. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all

 warranties and liability arising

from or related to any use of the LGPL Content.

The name FindBugs and the FindBugs logo is trademarked by the University of Maryland. FindBugs is free

 software distributed under the terms

of the Lesser GNU Public License. You should have received a copy of the license in the file LICENSE.txt in

 the FindBugs distribution.

You can find the latest version of FindBugs, along with its source code, from the FindBugs web page. 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 2.1

The FindBugs Annotations content is distributed with several dependencies. The licenses under which these

 dependencies are distributed and

any relevant notices can be found in the source code for the FindBugs Annotations content.

AppleJavaExtensions

v 1.2

This is a pluggable jar of stub classes representing the new Apple eAWT and eIO APIs for Java 1.4 on Mac

OS X. The purpose of these stubs is to allow for compilation of eAWT-or eIO-referencing code on

platforms other than Mac OS X. The jar file is enclosed in a zip archive for easy expansion on other

 platforms.

These stubs are not intended for the runtime classpath on non-Mac platforms. Please see the
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OSXAdapter sample for how to write cross-platform code that uses eAWT.

Disclaimer: IMPORTANT: This Apple software is supplied to you by Apple

Computer, Inc. ("Apple") in consideration of your agreement to the

following terms, and your use, installation, modification or

redistribution of this Apple software constitutes acceptance of these

terms. If you do not agree with these terms, please do not use,

install, modify or redistribute this Apple software.

In consideration of your agreement to abide by the following terms, and

subject to these terms, Apple grants you a personal, non-exclusive

license, under Apple's copyrights in this original Apple software (the

"Apple Software"), to use, reproduce, modify and redistribute the Apple

Software, with or without modifications, in source and/or binary forms;

provided that if you redistribute the Apple Software in its entirety and

without modifications, you must retain this notice and the following

text and disclaimers in all such redistributions of the Apple Software.

Neither the name, trademarks, service marks or logos of Apple Computer,

Inc. may be used to endorse or promote products derived from the Apple

Software without specific prior written permission from Apple. Except

as expressly stated in this notice, no other rights or licenses, express

or implied, are granted by Apple herein, including but not limited to

any patent rights that may be infringed by your derivative works or by

other works in which the Apple Software may be incorporated.

The Apple Software is provided by Apple on an "AS IS" basis. APPLE

MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, REGARDING THE APPLE SOFTWARE OR ITS USE AND

OPERATION ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH YOUR PRODUCTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL APPLE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE, REPRODUCTION,

MODIFICATION AND/OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE APPLE SOFTWARE, HOWEVER CAUSED

AND WHETHER UNDER THEORY OF CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),

STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF APPLE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright © 2003

-

2006 Apple Computer, Inc., All Rights Reserved

------------------------------------

ASM:

Copyright (c) 2000

-

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
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contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

------------------------------------------------------

bcel

commons-lang 

 Apache License 2.0

Docbook:

Copyright 1992 - 2002 HaL Computer Systems, Inc.,

O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software

Corporation, Norman Walsh, Sun Microsystems, Inc., and the

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

Standards (OASIS).

$Id: LICENSE - docbook.txt,v 1.1 2005/11/28 21:36:47 daveho Exp $

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook XML DTD

and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and without fee

is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that the above copyright

notice and this paragraph appear in all copies. The copyright

holders make no representation about the suitability of the DTD for

any purpose. It is provided "as is" without expressed or implied

warranty.

If you modify the DocBook DTD in any way, except for declaring and

referencing additional sets of general entities and declaring

additional notations, label your DTD as a variant of DocBook. See

the maintenance documentation for more information.

Please direct all questions, bug reports, or suggestions for

changes to the docbook@lists.oasis-open.org mailing list. For more

information, see http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/.

------------------------------------------------------------------

Dom4j:

BSD style license

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that

the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

document.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

with the distribution.
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3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Software without prior written

permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For written permission, please

contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of

MetaStuff, Ltd.

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project

(http://dom4j.org/).

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''

AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHAN

TABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2001 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jaxen:

Copyright 2003 - 2006 The Werken Company. All

Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jcip:

The Java code in the package net.jcip.annotations is copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz

and is released under the Creative Commons Attribution License
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(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Official home: http://www.jcip.net

-----------------------------------------------

Jdepend:

The jdepend library (lib/jdepend-2.9.jar) is distributed under the terms of the BSD license:

http://www.clarkware.com/software/JDepend.html#license

http://www.clarkware.com/software/license.txt

Copyright (C) 2001 Clarkware Consulting, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of Clarkware Consulting, Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without prior written permission. For written

permission, please contact clarkware@clarkware.com.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL

CLARKWARE CONSULTING OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JSR-305:

The JSR-305 reference implementation (lib/jsr305.jar) is

distributed under the terms of the New BSD license:

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

See the JSR-305 home page for more information:

http://code.google.com/p/jsr-305/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

find-root 1.1.0

This product includes find-root content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2017 jsdnxx

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

flyway 4.2.0

Flyway is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2010 - 2018 Axel Fontaine and contributors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0 or in the "license"

file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

FreeMarker 2.3.23

FreeMarker is distributed under the following license:

opyright 2014 Attila Szegedi, Daniel Dekany, Jonathan Revusky

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

==============================================================================

END LICENSE

FreeMarker subcomponents with different copyright owners

--------------------------------------------------------

FreeMarker, both in its source code and binary form (freemarker.jar)

includes a number of files that are licensed by the Apache Software

Foundation under the Apache License, Version 2.0. This is the same

license as the license of FreeMaker, but the copyright owner is the

Apache Software Foundation. These files are:

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

Historical notes

----------------

FreeMarker 1.x was released under the LGPL license. Later, by
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community consensus, we have switched over to a BSD-style license. As

of FreeMarker 2.2pre1, the original author, Benjamin Geer, has

relinquished the copyright in behalf of Visigoth Software Society.

With FreeMarker 2.3.21 the license has changed to Apache License,

Version 2.0, and the owner has changed from Visigoth Software Society

to three of the FreeMarker 2.x developers, Attila Szegedi, Daniel

Dekany, and Jonathan Revusky. 

 Apache License 2.0

geantyref 1.3.4

This product includes geantyref content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

git-revision-webpack-plugin 3.0.3

This product includes git-revision-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016, Paulo Ragonha <paulo@ragonha.me>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

gradle 2.2

This product includes Gradle v.2.2 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0
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graphql-java 8.0

This product includes graphql-java content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015 Andreas Marek and Contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GraphSharp 1.0

GraphSharp is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Groovy 2.4.1

The above software is distributed in accordance with the following license terms: 

 Apache License 2.0

gson 2.2.4

Google gson content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s): 

 Apache License 2.0

Guava 20.0

Guava content is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement: 
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 Apache License 2.0

H2 1.4.192

H2 content was obtained under the Eclipse Public License v.1.0, and is distributed by CA for

use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement.

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the Eclipse Public License are

offered by CA alone and not by any other party. The third party licensors of this component

provide it on an AS-IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect,

special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code for H2

available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001505_9 under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v.1.0. Alternatively, you may obtain the source code from

http://www.h2database.com.

hamcrest-core 1.3

This product contains the above software, which is distributed in accordance with the following terms:

BSD License

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

HdrHistogram 2.1.10

This product includes HdrHistogram content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 Gil Tene

Copyright (c) 2014 Michael Barker

Copyright (c) 2014 Matt Warren

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

*Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

*Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Hibernate 5.0.3.Final

This product is distributed with content from Hibarnate (the "LGPL Software") which is

governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

CA Product). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. ("CA"). Use, copying, distribution

and modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public

License ("LGPL") version 2.1, February 1999. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the

same directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is distributed.

Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php or write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source code

for the LGPL Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001520_11, and includes a

copy of the source code on the same disk as the executable code. Use of the CA Product is

governed solely by the CA license agreement ("EULA"), not by the LGPL license. You cannot

use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth

in the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found

in the LGPL license itself.

Hibernate EntityManager 5.3.0.Final

This product is distributed with content from Hibarnate (the "LGPL Software") which is

governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

CA Product). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. ("CA"). Use, copying, distribution

and modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public

License ("LGPL") version 2.1, February 1999. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the

same directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is distributed.

Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php or write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source code

for the LGPL Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001520_11, and includes a
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copy of the source code on the same disk as the executable code. Use of the CA Product is

governed solely by the CA license agreement ("EULA"), not by the LGPL license. You cannot

use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth

in the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found

in the LGPL license itself.

------------

Hibernate Validator 6.0.10.Final

This product includes Hibernate Validator content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement(s):

/*

* Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

*/

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

hibernate-commons-annotations 4.0.5.Final

This product is distributed with content from Hibernate (the "LGPL Software") which is

governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

CA Product). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. ("CA"). Use, copying, distribution

and modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public

License ("LGPL") version 2.1, February 1999. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the

same directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is distributed.

Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php or write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source code

for the LGPL Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00002500_169, and includes

a copy of the source code on the same disk as the executable code. Use of the CA Product is

governed solely by the CA license agreement ("EULA"), not by the LGPL license. You cannot

use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth

in the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found

in the LGPL license itself.
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hibernate-core 5.2.17

This product is distributed with content from Hibernate (the "LGPL Software") which is

governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

CA Product). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. ("CA"). Use, copying, distribution

and modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public

License ("LGPL") version 2.1, February 1999. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the

same directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is distributed.

Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php or write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source code

for the LGPL Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/, and includes a copy of the

source code on the same disk as the executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed

solely by the CA license agreement ("EULA"), not by the LGPL license. You cannot use,

copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in

the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF

ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found

in the LGPL license itself.

hibernate-jpa-2.1-api 1.0.2.Final

This product includes hibernate-jpa-2.1-api content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

-Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

-Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

-Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

 promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2011 Oracle, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 and Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0
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* which accompanies this distribution. The Eclipse Public License is available

* at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html and the Eclipse Distribution License

* is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

*/ 

 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

HikariCP 2.7.9

This product includes HikariCP content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s): 

 Apache License 2.0

HSQLDB 1.8.0.10

This product includes HSQLDB content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2001-2018, The HSQL Development Group

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

*Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

*Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*Neither the name of Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

For work originally developed by the Hypersonic SQL Group:

Copyright (c) 1995-2000 by the Hypersonic SQL Group.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Hypersonic SQL Group nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HYPERSONIC SQL GROUP,

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the

Hypersonic SQL Group.

html-webpack-plugin 2.30.1

This product includes html-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2014 Charles Blaxland

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

httpclient 4.5.5

This product includes Httpclient which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

httpcore 4.4.9

This product includes Httpcore which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

http-server 0.11.1

This product includes http-server content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2011 Charlie Robbins, Marak Squires, and the Contributors.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Hystrix 1.5.12

This product includes Hystrix which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

ie-shim 0.1.0

This product includes ie-shim content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 PatrickJS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

imports-loader 0.8.0

This product includes imports-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do
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so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ion-java 1.0.2

This product includes imports-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

istanbul-instrumenter-loader 3.0.1

This product includes istanbul-instrumenter-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

jackson 2.9.6

This product includes Jackson-core content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license
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agreement(s):

# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

 Apache License 2.0

jackson-core-asl 1.9.2

Jackson is distributed under the following license:

Copyright 2011-2015 Tatu Saloranta and contributors

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

jandex 2.0.3.Final

This product includes Jandex which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

jasmine-core 2.99.1

This product includes jasmine content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2008-2017 Pivotal Labs
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

java dataloader 2.0.2

This product includes java dataloader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement(s):

This project is licensed under the Apache Commons v2.0 (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

license.

Copyright © 2016 Arnold Schrijver, 2017 Brad Baker and others (https://github.com/graphql-java/javadataloader/

graphs/contributors) 

 Apache License 2.0

Java JSON Web Token (JJWT) 0.9.0

jjwt is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2014 - 2018 Les Hazlewood, Micah Silverman and contributors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Java Mail 1.5.5

JavaMail was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below.

 JavaMail is 

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license

 agreement. Any provisions 

in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL license are offered by CA alone and not by any other

 party. The third 

party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

 KIND, either 

express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, 
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MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without 

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for JavaMail 

available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001358_20/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

 Modifications.

1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

 Contributor (if any), 

and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

 containing Original 

Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under

 this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

 the terms 

of this License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

 initial grant or 

subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

 containing Original Software 

or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

 originally released 

under this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

 limitation, method, 

process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

 (b) 

associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

 of the terms of, this 

License. For legal entities, “You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common

 control with You. For 

purposes of this definition, “control” means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or

 management of such 

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding

 shares or 

beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

 claims, the Initial 
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Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

 use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

 without Modifications, 

and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

 use, practice, sell, 

and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

 distributes or otherwise makes 

the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

 Original Software, 

or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of

 the Original Software 

with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

 claims, each 

Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

 reproduce, modify, 

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

 thereof), either on an 

unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

 either alone and/or 

in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for

 sale, have made,

and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the

 combination of 

Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

 or otherwise makes 

the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

 deleted from the 

Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or

 (ii) the combination 

of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or

 other devices; or 

(3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

 Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

 available in 

Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

 include a copy 

of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise

 make available. 
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You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software 

in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

 represent that You 

believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights

 conveyed by this 

License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

 Modification. You may not 

remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any

 notices of licensing 

or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

 applicable 

version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,

 warranty, support, 

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only

 on Your own 

behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that

 any such warranty, 

support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the

 Initial Developer and 

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

 warranty, support, 

indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

 terms of a license 

of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with

 the terms of this 

License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights

 in the Source Code 

form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form

 under a different 

license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

 alone, not by the 

Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

 for any liability

incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

 License and 

distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this

 License are fulfilled 

for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

 time. Each version 
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will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

 license steward has the 

right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

 the version of 

the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

 notice in the Original 

Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the

 License, You 

must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

 which You 

originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make

 the Covered 

Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

 create and use a 

modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the

 license steward 

(except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license

 contains terms which 

differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER 

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, 

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND 

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY 

RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, 

REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

 ANY 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

 terms herein and fail 

to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must

 remain in effect 

beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

 Developer or a Contributor 

(the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”)

 alleging that the 

Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original

 Software where 

the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights

 granted directly or 

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

 and all Contributors 

under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

 prospectively and 

automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw

 Your claim with 
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respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written

 agreement with 

Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software

 directly or indirectly 

infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

 of patent infringement 

litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2

 shall be taken into 

account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

 granted by You or 

any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

 survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR 

OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, 

OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, 

WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN 

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL 

NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT 

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF 

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995),

 consisting of “commercial 

computer software” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer

 software 

documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and

 48 C.F.R. 

227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only

 those rights set 

forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision 

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be 

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

 License shall be 

governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except

 to the extent 

applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any

 litigation relating to this 

License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in

 a notice contained 

within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,

 court costs and 

reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

 International 

Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

 shall be construed 
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against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance

 with the United 

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries)

 when You use, 

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

 directly or 

indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

 and Contributors to 

distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

 constitute any admission 

of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-

of-law provisions). 

Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

 Northern District of 

California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

 California. 

java-html-sanitizer 20170411.1

Java-html-sanitizer is distributed pursuant to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, Mike Samuel

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

javassist 3.22.0-GA

Javassist content was obtained under the Mozilla Public License v.1.1, and is distributed by CA for use

with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in

the CA license agreement that differ from the Mozilla Public License are offered by CA alone and not by

any other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any

warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct,

indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code for this

component available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001956_59 under the terms of the Mozilla Public

License v.1.1. Alternatively, you may obtain the source code from

http://www.csg.is.titech.ac.jp/~chiba/javassist/ .

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 1.1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code

available to a third party.

1.1. ''Contributor'' means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

Modifications.

1.2. ''Contributor Version'' means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications

used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. ''Covered Code'' means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the

Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. ''Electronic Distribution Mechanism'' means a mechanism generally accepted in the

software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. ''Executable'' means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. ''Initial Developer'' means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in

the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. ''Larger Work'' means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with

code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. ''License'' means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

conveyed herein.

1.9. ''Modifications'' means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of

either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a

series of files, a Modification is: 

A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or

previous Modifications.

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. ''Original Code'' means Source Code of computer software code which is described in

the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its

release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired,

including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by grantor.

1.11. ''Source Code'' means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making

modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available

Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or

archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely

available for no charge.

1.12. "You'' (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and

complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued

under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You'' includes any entity which controls, is controlled

by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control'' means
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(a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License. 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license,

subject to third party intellectual property claims: (a) under intellectual property rights

(other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to

make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial

Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You

delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements

caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original

Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified

basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by

that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise

dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the 

combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor

first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code

that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the

Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with

other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under

Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that

Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.

The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of

this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered

Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this

License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every

copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the

recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the

additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.

Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in

Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an
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Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom

you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution

Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially

became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular

Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring

that the Source Code version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution

Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.

You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting the

changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must

include a prominent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from

Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial

Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related

documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

(a) Third Party Claims.

If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights

is required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL'' which

describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made

available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all

copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying 

appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received

the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.

If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor

has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API,

Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 (c) Representations. Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's

original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

this License.

3.5. Required Notices.

You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not

possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You

must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be

likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add

your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate

this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights

or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of

Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the

Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such

warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or

liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section

3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the

Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2.
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The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related

documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered

Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under

a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that

You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable

version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version

from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a

different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this

License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability

incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by

the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case,

You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation. If it is impossible for You to comply with

any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this

License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they 

affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and

must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited

by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of

ordinary skill to be able to understand it.5. Application of this License. This License applies

to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related

Covered Code.6. Versions of the License. 6.1. New Versions.

Netscape Communications Corporation (''Netscape'') may publish revised and/or new

versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version

number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.

Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may

always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such

Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.

If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to

apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a)

rename Your license so that the phrases ''Mozilla'', ''MOZILLAPL'', ''MOZPL'', ''Netscape'',

"MPL", ''NPL'' or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note

that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version

of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape

Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in

the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

"AS IS'' BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS
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AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.8. TERMINATION. 8.1. This

License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the

breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any

termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond

the termination of this License shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declatory

judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or

Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within

60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually

agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version

against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment

arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is 

not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version,

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant

under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such

Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim

is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement

litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under

Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any

payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license

agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or

any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY,

WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED

CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL

DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO

LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO

YOU.10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS. The Covered Code is a ''commercial item,'' as that

term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of ''commercial computer

software'' and ''commercial computer software documentation,'' as such terms are used in

48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code

with only those rights set forth herein.11. MISCELLANEOUS. This License represents the

complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to
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make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to

the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law

provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity

chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating

to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable

attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts

for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

apply to this License.12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS. As between Initial Developer and

the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing 

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.13. MULTIPLELICENSED CODE.

 Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

"Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to

utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the MPL or the alternative

licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

rights and

limitations under the License.

The Original Code is Javassist.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Shigeru Chiba. Portions created by the Initial

Developer are

 Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): __Bill Burke, Jason T. Greene______________.

Alternatively, the contents of this software may be used under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"), or the Apache License Version 2.0

(the "AL"), in which case the provisions of the LGPL or the AL are applicable instead of those

above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this software only under the terms of

either the LGPL or the AL, and not to allow others to use your version of this software under

the terms of the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace

them with the notice and other provisions required by the LGPL or the AL. If you do not

delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this software under the

terms of any one of the MPL, the LGPL or the AL.

javax annotation-api 1.3.2

The above software (the “Software”) was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, the terms and

conditions of which are set forth below. The Software is distributed by CA for use with this CA

product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA

license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other party.

The third-party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any
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warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation,

direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

for the Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0.

license: 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

javax mail 1.4.7

Javax mail content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, and is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code

form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license

agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by

any other party. CA makes the source code for Jersey available at

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/ under the terms of the CDDL License. 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

javax mail-api 1.5.5

Javax Mail-api was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, and is distributed by CA for use with this CA

product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA

license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other party. Source

code for Javax Mail-api is available at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javamail/index.html. In

addition, CA makes the source code for JAXB available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/under the terms of

the CDDL license. 

javax servlet api 3.1.0

This product includes javax servlet api content, which is distributed in accordance with the

following:

The javax servlet api content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license (NOT the GPL license),

and portions under additional licenses (if any), the terms and conditions of which are set forth

below. The javax servlet api content is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in

unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license

agreement that differ from these licenses are offered by CA alone and not by any other party. The

third party licensors of the javax servlet api content provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation,

direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

for the CDDL portion of javax servlet api available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips under the terms

of the CDDL v.1.0.

CA elects to include this software in this distribution under the CDDL v.1.0 license.

 Copyright (c) 2003 by BEA Systems. All Rights Reserved. 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0
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javax.inject 2.5.0-b05

Javax.inject was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below.

 Javax.inject is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license

 agreement. Any provisions

in the CA license agreement that differ from these licenses are offered by CA alone and not by any other

 party. The third party

licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

 either

express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for Javax.inject

available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00002308_147/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license: 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

javax.persistence-api 2.2

This product includes javax persistence api content, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The javax persistence api content was obtained under the EPL v.1.0 license, and portions under additional

 licenses (if any), the terms and

conditions of which are set forth below. The javax persistence api content is distributed by CA for use with

 this CA product in unmodified,

object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from

 these licenses are offered by CA

alone and not by any other party. The third party licensors of the javax persistence api content provide it on

 an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties

 or conditions of TITLE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or

 loss, including, without

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for the EPL portion of javax

persistence api available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips under the terms of the EPL v.1.0.

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 - 2013 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 and Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0

* which accompanies this distribution.

* The Eclipse Public License is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* and the Eclipse Distribution License is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

*

* Contributors:

* Linda DeMichiel - Java Persistence 2.1

* Linda DeMichiel - Java Persistence 2.0

*
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******************************************************************************/

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

-Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

-Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

-Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

javax.transaction-api 1.2

This product includes Javax.transaction-api content, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The Javax.transaction-api content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, and portions under additional

 licenses, the terms and conditions

of which are set forth below. The Javax.transaction-api content is distributed by CA for use with this CA

 product in unmodified, object code

form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from these

 licenses are offered by CA alone and

not by any other party. The third party licensors of the Javax.transaction-api content provide it on an "AS-

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

 of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without limitation, direct,

indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code for the CDDL portion

 of Javax.transaction-api

available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. 

 #unique_14

jaxb-api 2.2.2
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JAXB content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below.

 JAXB is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license

 agreement. Any provisions

in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL license are offered by CA alone and not by any other

 party. The third

party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

 KIND, either

express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for JAXB available

at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00000885_384/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license: 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

jaxb-impl 2.2.3-1

JAXB content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below.

 JAXB is 

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license

 agreement. Any provisions 

in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL license are offered by CA alone and not by any other

 party. The third 

party licensors of this component provide it on an "ASEIS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

 KIND, either 

express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONEINFRINGEMENT, 

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without 

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for JAXB available 

at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00000577_43/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license: 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

JBoss Logging 3.3.2

This product includes JBoss logging content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

*

* Copyright 2010 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

JBoss Transaction API 1.0.1.Final

JBoss Transaction API content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, the terms and

conditions of which are set forth below. JBoss Transaction API is distributed by CA for use

with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any

provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone

and not by any other party. CA makes the source code for Management API available at

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00002500_180/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0. license:

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

jboss-logging-annotations 1.2.0.Beta1

This product includes jboss-logging-annotations which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

jcip-annotations 1.0

Jc ip-annotations is distributed in ac cordance with the following:

This software is copyright (c  2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls and is released under the Creative Commons

 Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5). The official home for this software is http://www.jcip.net. Any

 republication or

derived work distributed in source code form must include the copyright and license notice.

Jersey 1.19.1

Jersey was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, and portions under additional licenses, the terms and

 conditions of which are 

set forth below. Jersey is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form,

 under the CA license 
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agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from these licenses are offered by CA alone

 and not by any 

other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "ASCIS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

 CONDITIONS 

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

 NONC

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or

 loss, 

including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA

 makes the source code 

for the CDDL portion of Jersey available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/12869_38/ under the terms of the CDDL

 v.1.1. license: 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses: Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser

 GPL (LGPL 2.1). You

choose one or the other, as necessary (if you want to redistribute the code Ã???Ã??Ã?Â¿ for use, you do not

 need license), and

abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license agreement (and only that one). 

 Apache License 2.0

Jettison 1.1

This product includes Jettison content which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

jmespath-java 1.11.297

This product includes aws-sdk-java content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

AWS SDK for Java

Copyright 2010-2017 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-2010

 AOL Inc.

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

JNA 4.0.0
JNA is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2017 jna.dev.java.net contributors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may
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not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the

License is located at http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0 or in the "license"

file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Joda-time 2.8.1

Joda-time is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright 2003-2015 Stephen Colebourne and contributors. This product

includes software developed by Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).All Rights

Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

jointjs 2.0.1

This product includes jointjs content, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The jointjs content (“MPL Content”) was obtained under the Mozilla Public License Version 2.0 (and not the

 Eclipse Public License

Version 1.0), and portions under additional licenses (if any), the terms and conditions of which are set forth

 below. The MPL

Content is distributed by CA for use with this product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license

 agreement. Any

provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the open source license terms set forth below are

 offered by CA alone and

not by any other party. CA makes the source code for the MPL Content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/

ips/00002209_6/ under

the open source license terms set forth below. Alternatively, you may obtain the source code or instructions

 for obtaining the

source code for the MPL Content from https://github.com/clientIO/joint/releases/tag/v2.0.1.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

1. Definitions

--------------

1.1. "Contributor"

means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"

means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
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by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"

means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"

means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

means

(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"

means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"

means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"

means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"

means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"

means any of the following:

(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"

means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"

means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
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whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

-------------------

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to
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statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

--------------

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

************************************************************************

* *

* 6. Disclaimer of Warranty *

* ------------------------- *

* *

* Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" *

* basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or *

* statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the *

* Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a *

* particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the *

* quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. *

* Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You *

* (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, *

* repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an *

* essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is *

* authorized under this License except under this disclaimer. *

* *

************************************************************************

************************************************************************

* *

* 7. Limitation of Liability *
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* -------------------------- *

* *

* Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort *

* (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any *

* Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as *

* permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect, *

* special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character *

* including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of *

* goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any *

* and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party *

* shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This *

* limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or *

* personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the *

* extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some *

* jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of *

* incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and *

* limitation may not apply to You. *

* *

************************************************************************

8. Litigation

-------------

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).
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10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

jquery 3.1.0

jQuery content is distributed in ac cordance with the following:

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https ://jquery.org/

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

====

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and as sociated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, A RISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.
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JSON 20180130

JSON is subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the &amp;quot;Software&amp;quot;), to

deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED &amp;quot;AS IS&amp;quot;, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

JSON Path 2.1.0

JSON Path 2.1.0

The above software is distributed in accordance with the following license terms: 

 Apache License 2.0

json-simple 1.1.1

This product includes json-simple 1.0 which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

json-smart 2.3

This product includes json-smart content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright © 2017 Uriel Chemouni

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 
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 Apache License 2.0

jsr305 3.0.1

jsr305

This product is distributed with content from jsr305 (the "LGPL Software"), which is

governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

“CA Product”). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. ("CA"). Use, copying, distribution

and modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public

License ("LGPL") version 2.1, February 1999. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the

distribution of the LGPL Software. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php. CA makes the source code for the LGPL

Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips, and/or in the distribution with the

executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA license agreement

("EULA"), not by the LGPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA

Product code except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The

LGPL Software is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further

details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found in the

LGPL license itself. 

jsr311 1.1.1

jsr311-api was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, the terms and conditions of which

are set forth below. jsr311-api is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in

unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA

license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other

party. Source code for jsr311-api is available at http://jsr311.java.net/. In addition, CA

makes the source code for jsr311-api available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/12869_28/

under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0. license: 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

jstl 1.2

This product includes JSP Standard Tag Library content (CDDL Content), which is distributed in accordance with

 the following:

The CDDL Content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license (and not the GPL), and portions under additional

 licenses, the terms and

conditions of which are set forth below. The CDDL Content is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in

 unmodified, object code form,

under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from these licenses are

 offered by CA alone and not by

any other party. The third party licensors of the CDDL Content provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

 NONINFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without limitation, direct,
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indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code for the CDDL portion

 of Jersey available at

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1.

/*

* Copyright 1997-2008 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt. See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code. If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own

* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license." If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above. However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/ 

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

karma 2.0.4

This product includes karma content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright (C) 2011-2016 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-chrome-launcher 2.0.0

This product includes karma-chrome-launcher content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-coverage 1.1.2

This product includes karma-coverage content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files
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(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

// Coverage Reporter

// Part of this code is based on [1], which is licensed under the New BSD License.

// For more information see the See the accompanying LICENSE-istanbul file for terms.

//

// [1]: https://github.com/gotwarlost/istanbul/blob/master/lib/command/check-coverage.js

// =====================

Copyright 2012 Yahoo! Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Yahoo! Inc. nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL YAHOO! INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

karma-jasmine 1.1.2

This product includes karma-jasmine content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do
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so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-mocha-reporter 2.2.5

Karma-mocha-reporter is subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Litixsoft GmbH <info@litixsoft.de>

Licensed under the MIT license.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-phantomjs-launcher 1.0.4

Karma-phantomjs-launcher is subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-remap-coverage 0.1.5

This product includes karma-remap-coverage content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 Sergey Shevchenko

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-sonarqube-unit-reporter 0.0.15

This product includes karma-sonarqube-unit-reporter content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 Andras, Tornai

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-sourcemap-loader 0.3.7

This product includes karma-sourcemap-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2013 Sergey Todyshev

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files
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(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-teamcity-reporter 1.1.0

This product includes karma-teamcity-reporter content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Vojta JÃ-na and contributors.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

karma-webpack 2.0.11

This product includes karma-webpack content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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KDSoap 1.5

This product includes KDSoap content (LGPL Content), which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The LGPL Content is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product). The LGPL

 Content is not

owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the LGPL Content are governed by the

 GNU Lesser General

Public License version 2.1 (the “LGPL”). A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the same directory where

 the Third Party

Product is located. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at http://www.opensource.org/

licenses/gpl-2.0.html or

write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes

 the source code

for the LGPL Content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/, and CA includes a copy of the source code on

 the same media as the

executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (EULA), not by

 the LGPL license.

You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in the

 EULA. The LGPL

Content is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further

details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Content can be found in the LGPL license

 itself. To the full extent

permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all warranties and liability arising from or related to any use

 of the LGPL Content.

/****************************************************************************

** Copyright (C) 2010-2016 Klaralvdalens Datakonsult AB, a KDAB Group company, info@kdab.com.

** All rights reserved.

**

** This content is part of the KD Soap library.

**

** Licensees holding valid commercial KD Soap licenses may use this file in

** accordance with the KD Soap Commercial License Agreement provided with

** the Software.

**

**

** This content may be distributed and/or modified under the terms of the

** GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 and version 3 as published by the

** Free Software Foundation and appearing in the file LICENSE.LGPL.txt included.

**

** This file is provided AS IS with NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING THE

** WARRANTY OF DESIGN, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

**

** Contact info@kdab.com if any conditions of this licensing are not

** clear to you.

**

**********************************************************************/ 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 2.1
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keycloak-angular 6.1.0

Keycloak-Angular content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 Mauricio Gemelli Vigolo and contributors.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

lang-tag 1.4.3

Nimbus Language Tags content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright 2012-2016, Connect2id Ltd. 

 Apache License 2.0

LatencyUtils 2.0.3

This product includes LatencyUtils content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

 Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, 2014 Gil Tene

 All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions

are met:

*Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

*Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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libgit2 0.26.0.0

This product includes libgit2 content (“Third Party Software”), which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license

agreement:

The Third Party Software is open source software that is provided for use as part of the FreeBSD OS. The Third

 Party Software is

not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the Third Party Software is

 governed by the GNU General

Public License version 2.0 + the Linking Exception (GPL+). A copy of the GPL+ license can be found in the same

 directory where

the Third Party Software is located. CA makes the source code for the Third Party Software available at

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/. Use of the CA product is governed solely by the CA license agreement (EULA), not

 by the GPL+

license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA product code except as may be expressly set forth

 in the EULA. The

Third Party Software is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the Third Party Software can be found

 in the GPL+ license

itself. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all warranties and liability arising

 from or related to any use of

the Third Party Software..

libgit2 is Copyright (C) the libgit2 contributors,

unless otherwise stated. See the AUTHORS file for details.

Note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as this project

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not

v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

LINKING EXCEPTION

In addition to the permissions in the GNU General Public License,

the authors give you unlimited permission to link the compiled

version of this library into combinations with other programs,

and to distribute those combinations without any restriction

coming from the use of this file. (The General Public License

restrictions do apply in other respects; for example, they cover

modification of the file, and distribution when not linked into

a combined executable.)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

The bundled ZLib code is licensed under the ZLib license:

Copyright (C) 1995-2010 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

 claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

 in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

 appreciated but is not required.
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 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

 misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 Jean-loup Gailly Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org madler@alumni.caltech.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Clar framework is licensed under the ISC license:

Copyright (c) 2011-2015 Vicent Marti

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

The regex library (deps/regex/) is licensed under the GNU LGPL

(available at the end of this file).

Definitions for data structures and routines for the regular

expression library.

Copyright (C) 1985,1989-93,1995-98,2000,2001,2002,2003,2005,2006,2008

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

This file is part of the GNU C Library.

The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free

Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301 USA.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

The bundled winhttp definition files (deps/winhttp/) are licensed under

the GNU LGPL (available at the end of this file).

Copyright (C) 2007 Francois Gouget

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 2.1

----------------------------------------------------------------------

The bundled SHA1 collision detection code is licensed under the MIT license:

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2017:

 Marc Stevens

 Cryptology Group

 Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica

 P.O. Box 94079, 1090 GB Amsterdam, Netherlands

 marc@marc-stevens.nl

 Dan Shumow

 Microsoft Research

 danshu@microsoft.com

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

lodash 4.17.11

This product includes Lodash which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors &lt;https://js.foundation/&gt;

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters &amp; Editors &lt;http://underscorejs.org/&gt;

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

====

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

====

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

Log4j 2.10

Apache Log4J content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Apache Log4j

Copyright 1999-2017 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

Dumbster SMTP test server

Copyright 2004 Jason Paul Kitchen

TypeUtil.java

Copyright 2002-2012 Ramnivas Laddad, Juergen Hoeller, Chris Beams

picocli (http://picocli.info)

Copyright 2017 Remko Popma 

 Apache License 2.0

Log4j To SLF4J 2.10.0

This product includes Log4j To SLF4J content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Log4j To SLF4J

Copyright 2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0
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Logback 1.2.3

This product includes Logback content, which was obtained under the Eclipse Public License v.1.0 (and not the

 LGPL), and is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the Eclipse Public

 License v.1.0 (and not the

LGPL).

Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the Eclipse Public License are offered by CA alone

 and not by any other

party. The third party licensors of this content provide it on an AS-IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

 CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT,

MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including,

 without

limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code

 for the Logback

content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00002209_9 under the terms of the Eclipse Public License

 v.1.0.

Copyright (C) 1999-2017, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public

 License v1.0 as

published by the Eclipse Foundation or (per the licensee's choosing) under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

 Public License

version 2.1 as published by the Free Software Foundation. 

 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

lombok 1.18.0

This product includes lombok content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright (C) 2009-2015 The Project Lombok Authors.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

mapstruct 1.1.0.Final

This product includes Mapstruct content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):
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Mapstruct

Copyright 2012-2016 Gunnar Morling (http://www.gunnarmorling.de/) and/or other contributors as indicated by

 the @authors tag. See the

copyright.txt file in the distribution for a full listing of all contributors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

MAPSTRUCT SUBCOMPONENTS WITH DIFFERENT COPYRIGHT OWNERS

The MapStruct distribution (ZIP, TAR.GZ) as well as the MapStruct

library (JAR) include FreeMarker, a software developed by Attila

Szegedi, Daniel Dekany and Jonathan Revusky. FreeMarker is licensed

under the same license as MapStruct itself - Apache License, Version

2.0 - but the copyright owners are the aforementioned individuals.

The MapStruct distribution (ZIP, TAR.GZ) as well as the MapStruct

library (JAR) include a number of files that are licensed by the

Apache Software Foundation under the same license as MapStruct itself -

Apache License, Version 2.0 - but the copyright owner is the Apache

Software Foundation. These files are:

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_4.xsd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_5.xsd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_0.xsd

 freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_1.xsd

micrometer-core 1.0.5

This product includes Micrometer-core which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0

mockito 1.9.5

This product includes Mockito 1.9.5 content which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s):

Mockito license - MIT.

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Libraries used by Mockito:

Cglib - Apache License 2.0 

 Apache License 2.0

ASM - BSD license

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mockito all distribution:

Objenesis - MIT license

Copyright (c) 2003-2008, Objenesis Team and all contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Hamcrest - BSD license

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

modelmapper 1.1.0

Modelmapper content is distributed in accordance with the following: 

 Apache License 2.0

mssql-jdbc 6.4.0.jre8

Mssql-jdbc is subject to the following license:

Copyright &lt;YEAR&gt; &lt;COPYRIGHT HOLDER&gt;

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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MX4J 3.0.1

MX4J is distributed in accordance with the following licenses:

====================================================================

* The MX4J License Version 1.0

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without

* modification are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution

* if any must include the following acknowledgment:

* "This product includes software developed by the

* MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

* Alternately this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself

* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

* products derived from this software without prior written

* permission.

* For written permission please contact biorn_steedom@users.sourceforge.net *

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J"

* nor may "MX4J" appear in their name without prior written

* permission of Simone Bordet.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS`` AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

* BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT INCIDENTAL

* SPECIAL EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT STRICT LIABILITY

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the MX4J project. For more information on

* MX4J please see

* http://mx4j.sourceforge.net.
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MX4J includes software that has been developed using

libraries from the following projects:

+ The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org)

 * The Commons Logging project (http://jakarta.apache.org/commons)

 * The Log4J project (http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j)

 * The Byte Code Engineering Library project (http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel)

 * The Axis project (http://ws.apache.org/axis)

+ The Jetty project (http://jetty.mortbay.org)

+ The Jython project (http://www.jython.org)

+ The Caucho project (http://www.caucho.com)

Portions of MX4J were obtained under the following licenses:

1:

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without

* modification are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution

* if any must include the following acknowledgment:

* "This product includes software developed by the

* Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

* Alternately this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself

* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

* "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

* derived from this software without prior written permission. For

* written permission please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

* "Apache BCEL" nor may "Apache" appear in their name without

* prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT INCIDENTAL

* SPECIAL EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT STRICT LIABILITY

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation please see

* http://www.apache.org/.

*/

2:

Jetty

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

3:

JPython

HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

=======================

JPython was created in late 1997 by Jim Hugunin. Jim was also the

primary developer while he was at CNRI. In February 1999 Barry Warsaw

took over as primary developer and released JPython version 1.1.

In October 2000 Barry helped move the software to SourceForge

where it was renamed to Jython. Jython 2.0 is developed by a group

of volunteers.

The standard library is covered by the BeOpen / CNRI license. See the

Lib/LICENSE file for details.

The oro regular expresion matcher is covered by the apache license.

See the org/apache/LICENSE file for details.

The zxJDBC package was written by Brian Zimmer and originally licensed

under the GNU Public License. The package is now covered by the Jython

Software License.

Jython changes Software License.

================================

Copyright (c) 2000 Jython Developers

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without

modification are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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 notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Jython Developers nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT INCIDENTAL SPECIAL

EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE DATA OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT STRICT LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

JPython Software License.

=========================

______________________________________________________________________

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING AGREEMENT CAREFULLY.

BY CLICKING ON THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON WHERE INDICATED OR BY INSTALLING

COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE YOU ARE DEEMED TO HAVE AGREED TO

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

______________________________________________________________________

JPython version 1.1.x

 1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National Research

 Initiatives having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive Reston VA

 20191 ("CNRI") and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee")

 accessing and using JPython version 1.1.x in source or binary form and

 its associated documentation as provided herein ("Software").

 2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement CNRI

 hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive non-transferable royalty-free

 world-wide license to reproduce analyze test perform and/or display

 publicly prepare derivative works distribute and otherwise use the

 Software alone or in any derivative version provided however that

 CNRI's License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright i.e.

 "Copyright ©1996-1999 Corporation for National Research Initiatives;

 All Rights Reserved" are both retained in the Software alone or in any

 derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 Alternatively in lieu of CNRI's License Agreement Licensee may

 substitute the following text (omitting the quotes) provided however

 that such text is displayed prominently in the Software alone or in any

 derivative version prepared by Licensee: "JPython (Version 1.1.x) is

 made available subject to the terms and conditions in CNRI's License

 Agreement. This Agreement may be located on the Internet using the

 following unique persistent identifier (known as a handle):

 1895.22/1006. The License may also be obtained from a proxy server on

 the Web using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1006."

 3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or

 incorporates the Software or any part thereof and wants to make the

 derivative work available to the public as provided herein then

 Licensee hereby agrees to indicate in any such work in a prominently

 visible way the nature of the modifications made to CNRI's Software.
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 4. Licensee may not use CNRI trademarks or trade name including JPython

 or CNRI in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

 services of Licensee or any third party. Licensee may use the mark

 JPython in connection with Licensee's derivative versions that are

 based on or incorporate the Software but only in the form

 "JPython-based ___________________" or equivalent.

 5. CNRI is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis.

 CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY

 OF EXAMPLE BUT NOT LIMITATION CNRI MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY

 REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY

 PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT INFRINGE

 ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 6. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR

 ANY INCIDENTAL SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF

 USING MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE OR ANY DERIVATIVE

 THEREOF EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF. SOME STATES DO NOT

 ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY SO THE ABOVE DISCLAIMER

 MAY NOT APPLY TO LICENSEE.

 7. This License Agreement may be terminated by CNRI (i) immediately upon

 written notice from CNRI of any material breach by the Licensee if the

 nature of the breach is such that it cannot be promptly remedied; or

 (ii) sixty (60) days following notice from CNRI to Licensee of a

 material remediable breach if Licensee has not remedied such breach

 within that sixty-day period.

 8. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

 respects by the law of the State of Virginia excluding conflict of law

 provisions. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create any

 relationship of agency partnership or joint venture between CNRI and

 Licensee.

 9. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated or by installing

 copying or otherwise using the Software Licensee agrees to be bound by

 the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

MXGraph 3.9.12

MxGraph content is distributed in accordance with the following: 

 Apache License 2.0

netflix-commons-util 0.3.0

This product includes Netflix-commons content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

 Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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 limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

netflix-statistics 0.1.1

This product includes Netflix-commons content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

 Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 Apache License 2.0

Netty 4.1.23

This product includes Netty content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has been derived from the works by

 JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason

T. Greene:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

 * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of
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the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

-----

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's 

Public Domain Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

-----

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based 

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesøy and contributors

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-----

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple 

logging facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://www.slf4j.org/

/* 

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*
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* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

-----

This product contains a modified version of Roland Kuhn's ASL2 AbstractNodeQueue,

which is based on Dmitriy Vyukov's non-intrusive MPSC queue. It can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.abstractnodequeue.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * https://github.com/akka/akka/blob/wip-2.2.3-for-scala-2.11/akka-actor/src/main/java/akka/dispatch/

AbstractNodeQueue.java

This software is licensed under the Apache 2 license, quoted below.

Copyright 2009-2013 Typesafe Inc. [http://www.typesafe.com]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at

 [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0]

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

-----

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', 

 Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

This software is licensed under the Apache 2 license

-----

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib 

in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-----

This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's 

data interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it. This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it. This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

-----

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' 

to generate a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not

provide the equivalent functionality. It can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:
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 * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

 (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

-----

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced 

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://code.google.com/p/snappy/

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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-----

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's 

micro-benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://code.google.com/p/caliper/

This software is licensed under the Apache 2 license

-----

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', 

a logging framework, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

This software is licensed under the Apache 2 license

-----

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging 

framework, which can be obtained at:

 * LICENSE:

 * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

 * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

This software is licensed under the Apache 2 license

ngc-webpack 4.1.2

This product includes ngc-webpack content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Shlomi Assaf

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngtools/webpack 1.10.0

This product includes ngtools/webpack content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2017 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files
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(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngx-bootstrap 3.1.1

This product includes ngx-bootstrap content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Valor Software

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Dmitriy Shekhovtsov <valorkin@gmail.com>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngx-clipboard 11.1.1

This product includes ngx-clipboard content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2018 Sam Lin

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
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OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngx-infinite-scroll 6.0.1

This product includes ngx-infinite-scroll content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2017 Roberto Simonetti

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngx-translate/core 10.0.2

This product includes ngx-translate-core content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2018 Olivier Combe

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngx-translate/http-loader 3.0.1

This product includes ngx-translate-http-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 Olivier Combe

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,
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publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ngx-webstorage-service 3.1.0

This product includes ngx-webstorage-service content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2018 Daan Scheerens

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

nimbus-jose-jwt 6.0

This product includes nimbus-jose-jwt content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright 2018 The nimbus-jose-jwt Authors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

node-sass 4.9.2

This product includes node-sass content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Andrew Nesbitt
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Copyright (C) 2012-2016 by the Sass Open Source Foundation

Copyright (C) 2012 by Hampton Catlin

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-----

The following files in the spec were taken from the original Ruby Sass project which

is copyright Hampton Catlin, Nathan Weizenbaum, and Chris Eppstein and under

the same license.

Libsass

-----

unchecked.h

core.h

checked.h

utf8.h

// Copyright 2006 Nemanja Trifunovic

/*

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

-----

/**

* sass2scss

* Licensed under the MIT License

* Copyright (c) Marcel Greter
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*/

not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.9

Not-yet-commons-ssl content is distributed in accordance with the following:

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The PKCS12 key derivation function was developed by BouncyCastle

(bouncycastle.org). (Look for the "pkcs12()" method inside PKCS8.java).

Some of this software was originally developed by

Credit Union Central of British Columbia (http://www.cucbc.com/).

The CUCBC code was licensed to the Apache Software Foundation on

August 23rd, 2006.

 Apache License 2.0

NPM 6.4.0

This product includes npm content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

The npm application

Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

Licensed on the terms of The Artistic License 2.0

Node package dependencies of the npm application

Copyright (c) their respective copyright owners

Licensed on their respective license terms

The npm public registry at https://registry.npmjs.org

and the npm website at https://www.npmjs.com

Operated by npm, Inc.

Use governed by terms published on https://www.npmjs.com

"Node.js"

Trademark Joyent, Inc., https://joyent.com

Neither npm nor npm, Inc. are affiliated with Joyent, Inc.

The Node.js application

Project of Node Foundation, https://nodejs.org

The npm Logo

Copyright (c) Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond

"Gubblebum Blocky" typeface

Copyright (c) Tjarda Koster, https://jelloween.deviantart.com

Used with permission

--------

The Artistic License 2.0

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

This license establishes the terms under which a given free software

Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed.

The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic

control over the development of that Package while still keeping the

Package available as open source and free software.

You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this

license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given Package. If the
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terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to

make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek

a different licensing arrangement.

Definitions

 "Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s)

 named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

 "Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other

 material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's

 procedures.

 "You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy,

 distribute, or modify the Package.

 "Package" means the collection of files distributed by the

 Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of

 those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard

 Version, or a Modified Version.

 "Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it

 accessible to anyone else, or in the case of a company or

 organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

 "Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing

 this Package or providing support for this Package to another

 party. It does not mean licensing fees.

 "Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been

 modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested

 by the Copyright Holder.

 "Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and

 such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright

 Holder.

 "Original License" means this Artistic License as Distributed with

 the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as

 it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

 "Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and

 configuration files for the Package.

 "Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode, object code, binary,

 or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or

 translation of the Source form.

Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

(1) You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use

Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that

you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

(2) You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the

Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction,

either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate

all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers. At

your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a

Compiled form of the Package.

(3) You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other

modifications made available from the Copyright Holder. The resulting

Package will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such

will be subject to the Original License.

Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

(4) You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis

or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the
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Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs

from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting

any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that

you do at least ONE of the following:

 (a) make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder

 of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the

 Copyright Holder may include your modifications in the Standard

 Version.

 (b) ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not

 prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In

 addition, the Modified Version must bear a name that is different

 from the name of the Standard Version.

 (c) allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to

 make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others

 under

 (i) the Original License or

 (ii) a license that permits the licensee to freely copy,

 modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same

 licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee

 received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified

 Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely

 available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor

 Fees are allowed.

Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version

or Modified Versions without the Source

(5) You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without

the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to

get the Source of the Standard Version. Such instructions must be

valid at the time of your distribution. If these instructions, at any

time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you

must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.

If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty

days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then

you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

(6) You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without

the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to

the Source of the Modified Version.

Aggregating or Linking the Package

(7) You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or

Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting

aggregation provided that you do not charge a licensing fee for the

Package. Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing fees for other

components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license

apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions

as included in the aggregation.

(8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with

other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to

build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that

include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,

provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

(9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that

merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause
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the Package to be a Modified Version. In addition, such works are not

considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the

terms of this license.

General Provisions

(10) Any use, modification, and distribution of the Standard or

Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,

modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not

use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this

license.

(11) If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified

Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required

to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of

this license.

(12) This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,

service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.

(13) This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,

free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,

sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any

patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily

infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim) against any party alleging

that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the

date that such litigation is filed.

(14) Disclaimer of Warranty:

THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL

LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The npm content includes sub-components provided under one or more of the following licenses:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

BSD 2-Clause

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

# Copyright (c) 2015 Calvin Metcalf

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

**THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.**

MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Zeit, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) Kevin Martensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright Google

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) Sam Verschueren <sam.verschueren@gmail.com> (github.com/SamVerschueren)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2013 Braveg1rl

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

 so, subject to the following

conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Zeit, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

npm-run-all 4.1.3

This product includes npm-run-all content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015 Toru Nagashima

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

NPOI 2.1.1

NPOI is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright 2008-2015 Tony Qu and contributors. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

oauth2-oidc-sdk 5.57

This product includes oauth2-oidc-sdk content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Nimbus OAuth 2.0 SDK with OpenID Connect extensions

Copyright 2012-2018, Connect2id Ltd and contributors.
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Objenesis 2.6

This product includes Objenesis content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s):

Copyright 2007-2017 the original author or authors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

ojdbc7 12.1.0.2

This Product is distributed with Oracle JDBC Driver from Oracle USA, Inc. ("Oracle")

The following additional terms and conditions apply to your use of the Oracle software product ("Oracle

Product"):

(1) you may only use the Oracle Product to run the CA Product; (2) to the extent permitted by applicable

law, Oracle disclaims liability for any damages, whether direct, indirect, incidental, or consequential,

arising from your use of the Oracle Product; (3) at the termination of this Agreement, you must

discontinue use and destroy or return to CA all copies of the Product; (4) Oracle is not obligated to

provide technical support, phone support, or updates to the Oracle Product hereunder; (5) CA reserves

the right to audit your use of the Oracle Product and report such use to Oracle or to assign this right to

audit your use of the Oracle Product to Oracle; (6) Oracle shall be a third party beneficiary of this

Agreement.

okhttp 3.7.0

This product includes okhttp content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s):

Copyright 2016 Square, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

okio 1.12.0

This product includes okio content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

OpenSSL 1.1.0e

OpenSSL 1.1.0e

OpenSSL content is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s):

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See

below for the actual license texts.

OpenSSL License

---------------

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

* software must display the following acknowledgment:

* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
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*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

* endorse or promote products derived from this software without

* prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

* openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

* permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

* acknowledgment:

* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

* ==================================================================== 

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
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* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

* must display the following acknowledgement:

* "This product includes cryptographic software written by

* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

* being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

-------------------------------

openws 1.5.4

Openws is distributed under the following license: 

 Apache License 2.0

optimize-js-plugin 0.0.4

This product includes optimize-js-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015 [Vignesh Shanmugam](https://vigneshh.in)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

owasp-java-html-sanitizer 20170411.1

This product includes owasp-java-html-sanitizer content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

Copyright (c) 2011, Mike Samuel

All rights reserved.

You may use under either the Apache License Version 2.0 or the BSD

3-Clause License.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Junit 4.8.1

Common Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this

 Agreement, and

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 i) changes to the Program, and

 ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

 Contributor. A Contribution

'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on

 such Contributor's behalf.

Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed

 in conjunction with the Program

under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.
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"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use

 or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

 worldwide, royalty-free copyright

license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and

 sublicense the Contribution of such

Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

 worldwide, royalty-free patent license

under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of

 such Contributor, if any, in source

code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

 Program if, at the time the

Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

 covered by the Licensed Patents.

The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per

 se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth

 herein, no assurances are provided

by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any

 other entity. Each Contributor

disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

 intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a

condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

 responsibility to secure any other

intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow

 Recipient to distribute the Program, it

is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution,

 if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement,

 provided that:

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

 i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

 including warranties or conditions of

title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a

 particular purpose;

 ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

 special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and

 not by any other party; and

 iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner

on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.
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When the Program is made available in source code form:

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that

 reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to

identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business

 partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program

 in a commercial product offering

should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a

 Contributor includes the Program in a

commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

 every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

 lawsuits and other legal actions

brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of

 such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this

 section do not apply to any claims or

Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an

 Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly

notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

 control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor

 may participate in any such

claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

 Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to

 Product X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

 Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

 court requires any other Contributor

to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible

 for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

 rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

 or loss of data, programs or

equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY

 LIABILITY FOR ANY
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DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

 PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

 GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the

 validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision

 shall be reformed to the minimum

extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to

 software (including a cross-claim or

counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this

 Agreement shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

 (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

 hardware) infringes such Recipient's

patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

 litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material

 terms or conditions of this Agreement

and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If

 all Recipient's rights under this

Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably

 practicable. However, Recipient's

obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

 and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

 Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions

 (including revisions) of this

Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

 IBM is the initial Agreement

Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity.

 Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

 distributed subject to the

version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is

 published, Contributor may elect to

distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in

 Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

 expressly, by implication, estoppel

or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the

 United States of America. No party to

this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action

 arose. Each party waives its rights to

a jury trial in any resulting litigation.
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Htmlparser 1.3

This is for the HTML parser as a whole except the rewindable input stream,

the named character classes and the Live DOM Viewer.

For the copyright notices for individual files, please see individual files.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, 2007 Henri Sivonen

* Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Mozilla Foundation

* Portions of comments Copyright 2004-2007 Apple Computer, Inc., Mozilla

* Foundation, and Opera Software ASA.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

The following license is for the WHATWG spec from which the named character

data was extracted.

/*

* Copyright 2004-2010 Apple Computer, Inc., Mozilla Foundation, and Opera

* Software ASA.

*

* You are granted a license to use, reproduce and create derivative works of

* this document.

*/

The following license is for the rewindable input stream.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

* disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

* with the distribution.

* * Neither the name of the Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd nor
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* the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

* products derived from this software without specific prior

* written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

* ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

The following license applies to the Live DOM Viewer:

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, 2008 Ian Hickson and various contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

parse5 4.0.0

This product includes parse5 content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Ivan Nikulin (ifaaan@gmail.com, https://github.com/inikulin)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
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OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-----

/*! normalize.css v1.1.3 | MIT License | git.io/normalize */

-----

Node.js

Node's license follows:

====

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

====

This license applies to all parts of Node that are not externally

maintained libraries. The externally maintained libraries used by Node are:

- V8, located at deps/v8. V8's license follows:

"""

 This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally

 maintained libraries. The externally maintained libraries used by V8

 are:

 - PCRE test suite, located in

 test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre.js. This is based on the

 test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University

 of Cambridge and Google, Inc. The copyright notice and license

 are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

 - Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party. These are

 based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by

 Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

 - Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h,

 assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h,

 assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler-x64-inl.h,

 assembler-x64.cc, assembler-x64.h, assembler-mips-inl.h,

 assembler-mips.cc, assembler-mips.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h.

 This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems Inc. and released

 under a 3-clause BSD license.

 - Valgrind client API header, located at third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h

 This is release under the BSD license.

 These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

 as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 Copyright 2006-2012, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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 met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

- C-Ares, an asynchronous DNS client, located at deps/cares. C-Ares license

 follows:

 """

 /* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

 *

 * Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

 * software and its documentation for any purpose and without

 * fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

 * notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

 * notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

 * documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

 * advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

 * software without specific, written prior permission.

 * M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

 * this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

 * without express or implied warranty.

 """

- OpenSSL located at deps/openssl. OpenSSL is cryptographic software written

 by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com) to provide SSL/TLS encryption. OpenSSL's

 license follows:

 """

 /* ====================================================================

 * Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

 *

 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 * are met:

 *

 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 *
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 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 * distribution.

 *

 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

 * software must display the following acknowledgment:

 * "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

 * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 *

 * 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

 * endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 * prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

 * openssl-core@openssl.org.

 *

 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

 * nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

 * permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

 * 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

 * acknowledgment:

 * "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

 * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

 *

 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

 * EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 * PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

 * ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 * LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 * ====================================================================

 *

 * This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

 * (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim

 * Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

 *

 */

 """

- HTTP Parser, located at deps/http_parser. HTTP Parser's license follows:

 """

 http_parser.c is based on src/http/ngx_http_parse.c from NGINX copyright

 Igor Sysoev.

 Additional changes are licensed under the same terms as NGINX and

 copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

 IN THE SOFTWARE.

 """

- Closure Linter is located at tools/closure_linter. Closure's license

 follows:

 """

 # Copyright (c) 2007, Google Inc.

 # All rights reserved.

 #

 # Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 # modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 # met:

 #

 # * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 # notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 # * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 # copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 # in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 # distribution.

 # * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 # contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 # this software without specific prior written permission.

 #

 # THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 # "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 # LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 # A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 # OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 # SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 # LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 # DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

 # THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 # (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 # OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

- tools/cpplint.py is a C++ linter. Its license follows:

 """

 # Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 #

 # Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 # modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 # met:

 #
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 # * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 # notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 # * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 # copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 # in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 # distribution.

 # * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 # contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 # this software without specific prior written permission.

 #

 # THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 # "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 # LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 # A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 # OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 # SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 # LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 # DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

 # THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 # (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 # OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

- lib/punycode.js is copyright 2011 Mathias Bynens http://mathiasbynens.be/

 and released under the MIT license.

 """

 * Punycode.js http://mths.be/punycode

 * Copyright 2011 Mathias Bynens http://mathiasbynens.be/

 * Available under MIT license http://mths.be/mit

 """

- tools/gyp. GYP is a meta-build system. GYP's license follows:

 """

 Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

 in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 distribution.

 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

- Zlib at deps/zlib. zlib's license follows:

 """

 /* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.4, March 14th, 2010

 Copyright (C) 1995-2010 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

 claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

 in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

 appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

 misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 Jean-loup Gailly

 Mark Adler

 */

 """

- npm is a package manager program located at deps/npm.

 npm's license follows:

 """

 Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

 All rights reserved.

 npm is released under the Artistic 2.0 License.

 The text of the License follows:

 --------

 The Artistic License 2.0

 Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 Preamble

 This license establishes the terms under which a given free software

 Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed.

 The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic

 control over the development of that Package while still keeping the

 Package available as open source and free software.

 You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this

 license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given Package. If the

 terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to

 make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek

 a different licensing arrangement.

 Definitions

 "Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s)

 named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

 "Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other

 material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's
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 procedures.

 "You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy,

 distribute, or modify the Package.

 "Package" means the collection of files distributed by the

 Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of

 those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard

 Version, or a Modified Version.

 "Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it

 accessible to anyone else, or in the case of a company or

 organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

 "Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing

 this Package or providing support for this Package to another

 party. It does not mean licensing fees.

 "Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been

 modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested

 by the Copyright Holder.

 "Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and

 such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright

 Holder.

 "Original License" means this Artistic License as Distributed with

 the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as

 it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

 "Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and

 configuration files for the Package.

 "Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode, object code, binary,

 or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or

 translation of the Source form.

 Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

 (1) You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use

 Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that

 you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

 Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

 (2) You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the

 Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction,

 either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate

 all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers. At

 your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a

 Compiled form of the Package.

 (3) You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other

 modifications made available from the Copyright Holder. The resulting

 Package will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such

 will be subject to the Original License.

 Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

 (4) You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis

 or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the

 Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs

 from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting

 any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that

 you do at least ONE of the following:

 (a) make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder

 of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the

 Copyright Holder may include your modifications in the Standard

 Version.
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 (b) ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not

 prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In

 addition, the Modified Version must bear a name that is different

 from the name of the Standard Version.

 (c) allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to

 make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others

 under

 (i) the Original License or

 (ii) a license that permits the licensee to freely copy,

 modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same

 licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee

 received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified

 Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely

 available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor

 Fees are allowed.

 Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version

 or Modified Versions without the Source

 (5) You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without

 the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to

 get the Source of the Standard Version. Such instructions must be

 valid at the time of your distribution. If these instructions, at any

 time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you

 must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.

 If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty

 days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then

 you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

 (6) You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without

 the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to

 the Source of the Modified Version.

 Aggregating or Linking the Package

 (7) You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or

 Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting

 aggregation provided that you do not charge a licensing fee for the

 Package. Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing fees for other

 components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license

 apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions

 as included in the aggregation.

 (8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with

 other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to

 build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that

 include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,

 provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

 Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

 (9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that

 merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause

 the Package to be a Modified Version. In addition, such works are not

 considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the

 terms of this license.

 General Provisions

 (10) Any use, modification, and distribution of the Standard or

 Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,

 modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not

 use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this
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 license.

 (11) If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified

 Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required

 to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of

 this license.

 (12) This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,

 service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.

 (13) This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,

 free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,

 sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any

 patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily

 infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation

 (including a cross-claim or counterclaim) against any party alleging

 that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent

 infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the

 date that such litigation is filed.

 (14) Disclaimer of Warranty:

 THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

 IS' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

 NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL

 LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 --------

 "Node.js" and "node" trademark Joyent, Inc. npm is not officially

 part of the Node.js project, and is neither owned by nor

 officially affiliated with Joyent, Inc.

 Packages published in the npm registry (other than the Software and

 its included dependencies) are not part of npm itself, are the sole

 property of their respective maintainers, and are not covered by

 this license.

 "npm Logo" created by Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond,

 used with permission.

 "Gubblebum Blocky" font

 Copyright (c) by Tjarda Koster, http://jelloween.deviantart.com

 included for use in the npm website and documentation,

 used with permission.

 This program uses several Node modules contained in the node_modules/

 subdirectory, according to the terms of their respective licenses.

 """

- tools/doc/node_modules/marked. Marked is a Markdown parser. Marked's

 license follows:

 """

 Copyright (c) 2011-2012, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 """

- test/gc/node_modules/weak. Node-weak is a node.js addon that provides garbage

 collector notifications. Node-weak's license follows:

 """

 Copyright (c) 2011, Ben Noordhuis <info@bnoordhuis.nl

 Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

 purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

 copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

 WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

 ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

 WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

 OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 """

- src/ngx-queue.h. ngx-queue.h is taken from the nginx source tree. nginx's

 license follows:

 """

 Copyright (C) 2002-2012 Igor Sysoev

 Copyright (C) 2011,2012 Nginx, Inc.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

 OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGE.

 """

- wrk is located at tools/wrk. wrk's license follows:

 """

 Apache License 2.0
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 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 """

-----

HTML – Living Standard
© Copyright 2004-2011 Apple Computer, Inc., Mozilla Foundation, and Opera Software ASA.

You are granted a license to use, reproduce and create derivative works of this document.

preload-webpack-plugin 2.3.0

This product includes preload-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

Copyright 2017 Google, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

protractor 5.3.2

This product includes protractor content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/*

AngularJS v1.5.0

(c) 2010-2016 Google, Inc. http://angularjs.org

License: MIT

*/

Qameta allure-maven 2.8

This product includes allure-maven content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):
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Copyright 2012 YANDEX

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

qBreakpad 1

This product is distributed with content from the above software (the "LGPL Software"),

which is governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the

“CA Product”). The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. ("CA"). Use, copying,

distribution and modification of the LGPL Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General

Public License Version 3, 29 June 2007 ("LGPL"). A copy of the LGPL license can be found

in the distribution of the LGPL Software. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be

found at http://opensource.org/licenses/LGPL-3.0. CA makes the source code for

the LGPL Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001913_1, and/or in the

distribution with the executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA

license agreement ("EULA"), not by the LGPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or

redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The

LGPL Software is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further

details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found in the

LGPL license itself.

QJsonWebToken 1

This product includes QJsonWebToken content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 Juan Gonzalez Burgos

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Qt 5.9.1

This product is distributed with Qt (the LGPL Software) which is governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product).

The LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the LGPL

Software are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3. A copy of the LGPL

license can be found in the same directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is

distributed. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at

https://opensource.org/licenses/LGPL-3.0. CA makes the source code for the LGPL Software available at

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips, and includes a copy of the source code on the same disk as the executable

code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA license agreement (EULA), not by the LGPL

license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly

set forth in the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of

warranty with respect to the LGPL Software can be found in the LGPL license itself.

QtSingleApplication 2.0

QtSingleApplication is licensed for use as follows:

:: Copyright (C) 2013 Digia Plc and/or its subsidiary(-ies).

:: Contact: http://www.qt-project.org/legal

::

:: This file is part of the Qt Solutions component.

::

:: $QT_BEGIN_LICENSE:BSD$

:: You may use this file under the terms of the BSD license as follows:

::

:: "Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

:: modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

:: met:

:: * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

:: notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

:: * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

:: notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

:: the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

:: distribution.

:: * Neither the name of Digia Plc and its Subsidiary(-ies) nor the names

:: of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

:: from this software without specific prior written permission.

::

::

:: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

:: "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

:: LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

:: A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

:: OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

:: SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

:: LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

:: DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

:: THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

:: (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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:: OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE."

QuaZIP 0.7.1

This product includes QuaZIP content (LGPL Content), which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The LGPL Content is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product). The LGPL

 Content is not

owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the LGPL Content are governed by the

 GNU Lesser General

Public License version 2.1 (the “LGPL”). A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the same directory where

 the Third Party

Product is located. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license can be found at http://www.opensource.org/

licenses/gpl-2.0.html or

write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes

 the source code

for the LGPL Content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/, and CA includes a copy of the source code on

 the same media as the

executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (EULA), not by

 the LGPL license.

You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in the

 EULA. The LGPL

Content is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further

details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL Content can be found in the LGPL license

 itself. To the full extent

permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all warranties and liability arising from or related to any use

 of the LGPL Content.

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 Sergey A. Tachenov

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser

General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

See COPYING file for the full LGPL text.

Original ZIP package is copyrighted by Gilles Vollant, see

quazip/(un)zip.h files for details, basically it's zlib License. 

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 2.1

/* unzip.h -- IO for uncompress .zip files using zlib

 Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010

 part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 Modifications of Unzip for Zip64

 Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 Modifications for Zip64 support on both zip and unzip
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 Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Condition of use and distribution are the same than zlib :

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

 claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

 in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

 appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

 misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Changes

 See header of unzip64.c

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 As per the requirement above, this file is plainly marked as modified

 by Sergey A. Tachenov. Most modifications include the I/O API redesign

 to support QIODevice interface. Some improvements and small fixes were also made.

*/

QuickGraph 3.2.4

QuickGraph is distributed under the following license:

Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the

software, you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do

not use the software.

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and

"distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to

the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under

this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly

on its contribution.

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants

you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce its contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution,

and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants

you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed

patents to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or
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otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use

any contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that

you claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such

contributor to the software ends automatically.

(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all

copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in

the software.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form,

you may do so only under this license by including a complete copy of

this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the

software in compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a

license that complies with this license.

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The

contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You

may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this

license cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the

contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness

for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

raw-loader 0.5.1

This product includes raw-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

reflect-metadata 0.1.12

This product includes reflect-metadata content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

***************************************************************************** */

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

// The following license applies to the fuzzysearch function

// The MIT License (MIT)

// Copyright © 2015 Nicolas Bevacqua

// Copyright © 2016 Brian Terlson

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

// this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

// the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

// use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

// the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

// subject to the following conditions:

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

// copies or substantial portions of the Software.

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

// FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

// COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

// IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

// CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

REST-assured Java DSL 2.3.0

REST-assured Java DSL 2.3.0 is distributed under the following license:

Copyright 2014 Johan Haleby

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

 implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License. 
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 Apache License 2.0

ribbon 2.2.5

This product includes ribbon content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

 Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License. 

 

 Apache License 2.0

rimraf 2.6.2

This product includes rimraf content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

rxjava 1.2.1

RxJava content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors. 

 Apache License 2.0

RxJS 6.3.3

This product includes RxJS content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright 2018 Ben Lesh, David Driscoll, Nicholas Jamieson, OJ Kwon, Paul Taylor, Tracy Lee

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

rxnetty 0.4.9

This product includes rxnetty content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

 Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License. 

 

 Apache License 2.0

sass-loader 6.0.6

Sass-loader is subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

script-ext-html-webpack-plugin 1.8.8

This product includes script-ext-html-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016 numical

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,
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publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Servo Core 0.10.0

This product includes Servo content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Servo

Copyright 2011-2015 Netflix, Inc.

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Alternative collection types provided by Google Guava from

http://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/

Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

servo internal 0.10.1

This product includes Servo content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Servo

Copyright 2011-2015 Netflix, Inc.

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Alternative collection types provided by Google Guava from

http://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/

Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0
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sharpziplib 0.86.0

This product includes sharpziplib content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

The sharpziplib content (“GPL+ Content”) is open source software that is used with this CA software program

 (the CA Product). The

GPL+ Content is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL+ Content

 are governed by the

GNU General Public License version 2 + the Classpath Exception (the GPL+). A copy of the GPL+ license can be

 found in the same

directory where the Third Party Product is located. Additionally, a copy of the GPL+ license can be obtained

 by writing to the Free

Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source code for

 the GPL+

Content available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/, and includes a copy of the source code on the same media as

 the executable

code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (EULA), not by the GPL+

 license. You cannot

use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The

 GPL+ Content is

provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of

 the

disclaimer of warranty with respect to the GPL+ Content can be found in the GPL+ license itself. To the full

 extent permitted under

applicable law, CA disclaims all warranties and liability arising from or related to any use of the GPL+

 Content.

 GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

 a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of

 the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

 permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

 executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

 and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

 choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

 the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent

 module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If

 you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

 the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do

 so, delete this exception statement from your version.

slf4j 1.7.25

SLF4J content is distributed in accordance with the following license
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agreement(s):

Copyright (c) 2004-2014 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

slf4j-api 1.7.25

Slf4j-api is subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

slf4j-simple 1.7.7

SLF4J content is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement(s):

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

snakeyaml 1.19

Snakeyaml content is distributed in accordance with the following: 

 Apache License 2.0

source-map-loader 0.2.3

This product includes source-map-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

spqr 0.9.7

This product includes spqr content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0
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The spqr content contains the following separately-licensed components:

SubclassClassFilter.java

InterfaceOnlyClassFilter.java

ClassUtil.java

ClassModifiersClassFilter.java

ClassInfoClassVisitor.java

ClassInfo.java

ClassFilter.java

AbstractClassFilter.java

 This software is released under a BSD-style license:

 Copyright (c) 2004-2007 Brian M. Clapper. All rights reserved.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

 must include the following acknowledgement:

 "This product includes software developed by Brian M. Clapper

 (bmc@clapper.org, http://www.clapper.org/bmc/). That software is

 copyright (c) 2004-2007 Brian M. Clapper."

 Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

 if wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 3. Neither the names "clapper.org", "clapper.org Java Utility Library",

 nor any of the names of the project contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior

 written permission. For written permission, please contact

 bmc@clapper.org.

 4. Products derived from this software may not be called "clapper.org

 Java Utility Library", nor may "clapper.org" appear in their names

 without prior written permission of Brian M. Clapper.

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL BRIAN M. CLAPPER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

 THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

SpreadsheetLight 3.4

SpreadsheetLight is distributed in accordance with the following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2011 Vincent Tan Wai Lip. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit
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persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Spring Context 5.0.5.RELEASE

This product includes Spring Context content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):
© 2018 Pivotal Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

spring framework 5.0.7.RELEASE

This product includes Spring Framework content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Spring Framework

Copyright (c) 2002-2016 Pivotal, Inc.

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use

 of the source code for these

subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the

 license.txt file.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

SPRING FRAMEWORK SUBCOMPONENTS:

Spring Framework includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that
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includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

>>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm:4.0, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:4.0):

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium http://www.ow2.org/

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

http://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,

CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

=======================================================================

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download, or by

sending a request, with your name and address to:

 Pivotal, Inc., 875 Howard St,

 San Francisco, CA 94103

 United States of America

or email info@pivotal.io. All such requests should clearly specify:

 OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST

 Attention General Counsel

Pivotal shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium. This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for

three years from the date you acquired this Software product.
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Spring Hateoas 0.18.0

Spring HATEOAS is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright (c) [2012-2015] Pivotal Software Inc. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

spring plugin core 1.2.0.RELEASE

Spring plugin core is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright (c) 2008-2015 Oliver Gierke and contributors. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

spring security 5.0.6.RELEASE

Spring Security content is distributed in accordance with the following:

======================================================================

 == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==

 == Version 2.0, in this case for the Spring Security distribution. ==

 ======================================================================

 The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

 must include the following acknowledgement:

 "This product includes software developed by Spring Security

 Project (http://www.springframework.org/security)."

 Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

 if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 The names "Spring", "Spring Security", "Spring Security System",

 "SpringSource", "Acegi", "Acegi Security", "Acegi Security System",

 "Acegi" or any derivatives thereof may not be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this software without prior written

 permission. For written permission, please contact

 ben.alex@springsource.com. 
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 Apache License 2.0

Spring Security SAML 1.0.2

Spring-security-saml content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s): 

 Apache License 2.0

spring-boot 2.0.3.RELEASE

Spring-boot content is distributed in accordance with the following:

 Apache License 2.0

spring-cloud-commons 2.0.0.RELEASE

This product includes Spring Cloud Commons content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

/*

* Copyright 2012-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Spring-Cloud-Netflix 2.0.0.RC1

This product includes Spring-Cloud-Netflix content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

spring-cloud-sleuth-core 2.0.0.RELEASE

This product includes Spring Cloud Sleuth content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

/*

* Copyright 2013-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

spring-data-commons 2.0.8

This product includes spring-data-commons content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

/*

* Copyright 2015-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use

 of the source code for these

subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the

 license.txt file.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com. All

such requests should clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel. VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium. This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

spring-data-jpa 1.10.2.RELEASE

Spring Data JPA content is distributed in ac c ordance with the following lic ense agreement(s):

Spring Data JPA 1 .10.2

Copyright (c) [2011-2016] Pivotal Software, Inc .

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2 .0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file. 

 Apache License 2.0

=======================================================================

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above) you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto if any (the "Source Files") by

downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download
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or by sending a request with your name and address to: VMware Inc. 3401 Hillview

Avenue Palo Alto CA 9 4304 United States of America or email info@vmware.com. All

such requests should clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST Attention General

Counsel. VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium. This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three 

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

Springfox 2.7.0

Springfox content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s): 

 Apache License 2.0

spring-ldap-core 2.3.2.RELEASE

Spring LDAP is distributed in accordance with the following:

======================================================================

 == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4 d of the Apache License, ==

 == Version 2.0, for the Spring LDAP distribution. ==

 ======================================================================

 This product includes software developed by

 the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

 must include the following acknowledgement:

 "This product includes software developed by the Spring LDAP

 Project (http://www.springframework.org/ldap)."

 Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

 if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 Apache License 2.0

spring-plugin-metadata 1.2.0.RELEASE

This product includes spring-plugin-metadata content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):

/*

* Copyright 2008-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use

 of the source code for these
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subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the

 license.txt file.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

spring-security 1.0.5.RELEASE

This product includes Spring Security content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

======================================================================

 == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==

 == Version 2.0, in this case for the Acegi Security System for ==

 == Spring distribution. ==

 ======================================================================

 The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

 must include the following acknowledgement:

 "This product includes software developed by the Acegi Security

 System for Spring Project (http://acegisecurity.org)."

 Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

 if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 The names "Acegi", "Acegi Security System" and "Acegi Security System

 for Spring" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without prior written permission. For written

 permission, please contact ben.alex@acegi.com.au.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

stax-api 1.0-2

This product includes stax-api content, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

The stax-api content was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license (NOT the GPL license), and

portions under additional licenses (if any), the terms and conditions of which are set forth

below. The stax-api content is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified,

object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that

differ from these licenses are offered by CA alone and not by any other party. The third party

licensors of the stax-api content provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
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CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties

or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect,

special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the source code for the CDDL

portion of stax-api available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0.

CA elects to include this software in this distribution under the CDDL v.1.0 license.

Copyright (c) 2003 by BEA Systems. All Rights Reserved.

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

string-replace-loader 2.1.1

This product includes string-replace-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015 Valentyn Barmashyn

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

style-loader 0.20.3

This product includes style-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

swagger 2.2.2
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Swagger-core is distributed in accordance with the following license:

Copyright 2011-2015 Tony Tam and contributors. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"; you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

swagger-core 1.5.13

Swagger-core content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s): 

 Apache License 2.0

 

Tomcat 8.5.31

Apache Tomcat content was obtained from the Apache Software Foundation under various licenses set forth below,

 and is

distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license

 agreement. The following

information sets out certain notices, attributions and/or other information CA is required to provide to you

 by the third party

licensors of this component. The terms contained in the CA license agreement are offered by CA and not by the

 third party

licensors. The contents set forth below are for informational purposes only and do not modify the terms of the

 license agreement

between you and CA. The third party licensors of these components provide them on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

 of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for

 any claim or loss,

including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. Source

 code for Apache

Tomcat be obtained from http://tomcat.apache.org/. In addition, CA makes the source code for certain

 components contained in

Apache Tomcat available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00002437_4/ under the terms of their respective open

 source licenses.

Apache Tomcat is distributed in accordance with the following:

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(http://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)
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and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft

Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is

open source software. The original software and

related information is available at

http://nsis.sourceforge.net.

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by the Eclipse

JDT Core Batch Compiler component, which is open source software.

The original software and related information is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core/.

For portions of the Tomcat JNI OpenSSL API and the OpenSSL JSSE integration

The org.apache.tomcat.jni and the org.apache.tomcat.net.openssl packages

are derivative work originating from the Netty project and the finagle-native

project developed at Twitter

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

* Copyright 2014 Twitter

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html 

 Apache License 2.0

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

For the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler (ecj-x.x.x.jar) component: 

 Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

For the Windows Installer component:

 * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

 graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

 otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

 * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng
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 license.

 * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

 * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

 License version 1.0.

zlib/libpng license

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

 that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

 product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

 appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

 misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

bzip2 license

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

 that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

 product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

 appreciated but is not required.

 3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

 misrepresented as being the original software.

 4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and
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ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;
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ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of
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program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
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any resulting litigation.

Special exception for LZMA compression module

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

tslib 1.9.3

This product includes tslib content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

***************************************************************************** */

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain
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a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

tslint 5.10.0

This product includes tslint content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/*

* Copyright 2017 Palantir Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

ts-node 5.0.0

This product includes ts-node content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

typedoc 0.11.1

This product includes typedoc content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

Copyright (c) 2015 [Sebastian Lenz]( http://typedoc.org ).

Copyright (c) 2016-2018 [TypeDoc Contributors]( https://github.com/TypeStrong/typedoc/graphs/contributors ).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

typescript 2.7.2

This product includes typescript content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

***************************************************************************** */

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 Apache License 2.0
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/*!----------------- TypeScript ThirdPartyNotices -------------------------------------------------------

The TypeScript software is based on or incorporates material and code from the projects listed below

(collectively "Third Party Code"). Microsoft is not the original author of the

Third Party Code. The original copyright notice and the license, under which

Microsoft received such Third Party Code, are set forth below. Such license and

notices are provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft licenses the Third

Party Code to you under the terms of the Apache 2.0 License.

All Third Party Code licensed by Microsoft under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

---------------------------------------------

Third Party Code Components

--------------------------------------------

------------------- DefinitelyTyped --------------------

This file is based on or incorporates material from the projects listed below (collectively "Third Party

 Code"). Microsoft is not the original author

of the Third Party Code. The original copyright notice and the license, under which Microsoft received such

 Third Party Code, are set forth

below. Such licenses and notices are provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft, not the third party,

 licenses the Third Party Code to

you under the terms set forth in the EULA for the Microsoft Product. Microsoft reserves all other rights not

 expressly granted under this

agreement, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

DefinitelyTyped

This project is licensed under the MIT license.

Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

Provided for Informational Purposes Only

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files (the

""Software""), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

 OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------- End of ThirdPartyNotices --------------------------------------------------- */

scanner

parser

// Copyright 2009 the Sputnik authors. All rights reserved.

// This code is governed by the BSD license found in the LICENSE file.

uglifyjs-webpack-plugin 1.2.7

This product includes uglifyjs-webpack-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

url-loader 1.0.1

This product includes url-loader content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

validation-api 2.0.1

This product includes beanvalidation-api content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement(s):
© 2017 Red Hat Inc.

Akira Kawauchi
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Davide D'Alto

Dhanji R. Prasanna

Emmanuel Bernard

Gavin King

Gerhard Petracek

Guillaume Smet

Gunnar Morling

Hardy Ferentschik

Hendrik Ebbers

Kevin Pollet

Sebastian Thomschke

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

 distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

 governing permissions and

limitations under the License. 

 Apache License 2.0

Velocity 1.7

This product includes Apache Velocity 1.7 content which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Apache Velocity

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 

 Apache License 2.0

webpack 3.12.0

This product includes webpack content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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webpack-dev-middleware 2.0.6

This product includes webpack-dev-middleware content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

webpack-dev-server 2.11.1

This product includes webpack-dev-server content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

 license agreement:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/*!

* jQuery JavaScript Library v1.8.1

* http://jquery.com/

*

* Includes Sizzle.js

* http://sizzlejs.com/

*

* Copyright 2012 jQuery Foundation and other contributors

* Released under the MIT license

* http://jquery.org/license

*

* Date: Thu Aug 30 2012 17:17:22 GMT-0400 (Eastern Daylight Time)

*/
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webpack-inline-manifest-plugin 4.0.0

This product includes webpack-inline-manifest-plugin content, which is distributed in accordance with the

 following license

agreement:

Copyright (c) 2014 Charles Blaxland

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

webpack-merge 4.1.3

This product includes webpack-merge content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2015 Juho Vepsalainen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

WPFExtensions 1.0

WPFExtensions is distributed under the following license:

Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the

software, you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do

not use the software.

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and

"distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to
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the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under

this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly

on its contribution.

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants

you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce its contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution,

and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants

you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed

patents to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or

otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use

any contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that

you claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such

contributor to the software ends automatically.

(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all

copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in

the software.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form,

you may do so only under this license by including a complete copy of

this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the

software in compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a

license that complies with this license.

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The

contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You

may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this

license cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the

contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness

for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

xml-apis 1.4.01

This product includes Apache xml-apis 1.4.01 which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreements: 

 Apache License 2.0

xmlsec 1.5.7

This product includes Apache XMLSEC 1.5.7 which is distributed in accordance with the

following license agreement: 

 Apache License 2.0
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xmltooling 1.4.4

xmltooling is distributed under the following license:

 Apache License 2.0

xz 1.8

This product includes xz content, which is distributed in accordance with the following

license agreement:

 All the files in this package have been written by Lasse Collin and/or Igor Pavlov. All

these files have been put into the public domain. You can do whatever you want with these

files.

 This software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

zipkin 2.9.3

This product includes zipkin content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/**

* Copyright 2015-2018 The OpenZipkin Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 Apache License 2.0

zipkin-reporter 2.7.3

This product includes zipkin-reporter content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):

/**

* Copyright 2015-2018 The OpenZipkin Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 Apache License 2.0

Zlib 1.2.11

Zlib content is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement(s):

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

 claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

 in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

 appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

 misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 Jean-loup Gailly Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

zone.js 0.8.26

This product includes zone.js content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement:

Copyright (c) 2016-2018 Google, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

 documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

 Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

 of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

zuul-core 1.3.1

This product includes zuul content, which is distributed in accordance with the following license

 agreement(s):
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 Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 Apache License 2.0

 

Apache License 2.0
                               Apache License

                           Version 2.0, January 2004

                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

   1. Definitions.

      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

      exercising permissions granted by this License.

      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

      source, and configuration files.

      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

      and conversions to other media types.

      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

      as of the date such litigation is filed.

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

      meet the following conditions:

      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

          stating that You changed the files; and

      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

          the Derivative Works; and

      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

          as modifying the License.

      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

      identification within third-party archives.

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

 1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

 to the creation of Modifications.

 1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

 prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

 Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

 or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

 containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

 Code.

 1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

 Original Software available under this License.

 1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

 thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 1.7. License. means this document.

 1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

 possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

 acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

 following:

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

 the terms of this License.

 1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

 computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

 acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

 claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

 which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

 in or with such code.

 1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

 rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

 legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

 by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

 definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

 the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

 otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the
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 outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

 third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

 Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

 perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

 portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

 a Larger Work; and

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

 date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

 (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

 infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

 other software or devices.

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

 party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

 world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

 Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

 perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

 with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

 Larger Work; and

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

 Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

 the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

 (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

 Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

 Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

 as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

 Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

 Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

 You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

 form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

 You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

 as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

 reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

 exchange.

 3.2. Modifications.

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

 by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

 Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

 rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 3.3. Required Notices.

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

 You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

 any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

 Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

 attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

 Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

 or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

 charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

 one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

 Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

 Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

 support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

 You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

 for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

 a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

 terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

 which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

 in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

 Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

 in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

 distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

 license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

 from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

 or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

 such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 3.6. Larger Works.

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

 not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

 as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

 of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.
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 4.1. New Versions.

 Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

 revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

 version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

 in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

 modify this License.

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

 Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

 which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

 Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

 being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

 of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

 available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

 originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

 to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

 the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

 license steward.

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

 Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

 License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

 name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

 this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

 terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

 MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

 AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

 ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

 DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

 SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

 HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

 judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

 Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

 is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

 Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

 Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

 Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

 any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

 Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

 the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
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 prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

 notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

 claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

 Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

 with Participant.

 6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

 user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

 ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

 INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

 COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

 DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

 APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

 EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

 EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

 that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

 computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

 Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

 provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

 License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

 hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

 provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

 enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

 specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

 extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

 jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

 License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

 jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

 Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

 application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

 International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

 which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

 the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

 responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

 regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

 countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered
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 Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

 for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

 utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

 Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

 basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

 admission of liability.

 NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

 LICENSE (CDDL)

 The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

 of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

 to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

 the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

 California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

 Modifications.

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

 Contributor (if any), and the

Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of

 files containing Original Software

with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under

 this License.

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

 the terms of this License.

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

 initial grant or subsequently

acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

 containing Original Software or previous

Modifications;

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

 originally released under this

License.

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

 limitation, method, process, and

apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

 (b) associated

documentation included in or with such code.
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 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

 of the terms of, this License. For

legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

 You. For purposes of this definition,

"control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)

ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

 claims, the Initial Developer

hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

 use, reproduce, modify, display,

perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work;

and

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

 use, practice, sell, and offer for

sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

 distributes or otherwise makes the Original

Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

 Original Software, or (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the

 Original Software with other software or

devices.

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

 claims, each Contributor hereby

grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

 reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other

Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

 either alone and/or in

combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for

 sale, have made, and/or otherwise

dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of

 Modifications made by that

Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

 distributes or otherwise makes the

Modifications available to a third party.

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

 deleted from the Contributor

Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

 combination of Modifications made by

that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by
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Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

 available in Source Code form

and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of

 this License with every copy of

the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform

 recipients of any such Covered

Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

 reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 3.2. Modifications.

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

 represent that You believe Your

Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

 this License.

 3.3. Required Notices.

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

 Modification. You may not remove or

alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of

 licensing or any descriptive text

giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

 the applicable version of this

License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty,

 support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and

 not on behalf of the Initial

Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability

 incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

 terms of a license of Your

choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the

 terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code

 form from the rights set forth in this

License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it

 absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

 hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of any such terms You offer.

 3.6. Larger Works.

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

 License and distribute the

Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are

 fulfilled for the Covered Software.
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4. Versions of the License.

 4.1. New Versions.

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time

 to time. Each version will be given

a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has

 the right to modify this License.

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms

 of the version of the License

under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the

 Original Software prohibiting it from

being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute

 and make the Covered

Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the

 Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License

published by the license steward.

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

 create and use a modified

version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license

 steward (except to note that the

license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

 differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

 EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE,

 FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED

 SOFTWARE IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

 CONTRIBUTOR)

ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL

PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

 terms herein and fail to cure such

breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in

 effect beyond the termination of this

License shall survive.

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

 Developer or a Contributor (the Initial

Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning

the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant

 is the Initial Developer) directly or

indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

 Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial

Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

 upon 60 days notice from Participant
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terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

 such 60 day period You withdraw Your

claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a

 written agreement with Participant.

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software

 directly or indirectly infringes any

patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the

reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into

 account in determining the amount or

value of any payment or license.

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been

 validly granted by You or any distributor

hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive

 termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR

 OTHERWISE,

SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY

 SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

 CHARACTER

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION,

 OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 SUCH

DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM

 SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

 EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995),

 consisting of "commercial computer

software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

 documentation" as such terms are

used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through

 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S.

Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government

 Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

 License shall be governed by the law

of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

 applicable law, if any, provides otherwise),

excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be

 subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the

 losing party responsible for costs,
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including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the

 United Nations Convention on

Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that

 the language of a contract shall

be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You

 use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

 directly or indirectly, out of its

utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

 distribute such responsibility on an

equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-

of-law provisions). Any litigation

relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District

 of California and the state courts of the

State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

Eclipse Public License (EPL)

-------------------------------

Eclipse Public License (EPL)

-------------------------------

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this

 Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

 Contributor. A

Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or

 anyone acting on such

Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

 software distributed

in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the

 Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use

 or sale of its

Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

 worldwide, royalty-free

copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute

 and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive,

 worldwide, royalty-free patent

license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

 Contribution of such Contributor, if

any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

 Contribution and the Program if,

at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

 combination to be covered

by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

 Contribution. No hardware

per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth

 herein, no assurances are

provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property

 rights of any other entity.

Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

 infringement of intellectual

property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each

 Recipient hereby assumes

sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third

 party patent license is

required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that

 license before distributing the

Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution,

 if any, to grant the

copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement,

 provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied,

 including warranties or

conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

 for a particular

purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect,

 special, incidental and

consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not

 by any other party;

and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to

 obtain it in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
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b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that

 reasonably allows subsequent

Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business

 partners and the like.

While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes

 the Program in a

commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other

 Contributors. Therefore, if a

Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor")

 hereby agrees to

defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs

 (collectively

"Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the

 Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of

 the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to

 any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify

 the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with

 the Commercial

Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

 participate in any such claim

at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

 Contributor is then a

Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

 related to Product X,

those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this

 section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

 claims and

warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

 Contributor must pay

those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program

 and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

 of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or

 interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY

LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING
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WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF

THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the

 validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision

 shall be reformed to

the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

 lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such

 Recipient's patent(s), then

such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material

 terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such

 noncompliance. If all

Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the

 Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by

 Recipient relating to the

Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

 Agreement is

copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

 publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the

 right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

 responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

 distinguishing version

number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

 Agreement under which it

was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to

 distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

 above, Recipient receives

no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly,

 by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the

 United States of America.

No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause

 of action arose. Each

party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 Preamble

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

 stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

 charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

 table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

 the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

 is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

 in the event an application does not supply such function or

 table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

 its purpose remains meaningful.

 (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

 a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

 application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

 application-supplied function or table used by this function must

 be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

 root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one

of these things:

 a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

 machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

 changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

 Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

 with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

 uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

 user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

 executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood

 that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

 Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

 to use the modified definitions.)

 b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

 Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

 copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

 rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

 will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

 the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

 interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

 least three years, to give the same user the materials

 specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

 than the cost of performing this distribution.

 d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

 from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

 specified materials from the same place.

 e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

 materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

 based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

 facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the

 Sections above.

 b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

 that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

 where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices. Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 Copyright (C)

 This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

 modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

 version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

 Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 , 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 Preamble

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

 stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

 part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

 parties under the terms of this License.

 c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

 when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

 interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

 announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

 notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

 a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

 these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

 License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

 does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

 the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

 source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

 years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

 cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

 machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

 distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

 customarily used for software interchange; or,

 c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

 to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is

 allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

 received the program in object code or executable form with such

 an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
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this License.

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices. Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
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of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 NO WARRANTY

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

 Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

 Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

 This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

 under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

        

Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

You can use the following accessibility features with Agile Requirements Designer:

 

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• VolumeSets the computer sound up or down.
• Text-to-SpeechSets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.
• WarningsDefines visual warnings.
• NoticesDefines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.
• SchemesAssociates computer sounds with specific system events.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:
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• Repeat RateDefines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.
• TonesDefines tones when pressing certain keys.
• Sticky KeysDefines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations.

Sticky keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click SpeedDefines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
• Click LockSets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.
• Reverse ActionSets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
• Blink RateDefines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.
• Pointer OptionsLet you complete the following actions:

– Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that Agile Requirements Designer  supports:

Keyboard Description 

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End
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Getting Started

Agile Requirements Designer is a sophisticated testing tool that uses the concepts of model-based testing to provide
end-to-end support for requirements gathering, test design, test creation, test automation, and more. While you can get
started modeling flows and integrating with the other testing tools in your tool chain right away, you will get more out
of the product by taking the time to understand the concepts behind model-based testing and the full power of Agile
Requirements Designer.

TIP

Bookmark our Modeling Best Practices: The page describes requirements design approaches, keyboard
shortcuts, bulk editing, and How to Model Boolean Logic.

We recommend you watch the video series produced by test consultant Paul Gerrard. These videos are part of an on-
boarding experience called Getting Started with CA Agile Requirements Designer. When you complete all on-boarding
materials, you are eligible to receive a Agile Requirements Designer Quick Starter Certificate. Visit the CA Education site
for more details. 

Introduction

New to Agile Requirements Designer? This video summarizes the business value of Agile Requirements Designer and
provides a full product demo to get you started.

 

Concepts

This video series introduces Agile Requirements Designer and how it can be used to model requirements and systems to
support collaboration and testing in software projects.

 

Model-Based Testing

The following video provides an introduction to the thought process behind model-based testing:

 

The following video provides an introduction to models themselves and how you can use them in testing to collaborate:

  

CA ARD Concepts

The following video introduces key Agile Requirements Designer concepts and more detailed modeling techniques:

  

CA ARD and Model-Based Testing

The following video shows how to create basic models in Agile Requirements Designer:

 

The following video shows how to create a model of a GUI-based application using requirements and common UI
constructs:
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Create Tests from Requirements-Based Models

Create Test Cases from a Model

The following video shows how to add the necessary data and expected results to a model to create a test case:

 

Coverage Criteria

The following video shows how to generate test cases based on the level and type of test coverage that you require:

 

All-Pairs Testing

The following video shows how you can configure your models to support the all-pairs testing technique:

 

UI Testing

The following video shows how to create a model of a user interface interaction to validate front end functionality:

 

Web Service Modeling

The following video shows how to model and test web service calls:

 

Simple Decision Tables

The following videos shows how you use decision tables to model system behavior that depends on the outcome of
multiple decisions:

 

Modeling Loops and Iterative Test Design

The following video shows how to build loops into your models where required for iterative and incremental test design:

 

End-to-End Tests and Sub Processes

The following video shows how you can use sub-processes to model a series of transactions within a larger controlling
process:

 

Using Filters

The following videos shows how to use filters to query models, paths through each model, and stored paths:
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ETL Testing

The following video shows how to create models to effectively support extract, transform, and load testing:

 

This concludes the Paul Gerrard getting started video series.

More videos for other Agile Requirements Designer use cases are available in the following places:

• The full Getting Started with CA Agile Requirements Designer onboarding experience
• On the top level pages on this site, which represent major product usage categories, such as modeling, integrations,

and automation
• Within each individual documentation page on this site where a video applies to documented functionality

Overview
Agile Requirements Designer helps Business Analysts to define unambiguous requirements, and assists Testers with the
efficient creation test cases, and automated tests. Developers can plug Agile Requirements Designer into their existing
test management tools (such as HPE Application Lifecycle Management and CA LISA), and link test cases with relevant
test data and expected results. Advanced optimizations help eliminate overtesting, so Testes can run tests prioritized by
criticality. 

Why is this important? Each defect impacts quality and value of the product, and defect fixing causes delays. Yet most
defects can be traced back to errors in the requirements, and the subsequent test case design and data provisioning. 

 

For more use cases and expert videos, see https://www.ca.com/us/products/ca-agile-requirements-designer-for-agile-use-
cases.html.

Agile Requirements Designer helps various users achieve their business goals:

• Software Testers
Software testers can quickly define functional logic flows and verify them with the end user or business
analyst. From that flow, they can automatically derive and maintain the smallest set of test cases needed to verify the
program. They can link tests directly to the correct data and expected results, which reduces the manual effort of using
spreadsheets, and shortens test cycles.

• Software Programmers
Programmers verify processes with the Business Analyst before coding, and work with Testers to clearly define test
cases.

• Business Analysts
Agile Requirements Designer provides greater clarity when collaborating with users and technical teams. Business
analysts can use it to map requirements to clear, visual flow charts, while also providing metrics to estimate project
time and costs more accurately.

• Chief Information Officers
Agile Requirements Designer transforms the CIO's ability to improve quality: It helps analyze requirements and change
requests, predicting how long development and testing will take.

Architecture and Installation

You can deploy Agile Requirements Designer in two ways:

• Installation together with CA Test Data Manager
Get the full functionality of the TDM repository integration which can help you find or make test data, including Test
Matching and Data Painter.

• Standalone installation without TDM repository
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This option does not include the ability to find data, or synthetic data generation, but you can install a local database
for central storage and management of flows. You can still use Data Visualizer (not part of the Agile Requirements
Designer download pack) to model your data, and you can use Data Painter to create data, so that you can create
data driven tests.

The following diagram shows the architecture of a standalone installation:

Figure 1: TCO Architecture

As seen in the diagram, Agile Requirements Designer can connect to other applications using a web service (HPE ALM,
JIRA), a URL (Rally / CA Agile Central, URequire, VersionOne), or ODBC (TMX). The diagram does not contain every
possible integration.

Visual Definition of Requirements

Requirements by their nature are vague or open to interpretation and misinterpretation. Agile Requirements
Designer gives you the ability to make requirements clear and unambiguous.

In Agile Requirements Designer, you create a diagram that represents the set of requirements as a mathematically
precise visual flow. In every flow, there is a certain number of possible paths you can take between the Start and the End
block, and each such path represents a test case. Agile Requirements Designer helps you automatically identify every
possible path, before finding the optimal number of test cases that provide the maximum test coverage based on testing
time and resources.

An ARD flow is composed of blocks - the cause and effect logic which forms design steps in a test case. A block can
represent a user interaction, internal process, error, and other events. For each block, you can set a number of properties
that are highly customizable. For advanced structuring of your flow, you can also duplicate and clone blocks.

When your diagram is completed on the canvas, open the Path Explorer to define the criteria and optimize the set of
paths (test cases).

Path Optimization

If you create test paths manually to cover all pairs or combinations, they potentially include combinations that can never
occur together and do not therefore need to be tested. In Agile Requirements Designer, every path in the flow always
leads to an expected result (for example, a successful login) or a list of results - the expected results are part of the logic
model. During the optimization, Agile Requirements Designer only considers plausible edge combinations and omits
paths which include invalid combinations. For all the possible combinations that it has to cover, Agile Requirements
Designer generates the minimum number of paths to do so.
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Agile Requirements Designer gives you several optimization techniques to improve your set of test cases (your flows).
The Path Explorer gives you options to reduce all possible paths to the smallest set of test cases while maintaining
functional coverage.

The Path Explorer offers the following tools:

• Optimize the routes through your flow
• Store and export paths from your flow
• Review all details of the flow and add in further details (sensitivity, expected results and more)
• Set various options for loops in the logic of your flow
• Manage important paths using pins and flow length

Once you have stored your paths, the Stored Paths view becomes available. This view offers additional options to add
into their paths.

Import and Export

Import your existing requirements and test cases into flows from rich text files, Visio, Excel spreadsheets, and many other
sources. You can edit imported flows using several post-import enhancing tools, including block de-duplication. The Grid
Edit tool enables you to bulk-edit block properties that you can use for filtering, prioritizing, or analysis.

Export your optimized set of paths, linked to test data and expected results, and use it for software testing. You can export
the paths to tools and formats like:

• CA Agile Central
• HPE ALM
• JIRA
• BPMN 2.0 and XPDL
• MS Excel and MS Word (using generalized exporter)
• CSV
• XML

Preparing Data for Test Cases (CA TDM Integration)

Each test case requires a set of data so that it can be executed. You can look for suitable data in the repository or, if no
data is available, you can generate synthetic data from scratch. Created data can be exported to the repository (or to a
CSV) for later use. Agile Requirements Designer uses CA Test Data Manager (CA TDM) to find or generate data.

Test criteria are attached to decisions or blocks in flows, so you do not need to define data for each of your test cases
separately. When a block is executed, the find or make process is triggered for each relevant path.

Resources
This section contains links to other useful resources to discover more about Agile Requirements Designer.

 

Getting Started with CA Agile Requirements Designer Video Series

CA offers Getting Started With ARD, a series of videos which introduce the concepts of modeling and using modeling
in testing. Agile Requirements Designer can model requirements and systems to support collaboration and testing in
software projects. The videos provided on the getting started site demonstrate the breadth of integration with software by
CA Technologies and other companies. After completion, you are eligible to receive a Agile Requirements Designer Quick
Starter Certificate. Visit the getting started site for more information.

Note: The videos on the getting started site are also embedded in the appropriate places within this documentation.
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ARD User Community

The Community is the place to share ideas, tips, information, insights, and more, with your business peers and CA
Technologies experts. The community provides a unique opportunity to network and help you maximize your software
investment by tapping into a community of expertise, open 24/7.

Support Knowledge Base (KB) Articles

The CA/Broadcom Support team has created has a Knowledge Base to help you resolve known issues, or identify
workarounds for common questions about your Agile Requirements Designer  implementation.

Learning Portal

The Broadcom Learning Portal offers several free self-paced classes for testers using Agile Requirements Designer 2.10
and 3.0. The ARD Practitioner Training series covers Modelling Basics, Optimization and Generation, and Model
Scalability.

The Learning Paths page contains Agile Requirements Designer 2.9 courses and certifications for testers. Courses are
offered in a variety of self-paced delivery options, as well as traditional instructor and virtually led classes.

Broadcom Digital Hub

Explore and try out our solutions that help you plan, develop, test, deploy, secure, and monitor, on the Broadcom Digital
Hub. 

Video Demos

Watch the  videos available on YouTube from CA Technologies to increase your product knowledge.

Blogs

Learn the latest about test automation, test efficiency, and test tools from Continuoustesting.com.

Role in the Continuous Delivery Ecosystem
CA offers a collection of integrated software planning, development, testing, and delivery tools that create a complete
Continuous Delivery Ecosystem. This ecosystem helps you overcome the complexities and obstacles of these new
demands and puts innovation in the hands of your customers faster, at lower cost, and with reduced risk. The strategic
integration points between these tools help you manage your entire software development lifecycle, end-to-end.

Agile Requirements Designer is one product in the ecosystem. It helps you derive the optimal set of tests from
requirements that are modeled as unambiguous flows and are linked to the right data and expected results. Agile
Requirements Designer integrates with other products as follows:

• Agile Requirements Designer with CA Agile Central
Lets you easily synchronize user stories and test case data between these applications. You can import user stories
from CA Agile Central to Agile Requirements Designer and model them as unambiguous flows.

• Agile Requirements Designer with Test Data Management
Lets you use synthetic data created by Test Data Management in the test cases that you create from your
requirements flows in Agile Requirements Designer.

• Agile Requirements Designer with CA Service Virtualization
Lets you generate request/response pairs that you can export to CA Service Virtualization and deploy them as a virtual
service.

• Agile Requirements Designer with CA Application Test
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Lets you import an existing test from CA Application Test into Agile Requirements Designer. You can then populate
that test with rich test data and export it again, ready for execution with a particular set of data. If Agile Requirements
Designer can generate multiple data sets, you can also output multiple tests to export back into CA Application Test.

• Agile Requirements Designer with BlazeMeter
Lets you export automation scripts from Agile Requirements Designer in a Taurus format. You can then run these
scripts in CA BlazeMeter for performance and load testing.

The following videos demonstrate how the products in the Continuous Delivery Ecosystem work together in a sample
scenario.

Continuous Testing Part 1: Requirements and Modeling

 

Continuous Testing Part 2: The Developer's Story

 

Continuous Testing Part 3: The Release Pipeline

 

For more information, see the DocOps site for the Continuous Delivery Ecosystem: https://docops.ca.com/cd 

Getting Started With Your 30-Day Trial
The Agile Requirements Designer trial allows you to try out many of the features in the tool. The trial includes the
automation features, which support the generation of test automation scripts that are executed by existing test automation
engines, such as Selenium, UFT, and others. 

What can I do with Agile Requirements Designer?

• Watch a series of 2-minute screencasts about agile testing with CA ARD 
• Read about CA ARD use cases and watch in-depth expert videos 

How will I receive my trial activation details?

Submit your trial request through https://www.ca.com/us/trials/ca-agile-requirements-designer.html to receive a download.
Run the installer to install the trial version.

What are the technical requirements for my Agile Requirements Designer trial?

 Agile Requirements Designer requires a 64-bit computer with a minimum of 4 GB of memory and the Microsoft Windows
7 Professional, Windows 8.0/8.1, or Windows 10 operating system.

What are the trial limitations?

The trial license allows you to use the full capabilities of CA Agile Requirements Designer 2.9 for a period of 30
days. After 30 days, you can switch to the free Viewer license. For more information about license types, see Activate the
License in the Agile Requirements Designer documentation.

Can I use the trial version to find and make test data from CA Test Data Manager? 

Yes, if you are already a licensed user of CA Test Data Manager, then the trial version of Agile Requirements
Designer can connect to the repository and perform all the data related functions (find, make, data painter, and so on).
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Who should I contact if I have technical issues with the trial?

If you have any technical questions or issues, please email support@ca.com or contact CA Support.

Troubleshooting
This article includes commonly reported issues and their solutions.

 

How Do I Create an Error Log for CA Support?

Symptom: 

I cannot find log or error details files to troubleshoot an issue.

Solution: 

If you receive any error notifications, click the notifications, click the error message, and then click View to open the JSON
representation of the notification. Take screenshots of these notifications.

By default, full logging is disabled because it creates huge files. For more information how to enable Logging when you
need it for debugging, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features. If you encounter issues while working with
one of the connectors, follow these steps:

1. Click Home, Settings and go to the Standard Settings tab.
2. Enable logging for one of the supported integrations:

– VersionOne Logging
– CA Agile Central Logging
– HPE Application Lifecycle Management Logging (ALM)
– Atlassian Jira Logging
– Microsoft Team Foundation Server Logging

3. Reproduce the error.
The messages that are thrown by this integration are logged.

4. Click Help, Save Logs, and select a target directory.
Agile Requirements Designer adds the environment and license details to the log output, and saves the file.

5. Disable logging after you have tracked down the issue to save disk space.

Send the annotated log files and screenshots to CA Support to get help with troubleshooting the issue.

How Do I Send a Masked Flow File to CA Support?

Symptom: 

To troubleshoot an issue, I would like to send a copy of a flow to CA Support, but it contains sensitive information.

Solution: 

If the flow contains sensitive information, we recommend that you save a copy of the flow as a masked file. Saving a
masked file removes the actual data from the flow, while leaving the structure of the flow untouched. This file allows
Support to recreate the issue and analyze the flow.

The Save to Masked File menu item in the File tab is hidden by default. For more information how to enable it,
see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features. Restart Agile Requirements Designer after you enable or disable
this menu item.
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Troubleshooting Lifecycle Tool Integrations

NOTE

In Agile Requirements Designer documentation, we use "path" and "test case" interchangeably: This is
because in the case of Agile Central, ALM, and TFS, a test case is nearly always represented as a path in Agile
Requirements Designer. For Jira, you can represent a test case as a block, path, or flow, respectively.

Why Don't I See my Work Item in the Tree?

Symptom: 

I logged on to an integration and I configured a project. But I cannot find an expected work item in the tree.

Solution: 

Verify that you are looking at in the correct project tree. Log in to the lifecycle tool's web interface in the browser and
check if the work item is indeed in that project.

If the work item is associated with the project, verify that it is organised into the correct (Agile Central) iteration, release,
TestPlan (Agile central, TFS) Test Suite (TFS), Test Folder (ALM), respectively.

If you have exhausted the above steps, try to reproduce the issue with logging turned on, as described in this
troubleshooting article.

How to Set the Character Encoding for my Jira Configuration Window?

Symptom: 

The Jira integration in the General Config window displays entity names in a foreign language or in foreign characters (for
example, Chinese, Korean, Japanese).

Solution: 

Log on to the Jira web interface, open your Jira profile, and edit the Preferences. Ensure that "Language" is set to a
specific language, for example, English. Do not select "Automatically detect browser setting" when connecting through
the Agile Requirements Designer integration. Agile Requirements Designer is not a web browser, and therefor Jira's
language detection defaults to the first language in the list.

Why are my Test Cases Not Exporting?

Symptom: 

When I export Paths, Blocks, or Flows, my Test Cases aren’t exporting.

Solution: 

Verify that you have mapped CA ARD attributes to appropriate attributes for the lifecycle tool. Open the browser, and look
at the fields for the lifecycle tool. Verify that when you export, for example, a block, that all block fields are mapped for the
item that you are exporting. If no ARD field exists for the mapping, create a Custom Field and map it. If the configuration is
highlighted in green, you have mapped the minimum number of attributes. If the configuration is highlighted in red, identify
and map missing attributes.

Example Scenario: I am exporting CA Agile Central user stories as blocks

1. Open the General Configuration dialog, and open the CA Agile Central tab.
2. Browse to your project and open the tree.
3. Select User Story, because you want to export User Stories.
4. Go to the Block tab for User Stories, because you want to export them as ARD Blocks.

One or more lines are highlighted in red.
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5. Map CA Agile Central attributes to appropriate CA ARD fields.
The lines are highlighted in green. You have resolved the conflict.

Example Scenario: I am exporting ARD paths as ALM test cases, and ARD blocks as ALM steps

1. Open the General Configuration dialog, and open the ALM tab.
2. Browse to your project and open the tree.
3. Select test, because you want to export ALM test cases.
4. Go to the Path tab for tests, because you want to export them as ARD paths.

One or more lines are highlighted in red.
5. Map ALM test case attributes to appropriate CA ARD path fields.

The lines are highlighted in green.
6. Select design-step, because you also want to export ALM steps.
7. Go to the Block tab for design-steps, because you want to export ARD blocks as ALM steps.

One or more lines are highlighted in red.
8. Map ALM step fields to appropriate CA ARD Block fields.

The lines are highlighted in green. You have resolved the conflict.

Example Scenario: I am exporting Jira user stories as flows, but there is no suitable ARD field to map one of the
attributes

1. Open the General Configuration dialog, and open the Jira tab.
2. Browse to your project and open the tree.
3. Select Issue:Story, because you want to export Jira user stories.
4. Go to the Flow tab for Issue:Story, because you want to export them as ARD Flows.
5. Verify that all ALM test case attributes are mapped to CA ARD path fields.

You cannot find an appropriate field that corresponds to Jira’s Reporter attribute. The Reporter line is highlighted in
red.

6. Click Version Custom Fields.
7. Create a custom field ‘JiraReporter’ and define your Jira username as the default. You can choose any name for your

custom field.
8. Return to the Jira mapping for Issue:Story, Flow.
9. Map the Reporter attribute to the custom JiraReporter field.

The Reporter line is highlighted in green. You have resolved the conflict.
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Installing

 Agile Requirements Designer can be used in the following ways:

• Trial license
The trial license allows you to use the full capabilities of Agile Requirements Designer once, for a period of 30 days.
For more information, see Getting Started With Your 30-Day Trial.

• Viewer license
The Viewer license allows you to use Agile Requirements Designer in a limited read-only capacity indefinitely. This
license is always available.

• Named license
The named license is activated directly on the machine of individual users. Request a license to receive a key.

• Concurrent license
The concurrent license is installed on a remote license server that is always on to serve clients. For more information,
see Set up Concurrent Licenses.

The installation consists of the following steps:

 

  

 More information: 

•  How to Download Agile Requirements Designer (CA Support Online knowledge base) 

Request a License
You need to create a license request case and activate the license to complete the installation.

1. Go to CA Support Online and log in
https://casupport.broadcom.com/

2. Click the Menu (an icon with three horizontal lines) and click Licensing.
The CA Licensing page opens.

3. Scroll to the very bottom and click Customer Care Request Form.
The Customer Care Request Form opens: https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/

4. Fill out the following Account Information:
– Please indicate your relationship with CA: Choose one of CA Customer, CA Employee, or Other.
– CA SiteID: If you do not know your ID, please call 1-800-225-5224 or contact CA Support at https://www.ca.com/us/

services-support/ca-support/contact-support.html
– Request Type: CA Licensing
– First Name:
– Last Name:
– Company Name:
– Company Address:
– Country:
– City:
– State/Province:
– Postal/Zip Code:
– Telephone Number:
– Corporate Email Address:
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5. Fill out the following 'Details' information:
– Type of License: General Licensing for All Other Products
– Your Question: Require Offline license for CA Agile Requirements Designer. If you need a trial version or a VM

specific license, add this information here.
– Product Name: CA Agile Requirements Designer (Agile Designer)
– Release: 2.7
– Type of Licensing: All Other Keys
– Do you have any files to attach to this case?: Yes.
– Please check and follow the instructions below: Check box for 'I'm not a robot'.

6. Click Submit.
You get a message saying "You will receive an email with case number 'xxxxxxxx'. The CA Customer Care team will
be in touch shortly."

7. Take note of your case number.
8. Click Choose File and then click Attach to upload your WibuCmRaC license request file to your license request form. 
9. Click Close.

A member of our customer care team (licensing team) creates the offline license key and emails you within 24 hours.

After you have the offline license key, run Agile Requirements Designer again to reopen the Licensing Wizard and to
activate the license. If you have enabled a View or Trial license in the meantime, re-open the Licensing Wizard from the
Help menu inside Agile Requirements Designer.

 

NOTE

If you do not have a CA Support Online account, please register or call 1-800-225-5224 for assistance.

•  How to register for CA Support Online

Activate the License
When you run Agile Requirements Designer for the first time, the License Wizard opens. Activate one of the licenses
online to complete the installation. You can open the License Wizard from the Help menu in Agile Requirements
Designer to change licenses later. For example, you start with the Trial License, then switch to the Viewer license, and
later buy a Named License.

NOTE

If your site has no internet access, or you access the internet through a proxy, or you work in a secure
environment, the licensing utility offers offline activation. Agile Requirements Designer uses the CodeMeter
Control Center to manage licenses. This utility is automatically installed by the Agile Requirements
Designer installer.

Choose a License

When you run Agile Requirements Designer for the first time, the license wizard opens. Choose one of the following
license types:

• Trial license
The trial license allows you to use the full capabilities of Agile Requirements Designer for a period of 30 days. You do
not need to provide any further information in order to use this type of license. Select this if you have not been explicitly
given any other license key, file, or URL. The Agile Requirements Designer Trial license expires after 30 days. You
can activate this license only once. When you would like to extend the trial period or purchase the full product, contact
the Global Service Center. For more information, see Getting Started With Your 30-Day Trial.

• Viewer license
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The Viewer license allows you to use Agile Requirements Designer in a limited capacity. Choose this license to be
able to view flows created by team members who have one of the other licenses. You can open locally stored flows
and also connect to the ARD Hub. You cannot save or modify any viewed flows, nor can you create automation, nor
run optimization. You can use the Viewer license indefinitely.

• Named license
Select this license if your organization has requested a license, and you have been given a license key, or if you have
been instructed to send an offline activation file. You activate this license directly on the machine of individual users.
– Online activation — Select this option if you have been given a license key (a URL or a 25-character key). You

need to be connected to the internet to use this method. More information: Activate License Online 
– Offline request — Select this option if you have been instructed to send an offline activation file.
– Offline activation — Select this option after you have generated the offline activation request file and have

received a reply. More information: Activate License Offline
• Concurrent license

Select this license if your organization has requested a concurrent license and you are setting up a remote license
server for your Agile Requirements Designer users. You need the address of the server that you have set up to
proceed with the activation. For more information, see Set up Concurrent Licenses.
Important: Do not activate the Concurrent license on client machines of individual users. The Concurrent license
is a one-time activation. If you mistakenly have activated a concurrent license on a client machine, request a new
Concurrent license for the server.

Verify Licensing Status

The CodeMeter utility discovers and displays previously activated licenses. To access licensing information, open
CodeMeter Control Center, and click Help, License Information. The license information box provides details about the
duration of the license, including the start and end date. For more information, see How to see the license expiration date
for Agile Requirements Designer in the CA Support KB.

Troubleshoot Licensing Issues

If you get an error message, follow the advice listed on the Licensing Troubleshooting page and the crosslinked Support
KB articles.

NOTE

More information: 

• How to Receive and Apply an Online Agile Designer License (CA Support KB)
• How to Receive and Apply an Offline Agile Designer License (CA Support KB)
• How to Delete CodeMeter License Containers (CA Support KB)
• How to Import CodeMeter License Containers (CA Support KB)
• How to see the license expiration date for Agile Requirements Designer (CA Support KB)
• Licensing Troubleshooting 

Licensing Troubleshooting
If you encounter the following Agile Requirements Designer and CodeMeter error messages while installing, refer to the
linked KB articles for detailed explanations, workarounds, and solutions.

  

Why am I getting a "server not found" error when activating a concurrent license?

Ensure that the license server is in the same network as the Agile Requirements Designer clients.
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I am using an older build on a VM machine, why did my license stop working?

After you restart or move the VM, the standalone license does not recognize the machine anymore.

1. Contact CA Technologies and ask to re-activate your license for use on a VM. CA support sends back an activation
URL.

2. Open the activation URL in a web browser to activate the license.
3. Upgrade to Agile Requirements Designer 1.9.3 or higher to avoid this issue in the future. In the installer, you can

choose to upgrade just Agile Requirements Designer.

'Machine Has Changed'

Symptoms:

Why did my license stop working with a "Machine has changed" error message after I have performed any of the following
actions?

• Changing the hardware, for example, replacing the CPU or graphic card.
• Restarting the virtual machine
• Updating the operating system
• Transferring licenses from one machine to another
• Clicking 'Debug' on any Agile Requirements Designer or CodeMeter error messages

Solution:

The standalone license does not recognize the machine anymore. We recommend to request and apply a new license.
For more information, see TEC1543283.

'User maximum has been reached'

Symptom:

How do I continue if I get the following error message when opening Agile Requirements Designer?

User maximum reachedUser maximum reached.

Solution:

You are running several Agile Requirements Designer processes, you should be running only one. A second instance
might be running by accident, for example, if you have launched Agile Requirements Designer and later opened a VTF file
(flow) from your desktop or an email attachment; or if multiple users are accessing the same instance without concurrent
licensing; or, if you do have concurrent licensing, it could mean that all your licenses are in use.

If you are certain that your concurrent licenses are not all in use, quit Agile Requirements Designer, open the Windows
Task Manager to quit remaining Agile Requirements Designer processes, and then restart Agile Requirements Designer.
For more information, see TEC1428769. 

'Java is not enabled'

Symptom:

How do I continue license activation after the following error message:

Java is not enabled. Please enable Java or use offline license transfer.

Solution:

A Java plugin is required in your web browser for using the online license activation method. To resolve this issue,
enable Java in your web browser. Follow the steps in the following document to enable Java in Internet Explorer, Firefox,
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Chrome, Safari, or Opera: https://java.com/en/download/help/enable_browser.xml. After you have verified that Java is
enabled, continue with the steps on this page to activate your online license.

'License already activated. Error 262'

Symptom:

I cannot activate a new license. After I import the new license file and click 'Commit', I receive the following error
message:

Importing CmActLicense failed: The CmActLicense was already activated on this computer. It can be activated

 only once, Error 262. 

Solutions:

If you are trying to apply the same license key as a colleague, and the license is not a concurrent license type, obtain and
apply a concurrent license. For more information, see Set up Concurrent Licenses.

Or you saw a 'License almost expired' message when launching Agile Requirements Designerand then applied a new
license. Agile Requirements Designer is still reading your old license and thinks the new license is a duplicate. In this
case, first delete the old license, re-import your license container, and then apply the new license again. For detailed
instructions, see TEC1528431. 

Connection Could Not be Established Due to Security Settings

Problem:

When trying to apply my online license key for Agile Designer, I get the following error message:

To continue the license transfer:

1. Make sure that the CmContainer with Serial 128-xxxxxxx is connected to this computer. If this CmContainer

 is not connected to this computer, connect it now and click "Rescan for CmContainer".

2. Click "Continue License Transfer Now".

Error

The connection to the CodeMeter Runtime on your computer could not be established due to your security

 settings. Establish a connection without a proxy. Alternatively, you can use License transfer using Java/

ActiveX or Offline license transfer or a different browser.

Reasons:

• No internet connection or proxy between internet blocking CodeMeter.
• Missing license container from CodeMeter Control Center.
• ActiveX or JavaScript/Active Scripting is not enabled.
• Java is not enabled in the web browser.

Solutions:

• Try to re-apply the license. If the error persists, try one of the following:
• Use the 'Offline license transfer' method.
• Import the license container into CodeMeter Control Center, and then re-apply the online license.  
• Enable ActiveX/JavaScript and Java in your browser, then re-apply the online license.

For detailed instructions, see TEC1108099. 

‘No valid license was found' error in Javelin

Symptom:

I get a 'No valid license was found' error in Javelin.
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Solution:

Paste your TDM license key into the dialog box. For more information, see TEC1461131. 

'No valid license found' when using Agile Designer Automator (ADA) with Agile Designer license

Problem:

I have installed Agile Requirements Designer 2.5 and Agile Designer Automator (ADA). When launching ADA, I am
receiving a 'No valid license found' error message. I am using concurrent licenses.

Solution:

Uninstall ADA, download CA TDM, and use the Javelin bundled with CA TDM instead of ADA. The ADA and Javelin
builds have been merged, and only Javelin will be developed moving forward. If you cannot use Javelin, you have the
alternative to work with CA Support to apply a patch. For detailed instructions, see TEC1921426. 

'Importing CmActLicense Failed. A suitable CmActLicense already exists. Error 266'

Symptom:

I am importing a license container into CodeMeter Control Center, and I already have an existing license or license
container, or I have recently deleted the license or container without restarting the CodeMeter service. I get the following
error message:

Error: Import CmAct failed. A suitable CmActLicense already exists, Error 266. 

Solution:

Restart the CodeMeter service to see the updated status of your license containers. You need admin privileges to do this.

There is no need to re-import the same license container if one already exists. If you need to apply a new license,
delete the existing license, re-import the license container, and apply the new license. For detailed instructions,
see TEC1168396. 

'A network error has occurred. '

Symptom:

When trying to apply my Agile Designer online license key, I am receiving the following error message:

A network error has occurred. Please make sure you have a reliable Internet connection and try again. (0)

Solution:

Try to apply the license again later with a better internet connection. You must have unrestricted internet access (no
proxy) in order to use online license activation for Agile Designer. Contact your internal IT department for details about
your access to the internet, and which alternatives exist. If the error persists, request and apply an Offline license for Agile
Requirements Designer. For detailed instructions, see TEC1543324.

'Remote access is not allowed for this license. Error 239'

Symptom:

I’m launching Agile Designer and get the following error message:

AgileDesigner.exe: Start Error. 

One of the following licenses is required: CodeMeterAct 5000362:7. 

Failure reason: Remote access is not allowed for this license, Error 239.

Solution:
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Try to launch Agile Requirements Designer as an administrator. If this does not resolve the issue, then you might not have
the correct license activated. For detailed instructions, see TEC1112094.

'Importing CmActLicense failed. An internal error occurred. Error 260'

Symptom:

I’m trying to activate a new offline license in CodeMeter Control Center. I am receiving the following error message:

Importing CmActLicense failed. An internal error occurred. Error 260 

Solution:

Verify that you have the correct "AgileDesigner" license container in CodeMeter Control Center. For detailed instructions,
see TEC1146294. 

'The CmActLicense is invalid. Error 264'

Symptom:

While trying to activate the offline license for Agile Designer, I received the following error message:

Importing CmActLicense failed: The CmActLicense is invalid, Error 264.

Solution:

This error occurs when there is a lack of permissions/privileges to write to the machine. First try to run CodeMeterCC.exe
as Administrator and apply the license again. If this does not resolve the issue, work with your local IT Administrator to
make sure your system user has elevated privileges. For detailed instructions, see TEC1790448. 

If your IT admin confirms that all the necessary privileges are in place, open a support case at https://support.ca.com, and
we investigate the issue further.

'The specified parameter is invalid. Error 105'

Symptom:

When trying to activate an offline license for Agile Requirements Designer, I am getting the following error message:

Import CmAct failed: The specified parameter is invalid, Error 105.

Solution:

Verify that the file name and extension of the license that you are trying to import does have the format of 128-
xxxxxxx.WibuCmRaC.

If the error message persists, delete the existing licenses, re-import the license container, and request and apply a new
offline license. For detailed instructions, see TEC1895256. 

CodeMeter privileges error while installing Agile Requirements Designer 

Symptom:

When trying to install Agile Requirements Designer, one of the prerequisites is not getting installed. I am receiving the
following error message:

CodeMeter Runtime Kit v6.30b Setup: Service 'CodeMeter Runtime Server' (CodeMeter.exe) failed to start. Verify

 that you have sufficient privileges to start system services. 

Solution:
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Contact your internal IT administrator to verify that the user trying to install Agile Requirements Designer has write and
execute permissions to create a folder inside the directory C:\Program Files (x86)\. If the error message persists,
use this alternative download link https://www.wibu.com/us/downloads-user-software.html to install the prerequisite,
before you run the Agile Requirements Designer installation executable again. For more information, see TEC1911065. 

The CmContainer with serial 128-XXXXXXX was not found

Symptom:

While applying an online license key for Agile Designer, we received the following error message:

Error:

The CmContainer with serial 128-XXXXXXX was not found. Please connect it to your PC or use Offline license

 transfer. 

 

0x1808810E 

CodeMeter License Central WebDepot v16.02.159.500.ws 

2016-12-28 15:33:43 (UTC) 

Solution:

You may receive this error message for the following reasons:
1. If you are missing the license container named  "AgileDesigner" in CodeMeterCC, import this license container
before continuing to apply the online license.
2. If you are trying to transfer a license to your machine that has already been activated on another machine, request a
new license.
3. If your internet security is blocking the online license transfer method, use the Offline transfer method.

For detailed instructions, see TEC1600436. 

How do I track licensing metrics?

You can track licensing metrics through a Wibu CodeMeter server if all your ARD clients are connected to the license
server. For more information, see How to track ARD License usage in CodeMeter. 

NOTE

 More information: 

•  How to Receive and Apply an Online Agile Designer License (CA Support KB)
•  How to Receive and Apply an Offline Agile Designer License (CA Support KB)
•  How to delete CodeMeter License Containers (CA Support KB)
•  How to Import CodeMeter License Containers (CA Support KB)
•  How to see the license expiration date for Agile Requirements Designer (CA Support KB)

Set up Concurrent Licenses
The CA Agile Requirements Designer Concurrent license is a license that you activate on one server that is always on, to
serve clients. The license server must be in the same network as the CA Agile Requirements Designer clients and allow
connections from the clients. Do not activate the concurrent license on individual machines of users. The Concurrent
License is a one-time activation; if you have activated a concurrent license on an individual user’s machine, you must
request a new concurrent license for the server.
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Set up Concurrent License Server

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install the CodeMeter User Runtime for Windows from the ARD installer prerequisites. For more information,
see Installing.

2. Activate the license online or offline. The activation procedure is analogous to the standard Agile Requirements
Designer installation. For more information, see Activate the License.
Verify that the license status is activated. In the following example, the License Quantity is 10, which means this
concurrent license is valid for ten users.

Name CmContainer Status

AD_Concurrent_Subscription
(License Quantity: 10)

123-1234567 Activated

3. Click WebAdmin in the CodeMeter Control Center.
Your current browser opens and displays the CodeMeter WebAdmin page.

4. Hover the mouse pointer over the Configuration tab and click Server.
The Server Configuration, Server Access window opens.

5. Fill in the following fields to set up the machine to act as a server:
–  Network Server: Enable
–  Network Port: 22350
–  CmWAN Server: Enable
–  CmWAN Port: 22351

6. Click Apply.
7. Return to the CodeMeter Control Center.
8. Click Process, Restart CodeMeter Service.

You have set up the concurrent license server.

Set up the Client

Prerequisites: 

• Install Agile Requirements Designer on the clients. The standard installation procedure includes the CodeMeter
Center. For more information, see Installing.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open CodeMeter Center on the client.
2. Ensure there is no license entry in the CodeMeter Control Center.

If there are entries, follow these steps to remove them:
a. Take note of the serial number.
b. Click Remove License.
c. Open a command prompt and enter the following command. Replace xxxx-xxxxx with the serial number, and press

return. "C:\Program Files (x86)\CodeMeter\Runtime\bin\cmu32" --delete-cmact-license --
serial xxxx-xxxxx  

3. Click WebAdmin in the CodeMeter Control Center.
Your current browser opens and displays the CodeMeter WebAdmin page.

4. Click Configuration.
The Basic Configuration, Server Search List window opens.

5. Click Add new Server.
6. Enter the name or IP address of the server and click Add. Click Apply.
7. Return to the CodeMeter Control Center.
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8. Click Process, Restart CodeMeter Service.

The client is ready to connect to the concurrent license server.

NOTE

 More Information:

•  CA Knowledge Base Article KB000009628 

Verify Installation Prerequisites
The Agile Requirements Designer desktop application requires a 64-bit computer with a minimum of 4 GB of memory and
the Microsoft Windows 7 Professional or Windows 8.0/8.1/10 operating system.

Operating System Windows 7 Professional, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

RAM 4 GB or more

CPU / Processor 64-bit

Agile Requirements Designer also supports Windows Server 2008, 2012, and 2016. Customers intending to use the
product on Windows Server must install the latest version of Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2015, Visual C+
+ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2013, and Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012.

Agile Requirements Designer does not support:

• Windows Vista
• Home Edition of any Windows OS
• 32-bit versions of Windows

You need to obtain a license to be able to complete the installation.

If you are using Agile Requirements Designer with a Workgroup license, CA Test Data Manager must be installed and
have a working repository set up. For more information, see the Test Data Manager documentation.

For installation prerequisites of the ARD Hub, see Install the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight.

The Requirements Insight web interface supports the following browsers:

• Microsoft Edge 44, or newer
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
• Google Chrome 70, or newer
• Mozilla Firefox 60, or newer

Log on with Administrator privileges before running the installers.

Install the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight
As a tester, product owner, or business analyst, you want a shared flow repository so you can collaborate better in a
team. The ARD Hub is a replacement service for our use of the CA Test Data Manager repository. For information about
file storage alternatives, see File Management. 

If you choose the ARD Hub as your shared flow storage, your system administrator installs the ARD Hub before users
install their Agile Requirements Designer desktop applications. 

NOTE

We will be adding more ARD Hub features in the coming releases, and we welcome your feedback on our CA
Agile Requirements Designer Community forum.
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The installation procedure covers the following steps:  

  

Verify ARD Hub Minimum Hardware Requirements

Minimum hardware requirements for the ARD Hub database: 

• Disk space: 1 MB per flow
• RAM: 2 GB or more
• CPU: two or more cores at 2 GHz or higher 

Minimum hardware requirements for the Tomcat server: 

• Disk space: 1 GB to store log files
• RAM: 1 GB or more, 8 GB recommended
• CPU: two or more cores at 2 GHz or higher

Verify ARD Hub Software Prerequisites

• Java Runtime Environment 8. JRE 9 is not yet supported.
– If you use the Migration Service (beta), set the memory size to 8 to 12 GB.

• Database server: Install either MySQL 5.6 or 5.7; or Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or later.
– (MySQL only) Download and install the MySQL JDBC driver from dev.mysql.com. Place the JAR file

into $TOMCAT_INSTALL_DIRECTORY$\lib. 
– (Microsoft SQL Server only) Create two empty databases and name them, for

example, ArdFlowStorage and ims. 
– (Microsoft SQL Server only) Enable TCP/IP protocol on the database server and note down the TCP port number of

SQL Server Service.
– (Microsoft SQL Server only) Optionally, install SQL Server Management Studio 17.x.

• Apache Tomcat Version 8.5.x (certified)
– Set the JVM memory size for Tomcat to at least 2 GB, for example, by setting JAVA_OPTS="-Xms2048m -

Xmx2048m".
– Note down the user name and password of the Apache Tomcat manager user.
– Note down the OS user who is running the Apache Tomcat service.

Download the ARD Hub installation package from https://support.ca.com together with the Agile Requirements
Designer installer.

Install the ARD Hub

As of Agile Requirements Designer 2.10, the ARD Hub consists of the following microservices: FlowStorage (flow
processing and storage for the ARD Hub), IMS (Identity Management Service, handles user authentication for the ARD
Hub), API Gateway, Config, Migration, and Web UI. Web UI, also known as Requirements Insight web interface, is the
web interface for the ARD Hub.

Note: Install the Config service before you install the Agile Requirements Designer desktop applications, as described in
this article. You can install the Agile Requirements Designer desktop applications on different machines than the Tomcat
Server.

1. Install Microservices (Part 1 of 2)

1. Stop the Tomcat service if it is running.
2. Unpack the zip file. It contains the microservice WAR files. 
3. Copy the WAR files to the webapps folder of your Tomcat server directory.
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4. Start the Tomcat service.
5. Verify that the microservices WAR files have been unpacked to the webapps folder. 
6. Go to the Tomcat Manager Console and verify that the Config microservice /ard/config is running.
7.  Install CA Agile Requirements Designer.

2. Create Administrator Account and Configuration File

1. Open the ARD desktop application. Click Settings.
2. Go to the Advanced Features tab and click Configure ARD Hub.
3. Type in the address of the Tomcat server in the format http://servername:port. Click  the green check mark to

verify the connection.
The ARD Hub Configuration Service window opens.

4. Fill in the properties for the connection for IMS and Flow Service.
–  System Administrator Creates a new System Administrator account for the ARD Hub. Define a System

Administrator username, email address, and password.
–  Flow Storage PropertiesEnter you database type, host and port, database name, user and password for the

database you created to hold the Flow Storage.
–  IMS Properties

Enable the Use same connection details as Flow Storage option to use the same database for IMS and Flow
Storage. Disable the option and fill in the following fields to use different databases. 

–  API Gateway SettingsUnless you have customized Tomcat settings, there is no need to edit these default values.
The Gateway host and port is your Tomcat server host and port. If your Tomcat is configured for HTTPS, enable
SSL usage; if it is configured for HTTP, disable SSL usage.
Default: http://localhost:8080 

–  Miscellaneous Properties
Typically, there is no need to change this default value.
Define Settings Location to customize the path to the .ard folder that contains the ARD Hub configuration, in
the home folder of the user who owns the Apache Tomcat service. If the Tomcat Server and the ARD desktop
application are installed on different machines, and you change the settings location, it must be the machine where
the Tomcat Server is running.
Default:
${user.home}/.ard

on Windows, and
/var/lib/tomcat8/.ard

on Linux.
5.  Important: Note down username and password of the new System Administrator account. Initially, they are the only

credentials that let you log into the ARD Hub
6. Click Update Configuration to create the configuration file.

3. Verify the Configuration File

1. Go to the %HOMEPATH%\.ard folder in Windows, or respectively $HOME/.ard in UNIX-based systems.
%HOMEPATH% and $HOME is the home folder of the operating system user that is running the Tomcat server of ARD
Flow Storage.

2. Verify that the .ard folder contains a file settings.source, and that the file contains the address of
the .ard folder. 

3. Verify that the .ard folder contains the folder conf.
4. Verify that the conf folder contains a Java key store .ks.jks and a property file settings.properties. 
5. Verify that the settings.properties file contains the settings that you just entered in the ARD Hub Configuration

Service window. 
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4. Install Microservices (Part 2 of 2)

1. Open the Tomcat Management Console.
a. Verify that the API Gateway microservice /ard/api is running.
b. Verify that the WebUI microservice /ard/ui is running.

2. Install FlowStorage:
a. (Microsoft SQL Server only) Create a database with the name that is specified for the FlowStorage in

your settings.properties configuration file.
b. Go to the Tomcat Management Console and start the FlowStorage microservice /ard/flowstorage.
c. Wait for the FlowStorage microservice to finish creating database tables, this may take some time.

3. Install IMS:
a. (Microsoft SQL Server only) Create a database with the name that is specified for IMS in

your settings.properties configuration file.
b. Go to the Tomcat Management Console and start the IMS microservice /ard/ims.
c. Wait for the IMS microservice to finish creating database tables, this may take some time.

4. Install the Migration microservice:
a. Go to the Tomcat Management Console and start the Migration microservice /ard/migration.
b. Wait for the Migration microservice to start.

5. Open a web browser and go to http://servername:port/ard/ui to verify that the WebUI is running.
Example: http://localhost:8080/ard/ui 

6. Stop the Config microservice /ard/config.

You have installed and configured the microservices.

Continue with Administrate Users for the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight to let users connect to the ARD Hub and
Requirements Insight. 

Troubleshooting

If your Tomcat is not running on port 8080, tell the ARD API on which port to find it:

1. Edit the file located at %TOMCAT_INSTALLATION_DIR%\webapps\ard#api\WEB-INF\classes
\application.conf. 

2. Change the following properties and specify your custom port number.
–  api.routes.ims.url  
–  api.routes.flow-storage.url  
–  api.routes.config.url  
–  api.routes.migration.url  

3. Restart the ard#api service in the Tomcat manager.

How to identify paths:

• Identify the path where Tomcat is installed in your system. An example for a %TOMCAT_INSTALLATION_DIR% path
is C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 8.5. 

• Identify the home folder of the user who owns the Apache Tomcat service. Note that in Windows, the Apache
Tomcat service can also be owned by a system service whose home directory is %WinDir%\System32\config
\systemprofile\.ard.

Error messages and logs:

• If the reason for the error is that the service could not connect to the SQL Server, verify that the SQL Server is
reachable on the network, and that all services are started, including SQL Server and SQL Server Browser.
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For more information on how to configure remote access and connect to a remote SQL Server instance with ApexSQL
tools, see https://knowledgebase.apexsql.com/.

• If the service failed to start, find the reason for the error in one of the log files. The Tomcat logs are located in
the %TOMCAT_INSTALLATION_DIR%\logs folder

• If the reason for the error is that some properties were missing, verify that you have saved
the settings.properties file in the home folder of the same user that is running the Tomcat service.

• If the Tomcat log files are empty, or if they do not get updated, ensure that the user running the Tomcat service has
administrator privileges.

• You can find the Agile Requirements Designer log files at ${user.home}/.ard/logs/. 

Administrate Users for the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight
Your team members use existing Active Directory user accounts to connect to the ARD Hub and to the Requirements
Insight web interface. 

Requirements

• A configured Active Directory server with your user accounts
• The Active Directory Administrator username and password
• The ARD System Administrator username and password 

Connect to Active Directory

The administrator connects the ARD Hub to the local Active Directory server.

1. Open the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application and click Settings.
2. Go to the Advanced Features tab and click ARD Hub Active Directory Settings.
3. Configure your AD connection:

Active Directory Server Details
– Active Directory Domain
– Active Directory Host Name
– Active Directory Admin Username
– Active Directory Admin Password

4. Click Test Connection to verify the connection.
5. Click Save.

To add or edit an Active Directory server, log in as the ARD System Administrator that you have set up when you installed
the ARD Hub. For more information on the ARD System Administrator, see Install the ARD Hub and Requirements
Insight.

For more information about how to log in and use the ARD Hub, see Manage Flow Projects in ARD
Hub and Requirements Insight. 

Upgrade the ARD Hub
If you have previously installed the ARD Hub for Agile Requirements Designer 2.9, and all of the WAR files are on the
same Tomcat server with default HTTP and port configuration, then follow this procedure to upgrade your Hub installation
for Agile Requirements Designer 2.10. If your Tomcat server uses custom settings, such as HTTPS or a non-default port,
you need the ARD Hub Administrator password to re-create the ARD Hub configuration.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the ARD Hub installation package from https://support.ca.com together with the Agile Requirements
Designer installer.
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2. Stop the Tomcat service if it is running.
3. Remove the four old war files from webapps folder of your Tomcat server directory.
4. Unpack the zip file. It contains six new WAR files. 
5. Copy the six WAR files to the webapps folder of your Tomcat server directory.
6. Start the Tomcat service.

The six microservice WAR files are unpacked to the webapps folder.
7. Go to the Tomcat Management Console and verify that the six /ard/* microservices are running.
8. (Tomcat server with custom settings only) Open the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application:

a. Open Settings. Advanced Features, Configure ARD Hub, and recreate the configuration.
b. Configure SSL in the API Gateway Settings. 
c. Configure your custom port in the API Gateway Settings.

NOTE

For more information about the ARD Hub Configuration, see the "Create Administrator Account and
Configuration File" section of the Install the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight article.

ARD Hub in a Secured SSL (HTTPS) Environment
To use the ARD Hub in a Secured SSL (HTTPS) environment, configure the Tomcat application server to accept SSL
connections. By default, it accepts SSL connections on port 8443. Either generate your own certificate, or obtain the
certificate from an external Certificate Authority. You can choose to restrict access to the ARD Hub to only SSL requests,
if required by your site. 

The ARD Hub ecosystem is agnostic of the data transport system used to connect to its API collection. ARD Desktop is
already capable of transparently handling HTTP and HTTPS connections to the ARD Hub APIs.

This article covers the following tasks: 

  

Obtain the Server Certificate

Before you enable Tomcat SSL, generate an asymmetric RSA key pair. Ensure to pack the keys in a standard format, this
means, either JKS or PEM format files.

There are two possible scenarios; depending on whether you have your own Certification Authority, do one of the
following:

Generate RSA Asymmetric Key Pair (No Certification Authority)

If there is no Certification Authority established within your organization, generate your own certificate for Tomcat.

Follow these steps: 

1. Install JDK 8 on the host server. The keytool application is part of the JDK distribution.
2. Generate the certificate keystore, for example:

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts

 
3. Place the keystore file in a Tomcat-accessible folder.
4. Set access rights and ownerships for the keystore file so Tomcat can use it.
5. Add the certificate to the central Java keystore.

Generate RSA Asymmetric Key Pair (Organizationally Administered Certificate Authority)

Alternatively, you use your organizationally administered Certificate Authority.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Generate a certificate request and send it for signing.
2. Verify that you receive three files:

– the certificate file, containing the public key, 
– the keystore file, containing the private key for communication encryption, 
– the Certification authority root certificate.

3. Verify that these files are in PEM format.
4. Place the keystore file in a Tomcat-accessible folder.
5. Set access rights and ownerships for the files so Tomcat can use them.
6. Add the certificate to the central Java keystore.

NOTE

More information: 

•  Add a certificate to the keystore (stackoverflow.com) 

Configure Your Tomcat Server

Configure the server to use your keystore and a secure protocol.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the file $CATALINA_HOME/conf/server.xml in a text editor.
2. Find the <Service name="Catalina"> tag.
3. Uncomment or add, respectively, the following lines:

– If you have no Certification Authority:
<Connector SSLEnabled="true" port="8443" scheme="https" secure="true" clientAuth="false"

                disableUploadTimeout="true" enableLookups="false"

                acceptCount="100" maxThreads="25"

                keystoreFile="conf/tomcat.jks"

                keystorePass="your keystore password"

                protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol"

                sslProtocol="TLS" />

– If you have an Organizationally Administered Certificate Authority:
<Connector SSLEnabled="true" port="8443" scheme="https" secure="true"

                SSLCertificateFile="/path/to/your/certificate.crt"

                SSLCertificateKeyFile="/path/to/your/keyfile"

                SSLPassword="your keystore password"

                SSLCertificateChainFile="path/to/your/root/certificate"

                keyAlias="yourAlias"

                SSLProtocol="TLSv1"/>

4. If your Tomcat is not running on port 8080, tell the ARD API on which port to find it:
a. Edit the file located at %TOMCAT_INSTALLATION_DIR%\webapps\ard#api\WEB-INF\classes\application.conf. 
b. Change the api.routes.* properties and specify your custom port number. 
c. Restart the ard#api service in the Tomcat Manager.

(Optional) Restrict Access to ARD Hub Services

If you have the requirement to restrict access to the ARD Hub to only SSL requests, configure a security constraint for the
Tomcat server.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Open the web.xml file in a text editor.
2. Find the <web-app> tag.
3. Add the following lines for each of the ARD Hub services that require it:

<security-constraint>

########<web-resource-collection>

################<web-resource-name>/ard/flow-storage</web-resource-name>

################<url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

########</web-resource-collection>

########<user-data-constraint>

################<transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

########</user-data-constraint>

</security-constraint>

 Tip: To exclude SSL access for any of the services, replace CONFIDENTIAL with NONE.

Install CA Agile Requirements Designer
To start with the installation, download CA Agile Requirements Designer installer from CA Support Online website.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on with a user account that has administrator permissions.
2. Double-click the setup file. The Prerequisites wizard appears. Click Next to continue. The Prerequisites page

automatically selects all prerequisites that do not already exist on your system.  
3. Leave the required prerequisites checked, and click Next. The prerequisite software is installed, and the CA Agile

Requirements Designer installer opens.
4. Click Next, accept the terms of the Licensing Agreement, and click Next again to continue.
5. Select the features to select for installation. In this case, there only CA Agile Requirements Designer is available.

Click Next.
6. Define the target installation folder. Click Next.
7. Click Install to start the CA Agile Requirements Designer installation.
8. Click Finish after installation completes to close the wizard.

Before you run CA Agile Requirements Designer, obtain a license, and activate the license.

Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features
On the Home tab, click Settings to customize default behaviors and logging. You can also enable and disable advanced
features and beta features.

Standard Settings Tab

GUI Settings

• Remember dialog locations
Enable this setting to have Agile Requirements Designer save details of window locations, including your
customizations to window size, width, and table columns. Disable this setting to reset the view to its default after a
restart.

• Scroll on drag
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Enable this option to scroll the canvas automatically when you drag a flow block outside the visible area. By default
this option is disabled, and you scroll the canvas by pressing the arrow buttons or arrow keys only.

• Use Legacy Welcome Screen
Revert the Welcome Screen to how it was in 2.8 and earlier.

• GUI Type
Revert to the Original product user interface as it was before Agile Requirements Designer 2.5, or select the new
Windows Ribbon user interface.

• Animations duration in milliseconds
Customize the speed of the visual transition when you perform an Undo (Ctrl+Z) on the canvas.
 

Logger Settings

Logging is disabled by default because it generates large files. Re-enable it here while troubleshooting. For more
information, see Troubleshooting.

• Agile Requirements Designer Hub Logging
• CA Agile Central Logging
• HPE Application Lifecycle Management Logging (ALM)
• Atlassian Jira Logging
• Microsoft Team Foundation Server Logging
• CA Release Automation Logging

Force data resolution settings

This setting controls which integrations resolve dynamic data on export. If you disable this option for an integration, the
integration caches the resolved data, so consecutive exports generate the same dynamic data; this is the default. You
can override this default at any time in the Export dialog in the Path Explorer. For more information on data resolution,
see Configure Dynamic Data Resolution For Export.

• Force data resolution on every export to every target
Enables resolution of dynamic data globally.

• Automation - Force data resolution on export
Enables resolution of dynamic data for Automation exports. This option is enabled by default.

• Integration_Name - Force data resolution on export.
Enables data resolution for specific named integrations. These options are disabled by default.

Miscellaneous Settings

• File IO Logging
This logging option may slow down performance and is disabled by default.

• Editor Type
Enable the Plain Text editor, or switch to the Ace Editor that offers more advanced features, such as syntax
highlighting.

• Customize keyboard shortcuts
Select an action and enter a keyboard shortcut to map them to each other, and click Save. You can remove individual
custom shortcuts. You can also reset all keyboard shortcuts to their defaults.

• Use a proxy server with connectors 
• Check for notifications periodically

Threaded notifications are displayed in the bottom right of the status bar of the Agile Requirements Designer GUI. If it
causes performance issues, disable this feature.

• Re-enable hidden dialogs
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All dialogs where you have previously chosen the option "Don't show this again" are shown again.

Advanced Features Tab

By default, several advanced features are hidden to make the user interface more lightweight. In the Settings panels, you
find an Advanced Settings tab where you enable the advanced features that you need.

Block Features

• Black Box Data Attribute
Adds the optional Treat as Black Box Boolean attribute to the Block Properties tab.

• Messaging Properties
Adds the optional Messaging tab to the Block.

Flow Features

• Flow Details
Adds the Details tab to the Flow and Block.

• Save to Masked file
Adds a Save to Masked menu item to the File menu. Restart Agile Requirements Designer after you enable or disable
this option.

TIP

 To get help with an issue, you can send a copy of a flow to CA Support. If the file contains sensitive
information, save the flow as a masked file before you send it. For more information, see Troubleshooting.

Importers

• K-Mat Importer
• RBT Test Cases Importer
• Web Service Calls Importer
• General Diagram Importer

Beta Features Tab

One important aspect of innovation is gathering feedback from you, our end users. We want to involve you in our
development process as much as possible to ensure that we are developing the right set of tools. In the Settings panel,
you now find a Beta Features tab. Here you can enable the beta features that you want to test, then send us your
feedback on the community forum! 

Restart Agile Requirements Designer to activate the features.

WARNING
 Beta features are not fully implemented and tested yet, so do not use them in production.

• Learn Constraints
• URequire
• Release Automation Connector
• StoryTeller Importer
• Incremental Search Bar

By default, the Search Bar under Help, Search searches actions and options inside Agile Requirements Designer.
Enable Include Flow Search to also search and highlight Diagram Blocks. This incremental global search is useful in
large flows to find specific blocks.

•  ARD Hub Migration Feature 
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Requirements Modeling

At its core, Agile Requirements Designer is a modeling tool that lets you create models that represent the behavior of
your application and the requirements associated with that behavior. All outcomes and outputs from the product start
with the modeling process. This section describes how you create models, called flows, using the Agile Requirements
Designer interface. From those flows, you can then see the logical paths through the application and create test cases for
those paths.  

NOTE

 You can also import existing models from other modeling tools or even import existing test cases from lifecycle
tools into Agile Requirements Designer flows.

This section covers the following topics:

  

Modeling Techniques

The following videos provide an overview of common modeling techniques. For more information about these techniques
and for more detailed videos, see the subsequent pages in this section.

Create Test Cases from a Flow

The following video shows how to add the necessary data and expected results to a flow to create a test case:

  

Coverage Criteria

The following video shows how to generate test cases based on the level and type of test coverage that you require:

  

All-Pairs Testing

The following video shows how you can configure your flows to support the all-pairs testing technique:

  

GUI Testing

The following video shows how to create a flow of a user interface interaction to validate front end functionality:

  

Web Service Modeling

The following video shows how to model and test web service calls:

  

Simple Decision Tables

The following videos shows how you use decision tables to model system behavior that depends on the outcome of
multiple decisions:
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Modeling Loops and Iterative Test Design

The following video shows how to build loops into your flows where required for iterative and incremental test design:

  

End-to-End Tests and Sub Processes

The following video shows how you can use sub-processes to model a series of transactions within a larger controlling
process:

  

Using Filters

The following videos shows how to use filters to query flows, paths through each flow, and stored paths:

  

ETL Testing

The following video shows how to create flows to effectively support extract, transform, and load testing:

  

Visual Flows
When we speak about flows, we use the following terminology:

The Canvas is the workspace on which you design a flow. The Toolbox is a panel that provides various blocks (symbols
and shapes) that you drag and drop on the canvas, and it also provides import and integration options. The first and
last blocks of a flow are Start and End blocks. The blocks in between are primarily Decision or Process blocks.
Connectors between outputs of blocks are referred to either as Arrows or Edges. Each block has a Block Type and
Block Properties.

Flows are stored in files with the VTF suffix.

NOTE
Flows remember the first configuration with which they are used. This behavior is useful when subflows use
a different configuration than their parent. If a flow has a remembered configuration, switching to another
configuration is not enough to make the flow remember it. If you want the flow to remember a new configuration,
save the flow, and enable the Remember Current Configuration Files checkbox in the Save dialog.

Flow Properties

Click Manage, Properties to edit flow properties. The flow title is mandatory, all other properties are optional.

• General Properties
– Title
– Short name
– Description
– Author
– Version
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When you change a flow and save it, you choose to either create a new version and keep the previous version for
reference. Or you can save and overwrite the current version.

– TDoD Job Submission Order
Required if you use the CA TDM integration.
• Submit as Encountered in VTF Logic — CA TDM uses the exact same order of blocks as defined in the ARD

flow file. This is the default.
• Calculate Job Submission Order —  Let CA TDM calculate the order of Publishes. This order can differ from the

order of blocks in the ARD flow file.
• Use Override Sequence — You define an override sequence in CA TDM. This order can differ from the order of

blocks in the ARD flow file.
• Parameters

You can parameterize subflows by adding parameters and defining values. The value of a parameter is controlled by
its parent flow.
For more information, see Parameterize Flows and Script Generation. 

• Variables
You can parameterize automation code snippets by using variables. You can set the values of variables from blocks
inside the flow.
For more information, see How to Use Variables. 

• People & Roles
You can define people and roles and associate them with blocks for conditions and filters.
For more information, see Users and Roles. 

• Application Links
You can store links to related items in an application lifecycle tool (CA Agile Central, ALM, TFS, JIRA) or in a custom
file path.
For more information, see Integration With Lifecycle Tools.

• Requirement IDs
For more information, see Export to Word.

• Custom Fields 
Custom fields are defined by lifecycle tool integrations.

Blocks

Every flow is made up of blocks that are connected by arrows. Agile Requirements Designer uses the standard flow chart
notation:

• Process blocks are square. 
• Decision blocks are diamond-shaped. 
• Start and End blocks are rounded rectangles, and default to the yellow color

You have the option to define block properties to create filters and conditions how a Flow is displayed. For more
information, see Edit Block Properties and Filter Blocks by Properties. For more information about how to access property
values for automation, see Automation Keywords.

Navigate the Canvas

As with similar applications, you can use the following shortcuts to manipulate the Flow canvas:

• Mouse scroll wheel – scrolls the display vertically by small increments
• ALT + mouse scroll wheel – scrolls the display horizontally
• CTRL + mouse scroll wheel – enlarges or decreases the Flow size
• SHIFT + mouse scroll wheel – scrolls vertically by page (scrolls by large increments)
• (Touch screen only) Pinch –  zooms in and out of the canvas, and “drag’n’drop” mode from within Build Manual Path.
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Tip: If you drift off to the side of the canvas while manipulating the Flow, you may lose track of the location of the core of
the Flow. Right-click anywhere on the canvas and select “Center View” to re-center the Flow.

Access File Operations for Flow Tabs

Right-click a flow tab to access common file operations quickly:

• Save the flow, save all flows, save to file, save as..., save as... to repository
• Close the flow, close all flows but this, close all flows, close all flows to the left or right in the row of tabs.
• Open the file location of the flow
• Open a flow from a file or file location
• Edit properties
• Print the flow

Create Visual Flows
You can manage flows locally, or in a shared repository. 

TIP

 Agile Requirements Designer provides usability enhancements that make editing flows easier and faster. These
features includes bulk-edit operations and quick access to file operations. For more information, see Modeling
Best Practices.

 This article covers the following topics: 

  

Create Flows

When you create a flow, you can define many optional properties. Feel free to accept the defaults, and later you can
always click Manage, Properties to define properties that you skipped during creation. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Open Agile Requirements Designer and click Home, New. 
2. Enter a flow title. This string can contain special characters.
3. (Optional) Add a description, author, and initial version number. 
4. Leave the TDoD Job Submission Order set to the default Submit as Encountered in VTF Logic.
5. (Optional) Click Next to add custom parameters for subflows. 
6. (Optional) Click Next to add custom variables, for example, to parameterize automation code snippets.
7. (Optional) Click Next to define people and roles if you want to use them in block filters.
8. Click Finish.

An empty flow is created. You see a start block and an end block on the canvas.
 

Now you can design your flow. Note that a newly created flow is not saved yet.

Design Flows

A flow describes a procedure and is made up of blocks (steps) connected by arrows. 

Follow these steps:

1. Drag and drop symbols from the toolbox to add blocks to the canvas, and name them.
2. Hover the mouse pointer over a block to connect blocks.

Connector points appear on the start and end locations.
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3. Drag from one of the connector points to the target block to add an arrow.

4. (Optional) Go to Test Factory, Validate and validate flows to verify that you have connected all outputs.

TIP
Tip: Alternatively, hover the pointer over an existing block, and drag from one of the Quick Block Connectors to
a target location on the canvas to create a block quickly. The new block is connected automatically.

 

More Information:

•  Add a decision block 
•  Add a process block 
•  Edit Block Properties 
•  Copy, Duplicate, or Clone Blocks 
•  Build complex models using subflows and loops 

Save Flows

You save flows either to a repository, or as files in your file system. 

1. Choose where to save the flow:
a. Click Home, Save As... To File.
b. Click Home, Save As... To ARD Hub.
c. Click Home, Save As... To TDM Repository.

2. Name the flow file. By default the flow is named after the Flow Title, and has the suffix .vtf.
Note: The flow title can contain special characters that file names cannot contain. The flow title is only displayed
in Agile Requirements Designer, and the file name is only displayed in your file system.

3. Click Save.
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Add a Decision Block
You use decision blocks to branch the flow. The number of outputs of a decision block is constrained by the type of
decision. You can choose between the following types of decision blocks:

• True/False Decision — two outputs
• Multi-Variable Case Decision — unconstrained number of outputs

You can edit the number and descriptions of decision outputs at any time. At any time, convert the type of decision block
by right-clicking the block and selecting Edit Item(s), Output Details.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the required decision block type from the left-hand side toolbox and drag and drop it on the canvas.
The General attributes dialog appears. 

2. Specify the following attributes and click Next:
– Name
– Description
– (Optional) Notes
– (Multi-Variable Case only) Outputs

3. (Optional) Specify custom block properties that are relevant to your test case, and click Next.
– Observability
– Block Type
– Data Direction
– Test Importance
– Data Sensitivity

4. Specify the outputs for the decision block, and click Next.
– Attribute name
– True description. Default: "true".
– (Optional) True expected results
– False description. Default: "false".
– (Optional) False expected results

5. (Optional) Define People and Roles.
6. (Optional) Define Details.
7. Click Finish.

The decision block is inserted. The block displays its description and a number in brackets. The number represents
the number of unassigned outputs.

8. Drag arrows from the outputs to appropriate blocks in the Flow.
When you have assigned all available outputs, the number in brackets disappears.

 Tip: Double-click a decision block to edit these properties at any time, from within the Attributes menu.

  

Add a Process Block
You use process blocks to add a step to the flow.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the process block from the left-hand side toolbox and drag and drop it on the canvas.
The General attributes dialog appears. 

2. Specify the following attributes and click Next:
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– Name
– Description
– (Optional) Notes
– (Optional) Expected Results

3. (Optional) Customize common block properties that are relevant to your test case, and click Next.
– Observability
– Block Type
– Data Direction
– Test Importance
– Data Sensitivity

4. (Optional) Define process block attributes.
a. True description
b. Process Output Text

5. (Optional) Define People and Roles
6. (Optional) Define Details.
7. Click Finish.
8. Drag arrows from the outputs to appropriate blocks to integrate the block into the Flow.

Edit Block Properties
After you have created blocks, you define and edit their properties. Many properties are optional, and whether you define
them depends solely on your test goal. You use these properties, for example, in filters, constraints, and exports. For
more information, see Constraints and Filter Blocks by Properties.

Right-click a block and select Edit Item(s). Alternatively, double-click a block to edit its properties quickly.

General

You give each block a mandatory Name and Description when you create it. Right-click the canvas and click Display
Options to choose whether to display block names or block descriptions on the canvas. You can also inspect the Block
Status (Defined, In-Progress, Completed) of the block on this tab. For more information about adding data notes and bulk-
editing properties, see Modeling Best Practices.

If the block is a clone, you can unclone the block here and turn it into a stand-alone block. If the block is the parent of
clones, you can remove child clones here.

Process Details / Output Details

Here you edit the expected results and set error type and asserts type.

In decision blocks, you define details for each output separately. Attribute name, value, and description, are mandatory for
each decision output. Make sure that output names and descriptions are different within each decision block, so that path
generation can produce meaningful results.

Additionally, you can define how probable it is for each decision output to be chosen. The probability value is relevant if
you want to use probabilistic optimization in the Path Explorer. For more information, see Path Explorer.

Test Data

You can generate test data through Data Painter functions and seed lists. On this tab, you assign generated example
values to variables in your code snippets. The Data Painter tool uses the CA TDM Datamaker integration (TDoD Service).
For more information, see Managing Test Data.
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Automation

You can use flows not only to understand your requirements, but also as a blueprint to generate script files for all
combinations of cases. On this tab, you assign code snippets that are printed to a file when a path passes through this
block (automation step). In decision blocks, add separate automation steps for each output. For more information about
defining and assigning code snippets, see the whole Test Automation section. If you mix auto-completed and manually
added steps in the same block, be aware that manually added steps are moved to the end.

Find System Data

You may want to automatically find suitable test data in your production data. In this situation, you configure steps in the
flow to trigger the Find System Data process. The Find and Make functionality uses the CA TDM Datamaker integration
(TDoD Service). For more information, see Make and Find Data.

Make System Data

If you cannot find suitable test data in your production data, you may want to generate test data that matches attributes
that you specify. In this situation, you configure steps in the flow to trigger the Make System Data process. The Find and
Make functionality uses the CA TDM Datamaker integration (TDoD Service). For more information, see Make and Find
Data.

Images

You can attach images to blocks, for example, a screenshot of the application screen to provide context for a step, or
photos of invoices that are relevant to this requirement. In a decision block, you can add separate images for each output.
When you export paths, you can choose to include these images.

Custom Fields

On this tab, you add or edit custom fields that are used, for example, by lifecycle tool integrations. In a decision block, you
define separate custom fields for each output. You can view and manage all customs fields under Home, General Config
in the respective tab for Version Custom Fields, Block Custom Fields, and Stored Path Custom Fields.

Properties

All properties are optional. Use these common categories to tag your blocks by criteria that are relevant to your
requirements. For more information about block properties and filters, see Visual Flows. You also use these categories
when you calculate metrics for stored paths. For more information on metrics, see Store Paths and Cost, Complexity and
Coverage.

Examples: You need to visually distinguish blocks that represent user interactions from blocks that represent error
messages or back-end events. You want to be able to distinguish paths by importance, or complexity.

The following screenshot shows how block properties annotate the steps of a path displayed in the Path Explorer. Right-
click the table header to choose which block properties appear as columns.
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The following predefined properties are available:

Observability 

Defines whether you can see the result of this step. Choose Forced Observable if the result cannot actually be seen, but
during testing, you have a way of showing the result.
Default: Non-observable.

Block Type 

To make it easier to comprehend the Flow at a glance, each block has a type. Each block type has a default color
associated with it. All arrows emanating from a block have, by default, the same color as the block.

Block Type Default Color Example

Infrastructure Orange An infrastructure event. Examples: The
system is running out of disk space,
network is down, CPU is idle, machine is
restarting.

User Interaction (default) Light Blue The user presses a button or enters text in
the UI.

Code Action Purple An action or decision not observable in the
front-end nor exposed in the software.

Error Red The system displays or logs an error
message.

Assert Green A step that verifies whether the stated result
was accomplished.

Service Call Dark Blue The system executes a REST method, or
starts or stops a service.

Data Green A data action. Examples: The system reads
from or writes to disk, or makes database
transactions or queries.

At any time, you can override the default color of a block by right-clicking and selecting the Change Color option for
blocks. Similarly, you override the default color of an arrow by right-clicking and selecting Line Color and Style. If you
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change the color of a block, the arrows emanating from the block change their color too to match the new color of the
block. If you change the type of a block, the block changes its color to the default color for the new block type.

Data Direction
Defines the basic direction of what you do with this data.
Choose none, one, or more of the following options: Create, Read, Update, Delete.

Test Importance
Defines how important this block is relative to other blocks in the flow. The difference between importance level is a factor
of 100.
Choose one of the following options: Critical, High, Medium, Low, Lowest.
Default: Medium.

Data Sensitivity 
Defines whether the data of this test step is confidential.
Choose one of the following options: Low, Medium, or High.
Default: None.

Black Box Data 
Defines whether the data of this test step can be seen, or whether it is treated as a Black Box.

Details

On this tab, you store optional environmental information and related URLs. The Documentation field can hold multiple
lines of text.

Tables

Use the Tables tab if you want to store CRUD (create, read, update, delete) process maps. Here you can select both
columns and tables for current projects and versions from their CA TDM Datamaker repositories.

1. Click the Edit button to open the Pick Tables and Columns dialog.
2. Select columns or tables: You can edit all the fields on the right pane.
3. Specify additional or general properties on the Details tab.

Stored Paths

Here you can view the list of stored paths that contain this block, and directly open paths in the Path Explorer. For more
information, see Store Paths.

Application Links

If a block refers to a story or test case in an external application, you associate the application link with the block on this
tab. You can also store paths to related local source files. If the block was created by importing stories through a lifecycle
tool integration, such as CA Agile Central, HPE ALM, or JIRA, the respective field is prepopulated.

From here you also link to subflows stored in flow files, in the ARD Hub, or in the TDM repository.

People & Roles

You can assign people to roles for each block. For more information, see Users and Roles.

Requirement IDs

If your business process requires them, you can declare Requirement IDs in the flow properties, and then assign an ID
to each block here. The IDs are displayed, for example, when you export the flow to MS Word. For more information,
see Export to Word.  
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Video Demos: How to Edit Block Properties

Video: View description, status, and clone relationships of a block on the General tab.

  

Video: Define True and False descriptions and output text on the Process Details tab.

  

Video: Define Block Observability, Type, and other properties on the Properties tab.

  

Video: Add a custom picture or screenshot to a block on the Image tab.                    

  

Users and Roles

You can use the People and Roles tab to assign specific users to specific blocks, or to entire visual flows. You can assign
People to several Roles. Roles are not mutually exclusive.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow and click Properties in the toolbar.
The Properties window for this flow opens.

2. Open the People & Roles tab.
3. Click Add Person to add users to this flow.
4. Click Add Role to add roles to this flow.
5. Drag and drop People from the left pane onto a Role in the right pane.

The person is assigned to the role.
6. Specify behavior for how roles are applied:

a. (Optional) Use as Default
b. (Optional) Apply to All Blocks

• Add to all
• Replace if already assigned
• Don't add if already assigned
• Default: Leave the flow as is and assign all roles manually.

7. Click Save.
You return to the canvas.

Continue with assigning roles to flow blocks.

1. Double-click a block on the canvas.
2. Open the People & Roles tab of the block.
3. Drag and drop People from the left pane onto a Role in the right pane.

The person is assigned to the role.

Copy, Duplicate, or Clone Blocks
Whether you copy, duplicate, or clone a block depends on which attributes you want the block to inherit. If you want the
blocks to be independent, you copy the block. If you want to choose which attributes to inherit and which to override, you
duplicate the block. If you want the blocks to share all attributes, including output choices, you clone the block.

Note: Names of blocks are unique and cannot be left empty. Agile Requirements Designer adds a suffix to names of
copied, duplicated, or cloned blocks by default.
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Copy a Block

To copy Process and Decision blocks, right-click the block and select Copy, then click the canvas and select Paste.

A copied block starts out with the same attributes as its parent. No later edits are propagated between parent and copy,
because they are independent of one another. You can select multiple blocks and copy and paste them together. 

Duplicate a Block

To copy Process and Decision blocks, right-click the block and select Duplicate block, then click anywhere on the
canvas to insert the duplicate. 

When you edit the parent block, a dialog box prompts you to choose which changes you want to propagate, or don't
want to propagate, to its duplicates. You can edit duplicated blocks separately as with any normal blocks, but changes
propagated from the parent override edits made to the duplicate.

To break the dependency, open the duplicated block's Properties and go to the General tab, then click the Reverse
Duplication button in the Master Copy field.

Clone a Block

To clone Process and Decision blocks, right-click the block and select Clone Block.

Like any block, you can move a cloned block on the canvas to wherever you need to integrate it into the Flow.

Cloning a block links the cloned block to the original block, that means, they always have the same values,
except for Block Name and Expected Results. You cannot edit attributes of cloned blocks, except for Block
Name and Expected Results. Changes made to the original block affect all cloned blocks.

To break the dependency, you can unclone a block and turn it back into a stand-alone block. Open the
cloned block's Properties and go to the General tab, then click the Unclone Block button in the Cloned
Parent field. Alternatively, open the Properties of the parent, go to the General tab, and remove individual child clones in
the Clones field. 

Implied Constraints

By default, cloned blocks have implied constraints: If a decision block chooses output N, then the clone of that block
further down in the flow also chooses output N. For more information about how to edit or remove implied constraints,
see Constraints.

  
Video: How to evaluate the implied constraints of flows containing cloned blocks.

Build Complex Models Using Subflows and Loops
If series of steps repeat across different (parts of) flows, model them as resusable subflows. If series of steps repeat
within the same flow because they link back to an earlier part of the flow, model them as loop.
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This article covers the following procedures:

  

Create Reusable Subflows

Subflows are flows within other flows that allow you to build complex, multi-layered models. Subflows exist as separate
VTF files and contain a reusable subflow and its stored paths. The start and end blocks inside the reused subflow define
the input and output arrows of the Subflow block in the parent flow. You use VTF files by inserting a subflow block into the
master flow. 

If your subflows have their own Automation Configuration, open the subflow and edit the configuration there. You cannot
edit the subflow configuration by editing the parent configuration.

  

Key Concepts: Video Demo 

The following video discusses the key concepts of Agile Requirements Designer, with focus on subflows and loops:

  

Optimize Subflows

The optimization method of a subflow can be independent of the master flow. You can use the stored paths or select an
optimization type that is performed on the fly when the main flow is optimized. If you have more subflows in the master
flow or subflows within subflows, each subflow can have a different optimization type set.

Once the optimization is completed, the decision table is filled in. Select the resolution strategy that decides how many
and which rows will be added to the final set of paths. This is useful when you do not need to test all possible paths within
the subflow, you only need to pass through the subflow to the required output.

Follow these steps: 

1. Design and save a flow that represents a subprocess.
2. Add this flow as a subflow to your diagram. Do one of the following:
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– Drag and drop a subflow block to the canvas.
– Right-click on a decision block and select Convert to Subflow.
In both cases, you are asked to select a VTF file containing a subflow and the stored paths that you want to use for
test case optimization. You can change this setting later by right-clicking the subflow block and selecting Subflow
Integration. 

TIP

 Use either stored paths or select an optimization type which is performed on the fly. For stored paths, you
can update the decision table on the Subflow Decision tab of the block properties. For each path, you can
set the input (all, any random, or a specific one) and the output decision. You can do this in bulk for all paths
after clicking the Map Terminals icon.

3. Open the Path Explorer and click Optimization Settings.
The Path Construction Settings window opens.

4. Go to the Decision Table Settings section to specify how decision tables or subflows are resolved.
Integration Type
Choose one of the following options for how to integrate decision tables.
–  Default

The selected optimization type determines which method is used. If you previously selected 'All Possible Paths', 'All
Pairs', or 'All In / Out Edges', then the All Rows method is used. Otherwise, the Singular Row method is used.

–  All Row Combinations
All possible combinations of linked decision tables are integrated into the paths. Useful when you have more
subflows in the flow.

–  All Rows
Each row in a decision table is applied to the path set in an optimal way, so that each decision row is covered at
least once.

–  Singular Row
Only one row is selected through the decision table for each master-flow path.

TIP

To view and manage all subflows, open a parent flow and click Manage, Change Subflow Optimization.
The Expand Child Subflows dialog lists the names and descriptions of embedded subflows down to a specified
depth. You can compare and manage subflow attributes, such as the optimization strategy.

Refresh Parent Flow of Subflows

If you edit a subflow, Agile Requirements Designer notifies the parent flows that use this subflow. You can choose to
ignore the notification, in this case, the parent flow keeps using the previous version of the changed subflow.

Or you can choose to load the latest subflow version and accept the changes into the parent flow:

1. Open a parent flow.
A "Subflow update" notification appears.

2. Click the notification.
The Notifications window opens.

3. Click Reload Direct Subflows.
4. Open the Path Explorer and regenerate your paths.

All stored paths that go through the subflow are affected.
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Repeat Subsections of Flows as Loops

Loops are defined as subsections of the flow which link to an earlier visited portion of the flow. For an example flow
containing a loop, see Change a Light Bulb.vtf in the Examples folder.

Figure 2: loop_diagram

By default, the optimizer skips paths through loops unless you change the Loop Settings in the Path Explorer.

Follow these steps: 

1. Design a loop directly on the canvas.
2. Open the Path Explorer, and click the Loop Settings icon to set the insertion strategy.

The Path Optimizer Loop Options window displays all loops present in the flow.
3. Select a loop Insertion Strategy from the drop-down list:

– Expansion All Possible
All possible orderings of the loop are integrated with regard to all other loops inserted.

– Expansion Pragmatic
Get full coverage across each loop. If the item (its edge, node, in/out edge,
pair) in a loop path is already covered in the diagram, it is not integrated. For more information, see Path Explorer.

– Expansion Requirement
Get full coverage for all loops, where each loop represents a different entity in the diagram. Each loop is integrated
into the path independently of the existing coverage.

4. Specify loop insertion options:
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– Global Counter Sets how often the path passes through loops. If the flow contains loops, and the loop counter is
set to zero, no paths are generated that include loops, and any edges or nodes that can only be reached by looping
back are not covered.

– Number of insertions n 
Determines how often each loop is inserted. By default, a loop is not visited by any path (n=0). If n is greater than
zero, all enumerations of the loop are inserted, from zero to n times. For example, for a value of n=2 this means
that three paths will be generated: one path that skips this loop, one path that runs through the loop once, and one
path that runs through the loop twice.

– Fixed Insertion
Determines that the path passes through this loop exactly n times. If fixed insertion is disabled (default), the
optimizer generates all paths that pass this loop, from zero to n times.

5. (Optional) Drag and drop the lines in the list to change the order in which the loops are visited.
6. Click Save.

Saved settings are available from the Saved Parameters drop-down list.

  

 Loops: Video Demo 

The following video provides a detailed explanation of loop settings and loop insertion options in the Path Explorer:

  

Parameterize Flows and Script Generation
You parameterize flows by adding parameters and defining values in the flow Properties window. When you embed
subflows, you can access and redefine Subflow Parameters from the main flow. You can also access and redefine the
parameters when generating automation scripts.

NOTE

Flow Parameters are a means of passing data from one flow to another. Parameters and their values do not
drive which decision path the test case follows.

Parameterize Flows and Subflows

You can add parameters to a flow, and redefine and use these parameters in subflows. For more information on subflows,
see Build Complex Models Using Subflows and Loops.

First create the subflow and define parameters in it:

1. Create a flow. In this example, we use it as a subflow.
Example: Name the flow "Select interface language."

2. Click Tools, Properties, and open the Parameters tab.
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3. Add parameters and define default values for this subflow.
Example:
– Name: language
– Description: select interface language
– Default Value: English
– Data Type: String

4. Save the subflow as language_subflow.vtf.

Then create the main flow and use the subflow parameters:

1. Create a second, more generic flow.
Example: Name the flow "Customize user settings."

2. Add a Subflow Decision block. 
3. Right-click the decision block, and choose Convert to Subflow.

a. Choose Source: File and load the previously created subflow, language_subflow.vtf.
b. Select a Stored Paths Type for the subflow.

4. Right-click the subflow block, click Edit Items, and open the Subflow Parameters tab.
5. Define Subflow Parameters in one of the following ways:

– Click Edit Native Value and enter a static value.
Example: language=Spanish.

– Click Edit Resolvable Value in Data Painter to define dynamic expressions or CA TDM database queries.
6. Click Save.

You can now add flow blocks to the main flow that depend on this subflow parameter.

Parameterize Script Generation (Batch Mode)

You can use Agile Requirements Designer to export test automation scripts and execute them in your test tools;
alternatively, you can generate test scripts dynamically by running Agile Requirements Designer in Batch Mode. In order
to do that, you save your export settings and a configurable batch file.

The typical use case for Batch Mode is to set up a build server that regenerates a spreadsheet file so that it always
contains fresh test data. Then set up the build server to run the batch files which read the spreadsheet and regenerate
your test scripts.

Prerequisites: 

• This procedure assumes that you have parameters and automation set up for your flow.
For more information on how to create automation scripts, see Test Automation.

• In order for data to be resolved when you generate automation scripts in batch mode, Agile Requirements
Designer must must be connected to the CA TDM TDoD repository. The context must be set to the appropriate level
when the configuration file is generated.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Path Explorer window and open the View Test Cases tab.
2. Click Export Path in the bottom left. A dialog opens.
3. Choose Automation and click Export.

If Agile Requirements Designer asks whether you want to resolve test data, click yes. You can reply no if there is no
test data associated.
The Export Automation Scripts window opens.

4. Select a path on the left side, and review the automation scripts that have been generated on the right side.
5. Click Save Settings, and save the export settings to a target folder of your choice.
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Agile Requirements Designer saves your export parameters and creates three files:
a. config.xml — contains the stored paths and settings that you defined in Agile Requirements Designer before

exporting.
b. param.csv — contains your flow parameters in spreadsheet format. 
c. run.bat — runs Agile Requirements Designer in batch mode to generate test scripts. 

6. Edit param.csv to populate your .bat scripts with fresh test data values.  
7. Execute run.bat.

The batch file reads the conf.xml and param.csv, and calls Agile Requirements Designer in Batch Mode to generate
test scripts with fresh values.

Generate the Test Case Configuration File

1. Open the Path Explorer, and go to the Generate Test Cases tab.
2. Click Loop Settings. The Path Optimizer Loop Options dialog opens.
3. Click Write to XML.

Agile Requirements Designer creates a configuration file and a batch script to generate paths in batch mode.
4. Open the XML file and set the optimization type. Set the <Path_Optimization_Type> element to one of the

following:
– <Path_Optimization_Type>All_PAIRS</Path_Optimization_Type>

– <Path_Optimization_Type>ALL_IN_OUT_EDGES</Path_Optimization_Type>

– <Path_Optimization_Type>ALL_EDGES</Path_Optimization_Type>

– <Path_Optimization_Type>ALL_NODES</Path_Optimization_Type>

– <Path_Optimization_Type>ALL_PATHS</Path_Optimization_Type>

 
Default: In the configuration file, the optimization type is set to an ‘all nodes’ optimization by default, so that you
don't inadvertently generate millions of paths.

Running the batch script generates a file called Paths.xml in the export directory that you have defined in configuration
file.

To import the generated Paths.xml into Agile Requirements Designer, open the Path Explorer, open the View Test
Cases tab, and click Import Test Cases From XML File.

After you have generated a configuration file for a flow, use the Export Paths button in the Path Explorer, so that you
can use the same configuration file to generate automation scripts for multiple sets of stored paths. Select Export Test
Cases as XML and click Export.

Customize the Script Type

To change the script type, edit the <script_Type> element in the conf.xml file:

• publish several Separate Scripts: <script_Type>Individual</script_Type> 
• publish one Merged Script: <script_Type>Merged</script_Type> 

Generate Scripts From a Stored Path Collection

Instead of loading the stored paths from the XML file, you can generate automation scripts by referencing the stored path
collection:

 <export_dir>C:/Users/joe/Documents/stuff</export_dir> <stored_path_group>Iteration 1</
stored_path_group> 
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Add and Modify Text Labels and Arrows

Text Labels

You can add text labels to the Flow.

Creating a text label does not require specifying any other properties other than the text to be presented within it.

They may also be dragged around and may even be edited later by left-clicking once within the text box and typing.

Arrows

Hovering the mouse cursor over a block reveals eight square connectors on its sides.

Arrows (the links between blocks) can be added to the Flow by clicking a block’s connector and dragging the mouse to
another block’s connector. The first block selected will be the source of the arrow and the second will be its target.

When creating an arrow with a decision block as its source, a dialogue will appear asking to specify which of the outputs
the decision block arrow will represent – for example, the true path or the false path. If all outputs have been represented,
a notification will state that all available outputs are in use.

The start and end points of each arrow can be changed by dragging the grey circles at either end.

Note: 

• Arrows which start at a decision block may not be moved to start at any other block, although they can be moved to
start at another point of the same block.

• Arrows may not terminate at a Start block, nor may more than one arrow stem from a process block. It is also
impossible to have arrows leading from an End block.

In order to reposition text on an arrow, simply left-click the text in question and drag it to the new desired position.

Compare Flow Diagram Revisions
When you maintain several versions of a flow, there are situations where you edit an earlier version, and you want to
propagate those changes to later versions. Agile Requirements Designer cannot automatically merge versions. Analyze
the differences between versions, and merge them manually.

NOTE

The Difference Analyser is available for individual flow files that are not managed by the ARD Hub flow
storage. Files managed by the ARD Hub have their own versioning UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a flow. 
2. Click Manage, Revision History.
3. Click Compare Versions.

The Difference Analyser opens.
4. Select two versions and click Compare.
5. Review the list of differences. Click entries to see details.
6. Edit the flow and implement the changes.
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Model Multiple Dependent Decisions Using Decision Tables
The behavior of a system can depend on the outcome of multiple decisions in combination. You model these
requirements using decision tables. When you create rows in the decision table, you create the data for your test
cases implicitly. Define the expected results explicitly, as usual. You can add decision tables to any flow to provide a
compact representation of a complicated subpart of a bigger model. Then you use the Path Optimizer to generate all
paths as usual.

This article covers the following tasks: 

  

Example Scenario: Discount Calculator

You want to model a discount calculator for a web shop. Discounts depend on a combination of three decisions: Is the
client a new customer? Does the customer have a loyalty card? Is the customer using a coupon for the purchase?

New Customer Loyalty Card Coupon Output

true true true invalid

true true false invalid

true false true 20

true false false 15

false true true 30

false true false 10

false false true 20

false false false 0

The order of evaluation is not important, so you can use a decision table to lay out the various combinations of input
conditions and outcomes. There are eight combinations, and each line is a test case. Some outcomes are the same, so
there are only six different outputs.

The decision table only represents the outcomes, it does not make any choices how you implement the flow. You use
constraints to model the two invalid cases in the flow. 

  

Insert a Decision Table

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Open the Common Symbols from the Toolbox Dock.
3. Drag and drop a Decision Table symbol onto the canvas.
4. Give the symbol a name, for example, "Discount table", and click Next.
5. Remove the default outputs. You'll add custom outputs in the next step.
6. Drag at least one input connector into the decision table block to integrate it into the flow.
7. Click Finish.

Define Outputs

1. Click to select the Decision Table and click Edit Properties.
2. Open the Output Details tab.
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3. Click Add Output and define the following values for each of your six different outputs.

Attribute Name Attribute Value Output Description Expected Results

Discount invalid invalid Never happens because new
customers don't have loyalty
cards yet

Discount 0 0 Zero discount

Discount 10 10 Ten percent discount

Discount 15 15 Fifteen percent discount

Discount 20 20 Twenty percent discount

Discount 30 30 Thirty percent discount

4. Click Save.

Define the Decision Table

1. Click to select the Decision Table and click Edit Properties.
2. Open the Decision Table tab.
3. Note that the status indicates "6 Outputs not covered".
4. Click the green plus sign in the top and select Column as New Variable, or use existing variables. Insert a variable for

each condition:
–  New Customer 
–  Loyalty Card 
–  Coupon 

5. Verify that you see an empty decision table with the following column headings:  Input, New
Customer, Loyalty Card, Coupon, Output, Probability 

6. Click the green plus sign at the bottom to add eight rows. Fill in the true and false values and Output values for
each row.
The decision table now looks like the Discount Calculator table from our example.

7. (Optional) Set the Probability for each row.
Default: The probability is equally distributed. In this example, a hundred percent divided by eight equals twelve
percent probability for each row.

8. Define which Inputs go into the decision table block for each row.
For more information about how to configure decision table settings, see Path Explorer.
Default: ALL
– input = value 

Makes the Path Explorer pick one specific input arrow in combination with this row to create one path.
– [ANY]

Makes the Path Explorer pick any one input arrow in combination with this row to create one path.
– [ALL]

Makes the Path Explorer pick all input arrows in combination with this row to create more than one path.
9. Click Save.

Build the Flow

1. Drag connectors from the Decision Table block to the next block in the flow.
2. Select an output by enabling its check box, and disabling the other options, then click OK.

An output connector is added.
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3. Repeat this action for each of the six outputs.

Figure 3: Decision table connected to a simple flow

Generate Test Cases

For more information about how to configure decision table settings, see Path Explorer. The Integration Type options in
the Path Explorer determine how decision tables and subflows are resolved as a secondary optimization target.

1. Click Manage, Path Explorer, and stay on the Generate Test cases tab.
2. Select the Full Coverage - All Possible Paths optimization and click Start  Optimization.

The optimizer displays eight paths.
3. Click Store All Paths and click OK.
4. Open the View Test Cases tab.

You see eight test cases.
5. Close the Path Explorer.
6. Click Manage, Test Data.

You see eight lines of test data. Each line is one test case.
7. Click Export to CSV, enter a file name, and click Save.

Define Custom Fields
Custom fields are used, for example, by lifecycle tool integrations. If a flow represents a requirement, you can attach an
optional 'User Story' field to each Stored Path. This field contains a URL that points to a requirement in a lifecycle tool. Or
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if a tool such as CA Agile Central expects a mandatory field ‘Flow State’ for all User Stories, you can attach a custom field
for Blocks to provide this value. 

Each level has its own custom fields:

• Version Custom Fields
These fields store custom properties of a flow, each flow has its own custom fields.

• Block Custom Fields
These fields store custom properties of a block, each block can have its own custom fields. In decision blocks, you can
define separate custom fields for each output.

• Stored Path Custom Fields
These fields store custom properties of a Stored Path, each Stored Path can have its its own custom fields.

Manage Custom Fields and Default Values

1. Click Home, General Config.
2. Go to one of the following levels:

– Click the Version Custom Fields tab.
– Click the Block Custom Fields  
– Click the Stored Path Custom Fields tab.

3. Click Add Custom Field to create a field.
a. Provide a Field Name.
b. Provide a Default Value. 
c. If the custom field is tied to another tool, select a Field Association. Otherwise, leave this value set to [NONE].  

Click the red cross to delete a field.

View and Set Custom Field Values

After you have added the custom field, you can assign a value to it.

1. Open a flow.
2. Go to one of the following levels:

– Right-click a block and click Edit Items to open the Block Properties. 
– Or click Manage, Properties to open the Flow Properties.
– Or click Manage, Path Explorer and view stored paths:

a. Click Run to generate paths.
b. Click Store All.
c. Click View Test Cases.

Your Stored Paths and their properties are shown.
3. Go to the Custom Fields tab.
4. Enter a literal value in the Value column.
5. (Optional) Click Reference Existing Field to insert variable values. Choose an attribute reference to an existing

field. You can mix literal strings and attribute references.
Example: ##Status[b4]##
A resolvable reference is inserted into the value. 

6. (Optional) Click Preview Field to verify the resolved referenced value.
7. Click Save.

Bulk Update Default Values

If you change the default values later, already existing values are not updated automatically. To update existing Custom
Field values, you want to override affected flows and subflows in bulk.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the affected flows and subflows in tabs in ARD. 
2. Click Home, General Config.
3. Go to the Block Custom Fields, or Version Custom Fields, or Stored Path Custom Fields tab, respectively.
4. Edit the values of the Custom Fields.
5. Click Override Custom Fields.
6. Select the Custom Fields that you want to override.
7. Click Override Fields.
8. Select the open flows and subflows in which you want to bulk-override these fields.
9. Click OK.
10. Confirm that you are sure. You cannot undo this bulk change.

The Custom Fields are updated.

Deduplicate Existing Test Cases
The test case deduplication tools in Agile Requirements Designer let you leverage your existing step-based test cases
in order to create equivalent Agile Requirements Designer models fast, rather than having to create them entirely from
scratch. Deduplication here is more about enabling quicker model creation, than it is about removing exact duplicate test
cases, which is more trivial.

After importing test cases, you are sometimes faced with hard-to-read, redundant flows: Large sets of test cases likely
have some steps in common. Steps are shared steps if you consider them to be the same, even though they may be
worded differently. These shared steps reveal information about the rules and models that the test cases must map to.
After you have marked the shared steps, Agile Requirements Designer can attempt to reverse-engineer the flow.

Identify Duplicates

1. Open Agile Requirements Designer.
2. Import related step-based test cases from Microsoft Excel files, HPE ALM, CA Agile Central, or other sources.

Test cases come in as linear 'lines' of blocks, not yet connected to one another, because there is no flow yet.
3. Click Test Factory, Re-layout to clean up the display.

Tip: Press ctrl-R to re-layout flows.
4. Click Design, Find Duplicates.
5. The Find Duplicates window shows candidates that might be masters or duplicates.
6. Click Auto-find next.

Agile Requirements Designer attempts to identify potential duplicates using string matching algorithms.
7. For each set, do one of the following:

a. Accept the set as duplicates by clicking Mark as duplicates.
Note: The ticked item is considered the master, and is the item all of the other items will merge into.

b. Discard an item from the set by dragging it out of the pane.
8. Click Auto-find next to consider the next set of potential duplicates, and repeat.
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NOTE

•  Integrate With JIRA 
•  Import and Export Flows 
•  Import and Export XML or JSON 
•  Import Rich Text 
•  Import Automation Scripts (Ranorex, Eggplant) 
•  Integrate With HPE ALM (GT HPE ALM Service) 
•  Integrate With HPE ALM (REST) 
•  Import From Excel or CSV 

Customize Comparison Metrics

If the Find Duplicates window is suggesting groups which are too generic, or not showing candidates that you expect,
adjust the sensitivity of the matching.

1. Click Comparison Metrics in the Find Duplicates window.
2. Specify the weight values how similar a property of a test step has to be for it to be considered a duplicate.

Default: Similarity of ‘Names’ and ‘Descriptions’ is set to 80 percent, and everything else to zero percent.
The following fields are available:
a. Name of this, the previous, and the next block
b. Description of this, the previous, and the next block
c. Expected Results
d. Test Data

3. (Optional) Specify the comparison algorithm.

Adjust the weights depending on your data. If the comparison finds too many false positives, raise the weight value. If the
comparison misses obvious duplicates, lower the values. If a field has to be an exact match, set the weight to 100. If the
field is irrelevant to determining if two steps are duplicates, set the weight to 0.

Example: You have imported steps from HPE ALM. The Name fields were imported as numeric steps ("Step 1", "Step 2"),
which makes them irrelevant for matching. In this case, you set the Name field to 0 to ignore it.

Deduplicate the Flow

The deduplication functionality is not an artificial intelligence. The resulting diagram is the tool’s best guess at the logic
behind the test cases that you imported. The goal is that you can get started modeling your logic faster. 

1. Return to the flow in Agile Requirements Designer.
2. Click Test Factory, Deduplicate Diagram.
3. Click Update to re-layout the diagram when prompted. Agile Requirements Designer displays the deduplicated

diagram.
4. Perform manual fixes.

– Prune the diagram
– Add missing parts
– Validate the diagram with relevant stakeholders

Deduplication: Video Demo

  
Video: Identify duplicates and remove them from the diagram.
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Automatic Model Building Accelerator
The Automatic Model Building Accelerator helps you get started with your initial flow much more easily and quickly. The
accelerator lets you initialize your first flow by recording your existing web-based tests (Selenium scripts). This accelerator
gives you a solid starting point to analyze, optimize, and expand your flow.

Example Scenario: Bob's team is responsible for an existing web application that has hundreds of regression test
cases. The team executes tests manually every month at the end of Agile Sprints. The team creates test cases for new
functionalities or change requests in each Sprint. Bob the tester wants to start using Agile Requirements Designer quickly,
so he records all test cases using the open source Selenium Builder, and imports them.

Requirements

You need one of the following tools:

• CA Application Test
• Selenium Builder (http://seleniumbuilder.github.io/se-builder/) and Firefox Version 56 or earlier

Import Flows from Selenium Builder

Prerequisites: 

Prepare one of the following files.

• Selenium Builder Suite or Selenium Builder Recording
a. Use Selenium Builder Recorder to record your test steps.

• Selenium Builder Recorder captures your actions on the screen in the form of a linear Selenium script.
• The script covers page name, objects, data that was entered and returned, and other Selenium parameters.

b. Save the recorded test suite files to a directory.
Selenium Builder Recorder saves test suites in JSON format.

• CA Application Test file 
a. Create one or more Test Cases.
b. Export one or more CA Application Test (*.tst) files.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open Agile Requirements Designer and create a flow.
2. Click Import. Choose one of the following options:

– Selenium Builder 
– CA Application Test 

3. Browse to the directory that contains your test suites or test cases. Select one or more files and click Open.
The importer displays the loaded test suites or test cases.

4. Review your automation steps and variables.
Note: For Selenium Builder imports, review a tab for each test suite.

5. (CA Application Test only) Select which Importer to use.
– Selenium Builder

Import the automation and variables for CA Application Test nodes that contain Selenium Builder scripts through
the Selenium Builder importer.

– CA Application Test
(Default) Imports blocks and create variables with the names that you have defined in CA Application Test. This
option handles all CA Application Test block types, not just the Selenium Builder block types.

6. (Optional) Enable Auto Deduplicate to identify overlapping steps during import and combine them into one block.
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7. (Optional) Enable Import Automation to create a layer during import that contains the code snippets from Selenium
Builder.

8. (Optional) Enable Import Variables to create appropriate variables in Agile Requirements Designer during import.
9. Click Import.
10. If prompted, click Create to start out with an empty automation configuration, or click Modify to add a layer to the

currently loaded automation configuration. Subsequent imports into the same flow are added automatically without
further prompt.

11. Confirm whether you want to insert a Start and End block into the flow.
The Import Results window opens and shows a progress bar, if applicable.

12. Confirm that you want to re-layout the flow.
The flow appears on the canvas. The Import Results window shows a summary of the results.

13. Click Done.

The canvas displays your imported tests as a series of steps.

Tip: The Auto-Deduplication identifies identical steps and turns them into one block:

  

After the initial import, the auto-generated flow represents the actual behavior of the application during your test sessions.
The flow does not yet represent what the application is supposed to do based on your requirements.
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• Use Agile Requirements Designer features to understand your model and define your requirements.
• Work with a subject matter expert (SME) to inspect and adjust the generated flow until the model represents the

application requirements properly.
• Add automation layers, and so on.

Export Flows to Selenium Builder

The automation exporter for Selenium Builder includes a wrapper that lets you export a Selenium Builder Suite with
your automation. Every time that you expand your flow in Agile Requirements Designer, you can export the updated
automation scripts, and open them in Selenium Builder again.

1. Open the Path Explorer and generate paths.
2. Open the View Test Cases tab and click Export Automation Scripts.

The Export Automation Scripts screen opens.
3. Expand the Advanced section and click Selenium Builder from the Wrapper combo box.
4. Click Export.

  

Generate Non-Sequential Scripts Using Dynamic Configuration
As a Test Data Engineer, you sometimes need to generate scripts in which the code snippets appear in a different order
than the steps in the test flow that inserts the snippets. For example, it is possible that a decision in the end of the test
flow necessitates to insert code into a section that was generated earlier. A common example of script generation where
the order of lines is relevant is Gherkin documents.

Automation Builder: Dynamic Configuration

To generate non-sequential scripts, first define the sections of your script in the automation configuration. Then configure
the flow blocks to generate code into appropriate sections. Finally, use the Path Explorer to generate and store paths,
and click Export Automation Scripts.

TIP

If your flow and your automation script follow the same order, then you are using the default section, 'root'. You
don't need to create any dynamic configuration sections, and you can skip this article.

Use Case Examples for Dynamic Configuration

I want to Generate Gherkin Documents
 Click here to expand Gherkin Example Scenario

A Gherkin scenario is analogous to a test case in our world. The scenario is broken into three sections, Given, When, and
Then.

• The Givens are the prerequisite conditions for the tests.
• The Whens are the action steps taken within the test to get to the outcome.
• The Thens are the expected results of the tests.

However, we cannot guarantee that the best way to build a model for a system always produces paths that follow the
order of prerequisites, actions, expected results. For example, you have some decision logic close to the final blocks, and
you want the chosen output to include preconditions about the tests that encounter it. In this case, you need to add extra
logic at the start of the path that generated these precondition steps. Using dynamic configuration sections, a block at the
end of a test flow can directly add a code snippet to the preconditions section.
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I Want to Generate XML Documents
 Click here to expand XML Example Scenario

You can define section trees for a known XML structure such that their leaves match that of the document. When creating
the using Sections, you have the following advantages:

• You can populate any part of the XML document by any block at any position within the flow.
• You can add an automation step to multiple sections simultaneously.

For example, you want to generate the following XML structure:

    <Tree>

       <Node name="ParentNode">

          <Node name="ChildNode1"/>

          <Node name="ChildNode2"/>

       <\Node>

    <\Tree>

    <FlatListOfChildren>

       <Node name="ParentNode"/>

       <Node name="ChildNode1"/>

       <Node name="ChildNode2"/>

    <\FlatListOfChildren>

The schema for this tree in your XML document has the requirement to include that a flat list of all child nodes in its
element. Using dynamic configuration sections, you can copy and add nodes at the end of flow, simply by including them
in another section. You can generate the XML without affecting the structure of the flow or the need to create constraints.
The can stay as just a representation of the system and does not also have to describe the order of the specific XML
schema it needs to produce.

I want to Validate a UI or API (JSON, Javascript, Java, C#, ...)
 Click here to expand UI or API Validation Scenario

When testing a system via its UI or API, there can be a validation stage at the end of a group of actions in a test.
Validation naturally has to happen after the actions taken in the test. But the actions we choose change the way we
want to validate our actions in more than just test data. Using dynamic configuration sections, you can already define the
validation code while you are at the decision logic step of the actions themselves:

For instance, if you were testing a login form in a web page, you might have a decision block called "Login" with some
outputs: {"Invalid Credentials","Empty Credentials","Valid Credentials","SQL Injection"}.

• For the first and second outputs, you see an error message on the login screen.
You check this event with a validation automation step, placed in a later "Validation" section.

• For the third output, you are taken to the homepage and use a different validation method. It is unlikely that the CSS
selector for the error message you checked in option 1 and 2 even exists anymore.

• For the fourth output, you want yet another type of validation. You create a database query that checks whether a
blank administrator account exists in the first row of our users table.
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These separate types of validation are made much easier using dynamic configuration sections. No extra logic or
constraints are needed to connect the validation logic to the original decision logic, because they can now be the same
thing.

Figure 4: The order of steps in the test flow can be different from the order of the lines in the script

Define Dynamic Configuration Sections

A dynamic configuration section is a group of automation steps to be resolved together during export. The section tree lets
you define a hierarchy of script sections in a different order than the test flow that generates the script.

For example, your scripting language requires you to separate your code into three sections, Header, Body, and Footer. A
decision towards the end of your test flow necessitates you to add a line to the Header, retroactively. If you have defined
sections, you can add steps into earlier or later sections from any point of the flow. The steps are added to their sections
in the order they occur in the flow. Later you may realize that you need to impose an order inside the body section. You
then subdivide the Body section into Body-Left, Body-Center, and Body-Right, and proceed to assign steps to these
ordered buckets.

To generate non-sequential scripts, first identify and define sections. Specify one or more default sections for existing and
newly added steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Identify which dynamic configuration sections your script needs.
2. Click Home, Automation, Export, and go to the Sections tab.
3. Select a Layer.
4. Click the green plus sign and define Name and Description of a section. 
5. (Optional) Enable the Default check box if you want to assign new and unassigned automation steps to this section.
6. (Optional) Define Step Header and Footer, Step Join, Section Header and Footer, if applicable. 
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7. Click Save and Close.

For more information about joins, headers, and footers, see Define Your Automation Configuration.

 

Next, lay out your flow as usual, and assign the code snippets to flow blocks and sections. A block can generate its code
snippet in more than one section, if required.

Follow these steps: 

1. Create your flow.
2. Right-click a block in the flow, and click Edit Items, and go to the Automation tab.
3. Use the Add and Edit buttons to add the required automation to each block.
4. Select one or more target Sections in the Selected column, or leave the default.

Default: You define default sections on the Home, Automation, Export, Sections tab.
5. Click Preview Snippets (green check mark icon) to review resolved code snippets for each layer and for all steps of

this block.
6. Click Save.

For more information about associating code snippets with flow blocks, see Construct Scripts from a Model. 

Remove and Merge Sections

For example, you have defined many sections, and many flows refer to these sections. You optimize your test design and
realize that the abstraction of the sections Body-Right and Body-Center was unnecessary. You decide to delete section
Body-Right. However, you want to avoid dangling references in automation steps that used to insert their code into the
removed section Body-Right. Therefor you want to declare section Body-Center the new default target for the orphaned
members of section Body-Right.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Home, Automation Configuration, and go to the Export tab.
2. Identify which section you want to delete, and which section is the new target.
3. Right-click the redundant section and click Remove Section.

The Remove Automation Section window opens and shows you all available target sections.
4. Select one or more target sections in the Selected column.
5. Click Okay.

The redundant section is deleted. The orphaned steps are now generated in the newly assigned target sections.
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Cost, Complexity and Coverage
The Cost and Complexity pane in the Path Explorer is intended to assist with maintaining test quality. For stored paths,
which are effectively test cases, it displays the coverage of the test cases based on hard metrics. The pane also helps you
with change management - with every change in the specification, the difference in complexity and the associated cost is
highlighted.

To access the Cost, Complexity and Coverage pane, click

the  button
in the Path Explorer. The Cost, Complexity and Coverage dialog is divided into several sections.

Diagram Statistics 

Displays the statistical summaries of the diagram.

• Number of Process Blocks
The number or process blocks in the diagram.

• Number of Decision Blocks
The number of decision blocks in the diagram.

• Number of Unconnected Process blocks
The number of processes in the diagram which are not connected and therefore unreachable.

• Number of Unconnected Decision Blocks
The number of decisions in the diagram which are not connected and therefore unreachable.

• Number of Expected Results
The number of expected results in the diagram.

• Number of Reached Expected Results
The number of expected results covered by the current stored path type.

Stored Paths Complexity 

Each entity in the diagram has an associated complexity value stored. The complexity is a numerical value which
represents the effort or difficulty to create, test, and define the associated entity.

This section displays cost and complexity statistics associated with all stored path types. Statistics for each path type is
displayed on a separate tab.

You can compare statistics for the current version, last save of the current version and the previous version of the
diagram. You can also compare statistics for different path types.

• Complexity
Provides a value for the effort to execute the set of stored paths. Complexity of a path type is calculated as the total
number of blocks in the stored path multiplied by the 'default complexity' of the path type.

• Complexity with Virtualization
Complexity with virtualization of a stored path is calculated as the number of blocks defined as 'virtualized' plus the
number of remaining blocks multiplied by the default complexity of the stored path type.

• No. Nodes and Edges
The number of nodes and edges in the set of stored paths.

• Cost
Statistical measure corresponding to the amount of effort consumed to execute the tests for the current stored path
type based on the block level complexity. A testing factor (the cost of testing each complexity unit) and Blended Rate
per unit (coefficient to adjust the resulting cost by) are defined for each path type to compute the value.

Coverage Statistics 
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Coverage defines the percentage of elements traversed by the stored paths, given a coverage metric. For example, all-
nodes coverage defines the number of unique nodes visited by the stored paths divided by the number of possible nodes
which could have been visited.

• Nodes Coverage
A node is a block in the diagram. This is the proportion of nodes that are covered with a set of test cases.

• Edges Coverage
An edge is an arrow which connects two or more nodes together. So this is the proportion of arrows that are covered
by a set of test cases. It is equivalent to branch coverage.

• In / Out Coverage
Every pair of arrows coming in and coming out of each individual block are considered. The coverage metric itself is
the proportion of the total number of in/out edges that are covered by a set of test cases. This is equivalent to the weak
functional coverage metric.

• All Pairs Coverage
Every combination of pairs of arrows in the entire diagram are considered (irrespective of in/out) - the metric is the
proportion of the total number of pairs of arrows across the entire diagram that covered by a set of test cases.

• Over testing Coverage
A metric that takes the number of stored paths in total and measures it against the ideal number of test cases required
for perfect coverage, to obtain a final numeric estimate of coverage. For a manual set of tests, this would highlight
where a specific node has been tested to death (that is, over-tested), and other nodes which have been under-tested.

TIP

Click the More buttons for each coverage metric to display details. Use these details to validate, for example,
whether each node or each edge is included in at least one test.

 

More Information: 

The following video shows how to ensure that your test cases achieve the desired level of test coverage:

  

 

 

Constraints
Sometimes decisions in your model are limited by external factors, for example, you want to test only combinations of
user accounts with non-default currencies. You would not delete the affected blocks and edges from the flow. Instead, you
use constraints to limit the routes that are taken through the flow under specific conditions.

You open the Constraints pane by clicking Manage, Constraints. From here, you create constraints such as "If Block A
or B has been visited, you must also visit edge C and D".

If the flow contains cloned decision blocks, the Constraints window also displays automatically implied constraints.

  

Define Constraints

Use the Boolean constraints builder to create complex constraints. When you define advanced constraints for a flow that
contains subflows, you can choose whether the whole subflow is part of the constraint definition, or you can apply the
constraint to a block or an arrow inside the subflow.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Manage, Constraints and click Add Constraint.
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The Add Constraint window opens.
2. Select a Constraint Type for the IF condition:

– if then
– if and only if
– else if then

3. Build expressions for the IF condition, and also for the THEN condition.
a. Click blocks, subflow blocks, or edges on the canvas and click Add Item.
b. (For subflow blocks only) Specify whether you want to create a subflow constraint. Click one of the following

options:
• No - The whole subflow is treated as any other block.
• Yes - Select a block or edge from within the subflow.
The block or edge is added to the list.

c. Build valid Boolean expressions using one or more of the following operators or literals:
Tip: Use the arrow buttons to position the insertion mark. Click Del to remove the element before the insertion
mark from the rule.

– • Prefix an item with a NOT operator to build negations.
• Insert Boolean operators between two items.

Examples: A AND B, A OR B 
• Insert pairs of parentheses to group expressions.

Example: (A OR B) AND C 
• Insert true or false literals.

Example: IF (B AND C) then false 
4. Verify that both status bars change from "Error: Empty" or "Error Invalid" to "Valid Expression".
5. Click Create Constraint.

Watch the following video for more information about Constraints. This video shows the pre-2.9 user interface.

  

Verify Constraints

1. Open a flow and click the Manage, Constraints.
2. Click each rule, and see a preview of affected paths on the canvas.
3. Use this preview to verify your constraints.

Tip: In the Path Explorer, a Stoplight icon indicates whether there are constraints applied to the current flow. Hover over
the stoplight to view the number of active constraints.

Constraints and Loops

Each rule applies to any occurrence of the condition in the whole path, and rules are not mutually exclusive. In complex
flows with loops, this behavior can lead to what appears to be unintuitive results.

For example, you have a complex flow with loops and decisions. In situation A1, you always follow process A2, and in
situation B1, you always follow process B2. You want A2 and B2 to be mutually exclusive. You decide to add the following
constraints:

• A1 AND A2 => true
• B1 AND B2 => true

Because this specific flow can loop back, these constraints do not actually ensure that A2 and B2 are mutually exclusive.
There is a valid path that goes though B1 and B2, and then loops back through A1 and A2. One constraint is valid during
the first loop, and the other constraint is valid during the second loop, within the same path.
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The following constraint is more suitable in this case:

• A1 AND B2 => false
• B1 AND A2 => false

If you did not expect the Path Explorer to generate a specific looping path, review your constraints and make them more
specific. For more information about loop insertion strategies, see Build Complex Models Using Subflows and Loops.

  

Learn Constraints

NOTE

If you do not see the Learn Constraints option, enable this feature in the Beta Features section of the settings.
For more information, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features.

Association rule learning is a method for discovering relations between variables. Agile Requirements Designer can help
you analyze your data traffic, and learn constraints from a set of saved paths.

Start with importing stored paths from your data set. Use the Learn Constraints feature to find patterns in this data and
discover rules which you can save as constraints.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Manage tab and click Learn Constraints.
2. Use the slide bars to set the value of two parameters that determine the number of discovered test cases:

–  Support - The percentage of stored paths (test cases) for which the sequence is relevant, i.e. does occur. For
example, the combination of account type='business' and billing currency=USD occurs in 15 percent of paths (test
cases).

–  Confidence - The percentage of relevant stored paths (test cases) for which this rule is true. For example, if the
Confidence value is 100 for the rule (account type=business) -> (billing currency=USD) then all stored path (test
cases) with business account type always has USD as the billing currency.

3. Click Execute to discover all patterns within the set definition.
4. Click Add Constraint to add the selected constraint as an advanced constraint.

More Information
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NOTE

For more information about implied constraints cloned blocks, see Clone, Copy, or Duplicate a Block.

For more information about subflows and loops, see Build Complex Models Using Subflows and Loops.

Use Pins to Highlight Paths or Items
Use pins to highlight blocks and edges through which flows must pass. For example, when you plan to make changes
to certain blocks, you pin these blocks to be able to identify the impact of the change in the Path Explorer. You can also
apply pins to stored paths to filter stored paths according to your preferences.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the desired block or edge, select Pin It, and select the color of pin.
2. Open the Path Explorer and click the Activate Pins button in the top left.
3. Select the pins that represent the blocks that must be included in the paths.

Only paths containing pinned blocks are displayed.

Leaving a pin color deactivated does not exclude paths with blocks that are pinned this color when the optimizer runs. It
just means that these blocks are treated as if they are not pinned.

Pins work using AND logic. At optimization time, only the paths are generated that contain all items with activated pin
colors. This means, if there are pins of the same color on mutually exclusive decision outputs, no paths are generated,
because you can never have two outputs of the same decision in one path. The only exception to this rule are flows with
loops.

TIP

 If you want to view or hide blocks based on OR logic or other more complex logic expressions, we recommend
you use the Filter in the Path Explorer window instead. For more information, see Path Explorer.

Video Demo: Pins

How to use pins to focus on specific blocks in the flow:

  

Filter Blocks by Properties
You can filter how a flow is displayed by block type, status, decision output, assert type, application link for a specific
lifecycle integration (for example, JIRA ticket number), and more. Create custom filters to highlight the sets of blocks in
the flow editor that you want to focus on. You can create, store, load, and apply multiple filters.

For more information about defining properties, see Edit Block Properties.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow and Click Filters in the toolbar.
2. Select a Filter Type and click Add Filter Type.

Example: Select the Block Type filter.
The operand is added to the filter expression.

3. Define properties of the operand.
Example: For the Block Type filter, you define the User Interaction type.

4. (Optional) Add Boolean operators and parentheses to create complex filters.
Example: ( Block Type: User Interaction AND Test Importance: High Importance ) 

5. Verify that the validator says "Valid expression".
If the validator says "Error: Invalid", edit the filter until it is a valid Boolean expression. Use the < and > buttons to
move the caret. Use the DEL button to delete the operand before the caret.
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6. Click Apply Filters.
The flow editor shows the blocks you filtered for, and dims all inapplicable blocks.

7. (Optional) Click Store Filters.
The customized filter is saved and made available to you as Stored Filter.

8. Click Clear Filters to display all blocks again.

 Video: Filter Blocks by Properties

  

Modeling Best Practices
Model requirements or behavior, not tests. Before you start, identify and define what "100% coverage" means for your
systems. Which measures of completeness satisfy the stakeholders?

Don't attempt to create one model that captures everything. "Divide and conquer" to be able to keep complex systems
testable. Create separate models with different scopes, and make each model useful for one specific goal. For example,
use a model to gain insights into either requirements, processes, or architecture; or to identify patterns of failure and risks,
such as error tolerance, input validation, or accuracy.

TIP

1. Create blocks for desired outputs, outcomes, or endpoints
2. Build a happy path through pertinent blocks
3. Validate the happy path test case
4. Create decision blocks for each variation that can affect these outcomes
5. Connect remaining blocks and outputs

  

This article covers the following tips: 

  

Keep the Flow Readable

After certain operations, Agile Requirements Designer automatically prompts you to re-layout the diagram and it adjusts
the view. 

After importing many new items into a flow, blocks sometimes end up overlapping or outside the visible canvas area. Or
when you remove many items at once, for example after de-duplication, the remaining blocks are sometimes spread out
to the far edges of the canvas. Such layouts make the flow hard to scan.

TIP

• Avoid line crossings if possible
• Keep block and text sizes uniform
• Increase decision block size to keep text readable
• Align output descriptions consistently in relation to decision blocks

At any time, you can click Design, Re-layout Diagram to prompt a clean up of the canvas. Leave the default values, or
define a custom layout, and then click Update to apply.  

• Choose orientation and direction
• Choose an automatic layout method
• Define spacing values in pixels to accommodate diagrams with more or less text
• Choose whether to reattach the arrows (connectors) to more suitable block sides, or whether to leave arrows on their

original sides
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Tip: Use the keyboard shortcut ctrl-R to re-layout overlapping or spread-out flows quickly.

  

TIP

Right-click selected blocks and click Format, Unify Size to set all blocks to the same size. Right-click selected
blocks and click Format, Unify Spacing to move blocks to equidistant positions. Right-click selected blocks and
click Format, Align to align blocks along a horizontal or vertical edge, or center them.

Quickly Create Blocks

Click a block or hover the mouse pointer over a block, and the Quick Block Connectors pop up. Click and drag a
connector to add blocks of your selected type to the canvas.

• Process Block
• Multi-Output Case
• Subflow Decision

The new block is connected automatically to the parent block.

Note: Quick Block Connectors are available only for blocks with unconnected outputs. The number of unconnected
outputs is shown in parentheses after the block name.

  

If you already have created an automation configuration, use the Automation Actions tree-view panel to quickly view
existing objects and actions; then drag and drop automation steps onto the canvas. You find this tree-view in the Toolbox
Dock, under Connectors, Automation, Automation Actions. For more information, see Drag and Drop Automation
Steps onto the Canvas.

Display Block Descriptions Instead of Block Names

Depending on how fields were initialized, it can happen that all imported blocks are named "Step 1", "Step 2", etc. If the
block descriptions contain more meaningful text, change the display options to make the flow more easily readable.

1. Right-click the canvas and click Display Options.
2. Toggle from Display Entity Names (default) to Display Entity Descriptions.

TIP

Be explicit in the block name, description and other fields. Any of these fields can be leveraged in the resulting
generated test cases to provide the proper level of details, so they need to be appropriately descriptive.
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Use Block Properties

Block Type:
The most commonly used block types are User Interaction, Code Interaction, Error, and Assert. Always assign a block
type when you create a new block. The block type adds implicit information about the step, such as if this step happens
in the front end or back end. You can then use the type property to filter blocks when you generate outputs, such as test
cases. 

Expected Results:
Include expected results in blocks where appropriate. For a process block, enter expected results on the ‘Process Details’
tab; For a decision blocks, enter it on the ‘Decision Outputs’ tab. If you are using test data variables, you can reference
them in the expected results, too.

Test Data:
Define the required Test Data in the blocks as applicable. We recommend to start by defining hard coded values. In the
block properties, define hard coded data values, or use dynamic values to ensure reusability and testing variation.  For
more information how to select an expression to calculate the data values, see Managing Test Data.

Bulk-Edit Block Properties

Use Grid Edit to bulk-edit common properties of several blocks in one comfortable tabular view:

1. Select which blocks you want to edit. Do one of the following:
– Click Tools, Filters, define a filter, and select blocks
– Select specific blocks by pressing the left mouse button and dragging a selection rectangle over the canvas
– Select specific blocks by control-clicking individual blocks to add them to the set
– Default: All blocks are considered selected

2. Click Tools, Grid Edit in the classic theme, or Design, Grid Edit in the Ribbon. With several blocks selected, you can
alternatively right-click the selected blocks and click Edit Items.
The Grid Edit window opens. Each row represents a block, and each column represents a block property. Do any of
the following operations:
– Right-click table headings to hide or show columns that are relevant to your flow.
– Left-click table headings to sort columns.
– Use the search box to highlight cells that contain specific search terms.
– Click a cell to edit a property value. Note: Grayed-out fields are not applicable in your context and cannot be edited.

Recently edited cells are highlighted.
– Use ctrl+click, ctrl+shift or click-drag to multi-select blocks of the same data type (text or drop-down) in the same

column. Double-click the last selected cell to edit, then enter a new value, and press Enter to apply this bulk
change.

– Click Replace to search and replace text in the Decision Outputs, Expected Results, or Test Data columns. The
Search and Replace functionality supports Match case and Match whole cell contents.

3. Click Save.

TIP

 Click Edit, Undo Grid Edit or Edit, Redo Grid Edit to revert changes.

Add Data Notes to Blocks

You can add custom data notes to the Process Details of Process blocks. You can also add Data Notes to the Output
Details of Decision blocks, one Data Note per Decision Output.

Use Grid Edit to edit multiple Data Notes fields at the same time.
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Follow these steps:   

1. Click Design, Grid Edit.
2. (If the Data Notes column is not visible) Right-click the table header and show the Data Notes column.
3. Click a Data Notes cell to open the note editor.
4. Enter your notes and click outside the editor to close the Data Notes editor.
5. Click Save to save changes and close the dialog.

When to Copy, Duplicate, or Clone a Block?

Copy a block when you need a copy of the block with no link to the original, or when you just want to move a block
between flows.

Duplicate a block when you want two blocks to be linked, but occasionally will want to implement differences. For
example, the same decision with different options available. The new block can inherit block properties from its master,
but you can control if and when the property updates are applied.

Clone a block when you need the blocks to remain the same and always inherit block properties from its master. Updates
from its master are applied automatically.

Does my Model Need Advanced Constraints?

Intuitively, you may want to spell out constraints as explicit rules ("IF A AND B THEN TRUE"), but we recommend
where ever possible to model your logic implicitly by using cloned and duplicated blocks. Use explicit rules (Advanced
Constraints) only if modelling the logic otherwise is not possible due to complexity, or if using duplicates and clones would
make the model unreadable. Implicit contraints increase the number of blocks needed, but make paths transparent for all
users. Explicit constraints allow for more compact flows, but their ultimate impact on path generation in hardly transparent
for other team members.
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The following example defines the functionality of a login screen.

Figure 5: The same model, left with explicit constraints, and right with implicit constraints.

Example:Explicit Constraint

We want to add a constraint to assert that the user can only proceed to the next screen if the username and password are
correct. You can use the following explicit constraint to add fundamental Boolean logic to the existing model: 

If and Only If Condition

        (UserName -> Valid) AND (Password -> Valid)

Then Condition

        (Validation Passed? -> True)

Example: Implicit constraint

You can express the same constraint implicitly using block clones or duplicates. In this example, we would recommend to
use duplication approach to express this fundamental Boolean logic; adding the additional blocks makes the logic easy to
understand and does not over-complicate this model.

For more information about how to impose various constraints, see Constraints, Clone or Duplicate a Block, and How to
Model Boolean Logic.
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Use Subflows for Refactoring

A model can become unreadable due to sheer complexity or length. Represent complex steps as Subflows to refactor and
componentize the model to keep it readable. Subflows also help you to abstract common or reusable components of a
model, such as “login” or “registration” etc., which comes in handy if you ever have the requirement to test portions of the
model separately. 

Choose Coverage and Path Optimizations

Testing all possible paths results in overtesting. In the Path Explorer, choose path optimization settings before you
generate test cases depending on your use case or test goals. 

As a general guideline: 

• Use “All In/Out Edges” Optimization for end-to-end processes, multi-page GUIs, or anything else where the order of
the logic matters.

• Use “All Pairs” Optimization for individual GUIs, data models, or APIs, where the order of the logic does not matter.
• In general, use “All Pairs” coverage for all testing where testing resources’ time and machine resources are not the

constraints.

Find additional information about optimization types in the Optimization Techniques article.

Verify Your Flows

You will want to check regularly whether a large flow has any unassigned outputs or unreachable blocks.

1. Open a flow.
2. Click Test Factory, Validate.

The validation results window opens and highlights any issues.
Example: Block Login - has used 1 output of 2 available. 

3. Correct the issues until the validation passes.

As you build the model, save and validate often, and identify and resolve mistakes early.

Perform an Impact Analysis

Before you change a block, you will want to know the impact on the stored paths. For example, the Path Count metric
shows the percentage of paths that will need to be retested after a change.

1. Open a flow.
2. Right-click a block and click Show Impact. You see the following analysis:

– Impact on master flow's path types
– Impact on start/end pairs in master flows
– Impact on all paths in mast flows

3. (Optional) Export the results to Diagrammer.
4. Click OK.

NOTE

•  Add and modify text labels and arrows 
•  Parameterize Flows and Script Generation 
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How to Model Boolean Logic
The following scenario demonstrates how you create flows that correspond to Boolean Logic expressions such as "A AND
B AND C" and "A OR B OR C", and how to combine such expressions, for example "(A AND B) OR (C AND D)". This
example scenario also shows how to clone blocks to model more complex flows.

Model an AND Expression

In this example, we want to model a test flow with AND logic. The flow only proceeds to the PASS state if all three
decisions, A, B, and C, return true. If at any point there is a false output, the rest of the path fails.

If A = True AND B = TRUE AND C = TRUE Then PASS Else FAIL

Example: If the user name exists, and the password is correct, and the account is active, then you can log in, in all other
cases you get an error message.

 

Follow these steps: 

1. Define the positive path first: If A = True AND B = TRUE AND C = TRUE then PASS
a. Create a PASS block.
b. Create A, B, and C decision blocks.
c. Link the True output of A to B.
d. Link the True output of B to C.
e. Link the True output of C to PASS.

2. Define the negative test cases (else FAIL) next.
a. Create a FAIL block.
b. Right-click the B and C blocks, and click Clone Block.

You now have B' and C' clones.
c. Link the False output of A to B'.
d. Link the False output of B to C'.
e. Link the False output of C to FAIL.

3. Connect all remaining arrows to FAIL. We know that after one False output has occurred, the rest of the path fails.
a. Link both outputs of B' to C'.
b. Link both outputs of C' to FAIL.
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Model an OR Expression

In this example, we want to model a test flow with OR logic. The flow proceeds to the PASS state if at least one of the
three decisions, A, B, and C, returns true. Only if all three decisions are false, the path fails.

If A = True OR B = TRUE OR C = TRUE Then PASS Else FAIL

Example: If you pay either by credit card, or by direct debit, or you have a voucher, then you can purchase the item, in any
other case, you get an error message.

Follow these steps: 

1. Define the negative path first (else FAIL).
a. Create a FAIL block.
b. Create A, B, and C decision blocks.
c. Link the False output of A to B.
d. Link the False output of B to C.
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e. Link the False output of C to FAIL.
2. Define the positive path next.

In this example: If A = True OR B = TRUE OR C = TRUE then PASS
Tip: You can clone parts of the negative path.
a. Create a PASS block.
b. Right-click B and C blocks and click Clone Block.

You now have B' and C' clones.
c. Link the True output of A to B'.
d. Link the True output of B to C'.
e. Link the True output of C to PASS.

3. Connect all remaining arrows. Once a True output has occurred, the rest of the path passes.
a. Link both outputs of B' to C'.
b. Link both outputs of C' to PASS.
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Model Complex Expressions

In this example, we want to model a test flow with more combined OR and AND logic. The flow proceeds to the PASS
state if either A and B are true, or if C and D are true.

 if (A = TRUE AND B = TRUE) OR (C = TRUE AND D = TRUE) then PASS else FAIL 

Example: If you either have a car and petrol, or you have a train connection and a ticket, then you can travel, else you
stay here.

Follow these steps: 

1. Simplify: Split the expression up into smaller pieces that you know how to handle.
– Condition_1: A = TRUE AND B = TRUE 
– Condition_2: C = TRUE AND D = TRUE 
–  if ( Condition_1 OR Condition_2 ) then PASS else FAIL 

2. Model condition_1 and condition_2. Each of them uses logical AND, and you have already learned in this article how
to model AND expressions.

3. Combine the two expressions. The combination uses logical OR, and you have already learned in this article how to
model OR expressions.
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How to Model Assertions
A modelling guide with best practices how to model assertions by Benjamin Johnson-Ward and Alex Page.
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A modelling guide by Benjamin Johnson-Ward and Alex Page

One frequent pattern seen amongst people learning Agile Requirements Designer is building decisions to take into
account not just invalid outcomes (i.e. validation failing) but decisions relating to what the tester or automation framework
should do in the event of test failure - we don’t want to do this, and I will explain why.

How to Model Failing Assertions

If we want to assert something, say “the submission importation matches the values in the database” that means: Any
time I go through this block, the submission should match, or the test fails. 

Some people might think this is a decision, i.e. what happens when it doesn’t match? 
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Let’s look at another example - let’s say I was modeling a web form with two fields which are validated. An incorrect way
to model this would be as follows: 

This model would yield invalid paths, such as: 
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Where my ‘last name’ was invalid but the path still went to valid=true. This is because Agile Requirements Designer is
simply finding all the ways through the model - it is up to us as modelers to construct the models such that the end results
make sense.

But this isn’t right, for two reasons: First, that would mean we are building a model of the test, not of the logic of the
application - which is not what we’re trying to do - second, it would mean we have test cases where we expect our
assertion to fail, and if it does, the test passes?
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Here, we have a test where we are asserting the submission matches, and then expecting it not to, and that our test fails -
which is essentially a test of our test cases! 

In fact, we would have two versions of all of our tests, one where the tests should work and one where they shouldn’t.

So What Should We Do?

Instead we should have one test, and if the assertion fails, the test fails - we don’t have to deal with the exception logic for
that, that is the job of the execution/reporting framework. 
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One way to correctly model the above ‘first name / last name’ form field logic would be to utilize clones to represent a
parallel error branch which gets traversed in the event that either (or both) of the fields are invalid - and most importantly
each branch ends up at the proper assertion (validation passed or validation failed). Here is what that would look like: 
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Model the behaviour/logic, not the test pathway

Remember, we are modelling how the application behaves, responds to inputs and data, and what we should observe to
verify that. We are mapping causes to effects. We aren’t building a flow chart of how to test the application, the paths we
generate should describe how to do precisely one test each.

Whenever we have a decision, Agile Requirements Designer will generate paths where we go both ways - ask yourself
if it even makes sense for the path to go the other way? Does it make sense to have a test where we will pass the test, if
the validation fails, when we expect it to pass?

If a path fails it fails, good, it’s a sign of a good test, we don’t need to wrap the path in the logic of what to do if that
happens.
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Flow Management

Agile Requirements Designer stores your test models and requirements in Flow files. You recognize Flow files by their .vtf
extension. For multiple collaborating users, we recommend using a shared repository.

There are three ways to store Flows:

• If you work on your own, store Flows in your local filesystem.
• If you work in a team, store Flows in ARD Hub. (Recommended)
• If you use CA TDM, store your Flows in your pre-existing CA TDM Repository. You can import subflows and data

pools from CA TDM.

Manage Projects, Versions, and Folders

If you store requirements in a repository, Agile Requirements Designer lets you organize flows by project, version, and
below that, in any subdirectory structure of your choice. When you store flows in your local file system, you organize them
in any directory structure of your choice.

In general, we recommend the following directory structure:

• Projects
Projects are the top level of your flow storage. A project represents a real-world system or component that you want to
test. You can view, create, edit, rename, and delete projects.
Examples: "Authentication Microservice", "Data Storage", "Payment System"

• Versions
A project contains one or more versions. A version typically holds a milestone, a collection of work completed in a
certain time period. In each project, you can view, create, edit, rename, delete, and branch versions. 
 Example: "v2.0.3" or "FY19 Q1 Sprint 3"

• Folders
On the folder level, you store the flows for one version of a project. Create a folder structure of your choice to group
your flows. In each version, you view, create, edit, rename, and delete folders and flows. 
Examples: "Defect DE123", "Story US456"

Edit Shared Flows

If you use Agile Requirements Designer with a repository, multiple users work on flows in a shared repository together. A
flow with a green lock icon is locked for editing for you. A flow with a red lock icon is locked by another user. You can
open and edit a flow that is locked by another user, but you can only save it under a new name. 

TIP

Either make code snippets generic to fit several scenarios, or create separate objects and actions for more
specific scenarios. When team members use the same automation configuration and edit code snippets, be
aware that changes have an effect on all flows that use the corresponding action. Changes are typically not a
problem if the code snippets are generic. Any unilateral change, however, could result in errors in the generated
scripts in flows owned by other users. Make sure every team member agrees on what an object or action does. 

Lock a shared flow 

Open a flow from the repository to lock it. You can open shared flows from the Open menu in the Ribbon, from the
repository connector, or from the Welcome screen. Agile Requirements Designer displays a lock icon on open flows. Only
the owner of the lock can edit, save, unlock, or delete the flow. Other users get a warning message when opening a flow
that is locked by another user. 
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Unlock a shared flow 

To allow other users to edit a flow, do one of the following:

• Close the flow to unlock the flow for everyone else.
• Disconnect from the repository to release all your locks.
• Right-click a flow to lock or unlock it.

TIP

 Hover the mouse over a locked flow to see who locked it and when.

Save Flows

Click Save Flow in the Home tab to save the flow in its current location. 

Click Save As in the Home tab to save a flow under a new name, or to save it to another repository or file system.
Choose one of the following target locations:

•  Save As To TDM Repository 
•  Save As To ARD Hub 
•  Save As To File 

Manage Flow Projects in ARD Hub
As a Test Data Engineer, you want to manage several versions of requirements for various projects that may be
interdependent. You want to be able to group related changes, so you can analyze the past and present state of the
project and get the big picture. You want to create new project versions to indicate a significant milestone for your
software, such as a GA release. 

Install the ARD Hub as described in the article Install the ARD Hub and Requirements Insight. Installing the Hub is also a
prerequisite for viewing flow dependencies in Requirements Insight.

The ARD Hub offers the following functionality: 

 

Connect to the ARD Hub

You can link the ARD Hub to your site's Active Directory and use your Windows account credentials. 

1. Open the Toolbox Dock, Connectors.
2. Click Agile Requirements Designer Hub.

The ARD Hub Connector opens.
3. Connect to the ARD Hub:

– URL: Enter the server name and port of the ARD Hub server in the format: 
http://tomcat_host:tomcat_port/

– Username: Enter your Active Directory username
– Password: Enter your Active Directory password

4. (Optional) Enable Remember Password to store your password. Or click Forget Password to no longer prepopulate
the password field.

5. Click Login.

Agile Requirements Designer can connect to only one instance of the ARD Hub at a time. Subflow links between files in
different Hubs are not supported. If you need multiple Hubs, they have to be completely separate.
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To connect to another Hub instance:

1. Close all flows from the currently open Hub.
2. Disconnect from the currently open Hub.
3. Connect to the other Hub.

Create a Project Structure

The ARD Hub displays the file hierarchy for each project and version in the Connectors Dock.

To create a new project, follow these steps: 

1. Click the Plus button to create a project and its first version.
2. Right-click an existing version or folder and choose Create Folder.

Right-click an existing version or folder to rename or delete it.

Version Your Flows

The ARD Hub displays projects and versions in the Connectors Dock.

To create a new version, follow these steps: 

1. Right-click any existing version and choose Create Version. 
2. Specify a new Version name. You can rename versions later.
3. Click OK.

Agile Requirements Designer copies the folder structure and file content as base for the new version.

A new version is simply a copy of all folders and flows. There is no connection between flows in different versions. You
can edit versioned flows retro-actively. Changes to a flow in the base version do not propagate to flows in child versions;
nor do changes to flows in child versions affect parent versions. 

Link to Versioned Subflows

Flows that are linked to the currently open flow are called subflows. It is possible to link flows from other projects. All
subflows within a project must link to files of the same version to ensure consistency. If you have cross-project
dependencies, consistently link to the same version of subflows in the other project. 

For example, if Project A v1 depends on Project B v5, then all subflows in Project A v1 must link to Project B v5. If Project
A v2 depends on version 1 of itself; then all subflows in Project A v2 must link to version 1 of itself.
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When you create a new version, Agile Requirements Designer updates all subflow links automatically. 

To manually update all subflow references, follow these steps:

1. Right-click the dependent project and click Update Subflow Links.
A dialog displays all referenced projects, all available versions, and the currently selected version.

2. Choose a referenced project.
3. Choose an available version from that project.
4. Click OK.

Link to Subflows Across Projects

Flows that are linked to the currently open flow are called subflows. It is possible to link flows from other projects.  When
you link across projects, make sure not to create cyclic references.

Example: You embed Flow 4 into Flow 1. When you save, an error message alerts you to a cyclic reference. You were
not aware of this transitive dependency until you inspected all cross-project dependencies.  
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When you attempt to save a flow, Agile Requirements Designer checks for cyclic dependencies. If the flow contains cyclic
subflow links, you get the following error message:

Internal Server Error: The following subflows cause a cross-project cyclic reference

To save the file, resolve the cyclic reference. 

NOTE

For more information on subflows, see Build Complex Models Using Subflows and Loops. 

Search Flows

1. Open the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application.
2. Connect to the ARD Hub.
3. Enter a (partial) file name in the searchbar.

The list is filtered to show matching files.

Migrate a Flow Into the ARD Hub

1. Open the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application.
2. Connect to the ARD Hub and create your project structure.
3. Open a pre-2.9 flow and click Home, Save As, To ARD Hub to complete the import.

The latest version of the flow is converted.
 

4. If the flow contains links to subflows, follow these steps:
a. Open and save all flows and subflows to the ARD Hub. 
b. Edit the flows to ensure the subflow links point to the migrated copies, and not to the pre-2.9 originals.
c. Right-click the dependent project, and select Update Subflow Links.
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For more information about bulk migration of flows, see Migrate Flows Into the ARD Hub.

Manage Flows in the CA TDM Repository
If you use TDM and work in a team, you can re-use your existing TDM Repository to share flow files.

Install the TDM Repository

For more information, see Install the Repository in the Installation section of the TDM documentation.

Connect to the TDM Repo from ARD

1. Open the Toolbox Dock, Connectors.
2. Choose TDM Repository Connection.
3. Enter your TDM installation's TDoD Service URL.

Example: http://tdodserver:8090/GTService
4. Enter your TDM username and password.
5. Click Login.

Manage Flows in Your Local File System
When you work on your own, you can store flows (.vtf files) anywhere in your local file system. 

TIP

Agile Requirements Designer comes with several example flows included: You find these samples in your
file system under C:\Program Files\CA\AgileDesigner\examples. You can also open them from
the Welcome screen of the desktop application.

Tip: If you work in a team, you may want to manage access to your flows through a shared repository. Instead of the local
file system, we recommend to use either ARD Hub or a TDM Repository.

Migrate Flows Into the ARD Hub
Use the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application to migrate your existing ARD flows from version 2.9 and older
into the ARD Hub. The Agile Requirements Designer Migration Service Beta takes existing files in the ARD Hub into
account and always imports the most recent versions. Existing application links are preserved in the migration.

NOTE

To try out this beta feature, go to Settings, Beta Features, enable the ARD Hub Migration Feature, and
restart Agile Requirements Designer. For more information, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced
Features.

Beta features are not fully implemented and tested yet, so do not use them in production.

If you try out the Migration Service Beta, send us feedback on the community forum! 

Hub Migration Service Features

Which sources are supported? 

• Migrate existing flows from your local files
• Migrate existing flows from your TDM repository

How are versions handled? 
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• If there are multiple flow or subflow files with different versions, Agile Requirements Designer migrates only the latest
version. Click Manage, Revision History to verify the Latest Version property of a flow.

• If you migrate flows or subflows that already exist within the ARD Hub, imported files with higher versions replace
existing files with lower versions. When importing files with the same version, more recently edited files replace older
existing files. 

How are subflows handled? 

• ARD unpacks subflows, migrates them, and automatically updates respective subflow links. 

Import Flows

You import individual flows, or multi-select several at the same time. You can also can split up larger migrations into
several batches. 

Note: When you are using the Migration Service Beta to migrate large flows, increase your JVM memory to 8 to 12 GB.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log into the ARD Hub connector.
2. Click Create Project in the Connectors Dock to set up your project structure. For more information, see Manage Flow

Projects in ARD Hub.
3. Click Migrate Existing Flows in the Connectors Dock.

Note: This button is only visible if you have enabled Beta features.
4. Choose one of the following import sources:

– Click the + Local file button and select flows to migrate.
– Click the + TDM Repository button and select flows to migrate.

5. Select a project, version, and folder into which you want to migrate the flows.
6. Click Start Import and wait for the migration to complete.

The flows are saved to the selected Hub folder.

Generate Flow Previews

In Requirements Insight, you may notice missing previews for migrated flows. This means that these flows were never
opened and re-saved in the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the flow in Requirements Insight.
No SVG flow image is displayed.

2. Open Agile Requirements Designer.
3. Connect to the ARD Hub and open the flow.
4. Right-click the flow and select Regenerate Flow Image.
5. Return to the browser and reload the Requirements Insight page.

The SVG flow image is now displayed in Requirements Insight.
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Requirements Insight

For you as Project Owner or Business Analyst it's essential to know how changes to one requirement affect the whole
project. Your Test Data Engineers use the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application to create projects and
versions, model requirements, and save the resulting flow files to a shared repository, the ARD Hub. Your team then uses
the web interface to review requirements in context. 

Use the web interface for the following tasks:

• Use the Projects tab to browse projects and versions from anywhere, simply in your web browser. 
• Use the Flow View tab to review flows. You can even bookmark flows and share the URLs with reviewers.
• Use the Flow Dependencies tab to gain insight into dependencies between projects, versions, and flows. Drill down

into the relationship graph to analyze the impact of changes on files, versions, and projects.

Log Into the Web Interface
Before you can view flows in the web interface, your system administrator must install and configure ARD Hub and tell
you the server name. 

Log In

1. Open the ARD web interface at http://ard_hub_server.yourcompany.com:8080/ard/ui.
2. Enter your Active Directory username and password.
3. Click Log in.

The Welcome page opens. You can view flows, visualize dependencies, and browse projects.

Log out

Click My Account, Log Out to end your session.

The system also logs you out automatically when your session times out.

Manage Projects in Requirements Insight
As a Project Owner or Business Analyst, you use a diagramming tool to model requirements for multiple products
and releases. You want to group flowcharts (flows) by project and version, and review how requirements change over
time. You want to save your models in a repository shared with your Test Engineers and Testers. 

Agile Requirements Designer is a great tool to inspect the dependencies between all requirements in your repository.
Here you view flow models in context to understand implicit dependencies in your systems, across projects and
versions. Agile Requirements Designer helps you see the big picture, so you can analyze what impact one change has on
different versions of the project, or on linked projects. 

  

Open Flows

Open Requirements Insight Home page and use the quick start buttons to perform the following tasks:

• Click Open to view an existing flow from the current repository.
• Click Manage to manage projects, versions, and flows. 
• Click View to visualize dependencies between your flows.

For information about importing flows, see Migrate Flows Into the ARD Hub.
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TIP

When a flow is open in the desktop application, you can open it directly in Requirements Insight: In the ARD
Hub connector, right-click the flow, and select View in Browser.

Group Flows by Project and Version

As a Project Owner or Business Analyst, you want to create a project to store the requirements for each software
component. You create new versions of flows for each GA release of the software component. Within each Version,
you create folders, for example, one folder to store data flow requirements, and another folder to store user interaction
requirements, and so on. 

Click Projects in the navigation pane. On the Projects screen, you manage projects and versions, and open flows.

Use the Actions menu to rename files, or to create or delete folders or files:

• In each project, you can create, rename, and delete versions. 
• In each version, you can create, rename, and delete folders. 
• In each folder, you can rename flows. 

Note that after you rename an item, the list refreshes, and the renamed item re-appears in its new position in the list,
which may be below the fold.

View Requirements, Subflows, and Parents

For you as Project Owner or Business Analyst, it's essential to know how changes to one file affect the whole project. You
can filter files by Project or by Version, or sort them by their Last Updated dates. From there you can identify and open
requirements, subflows, and parents.

Click Projects in the navigation pane. Drill down from projects to versions to see individual flow files. Click the pagination
links to list more folders in versions, or to list more files in folders.

The Requirements, Subflows, and Parents columns show you how many dependencies each flow has. Click the
colored icons to access links to direct dependencies.

• Parents
Displays how many flows rely on this flow as their subflow. This column shows which parent flows are affected if
you edit this flow in the desktop application.

• Subflows
Displays how many subflows are used in this flow. 

• Requirements
Displays how many application links are defined in this flow. Application links are links to lifecycle tool applications, for
example, for ALM Requirements Traceability. This column shows which requirements are affected if you edit this flow
in the desktop application.

Tip: Use the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application to manage Requirements IDs and application links in
blocks.

Open Flow Details

When you click to open a flow, the Flow View panel opens. You can drag the mouse and zoom in and out to focus on
different parts of the flow. The Flow View displays the number of dependencies and requirements, as well as project
name, version name, and last-updated date of the flow.
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TIP

Each file has a unique persistent URL that you can bookmark in the browser. You can paste this URL into a user
story in your software lifecycle tool to easily reference the relevant flow. You can also share these URLs with
colleagues to enable them to quickly access flows! 

Edit Flows

Use the Agile Requirements Designer desktop application to edit the flow.

Visualize Flow Dependencies
You as Project Owner or Business Analyst use the Flow Dependencies window to see correlations between flows in
context. This view helps you gain insight into implicit dependencies in your system, which helps you understand the
impact of a change before you edit any flows.

View Dependencies Within and Between Projects

The visualization is always relative to a focused project and version. 

To focus on a single flow and its dependencies:

1. Open Requirements Insight and go to Projects.
2. Drill down to a file.
3. Click Actions, View Visualization.

The Flow Dependencies window shows you dependencies between this file and its version.

Or you start from a project and version to focus on several flows:

1. Go to Flow Dependencies.
2. Click Select Starting Point.
3. Select a project.
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4. (Optional) Select a version.
(Optional) Select a file.
The Flow Dependencies window shows you dependencies between this file, this project, or this version, and other
projects and versions.

If you select a folder or version that does not contain any flows, the visualization pane remains empty.

How Do I Read the Visualization?

The relationship diagram shows all dependencies between focused flows and their subflows. Select a dependent node
and click Include Subflows to expand the diagram further. You can inspect dependencies between multiple projects and
versions in the same repository.

How to filter projects or versions

To include or exclude specific project or versions from the Flow Dependencies window, click the colored legend. The
filtered view updates dynamically. 

How do I view flow properties?

Select a node in the Flow Dependencies window to view the following flow properties in a popup window.

• Flow name
• Project name
• Version name
• Last updated time stamp
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Tip: Hover the mouse over a node to see its name, followed by a colon and the number of dependencies of this file.
Hovering over a node also highlights the edges between the node's direct requirements, which is helpful when reading
larger diagrams.

• To view all relationships relative to the selected node and its subflows, click Set Focus.
• To expand the visualization to include the subflows of the selected flow, click Include Subflows. Note: If the flow is

focused, then all subflows are already displayed.
• To view the selected flow in the Model viewer, click Open Flow.

How do I identify child-parent relationships?

Arrows represent parent#child dependencies. 

• Larger nodes have more parents. This means, more flows are affected by changes to this requirement.
• Colors are consistent with parent and subflow colors elsewhere in the application.

First dependents are flows that have a direct subflow relationship with the focused flows within the same project.
Second dependents are flows that have a direct relationship with the First dependents, but not with the focused flows
within the same project.

Relative to which flow are the relationships?

Each node represents a requirement, represented by a flow. To change the focus to a different node, select a dependent
node and click Set Focus.

Star nodes are focused flows. All relationships are shown relative to focused flows.

How can I arrange nodes?

Use Circular Mode to focus on analyzing parent-child relationships. Force Mode uses gravity and repulsion parameters
to auto-layout the graph. You can drag nodes to re-arrange them, for example, during a presentation or team review.
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Test Generation

After you have designed your requirements and modeled the application behavior,  you want to generate test cases
(paths). A Path of Blocks in a Flow represents a series of test steps in a test case. You use the Path Explorer to view all
combinations of steps that make up your potential test cases (paths). 

Use the Path Explorer to generate, view, filter, sort, and store paths. The Path Explorer contains an Optimizer that helps
you identify a minimal set of paths that cover specific test scenarios. 

 

NOTE
In this documentation, we use "path" and "test case" interchangeably: This is because in the case of integrated
software lifecycle tools such as Agile Central, ALM, and TFS, a test case is nearly always represented as a path
in Agile Requirements Designer. When you use JIRA, you can represent a test case as a block, path, or flow,
respectively. 

Path Explorer
If you consider the content of the Agile Requirements Designer canvas equivalent to a requirements specification,
then Path Explorer collects all test cases into a single venue for displaying them as a test plan. Path Explorer extracts
individual test cases from the complete set of requirements. Use this tool to collect paths in one place and navigate
through them.

Click Manage, Path Explorer to open Path Explorer.

Path Explorer offers the following functionality:

1. Manually create paths by dragging and dropping blocks from the flow into the Path Builder window
2. Optimize paths through flows for best coverage
3. Filter and sort paths to drill down and find the optimal set
4. Store paths or test cases for subsequent actions like Find or Make
5. Export paths or test cases as scripts or files
6. Print paths or test cases

 
Video: Define a path manually

Optimize Flows

There is not one best optimization for all test goals. For a visual explanation of available optimization types,
see Optimization Techniques. 

By default, the optimizer skips all paths through loops. If not all paths are generated that you expected, verify whether the
flow contains loops and then verify your loop settings.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select an the Optimization type from the drop-down in the Path Explorer window to streamline analyses performed
using the Flow.
Available optimization types are:
– Full Coverage - All possible Paths

Lists all possible paths. Every possible permutation through the Flow is covered.
– Maximal Coverage - All Edges
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Lists the minimum number of paths that ensures that every edge (arrow) is visited at least once.
– Maximal Coverage - All Nodes

Lists the minimum number of paths that ensures that every node is visited at least once.
– Full Coverage - All In/Out Edges

Builds the minimum number of test cases such that all pairs of in- and out- arrows are covered by those test cases.
This option is equivalent to the weak functional coverage metric.

– Full Coverage - All Pairs
Ensures that every pair of decision outputs gets covered. For every emanating arrow from every decision block, all
pairs of arrows from different blocks are covered. This option is excellent for configuration testing.

– Minimal Coverage - Probabilistic
Generates either a specified number of paths with proportional representation of paths based on their probability,
or you can set a probability threshold. You define the edges that you want to favor in the Block Properties
under Output Details.
Note: Probabilistic Optimization is only available with the Original Optimizer. For more information how to switch to
the Original Optimizer, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features.

2. Click Optimization Settings.
The Path Construction Settings window opens.
– Advanced Settings: Condense PathsThe path condenser obtains a minimum set of paths that still ensures 100%

coverage. 
• Disable the path condenser to obtain a non-minimal set of paths with 100% coverage. This method is the fastest.
• Approximate — Reduce the number of paths while maintaining 100% coverage. This method is slower for large

flows.
• Optimal — Obtain a minimal set of paths while maintaining 100% coverage. This method is slowest for large

flows.
– Decision Table Settings: Integration TypeThis option determines how decision tables and subflows are resolved

as a secondary optimization target. 
• Default — Uses the path optimization type previously selected. If you have selected "all paths / all pairs / all in

out", then "All rows" is used. Otherwise, "one row" is used.
• All Rows — Each row in a decision table is applied to the path set in an optimal way, such that each decision

row is covered at least once.
• Singular Row — It's enough if only one row is selected through the decision table for each path.

3. Click Loop Settings and define loop insertion options. This setting is only applicable if the flow contains loops.
Enter values larger than zero to generate one or more paths through loops. By default, this option is set to zero and
the optimizer skips all paths through loops.

4. Click Start Optimization.
The Optimizer lists all paths that match your choices and previews the first path.

5. Click the numbered paths in the list, or use the Showing Path x out of n  selectors in the bottom left, to view and
analyze one path after the other.

TIP

To view specific Block Properties, right-click the header of the table view on the right and add and remove
columns.

Filter Paths

Use the From and To drop-down list and select two blocks in the current Flow (typically the Start and End blocks) to list
details regarding the current path interval in the pane on the right. Use a Filter to display only paths according to filter
criteria which you can combine. After filtering, path actions (store, export, coverage) apply only to the displayed paths. For
more information, see Filter Paths.
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Sort Paths

Prioritize Test Paths using the Sort By drop-down list at the bottom of the window. You can order tests by Test
Importance (Highest First) or by Path Length (Shortest First).

Store Paths

After you optimized the paths, you can store them or group them by populating Custom Path Collections.

Export Paths

1. Go to the Manage tab and open the Path Explorer.
2. Go to the View Test Cases tab and click Export Paths.
3. (Optional) Configure Settings. For more information, see Configure Dynamic Data Resolution For Export.
4. Choose a target from the drop-down, and click Export.

For more information about exporting and importing paths to specific targets, see Integrations.

Videos

Watch the following videos to learn more about the functionality of the Path Explorer.

 
Video: An overview of the functionality of the Path Explorer window's Generate Test Cases tab.

  
Video: An overview of the buttons in the Path Explorer window: Sort Path, Store Path, Print Path, Export Paths, etc.

Optimization Techniques
Running tests for all possible combinations covers all cases, but you cannot afford the time it takes to run them. Your
goal is to identify the minimum number of combinations of nodes (steps) or edges (choices) that cover the cases that are
relevant to the requirements of your stakeholders. 
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There is not one best optimization for all test goals. Use the Optimization Type drop-down list, at the top of the Path
Explorer window, to streamline the analyzes that you perform using the flow.

Full Coverage - All possible Paths

This option lists all possible paths. Every possible permutation through the flow is covered. It is the weakest optimization
and it will always overtest. Use this option to get a baseline and gauge the maximum number of test cases.

Full Coverage - All Pairs of Edges

For every decision in the flow, this option ensures that every pair of decisions gets covered. This means, for every
emanating arrow (edge) from every decision block, all pairs of arrows from other decision blocks are covered. This option
is excellent for configuration testing.
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Maximal Coverage - All Nodes

Lists the minimum number of paths that ensures that every block (every test step) is visited at least once. Use this option
if you do not need to test all decision outcomes.

Full Coverage - All In/Out Edges

This option builds the minimum number of test cases such that all pairs of in- and out- arrows of each decision are
covered by test cases. This option is equivalent to the weak functional coverage metric.
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Maximal Coverage - All Edges

This option lists the minimum number of paths that ensures that every edge (arrow) of every decision is visited at least
once. Use this option if you do not need to test all combinations of decisions.

Minimal Coverage - Probabilistic

This option lists paths based on probability statistics. You can generate a specified number of paths with proportional
representation of paths based on their probability (Number Paths). Or you can set a probability threshold: The optimizer
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generates only paths whose probability is equal or higher than the specified threshold value. You define the edges that
you want to favor in the Block Properties under Output Details.

Advanced Optimization Settings for Edge Cases

In the Path Explorer, click Optimization Settings to open the Path Construction Settings window.

• Tradeoff
The advanced Tradeoff options handle edge cases where not all paths may be covered.
Typically, you do not need to change any Tradeoff settings.
– Exhaustive Depth First Search

If you expect to find many more paths than the Optimizer shows, enable this option to use a different search
algorithm that covers certain edge cases better.

– All Rows Post-Processing Only
If you have flows with subflows and decision tables, and you get the same results in Agile Requirements
Designer 2.9 and 2.10, but 2.10 is noticeably slower, then enable this faster optimization strategy for your case.

• Alternatives
The alternative setting brings speed advantages if you manually customize the properties for your use case.
– Default
– Alt. Constructive Search

A statistical approach to path generation (non-deterministic). Usually it is faster than the Default algorithm, but you
need to tweak parameters to get full coverage.

Store Paths
Before you export paths, you can optimize, filter, and store the paths that you most commonly need. You can categorize
paths by types, such as "Test cases" or "Complexity Cases". After you have stored paths, you view or edit them on
the View tab in the Path Explorer.
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Store Paths

Before you can view paths, select paths to store.

1. Open a flow and open the Path Explorer.
2. Use the drop-down menu under Stored Path Type to categorize your paths. Default: Test Cases

Subsequent paths are stored under the selected category.
3. Click Store Path, Store Selected or Store All.

The Path Name Template dialog opens. 
4. Name the path.

For information about automatically naming multiple paths, see Use Templates to Name Multiple Stored Paths.
5. Click OK to confirm the path name.

The paths are stored.

Use Templates to Name Multiple Stored Paths

When you store multiple paths, use the options in the Path Name Template dialog to generate unique file names.
Templates let you include distinguishing features in path names, such as edges, decisions, outputs, or the first or last
block of a flow.

WARNING

When you use variables in your file name template, consider that variables can be empty or have the same
values. If paths are exported with the same name, the files overwrite each other. To ensure unique file names,
include the {Path No} or {Next} templates to number paths consecutively.

The default path name template for the path type is always available. The drop-down menu additionally stores your last
five custom name templates. Choose a template from the drop-down or start typing to have the dialog auto-suggest
previous templates. Press Enter to accept the highlighted option.

Choose one the following name template options:

• Enter a literal path name. Use this option when you are naming only one path.
• Combine literal text and templates to name several paths. Click the buttons to insert the provided naming templates

into the string.
Examples: Test Case {Path No}
– {First} 

The name of the first block, excluding the Start block if it's part of the path.
– {Middle}

The name of the middle block
– {Last}

The name of the last block, excluding the End block if it's part of the path.
– {Steps No} 

The total number of steps in this path, excluding Start and End blocks. 
– {Path No}

The sequential number of this path. Ensures unique file names. Example: {Path No}/{Total No}. 
– {Total No} 

The total number of paths for the current optimization. Example: {Path No}/{Total No}.
– {Next} 

A number that is appended if there is a path with a duplicate name. Ensures unique file names.
– {Blocks} 

Select an existing block name that you want to include in the path name.
– {Edges}
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Select an existing edge name that you want to include in the path name.
– {Decision Outputs}{No#} 

The decisions and outputs in the diagram, restricted by the specified number.
• Create a resolvable expression using the TDoD Service.

Choose this option to systematically name test cases based on path data.
a. Click the Edit button next to the Template field.
b. Log on to the repository.

The Select Level window opens. 
c. Select a starting level or a saved Flow from the project tree, and click OK.

The Data Painter window opens.
d. Define the path name using relevant custom variables, and click OK.

Example:  Test case with claim found = ^ClaimFound^ and inquiry type =
^InquiryType^ You return to the Path Name Template window.  

e. Enable Resolve Path Name Using Path Data.

View Paths by Type

There are five default stored path types that you can use to categorize your paths:

• Test Cases (default)
• Use Cases
• Complexity Cases
• Backup
• User Stories

To view paths by type, follow these steps:

1. Click Manage, Manage Stored Path Types.
2. Select a Stored Path Type.
3. Open the Stored Paths tab.
4. Click Show in Path Explorer to return to the View tab in Path Explorer where you can see this path in context.

TIP

Use the Path Collection Editor to populate a whole path type. For more information, see Populate Custom
Path Collections.

Customize Path Types

You can rename or delete existing path types, and add custom path types.

1. Click Manage, Manage Stored Path Types, and click Details.
To manage path types, you have the following options:
– Click Add path type to add a custom path type.

The Details tab on the right automatically populates itself with the default details of the new path type.
– Type the new name into the Path Type Name field to rename a path type.
– Click the Delete icon to delete a path type.

Note: This also deletes all paths stored under this type.
– Left-click the Path Type Name, enter the new name, and click Save to rename a path type.

2. Configure the default path types that are used when you create paths.
a. Go to File, Configuration, General Config.
b. Change the settings on the Default Path Types tab.
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View Cost and Complexity Summary of Stored Paths

Click Manage, Manage Stored Path Types. On the Details tab, you can view a summary of the following path
properties:

• Stored Paths Count
The number of paths stored under this type.

• Current Complexity
The sum of complexity of all paths stored under this type.

• Current Cost
The sum of cost for all paths stored under this type.

• Default Complexity
The default level of complexity assigned to each block stored under this path type.

• Testing Factor
The proportion of testing costs to implementation costs.

• Blended Rate Per Unit
The overall average cost per hour, per employee.

Find and Remove Duplicate Stored Paths

1. Click Manage, Manage Stored Path Types. 
2. Select a Stored Path Type and open the Stored Paths tab.
3. Click Remove duplicate paths. Or click Remove all paths to clear all stored paths.

View Details of Stored Paths

1. Click Manage, Manage Stored Path Types. 
2. Select a Stored Path Type and open the Stored Paths tab.
3. Click the Details icon to view properties of the stored path:

– General: Name, Notes, Blocks Count, State, Importance, etc.
– Details: Complexity, Make and Find configuration, etc.
– Settings: Optimization Type, Decision Table Integration, etc.
– Modification history
– Runs
– People and Roles
– External Links
– Automation
– Custom Fields

Rename Stored Paths

1. Click Manage, Manage Stored Path Types.
2. Select a Stored Path Type.
3. Open the Stored Paths tab.
4. Left-click a path name, enter the new name, and click Save.

Analyze the Impact of a Change

If you have stored paths and make changes to the flow, you want to analyse the impact of that change. For larger
changes, and to ensure that the optimization produces the smallest set of tests for the highest coverage, we recommend
to delete all stored paths and re-run the Optimizer on the updated flow.

For minor changes, the Path Impact Analyzer can try to repair affected stored paths by finding a new shortest path.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Path Explorer and go to the View Test Cases tab.
The Path Impact Analyzer opens and shows a list of affected stored paths.

2. Review the stored paths and read how the latest changes impacted this path.
Example: A warning "Missing or modified link between nodes." with suggested repair method "Using shortest path
between them."

3. (Optional) Enable the Reset the path names to default after repair checkbox to refresh the stored paths' names.
Disable the checkbox to keep the old names.

4. (Optional) Press the Export button to export the affected stored paths as a CSV file.
5. Choose how to proceed for one or all affected stored paths:

– Hide All
Postpones the decision for now, closes the Analyzer window, and returns you to the View Test Cases tab.

– Move All
Moves all affected stored paths into a Path Type, so you can deal with them later.
Tip: Hide all affected paths to close the window, and create a new Custom Path Type; then return to the View Test
Cases tab to move them all.

– Delete, Delete All
Removes one or all affected stored paths including their attributes. Use this option if you want to start over because
the Analyzer cannot repair the paths. Then use the Path Explorer to regenerate all paths.

– Repair, Repair all
Reruns the Optimizer on one or all affected stored paths by finding a new shortest path. 

Filter Paths
In the Path Explorer, you can scrutinize individual paths in more detail by stipulating specific path start and end points.
Use the From and To drop-down list and select two blocks in the current Flow (typically the Start and End blocks) to list
details regarding the current path interval in the pane on the right. You can select specific start and end points by using
the drop-down list beneath each point, allowing the isolation of specific sections of the Flow.

Additionally, use the Filter to display only paths according to filter criteria which you can combine. Note that after filtering,
path actions (store, export, coverage) apply only to the displayed paths.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Manage, Path Explorer, and click Optimization Settings.
The Path Construction Settings window opens.

2. Specify your Filter Settings.
Choose one of the following:
– Inclusive Filtering

Generates all paths, and then displays all paths that touch one of the blocks selected in the filter at least once.
Example: Show all paths that contain an Error block type somewhere.
Block Type: Error 

– Exclusive Filtering
Creates paths that exclusively pass through the blocks that are identified by the filter. Often used with a negation
operator.
Example: Show all paths that are made up exclusively of non-Error block types.
NOT Block Type: Error 

NOTE

Exclusive Filtering can result in zero paths being displayed if your filter is too restrictive. For example, if
you filter exclusively for Decision blocks, but you have no paths that are made up of nothing but Decisions
blocks, then Exclusive Filtering displays no results.
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3. Click Apply to return to the Path Explorer. 
4. Click Filters to specify filter criteria.

The Filters window opens.
5. Create a filter expression, or select a previously Stored Filter from the list.

a. Select a Filter Type and click Add.
• Application — Filters by presence of a link to a lifecycle tool integration or exporter/importer
• Automation Defined — Filters by presence of configuration
• Test Data Defined — Filters by presence of configuration
• Has Expected Results — Filters by presence of configuration
• Find System Data Defined — Filters by presence of configuration, see also Make and Find Data 
• Make System Data Defined — Filters by presence of configuration, see also Make and Find Data 
• Test Data Variable — Filters blocks with a specific variable assigned
• Automation Snippet — Filters blocks with a specific code snippet assigned
• Specific Item — Filters a specific block or edge
• Decision Output — Filters a specific output
• Block Run Status — Filters a specific run status (passed, skipped, failed)
• Block Status — Filters a specific status (Defined, In-Progress, Completed, etc.)
• Stored Path State — Filters a specific path state (Defined, In-Progress, In-Testing, Completed, Blocked, etc.)
• Stored Paths — Filters a specific path
• Subflow Reference — Filters a specific subflow
• Clones — Filters clones or masters
• Duplicates — Filters duplicates or masters
• Symbol Type — Filters Start/End blocks, Subflow blocks, Process blocks, Decision blocks
• Assert Type — Filters by expected result assertion
• Error Type — Filters by expected result error
• Plain Text — Filters blocks that contain a given free-form string
• Image — Filters blocks that have an image file attached
• Pins — Filters by pin color combinations, see also Use Pins to Highlight Paths or Items 
• Block Type — Filters by optional block property
• Observability — Filters by optional block property
• People and Roles — Filters by optional block property
• Requirement IDs — Filters by optional block property
• Test Importance — Filters by optional block property
• Virtualized End Point — Filters by optional block property

b. Provide necessary parameter values to the filter.
c. (Optional) Insert Boolean operators and add more Filter types to create complex filters.
d. Verify that the expression editor indicates "Valid Expression".

6. (Optional) Click Store Filters to store a filter for future use.
7. Click Apply Filters to, or click Clear Filters to start over.

When you apply a filter, only the paths where all the nodes meet the filter criteria are displayed.

Populate Custom Path Collections
You use the Path Collection Editor to populate custom path collections, for example to distinguish "Automated Test
Cases" and "Manual Test Cases". Agile Requirements Designer comes with several predefined collections by default:
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• Test Cases
• Use Cases
• Complexity Cases
• Backup
• User Stories

You can rename, delete, and create path collections, as described in Store Paths. The Path Collection Editor lets you
populate path collections with the intersection, union, or differences of two existing path collections.

Example

You have defined the following paths types:

• [Automated Test Cases]
• [Manual Test Cases]

You have already generated test cases in both path types, and you are running these test cases for every release.

Now you want to create two new Path Collections:

• [Manual Test Cases to consider removing]
• [All test cases]

After you have created them, these two collections are empty. You want to populate them using the Path Collection
Editor:

• To get a list of manual test cases to consider removing:
a. You decide to store the result in the empty collection "[Manual Test Cases to consider removing]".
b. You apply the following operation to populate the list:

[Automated Test Cases] INTERSECTION [Manual Test Cases] 
c. The [Manual Test Cases to consider removing] collection now contains only test cases that are in [Automated Test

Cases] and also in [Manual Test Cases].
• To get a list containing all test cases:

a. You decide to store the result in the empty collection "[All test cases]".
b. You apply the following operation to populate the list:

[Automated Test Cases] UNION [Manual Test Cases] 
c. The [All test cases] collection now contains all test cases that are either in [Automated Test Cases] or in [Manual

Test Cases], or in both.

Populate Path Collections

1. Open a flow.
2. Click Manage, Path Settings, Path Collection Editor. 
3. Click Manage Stored Path Types to create an empty path collection.

a. Click Add Path Type.
b. Define a name on the Details tab.
c. Click Save.

You created the empty target collection that you want to populate.
4. Select the empty target collection from the Store Result drop-down.
5. Build a valid expression to populate the target collection:

a. Insert the first Path Collection.
b. Insert one of the following operators:
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• Union 
• Intersection 
• Difference 

c. Insert the second Path Collection.
Example: To populate the collection with all test cases from two existing collections, use the union
operator.  [Automated Test Cases] UNION [Manual Test Cases] 

6. (Optional) To build more complex expressions, use the left and right arrows to move the caret, and
insert parentheses to group expressions.
Example: [Automated Test Cases] INTERSECTION ( [Manual Test Cases Old]  UNION [Manual
Test Cases New] )

7. Verify that the expression is valid.
8. Click Apply Operation.

Agile Requirements Designer displays the result:
– Success - the following unique paths were found

The result is stored in the target collection.
– Failed to find any new paths from the proposed query

The target collection remains unchanged.

Risk-Based Test Case Generation
Risk-based test case generation allows you to get a set of test cases based on the probability of the occurrence of certain
paths. If you know how probable it is that each test case (path) occurs in real life, you can import this data into Agile
Requirements Designer, and filter out the least probable test cases that do not need to be tested.

Define Path Probability

Before you start a risk-based analysis, you must supply the data which determine the probability of each path.

There are two ways to provide probability data:

Define the Output Probability 

Manually enter a probability value how often each output of each decision block is likely to occur.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open each decision block.
2. Go to the Output Details tab.
3. Select each output under Display Output.
4. For each output, enter the percentage in the Enter Output Probability field.

Calculate Probabilities From Spreadsheet

Import a CSV file containing a set of test cases. The spreadsheet must contain the following columns: test case number,
block name, block description, output.

The probability (optional column) of a decision table row is the likelihood of that event occurring. This is then used in
generation of paths. In general, the higher the likelihood of a row occurring the more frequently it will appear in the paths.

Optimize Paths

The Path Explorer enables you to get the right set of paths based on path occurrence probability.

1. From the Optimization drop-down list, select Minimal Coverage - Probabilistic. Click Run.
The the Probability Optimiser window opens.
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2. Select the preferred optimization type:
Probability Type:
– Number Paths

Defines how many paths (test cases) to generate. Paths are proportionally represented based on probability. For
example, if you create 100 paths, for a path that has 20% probability, 20 test cases will be generated. This option
is good for generating data and performance testing, simulating the most probable (frequent) user interaction, and
generating data with specific distribution.

– Probability Threshold and Operation
Generates only paths whose probability is equal or higher (Operation) than the set threshold. For example, the
value of 0.2 means that only paths with probability equal or higher than 20% will be generated. This option is
suitable when you want to test only the most probable paths.

3. Select whether you want to calculate probability from manual statistics or from imported data.
4. Click Compute.

Analyze Stored Paths

You can review probability statistics for your stored paths. By applying probability data, you get the most likely scenarios
to occur in your test model.

To start analyzing your stored paths, view your stored test cases in the Path Explorer, and click Path
Statistics (calculator icon).

In the Path Statistics window, you have the following options:

• Settings
Allows you to calculate probability for paths with or without Constraints applied.

• Get Probabilities from Manual Statistics
Probability statistics is based on the values manually entered for each decision block output.

• Get Probabilities from Data
Probability statistics is based on the data from an imported CSV file.

• Run Status
Displays statistics according to test case run status (failed, passed or not run).

• The table at the bottom of the window shows details for all decisions outputs of all blocks present in the stored paths.
• You can add path traffic to see the distribution of traffic through your flow.
• The Cumulative Path Probability and Cumulative Path Traffic fields display the sum probability and sum traffic of

all stored paths.

Log Test Case Results
You can log the results of executed test cases within Path Explorer. In this way, Agile Requirements Designer assists in
uniting requirements-planning, test case planning, and test case design, which streamlines the entire testing process.

Follow these steps: 

1. Save a path and switch to the View tab.
2. Click Run Selected to log the results of an executed test case.

The Run Stored Path dialogue appears.
3. Highlight the relevant row and click the respective button to mark each stage as Skipped, Passed or Failed.

Agile Requirements Designer automatically jumps to the next row.
4. Click Save Run to save the assigned states.

After you have updated the state of each stage, the Overall Path State is displayed. If at least one state is "Failed", the
Overall Path State is marked as "Failed".
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To gain a bird’s-eye view of the status of all test cases, view the Path Properties in the right side of Stored Paths within
Path Explorer, and click the Runs tab. A summary log of each run is displayed.

Each path stores its run information separately so there is no overlap or confusion. To obtain details about each run,
double-click individual entries. You cannot edit the run at this stage in order to preserve the traceability or audit trail.
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Managing Test Data

Using Agile Requirements Designer, you can connect to a CA TDM Datamaker repository and use it to create or find test
data based upon custom data sets. The primary benefit is that you can use Data Painter's seed lists—provided files with
generic sample data sorted by domains, such as first names, last names, cities, and so on. This Test Data simplifies live
tests, while still implementing a richer set of test data.

For more information about CA TDM integration, see the TDM documentation.

Test Data Example Scenario

1. Browse to the Examples folder under the default Agile Requirements Designer installation pathway. 
2. Open the example file LegBeforeWicket.vtf.
3. Click Test Factory, Test Data to open the Test Data dialog.

  

The screenshot shows the test data that has been associated with the Flow LegBeforeWicket.vtf.

The columns reflect the fields created under their related blocks within the Flow.

A closer look at one column’s data expressions gives a better indicator as to how these functions are created. In the
Batter column, the application is requesting a random entry to be returned from a seed list of Batter’s names. The “0”
refers to the expected number of nulls to be returned – in this case, zero: no blank cells are to be left.

Click Resolve to open a new tab and see the data expression resolved into actual players’ names. All of these names
were randomly retrieved from their respective seed lists – “Batter”, “Bowler” – and inserted back into the appropriate
column upon the “Resolve” command.

Filter Visible Test Data

If you are viewing large flows with subflows, or with many test data variables, you may want to inspect only a relevant
fraction of your test data when exporting paths. 

1. Click Test Factory, Test Data to open the Test Data dialog.
2. Click Test Filter Options to show and hide variable columns in the Test Data window:
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– Use the search box to find variables to hide or show.
– Enable the checkboxes for variable columns that you want to hide.
– Disable the checkboxes for variable columns that you want to show.

Associate Test Data with Blocks

To use the Test Data feature, you assign data expression to blocks.

1. Double-click a block to open its Properties window.
2. Go to the Test Data tab and click Add variable...
3. Fill in Name, Description, Type, and default Value. Click OK.

The variable data appears as a new row.
4. Do one of the following steps to assign data:

– Click Edit Native Value to define a static value.
– Click Edit Resolvable Value in Data Painter to enter a data expression.

5. Click Save.

Data Painter

You use the Data Painter to construct data expressions, for example expressions based on functions that extract data
from provided seed lists. Other data manipulation functions are also available such as inserting certain characters or
strings, replacing characters or strings, the rounding-off of numbers to a configurable number of decimal places, or even
the padding or capping of strings.

Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click a block to open its Properties window.
2. Go to the Test Data tab.
3. Click Edit Resolvable Value in Data Painter for one of the variables that you just added.
4. Log on to your CA TDM Repository if prompted.

Available functions are listed in the leftmost pane. Available variables are listed in the center pane. Available columns are
listed in the rightmost pane.

If you want to use a function already implemented for a different column:

1. Select the function from the list of Functions. A separate pane opens where you can choose a seed list. Click OK to
insert this entire data expression into the topmost section of the pane.

2. Define the percentage of nulls that you wish to retain by specifying a value for the highlighted “percnull” placeholder.
This can be any value from 0 to 100.
If no nulls are desired, enter “0”.

3. Click OK at the bottom-right of this pane to preserve this expression. This will return you to the Test Data tab of the
block.

4. Click Save.
5. Click Test Factory, Test Data to open the Test Data dialog.
6. Click Resolve.

The new tab that appears display a fully resolved list of data.

Edit Expressions in the Data Painter

Click the Gear button to toggle between the old and new Data Painter windows. In the new view, you see the data
expression in two panels: a classic display on the left-hand side, and on the right-hand side, a hierarchical tree which
provides better readability of complex expressions. You can revert to the old view at any time.
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• Edit the expression in either panel, and click Create Tree from Expression or Create Expression from Tree to
propagate the changes to the other panel.

• For more comfort, you can edit a subexpression in a separate window. Select a subnode in the tree and click the Edit
selected subexpression button.

• The Highlight sub-expression button highlights the part of the expression that corresponds to the selected node in
the tree.

• To resolve the whole expression, click the Resolve selected value or Resolve selected subtree buttons below the
left-hand pane or any selected functions or arguments in the tree in the right-hand pane.

• Use the Check for Errors button to validate the data expression in both the expression panel and the tree.

Make and Find Data
Find and Make is the ability to find data which is interesting to you (data attributes that match your Flow), and if you
cannot find them, you can generate the matching data.

The Find and Make functionality uses the CA TDM Datamaker integration. You can assign functions to a process or
decision block in a flow. When a certain step is completed in the Flow, it triggers the Find or Make process.

Set Up Make Data

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Connectors and connect to your CA TDM Repository.
2. Open a flow, edit a block, and go to the Make System Data tab.
3. Click Set Publish. 
4. A pop-up window displays a project tree from within Datamaker to select the level to publish the data.
5. Select a relevant data pool (data pools are marked by

the icon)
from the project tree.
All of the associated variables available are displayed in the right pane.

6. Click the check-box on the relevant row to select the required variable.
The focus switches to the Value field of the chosen row, allowing you to edit the associated value. Alternatively,
double-click any of the entries in the Value column to edit the value associated with the variable.

7. Click OK to confirm the selection and return to the Attributes pane.
8. Repeat this process for all arrows associated with a decision or process block.

Note: After you have added the required values, the data pool from which they were selected appears as an entry in
the “Datamaker publish” display box, while the variables selected appear in the “Publish Variables” display box.

9. Click Save to commit these changes and incorporate these values into the Flow for use in Path Explorer.

If you want to undo your changes and start again, click Reset  to clear all values.

Set Up Find Data

The process for mining existing test data from across multiple back-end systems (Test Matching) is similar to that
described for Make Data.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Connectors and connect to your CA TDM Repository.
2. Open a flow, edit a block, and go to the Find System Data tab.
3. Click Set test match to display the Datamaker project tree. 
4. Browse to the project.
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In the project tree,

the  icon
marks a data pool containing test criteria which need to be matched with appropriate data.

5. Select the data pool.
The data pool displays a list of available test criteria.

6. Click the check boxes next to each criterion to select them.
Tip: You can also add custom criteria by clicking the Add Custom Criteria button.

7. Repeat this process for all arrows associated with each decision or process block.

If you want to undo your changes and start again, click Reset  to clear all values.

Execute Find and Make

Each process block has Find and Make data properties, and every Decision block has Find and Make properties for each
output.

Make Data

Follow these steps: 

1. Open Path Explorer and switch to the stored paths view.
2. Click Make Data to submit a publish job for each publish level in the path using the variables just set.
3. In the Default Publishes dialog that appears, you can execute the following operations:

– Schedule the publish job
– Set the number of repeats desired
– Email the published data to users
– Specify a thread of the batch engine
– Set the preferences of actions to perform if the publish job is a duplicate

4. Click OK to open the Profiles window.
5. Select the target and source to which to publish.

After the publish job has completed, a confirmation dialog box appears. If you have chosen to have these results emailed
to a valid account, you receive a .zip attachment containing a summary of the publish job along with an error log, if any
errors were generated.

Find Data

Unlike Make Data, the Find Data process submits a test data mining (Test Matching) job for every path registered in the
data pool, and not simply the currently opened path. Aside from this, the processes are similar to perform.

1. Click the Find Data button.
2. The Test Match Options dialogue appears.
3. Schedule the start of this process (extremely useful on high-load, high-throughput systems). 
4. Enter an email address to receive the data directly, or select alternative threads.

Make and Find Data at Test Execution Time
As a Test Data Engineer, you use CA TDM to generate test data, and you export test cases from Agile Requirements
Designer to HPE ALM for your Testers. You have specific test data associated with each test case. You created ARD flow
blocks that trigger a custom Make and Find Data process in the TDM Portal to generate the data.
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By default, CA TDM Portal generates this test data when the test engineer exports the test cases to ALM. If your Testers,
however, have a requirement to use live data, you can configure the integration to create test data when the tester
executes the test cases in ALM, as described in this scenario.

The Tester customizes the Execute button in the HPE ALM web interface to submit publish jobs to the CA TDM Portal.
This publish job now uses the test data criteria file at test execution time.

Requirements

• Connect Agile Requirements Designer to your CA TDM Repository.
For more information, see Managing Test Data and Manage Flows in the CA TDM Repository.

• Configure your HPE ALM integration and connect Agile Requirements Designer to your HPE ALM server.
For more information, see Integration With Lifecycle Tools.

• Customize the Execute button in the HPE ALM web interface to run a VB script that submits publish jobs to the CA
TDM Portal.
For more information, search for Customize HP ALM in the TDM documentation.

• Prepare two flows (see #unique_90):
– A TDoD flow that defines the data criteria and variables to generate data using Find and Make.

Example: Full Data Criteria.vtf
– A functional flow that defines the test cases that use the data. One path in the functional flow corresponds to one

test case in ALM.
Example: Promotion Scheme.vtf

For more information how to define publish variables, see Make and Find Data.

Include TDM Test Data Criteria on Export

As Test Data Engineer, want to include test data criteria in each export, so Testers can generate live data at test
execution time in CA TDM.

1. Click Home, General Config.
The Configuration window opens.

2. Click Connectors Options, and open the HP Application Lifecycle Management section.
3. Enter your credentials and click Login.

The Configuration window lists your HPE ALM connector options.
4. Enable the Include TDM Test Data Criteria on Export option. By default, this option is disabled. 
5. Click Save.

You have configured the ALM exporter to include a test data criteria file.

Export Test Cases to ALM

As Test Data Engineer, you export test cases and test data criteria for the Testers.

1. Click Connectors and connect to your TDM Repository.
2. Click Connectors and connect to HPE ALM.
3. Open the functional flow.
4. Open the Path Explorer, generate paths and store them.
5. Go to the View Test Cases tab and click Export Paths.
6. Select HP Application Lifecycle Management and click Export.

The Export Paths windows opens and displays your ALM folder structure to the left and test cases to the right.
7. Select an existing target folder or create a target folder.
8. Click OK.

A dialog asks you to select the TDoD flow to define a TDM test data criteria file. 
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9. Click Yes.
The Select a TDOD Flow window opens.

10. Browse the project tree or use the search box to select the TDoD flow for the functional flow. Click OK.
The test cases and their test data criteria are exported to ALM. 

(Optional) Verify Export

As Test Data Engineer, you may want to verify that the test data criteria file is attached to the test case in ALM.

1. Open HPE ALM and log in.
2. Go to Testing, and select the target folder.

The folder contains the exported test cases.
3. Open a test case.
4. Verify that test case contains Design Steps and an Attachment "AGDLINKS".

The attachment is the test data criteria file for this test case. 
5. Open the test data criteria file in a text editor.
6. Verify that the test data criteria file contains

– the TDoD flow context, and 
– publish variables.

Generate Data for Test Cases

As Tester, you have the requirement to generate live test data right before you execute test cases in ALM. At this point it's
assumed that you have configured ALM to work with CA TDM to generate test data.

1. Customise ALM to trigger Test Data makes in CA TDM Portal. For more information, see Customize HP ALM in
the CA TDM documentation.
Ypu have added a button to your ALM web interface.

2. Open HPE ALM and log in.
3. Go to Testing, and select the target folder.

The folder contains the exported test cases.
4. Open a test case and click the button that you have enabled in step 1.

ALM executes the configured VB script and opens the CA TDM portal in the browser. 

You use CA TDM Portal to generate test data.

1. Log in to CA TDM Portal.
The TDM portal displays data criteria fields.
Note: The values from the test data criteria file are prefilled and you cannot change them. 

2. Define your criteria, select a Data Pool, and click Next.
3. Define FIND values, select a Data Pool, and click Next.
4. Define Publish criteria, select a Data Pool, and click Next.
5. Enter your ALM credentials and click Sign in.
6. Enter your email address to receive notifications, and choose a schedule time.
7. Click Request.

The TDM Portal indicates that the publish request was created.

Wait for the request to complete. The TDM portal creates the datapool as a test mart. Next, the TDM Portal sends the test
data back to ALM as an attachment.

1. Return to the ALM interface.
2. Click Refresh.
3. Go to Testing, and select the target folder.
4. Open a test case.
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5. Verify that there is an attachment TEST_123_GTDATA.csv that contains the test data for this test case.

Repeat this procedure to generate live data for each test case.

Use CA TDM Actions in CA ARD
Instead of you having to open CA TDM Datamaker, you can use the Datamaker connectors directly in Agile Requirements
Designer. When prompted, connect to a CA TDM connection profile. For more information, see the CA TDM
documentation.

Open the Connectors Dock, right-click a data pool, and choose one of the following actions: 

• View Pool Details 
• Edit Data—If no data is defined in this data pool, you can either create data manually, or select tables and

use Accelerators to create data. If you have TDoD service version 4.2.0.2 or higher, you can specify if the data is a
Stored Column.

• TDM: Data Definition for datapoolname —Displays the Data Definition using the integrated TDM engine. Use
this action to review variables, functions, and relationships quickly.

• TDM: Row 1 Data Definition for datapoolname —Displays the Data Definition of the first row using the integrated
TDM engine. 

• TDM: Stored Columns for datapoolname —Opens the Stored Columns window where you can select which
columns you want to store.

Open the Connectors Dock, right-click a data group, data set, or data pool, and choose one of the following actions:   

• Use as Context—Defines the context against which all variable values are resolved, for example, custom CA TDM
variables inside your Agile Requirements Designer flow. The current context is displayed either below or above the
canvas.”
Note: DataMaker variables such as RANDLOV or SEQLOV are not supported here. If you use an EXECSQL, it must
return only one value.

• TDM: Delete name—Deletes this level.
• TDM: Find and Replace in name  
• TDM: Upgrade name—Upgrades inherited file objects available in different project versions. For more information, see

"Upgrade Inherited File Objects" in the CA TDM documentation.

Click DataBuilder, Launch TDM to access TDM actions. Depending on context, this menu also contains data pool
actions.

• Project Manager
• Register Tables
• Actions for Registered Objects
• Reconcile Tables
• Maintain Object tags
• Maintain Seed Data
• Data Source SQL Window
• Data Target SQL Window

The TDM actions launch Datamaker and open the respective window in the provided context.
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Integrations

You can integrate with many CA and third-party tools to leverage Agile Requirements Designer models and test cases
across your end-to-end testing toolchain. Integration use cases include the following:

• Import flows or basic information that is defined in commonly used generic flow charting or basic tools (such as
Microsoft Visio, rich text files, and Microsoft Excel files) into Agile Requirements Designer flows.

• De-duplicate large imported flows.
• Export optimized flows back out to generic formats as needed for collaboration.
• Import test suites from common testing tools into Agile Requirements Designer flows.
• Import test cases from common lifecycle management tools such as HPE ALM into Agile Requirements

Designer flows, optimize the test cases, and export them back into their lifecycle tools
• Integrate with lifecycle management tools to attach models and test cases directly to relevant stories.
• Define the Application Link property of a block to link a block to an item inside an external application such as HPE

ALM, CA Agile Central, VersionOne, Microsoft TFS, or Atlassian Jira.

Supported integrations

Model Imports

• BPMN
• XPDL
• Visio (VSDX)
• Existing test case deduplication

Model Exports

• Image
• XPDL
• BPMN
• Visio
• XML
• PDF
• SVG
• CSV
• Excel

Two-Way REST connectors

Two-way connectors import and export test cases from and to external tools.

• Rally / CA Agile Central
• HPE ALM
• Atlassian Jira
• Microsoft Team Foundation Server

File-based Test Case and Model Imports

• Excel
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– Step-based test cases
– Data-driven test cases

• XML

File-Based Test Case Exports

• Excel (customizable)
• XML

Coverage Report Exports

• Excel

Configuration importers

• JSON/XML Request/Response pairs.

Automation Exports - Tool-based

• Critical Logic TMX
• CA TDM - Javelin
• CA App Test

Automation Exports - Script File-based

You can configure ARD for any language. Multiple language layers are possible.

• Any scripting language
– Selenium, Protractor, UFT
– Mobile languages like EggPlant and Perfecto.
– Including in-house languages

• Any keyword-based language
– Including in-house languages (via configuration).

• Any data-driven setup, for any tabular or flat file format
– For custom data driven setups
– For tools like UFT or CA Application Test

• Accelerators for frameworks
– Ranorex
– EggPlant (for Mobile)

Packaged App tools

• TurnKey

Test Data Management

• Direct connection to CA TDM for back-end data creation and mining
• Synthetic data creation per test case via CA TDM
• Test data criteria export via Excel

Other Integrations

• CA Service Visualization: Agile Requirements Designer generates Request/Response pairs for each test.
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CA Service Virtualization

The following video shows how to export request/response pairs to CA Service Virtualization to aid in the creation of data-
driven virtual services:

  

Atlassian JIRA

The following video shows how to export optimized test cases from Agile Requirements Designer to Atlassian Jira:

  

JUnit

The following video shows how you can bulk import run results from JUnit into Agile Requirements Designer:

  

HPE ALM - Roundtrip

The following video shows how to import test cases from HPE ALM, optimize them, and export them back to HPE ALM:

  

HPE ALM - Link to data

The following video shows how to link optimized test cases to data in HPE ALM:

  

HPE BPT

The following video shows how to import HPE Business Process Testing (BPT) components into Agile Requirements
Designer, convert them to test cases, and export them to HPE ALM:

  

Configure Dynamic Data Resolution For Export
After you have created the test model and generated relevant paths, you want to export your test scripts. You can
use Test Factory, Export Automation to export automation scripts to a version controlled folder; or you may want to
export scripts to a software lifecycle tool and attach scripts to test cases.

When exporting, Agile Requirements Designer resolves generated data, such as random user names. Before release
2.7, generated test data was resolved every time you exported, this means, that the generated data in two exported sets
of scripts could differ. From release 2.7 on, you can choose whether you want to cache resolved test data, or force the
exporter to resolve it every time.

Every time you export, you can set the resolution behavior as needed. For more information on how to specify the default
behavior globally, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow.
2. In the Path Explorer, open the View tab.
3. Click Export Paths.

The Exporter dialog opens.
4. Expand the Settings and configure the following:
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– Export current type / Export current type range from n - m 
Specifies that, by default, all of the current type is exported. Alternatively, you can restrict the export to a range.

– Force data resolution
Specifies whether to cache resolved test data, so that dynamic values persist for subsequent exports. Enable this
option to force the exporter to resolve generated data every time, without caching.
 

5. Choose an export target.
For detailed information about individual export targets, see the Integrations section.
– XML
– Automation
– CA Service Virtualization, CA ApplicationTest, CA Agile Central, or CA Release

Automation
– HPE ALM, Atlassian Jira, MS TFS, or VersionOne

6. Click Export.

Import and Export Visual Flows
You can initialize flows based on existing data, for example diagram or XML files. You also can export flows for further
processing, for example in a spreadsheet format or as an image. 

NOTE

Verify that you have a valid installation of CA TDM, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Visio, Adobe Acrobat, and so on,
in order to import from or export to respective proprietary formats.

Export Flows to External Formats

You can export Flows to a variety of supported formats:

• Image: PNG, BMP, JPG
• A generalized spreadsheet exporter based on custom Excel templates (XLSX)
• Microsoft Excel (XLSX)
• Comma-separated values (CSV)
• Extensible Markup Language (XML)
• Adobe Acrobat (PDF)
• Microsoft Visio diagrams, Microsoft Word (Office 2013)
• HPE QC, HPE ALM
• Oracle BPMN
• XPDL

To export Flows, click Export in the Ribbon menu, select the desired format. The Export menu also includes
a Print option.

Import External Formats to Agile Requirements Designer 

You can create Flows by importing data from existing documents. Agile Requirements Designer supports the
following formats:
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• General Importer: XML, CSV, and Excel formats
• TIBCO Nimbus
• HPE QC, HPE ALM
• CA LISA
• Web Service Call
• CA TDM Datamaker Publish Process
• CA TDM Datamaker Table
• Parasoft SOATest
• Smartbear SoapUI (Beta)
• Oracle BPMN
• XPDL
• Microsoft Visio diagrams (VSDX)

Follow these steps: 

1. Click File, New.
2. Title the new flow. You can use the same name as the source file. Click Finish.
3. Click Import in the Toolbox Dock.
4. Choose the file type to import, for example, Visio.
5. Browse to the file you want to import, for example a Visio file with .vsdx suffix.
6. Click Open.

The file is imported into the flow.

You can now edit the flow. For more information about editing flows, see Requirements Modeling.

Video: Import from Excel

The following video explains how to import test cases from an Excel spreadsheet:

  

Export to Word
You can export all Stored Paths of a  Agile Requirements Designer flow as Microsoft Word document. Alternatively, if you
want to customize the export by providing a custom Word template, see Export to Word Using Templates.

Apply Requirement IDs to each block if your business process requires them. Requirement IDs also make Word exports
more comprehensive, especially when you are preparing a Requirements document.

Define Requirement IDs For A Flow

1. Click Manage, Properties.
2. Open the Requirements IDs tab.
3. Click Add to generate Requirements IDs and add them.

– Insert a number and click Add to generate sequential numeric IDs.
– Insert a string and click Add to generate text IDs with sequential numbers as suffix, for example, "Test 1, Test 2,

Test 3".
4. To remove an ID, left-click to highlight the entry and click Remove Selected Entry.
5. Click Save.

Apply Requirement IDs to Blocks

1. Double-click a block to open the properties dialog.
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2. Go to the  Requirement ID tab of the block.
This tab contains the Requirements IDs previously set up within the overall Flow.

3. Select one or more ID for this block.
4. Repeat this process for all blocks on the canvas, as necessary.

Export the Flow to MS Word

1. Click Export, Document Builder.
2. In the Document Builder dialog, select the items that you want to include in the export.
3. Agile Requirements Designer asks for a save location for the new MS Word document.

MS Word opens and you can observe the document being populated with the selected data.

The exported document includes such features as a General Summary, Detailed requirements and all details of all Stored
Paths.

Export to Word Using Templates
You can export all Stored Paths of a Agile Requirements Designer flow as Microsoft Word document. You can customize
which properties are included by defining a Word template. Microsoft Word 2010 or newer is required. Alternatively, to
export the flow without having to define a template, see Export to Word.

150

Create a Word Template

First, create a Word template that outlines your desired output. An example template file is attached to this
documentation. 

You can use the following tags in the template:

• $text(…)$
Inserts a property as a string of text.
Example: $text(author)$
You can export the following flow properties as text:
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– $text(alm)$ 
– $text(audit)$ 
– $text(author)$ 
– $text(description)$ 
– $text(diagram_title)$ 
– $text(documentation)$ 
– $text(environment)$ 
– $text(general_requirements)$ 
– $text(jira)$ 
– $text(no_connections)$ 
– $text(no_decision_blocks)$ 
– $text(no_process_blocks)$ 
– $text(no_requirement_ids)$ 
– $text(now)$ 
– $text(short_name)$ 
– $text(source_code)$ 
– $text(test_plan)$ 
– $text(version)$ 

• $image(…)$
Inserts the flow as an image.
Example: $image(diagram_image)$
– $image(diagram_image[height,width])$

(Optional) Specify the dimensions of the flow image in square brackets. Provide width or height, or both, in pixels.
Default: If no parameters are specified, the image is rendered the size of the source image.
Examples:
• $image(diagram_image[100,100])$ 
• $image(diagram_image[250,a])$

Sets the width to 250 pixels and scales the height proportionally.
•  $image(diagram_image[a,250])$

Sets the height to 250 pixels and scales the height proportionally.
• $table(…)$

Inserts a single or multiple tables of properties. Define the column headers of the table in square brackets. The
columns appear in the order in which you have specified them.
You can export the following flow properties:
– people - names, emails

$table(people[names,emails])$ 
– revision_details – author, details, version, timestamp

$table(revision_details[authors,details, version, timestamp])$ 
– roles – names, people_assigned

$table(roles[names, people_assigned])$ 
– stored_paths – step number, block, expected result, complexity

$table(stored_paths[test_id,test_name,test_state,step_no,block,expected_result,complexity])$ 
Examples:
– $table(people[names,emails])$  
– $table(roles[Names,people_assigned])$ 

Export a Flow to Word Using a Template

1. Click Export, Document Builder.
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The Document Builder window opens.
2. Enable the Use templates option.
3. Click the folder icon to select your template file.
4. Click Export.
5. Agile Requirements Designer asks for a save location for the new Word document. Click Save.

Word opens and you can observe the document being populated with the selected data. 

Export to Excel Using Templates
Use the General Excel Exporter to export diagrams and stored path elements into a user-defined format, according
to a custom template. The template is an XLSX file which contains keywords corresponding to elements within Agile
Requirements Designer. Keywords are presented by elements between dollar symbols, for example, $no_nodes
$ corresponds to the number of nodes in the flow. There are also keywords to include General Project Attributes, Diagram
Attributes, Stored Path Attributes, and Requirement IDs Attributes, and more. As the template is processed, the keywords
are replaced with the appropriate values from the exported flow.

This article covers the following topics:

  

Example

You can create an export template that generates a project overview: The overview states the name of the project, include
flow details such as the number of nodes, decisions, and connections, and includes a table of the project components.

  

Create the Template

First prepare a template.

Tip: If you want to export a default spreadsheet without having to create a template, use the Excel button from
the Export tab instead.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a blank Excel spreadsheet. 
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2. Lay out your report by inserting the keywords from the reference below. You can use multiple keywords in the same
cell.
Example: 

Project name: $name$

Report date: $now$

Requirement IDs: $requirement_id$

3. Save the spreadsheet and remember its location.

Generate the Spreadsheet

When the template is ready, you can use it to generate the report.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow.
2. Go to the Export tab and select General Excel.

The General Excel Exporter dialog opens. 
3. Define the export options:

– Output Location
Browse for the path where to save the generated report and define a name for the output file.

– Template Location
Browse for the location of the template that you just created using the keywords that are listed above.

– Flow and Path Images
If your template includes the $image$, $path_image$, or $virtualized_path_image$ keyword, choose whether to
generated flow and path images to be included in the exported report.
Note: Generating path images takes additional processing time. The more blocks and paths the flow contains, the
longer it will take to generate the report. 

4. Click the Generate Spreadsheet button
The file is populated and saved to the specified location.

Users who want to make the most of templates are encouraged to experiment with these fields to achieve their desired
outputs.

Template Keyword Reference

Project Attributes

Keyword Description

$name$ Name of the project

$now$ Time and date of report creation

Diagram Attributes

Diagram attributes may be further split into four group types, along with the general attributes:

• General attributes – attributes that describe the Flow at the top level.
• Decision attributes – attributes just for decision blocks.
• Process attributes – attributes just for process blocks.
• Block attributes – attributes for both decision and process blocks.
• Connection attributes – attributes for the Flow arrows (connectors).
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General Attributes

Keyword Description

$image$ Image of the diagram

$no_nodes$ Number of nodes in the diagram

$no_decisions$ Number of decisions in the diagram

$no_connections$ Number of connections in the diagram

$version_custom_field['']$ A list of custom attribute values for each version. Reference the
column you want to export within the square brackets.

Decision Attributes

Keyword Description

$decision_name$ A list of the decision block names in the diagram

$decision_description$ A list of the decision block descriptions for each decision block

$decision_complexity$ A list of the decision complexity attribute values for each decision
block

$decision_block_type$ A list of the decision block type attribute values for each decision
block

$decision_observability$ A list of the decision block observability attribute values for each
decision block

$decision_test_importance$ A list of the decision block importance attribute values for each
decision block

$decision_sensitivity$ A list of the decision block sensitivity attribute values for each
decision block

$attribute_output$ A list of the decision block attribute output values for the current
decision block

$attribute_value$ A list of the decision block attribute value values for the current
decision block

$attribute_description$ A list of the decision block attribute description values for the
current decision block

$attribute_criteria$ A list of the decision block attribute criteria values for the current
decision block

$attribute_probability$ A list of the decision block attribute probability values for the
current decision block

Process Attributes

Keyword Description

$process_name$ A list of the process block names in the diagram

$process_description$ A list of the process block descriptions in the diagram

$process_observability$ A list of the process block observability attribute values for the
each block

$process_complexity$ A list of the process block complexity attribute values for the each
block

$process_block_type$ A list of the process block type attribute values for the each block

$process_test_importance$ A list of the process block importance attribute values for the each
block
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$process_sensitivity$ A list of the process block sensitivity attribute values for the each
block

$process_true_desc$ A list of the process block true description attribute values for the
each block

$process_false_desc$ A list of the process block false description attribute values for the
each block

$process_probability$ A list of the process block probability attribute values for the each
block

Block Attributes

Keyword Description

$block_name$ A list of the block names in the diagram

$block_description$ A list of the block descriptions in the diagram

$block_observability$ A list of the observability attribute values for the each block

$block_complexity$ A list of the block complexity attribute values for the each block

$block_type$ A list of the block type attribute values for the each block

$block_importance$ A list of the importance attribute values for the each block

$block_sensitivity$ A list of the sensitivity attribute values for the each block

$block_custom_field['']$ A list of custom attribute values for each block. Reference the
column you want to export within the square brackets.

Connection Attributes

Keyword Description

$connection_source$ A list of the source connection block name for each connection

$connection_target$ A list of the target connection block names for each connection

$connection_value$ A list of the connection value for each connection

Stored Path Attributes

The stored path attributes can be further split into two types along with the general attributes:

• General attributes – attributes that describe the Flow at the top level.
• Attributes related to the collection of stored paths
• Attributes related to virtualized paths

General Attributes

Keyword Description

$virtualized_no_paths$ Number of virtualized paths

$no_paths$ Number of paths (inc. virtualized paths)

Stored Path Attributes

Keyword Description

$linked_requirements$ A list of Requirement IDs for the blocks in the stored path.

$path_block_id$ A list of the path block id’s for each stored path
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$path_block$ A list of the path block names for each stored path

$path_test_criteria$ A list of the test criteria data for each block in the stored path

$path_make$ A list of the make data for each block in the stored path

$path_find$ A list of the find data for each block in the stored path

$path_test_data$ A list of the test data for each block in the stored path

$path_variable$ A list of the variable attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_importance$ A list of the importance attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_observable$ A list of the observable attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_sensitivity$ A list of the sensitivity attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_uses_prod_data$ A list of the uses production data attribute for each block in the
stored path

$path_data_direction$ A list of the data direction attribute for each block in the stored
path

$path_virtualized$ A list of the virtualized attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_end_point$ A list of the end point attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_operation$ A list of the operation attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_block_type$ A list of the block type attributes for each block in the stored path

$path_description$ A list of the description attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_notes$ The notes for each block in the stored path

$path_global_notes$ The notes for each stored path

$path_expected_results$ A list of the expected results for each block in the stored path

$path_environment$ A list of the environment attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_document$ A list of the document attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_source_code$ A list of the source code attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_test_plan$ A list of the test plan attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_audit$ A list of the audit attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_alm$ A list of the HPE ALM attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_jira$ A list of the Jira attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_requirements_details$ A list of the requirement descriptions for each block in the stored
path

$path_complexity$ A list of the complexity attribute for each block in the stored path

$path_name$ A list of the stored path names

$path_image$ An image of each of the stored paths

$path_id$ A list of the stored path IDs

$path_condensed_desc$ A list of short descriptions for each stored path

$path_no_steps$ A list of the number of steps for each stored path

$path_step_id$ A list of the step id’s for each stored path

$stored_path_custom_field['']$ A list of custom attribute values for each stored path. Reference
the column you want to export within the square brackets. The ID
in single quotes is the name of the Stored Path Customer Field.
For example, $stored_path_custom_field['ALM Type']$

$test_data_field['']$ A list of test data for the indicated field for each stored path.
Reference the data field you want to export within the square
brackets.

$path_block_custom_field['.*']$ A list of custom fields that allow you to reference a block custom
field when listing test cases in spreadsheet format
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Virtualized Path Attributes

Keyword Description

$virtualized_path_block$ A list of the path block names for each virtualized stored path

$virtualized_path_criteria$ A list of the test criteria data for each block in the virtualized stored
path

$virtualed_path_make$ A list of the make data for each block in the virtualized stored path

$virtualized_path_find$ A list of the find data for each block in the virtualized stored path

$virtualized_path_test_data$ A list of the test data for each block in the virtualized stored path

$virtualized_path_variable$ A list of the variable attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_importance$ A list of the importance attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_observable$ A list of the observable attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_sensitivity$ A list of the sensitivity attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_uses_prod_data$ A list of the uses production data attribute for each block in the
virtualized stored path

$virtualized_path_direction$ A list of the data direction attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_virtualized$ A list of the virtualized attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_end_point$ A list of the end point attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_operation$ A list of the operation attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_block_type$ A list of the block type attributes for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualzed_description$ A list of the description attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_nodes$ A list of the notes attribute for each block in the virtualized stored
path

$virtualized_expected_results$ A list of the expected results for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_environment$ A list of the environment attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_documentation$ A list of the document attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_source$ A list of the source code attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_test_Plan$ A list of the test plan attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_audit$ A list of the audit attribute for each block in the virtualized stored
path

$virtualized_path_alm$ A list of the HPE ALM attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_jira$ A list of the Jira attribute for each block in the virtualized stored
path
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$virtualized_path_requirement_details$ A list of the requirement details for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_complexity$ A list of the complexity attribute for each block in the virtualized
stored path

$virtualized_path_name$ A list of the virtualized stored path names

$virtualized_path_image$ An image of each of the virtualized stored paths

$virtualized_path_id$ A list of the virtualized stored path IDs

Requirement IDs Attributes

Keyword Description

$associated_requirement_ids$ A list of the requirement IDs associated to the current process

$requirement_id$ A list of all the requirement IDs present in the flow

$requirement_description$ A list of all requirement descriptions

Export to CA Service Virtualization
Agile Requirements Designer enables you to quickly generate rich data for service virtualization. A service or message
can be modeled as a flow, with a corresponding configuration file that sets out the code snippets. The snippets are then
compiled by the Path Explorer, creating a set of data which covers every possible combination of requests and responses.

You can import requests and responses in JSON or XML formats and automatically decompose them into a rudimentary
flow and a configuration file. Replace the values in the requests and responses with variables, find or make data and push
the request/response pairs generated in Agile Requirements Designer to CA Service Virtualization. The creation of a new
virtual service can also be triggered from within CA Agile Requirements Designer.

You can push request/response pairs and deploy a virtual service from Agile Requirements Designer using the
CA Service Virtualization connector. CA Service Virtualization expects the file suffixes -req.txt and -rsp.txt,
respectively.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Home, Automation.
2. Go to the Objects & Actions and Variables tabs. Create request and response automation layers with corresponding

snippets.
For more information, see Import and Export XML or JSON.

3. In the flow, assign the required requests and responses to all relevant blocks. Go to the each block's Automation tab
and add the corresponding automations: Typically, you put the request into a process block, and you assign the
responses to each of the outputs of a following decision block.

4. Go to the Export tab, select your R/R layer, and go to the Export Details tab.
a. Select Separate Scripts.
b. Select a File Naming System that generates unique file names. For example, select Path Number. 
c. Define a File Prefix of your choice, for example myService.
d. Define a File Extension of either -req.txt or -rsp.txt, respectively.

You have configured Agile Requirements Designer to generate automation files with unique names, like for
example myService-0-req.txt,  myService-0-rsp.txt, myService-1-req.txt, and myService-1-
rsp.txt.

Now you can generate R/R pairs and export them to CA SV.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Manage, Path Explorer, generate and save your paths. 
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2. In the stored path view, go to the Automation tab and review the requests and responses for each path (test case).
3. Click Export Paths and select CA Service Virtualization.
4. In the dialog, enter the IP address of the CA SV REST API, and the user name and password.

Tip: The REST API typically runs on port 1505 on the machine where the CA Virtualize Registry is running.
Example: http://registry_ip_address:1505 (Replace registry_ip_address with the actual IP address.)

5. Map the appropriate layer to the Request option in the dropdown, and the other appropriate layer to the Response
option in the dropdown.

6. (Optional) Give the service a name under which it run.
Default: AutoGenService-GUID 

7. (Optional) Configure the advanced options:

1. – Group
The group tag that the created service is labeled with.

– Class
The fully qualified class to be used as the transport protocol handler when importing request/response pairs.

– Base Path
The base path to deploy the created service to.

– Listen Port
The port that the virtual service listens on.

– Binary
If checked, the R/R pair import treats the transactions as containing binary data.

– SSL
If checked, the virtual service listens using SSL.

– Keystore File
The keystore file that the virtual service uses to provide its certificate when SSL is enabled.

– Keystore PW
The password of the keystore file that the virtual service uses when SSL is enabled.

– Separate Bind
If checked, a separate binding phase is needed.

2.  Agile Requirements Designer notifies you when the service export is completed and provides the URL on which the
virtual service is running.

More Information: 

The following video demonstrates how to use Agile Requirements Designer to generate request/response pairs and
populate CA Service Virtualization.

  

Import Rich Text
 Agile Requirements Designer is able to import descriptions from a number of different formats, including rich text
documents. The Rich Text Importer is especially helpful when you draft extensive stories, construct requirements, or
compile requirements documentation.

Each line of text becomes the name and (identical description) of a new block in the flow. If you have already decided on
the names of the blocks you want to build, it's faster to type blocks directly into the importer as lines of text, than to create
each block manually.

Follow these steps: 

1. Draft your flow in a text file by writing one line of text for each block.
2. Go to the Import tab within Toolbox dock in Agile Requirements Designer, and click the Rich Text button.
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3. Copy and paste your content into the Blocks Description Text tab of the Rich Text Importer. Agile Requirements
Designer automatically parses the text into different, relevant block formats.

4. Review how the blocks are currently being parsed by looking at the preview on the right hand side of the
importer. Note: The preview is recalculated every time when you modify the text and stop for more than a second.

5. (Optional) Adjust the parsing result manually, if necessary:
– Start a new line of text to create a block. By default, Agile Requirements Designer creates process blocks.
– Start a line with the word 'if', or end the line with a question mark ('?'), to create a decision block.
– Edit properties of parsed blocks manually by clicking the drop down-menus on each cell.

Tip: To apply a change to multiple blocks, hold the shift or control key and click to select multiple rows before
editing a property.
• Import Action: To Process, To Decision, To Visual Flow Description, To Global Variable, Ignore
• Block Type: Infrastructure, Data, User Interaction, Error, Code Action, Service Call, Assert

– Adjust the segmentation of blocks manually.
a. • Merge blocks which have been erroneously split by clicking Merge Selected. 

• Split blocks which have been erroneously merged by adding a line break in the parser window.
6. (Optional) Provide values for each line in the Expected Results / Variable Values tab. The values align with the

Blocks Description Text lines.
The Importer populates the expected results in the Process Details of the generated blocks.

7. Configure the import.
– Limit the name of blocks to this number of characters

(Optional) Defines after how many letters to truncate the name of blocks. The description retains the full line without
truncation. The value is stored as your preference for the next time when you use the importer.
Default: 35 characters
Maximum: 1000 characters

– Add Connections
Specifies whether you want to import the blocks into the flow as a connected series of sequential blocks, or as
individual orphans. 

8. Click OK to convert the parsed text into blocks and place them on the canvas. 

TIP

On the canvas, you can make additional adjustments to the Flows. Click Tools, Re-Layout Diagram to lay out
the generated diagram automatically. 

Example

You can find an example document (ImportTextExample.docx) in the Examples folder in the Agile Requirements
Designer installation directory. To test the import feature, copy portions of this example document, and paste the contents
into the left-hand pane.

Import From Excel or CSV
The General Importer lets you import test cases from a spreadsheet to Agile Requirements Designer.

Import Requirements

You can bulk import an Excel spreadsheet or CSV file of requirements into a flow. You can use MS Excel (xls/xlsx) or any
text editor (csv) to create the file.

First, prepare the input file. 

1. Create a spreadsheet with two columns. Name the column headers "Name" and "Description".
Note: The Requirements Importer ignores any other columns.
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2. Enter one requirement per row.
Important: Enclose the requirement in quotation marks if the string contains spaces.

3. (CSV only) Ensure that there are no extra spaces around the commas. 
4. Save the file in CSV or XLS/XLSX format. 

Now you can import these requirements into a flow.

1. Open Agile Requirements Designer and open a flow.
2. Click File, Properties.

The Flow Properties open.
3. Click the Requirement IDs tab and click Import. 
4. Browse to the CSV file and click Open.

The requirement IDs and descriptions are imported into the flow.

Examples: 

Text file:

Name,Description

A-1.1,"open file"

A-1.2,"save file"

A-1.3,"edit file"

Excel file:

 A B

1 Name Description

2 A-1.1 "open file"

3 A-1.2 "save file"

4 A-1.3 "edit file"

Import Test Cases as Paths

Use the General Importer to import test cases from a spreadsheet to Agile Requirements Designer as paths.

Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare a CSV file or XLSX file with test case definitions. The file must at minimum define the Path Name and (block)
Name attributes.
Example: You create a spreadsheet with three comma-separated columns for test case name, step description,
and value.

2. Go to Import and select General Test Cases.
3. Open the file containing the test cases that you want to import.
4. Map the spreadsheet columns to Agile Requirements Designer attributes.

Example:
– Map the 'test case name' column to the Path Name attribute.
– Map the 'step description' column to the Name attribute.
– (Optional) Map the 'value' column to the Output Value attribute. 

5. When prompted by the Start and End dialog, respond Yes. Agile Requirements Designer creates paths containing
connected blocks with the given output values. Each imported path is created with a Start block. 

6. Go to the Test Factory menu and select Re-layout Diagram, and click Update. 
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Example: 

test case name step description value

Path1 Have Water TRUE

Path1 Have Tea TRUE

Path1 Want Milk TRUE

Path1 Have Milk TRUE

Path1 Want Sugar TRUE

Path1 Have Sugar TRUE

Path1 Make Tea  

Path2 Have Water TRUE

Path2 Have Tea TRUE

Path2 Want Milk TRUE

Path2 Have Milk TRUE

Path2 Want Sugar TRUE

Path2 Have Sugar FALSE

Path2 Do Not Make Tea  

Import and Export XML or JSON
You can import files in XML or JSON format to Agile Requirements Designer, to create a flow and a configuration. You
can create separate automation layers for requests and responses, and import request and response code snippets to
these layers. You can then export these automation layers to multiple XML or JSON files representing request/response
pairs. Agile Requirements Designer helps you leverage a model of a particular method to create the request/response
pairs to simulate web service behavior.

Importing JSON is almost the same process as for XML, the only difference is that you don't get attributes (such as
<xmltag attributes=””/> for XML), and the import only operates on the underlying data tags.

Example Video: Create Request/Response Pairs

The following video, among other topics, explains how to create and use request-response pairs in Agile Requirements
Designer. The Creating Request/Response Pairs chapter starts at 18:46.

  

Import XML

When you import a file, you decide how the content will be chunked, which elements are imported as process or decision
blocks, and which values and attributes are turned into variables. The original values from the imported file are preserved
and stored in the automation layer as values of the newly created variables.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Tools Dock, click Import, and drag and drop XML Import on the canvas.
2. Browse for an XML file to import and click Open.

The XML Importer dialog appears and displays the hierarchical structure of the XML file. 
3. Specify XML elements that you to import as processes by double-clicking the value in the Process column and setting

it to True. The XML envelope is selected by default, you may want to import the header as a process too.
4. Parameterize all necessary attributes and values. Right-click on an element and select the appropriate option.

Parameterized attributes and values appear in red and they are imported as variables.
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5. Add the new code snippets (representing the XML elements) to an existing automation configuration layer, or create a
new layer.

Export XML

To export an XML file, use the automation script exporter. Before you start to export, you have to ensure that every stored
path can produce a valid XML file. Verify that the flow begins with a block containing the opening XML envelope tag, a
header, and the file body, and that is has a block with the closing envelope tag at the end.

Import Automation Scripts (Ranorex, Eggplant)
You use the repository connector to import objects from external repositories to Agile Requirements Designer. Currently,
the supported frameworks are Ranorex and Eggplant.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow.
2. Go to Connectors, Automation.
3. From the Framework drop-down list, select an automation script type:

– Ranorex
– EggPlant

4. Browse for the repository file that you want to import.
The tree view lists all the objects from the repository.

5. Drag and drop the objects that you want to import onto the canvas.

You can use this connector also as an accelerator when modeling your automation. For more information, see Drag and
Drop Automation Steps Onto the Canvas.

Integrate With CA Application Test
 Agile Requirements Designer and CA Application Test both handle different testing needs. Agile Requirements
Designer focuses more on test creation and test data allocation, whereas CA Application Test focuses more toward
test execution. Agile Requirements Designer can import an existing test from CA Application Test, populate it with rich
test data, and export it ready for execution with a particular set of data. If Agile Requirements Designer can generate
multiple data sets, we are also able to output multiple tests to export back into CA Application Test. Agile Requirements
Designer populates each test with the exact data set for its execution.

For this use case, build a corresponding Agile Requirements Designer flow that describes the relevant data model, not
the application logic. A data model provides the data combinations for an exact test case, so that Agile Requirements
Designer can produce the proper data for the test in all scenarios.

Prerequisites 

• An installation of CA Application Test with existing tests.
• An existing Agile Requirements Designer Flow with test data corresponding the to data model needed for the tests.

Export Test Data from Agile Requirements Designer to CA Application Test

You can create a flow in Agile Requirements Designer that represents a rich data model required for tests in CA
Application Test. Each path that you export from the flow is a singular data set. For each path, you generate a new CA
Application Test (.tst) file, which you export back to CA Application Test. The stored path providing the data set for this
new file must have an existing CA Application Test application link.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare a single CA Application Test (.tst) file. The test should contain either named variables or Selenium script
entities.
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2. Create a flow in Agile Requirements Designer that represents the data model required for the test.
3. Click Path Explorer, and save the required stored paths in the data model.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Path Explorer, navigate to the View Test Cases tab, and view the stored paths.
2. Click Export, select CA Application Test, and click Export again.
3. Complete the export to CA Application Test to create a CA Application Test application link for the paths.

Note: As an alternative, you can manually add this application link from the View Test Cases tab. Select the External
Links tab from the Details View and add an application link for CA Application Test.

4. Click Export from the View Test Cases tab, select CA Application Test, and click Export again.
5. Follow the CA Application Test Export wizard:

a. Browse to select the CA Application Test (.tst) file to populate with data.
b. Select the Agile Requirements Designer paths to use for this process. Click Next.
c. Review the data combinations that Agile Requirements Designer is generating for each test case.
d. Use the drop-down box to select a variable from your Agile Requirements Designer paths to inject and replace the

CA Application Test variable. Click Next.
e. (If the CA Application Test (.tst) file contains Selenium Steps) Review and choose variables in the same way.

Click Next.
f. Review the replacement changes that Agile Requirements Designer is making to the CA Application Test (.tst) file.

• Review variable replacements
• Review Selenium replacements
• Choose whether to prepend your CA Application Test (.tst) file names with the ID of an item from CA Application

Test. 
g. Browse to select an output directory for the newly generated CA Application Test (.tst) files(s). Click Next.
h. Export the newly generated CA Application Test (.tst) files. Click Next.

For ease of use, export the files directly into the folder structure of CA Application Test. Next time CA Application
Test opens, it automatically detects the new files and prepares them for execution.

6. Import the newly generated test (.tst) files into CA Application Test.
The tests are ready for execution.

Supported Operations

Variable Injection

 Agile Requirements Designer searches for variables within the CA Application Test (.tst) file using keywords. These
keywords appear as a word surrounded by two curly braces.  {{variable}}
CA Application Test inserts these keywords automatically when a variable is required for the test case. You can also
manually place these keywords into any part of your CA Application Test file. If two keywords share the same name, Agile
Requirements Designer will populate them with the same value.

Automation Script Injection   

 Agile Requirements Designer searches for Selenium steps within the test (.tst) file automatically. Agile Requirements
Designer can inject and replace the existing Selenium step body with a generated automation script from the stored path
being used.

Adding Information from CA Application Test

CA Application Test is able to update the results of a test case in CA Application Test. Verify that the stored path in Agile
Requirements Designer contains an existing application link to an item to CA Application Test. Agile Requirements
Designer uses this link to prepend the item ID from CA Application Test in front of the CA Application Test (.tst) filename. 
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To create the application link, do one of the following: 

• Export the stored path to CA Application Test.
• Add an application link manually from within the Path Explorer, View Test Cases, External Links tab.

 

Integrate With TurnKey
The TurnKey Solutions integration enables you to let the TurnKey DataDriver benefit from the data generation capabilities
of TDM. Use the TurnKey DataDriver in Excel to export test cases as XML. Import this XML file into ARD, which connects
to TDM. TDM then generates data that you can use for testing with the DataDriver.

Requirements: 

• The TurnKey integration requires TDM with Javelin. For more information, see https://docops.ca.com/tdm.

This article covers the following procedures: 

 

Import from TurnKey into ARD

1. Open Microsoft Excel and use the TurnKey DataDriver to export test cases as XML file.
2. Open  Agile Requirements Designer, go to the Toolbox Dock and click Connectors, TurnKey.
3. Go to the Connectors Dock, and click Import Test Cases.

The Import TurnKey XML window opens.
a. Browse to the file location of the TurnKey XML file to import.
b. Browse to the TurnKey Javelin flow for refreshing cache tables.
c. Browse to a location where you want to save the template file. Click Next.

The template file is generated.
4. Provide your TDM TDoD Service URL, User Name, and Password, and click OK.
5. Select a TDM connection profile and click OK.
6. Select a Data Set level from your TDM repository. Click OK.
7. Select a scenario to import. Click Register Test Cases.

Agile Requirements Designer imports the scenarios into ARD and TDM by going through the following process:

1. The importer creates a flow from the scenario and stores it in the repository.
– Each component in the scenario becomes a block in the flow.
– Each component group in the scenario becomes a subflow.

2. The importer registers all the components from TurnKey as Tables in TDM.
– The importer adds all parameters of these components as columns of those tables.
– The importer populates the first row of these TDM functions.

3. The importer runs the Javelin flow. The flow creates cache tables in the database. When TDM publishes, it runs
queries against the tables to get data.

4. The importer creates a template file, a batch script, and a .csv file for refreshing cache tables. These three files are
stored in the target location on your file system.

Generate Test Data

In TDM, create your data generation rules which define how TDM creates data by modifying the first row of each column.
Some cells already have functions in them. These cells are columns for which you have opted to “acquire” data in the
TurnKey DataDriver program before you imported the data into TDM using ARD. For more information, see Create Data
Generation Rules in the TDM Documentation.
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After you have defined the data generation rules in TDM, publish to a CSV file to generate all the data for all the columns
into which rules have been input. For more information, see Publish Data Using Datamaker in the TDM Documentation.

Export From ARD to TurnKey

The exported file contains a scenario for every row that is published by TDM. The scenarios contain the data that is
acquired and generated by TDM in the publish.

1. Open  Agile Requirements Designer, go to the Toolbox Dock and click Connectors, TurnKey.
2. Go to the Connectors Dock, and click Export Test Cases.
3. Provide the following directory paths:

– TDM Publish Folder — Browse to the location where TDM published the data.
– Template File — Browse to the location of the template file that you generated during the import.
– Output — Browse to a target directory for the export.

4. Click Export.
An XML file is created.

5. Import the XML file back into the TurnKey DataDriver.

DataDriver can now run its scenarios with the data that is generated by TDM.

Integrate With CA Release Automation
The CA Release Automation integration lets you export scripts and test assets into artifacts within the CA Release
Automation service. The exported artifacts can be consumed into a release pipeline that you have created in the CICD
ecosystem. For more information about the CICD ecosystem, see the Ca Release Automation Integrations site on
techdocs.broadcom.com.

Access the CA Release Automation integration through the Export menu in the Path Explorer from the View Test
Cases tab. The integration uses the standard interface for creating automation assets.

Integration With Lifecycle Tools
 Agile Requirements Designer provides a consistent integration with several lifecycle tools.

•  Integrate With Rally (CA Agile Central)
•  Integrate With HPE ALM (REST) 
•  Integrate With HPE ALM (GT HPE ALM Service) 
•  Integrate With JIRA 
•  Integrate With Microsoft Team Foundation Server and Azure DevOps Services 
• Integrate With Blueprint StoryTeller

Note: Blueprint StoryTeller integration is a Beta feature that enables you to import Processes and User Stories
from StoryTeller into Agile Requirements Designer. Export from Agile Requirements Designer to StoryTeller is not
supported.

 The lifecycle tool integration offers the following capabilities: 

  

Connect to a Lifecycle Tool

Each lifecycle tool in Agile Requirements Designer has its own connector option.

1. Go to Toolbox, Connectors,  tool name.  
2. Enter the instance URL and your username and password.

You can now browse content and run queries.
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Note: The integration only displays projects that you have configured.

You can customize default view settings and default behaviors for each lifecycle tool. Go to File, Configuration, tool
name to open the configuration dialog. 

Configure Lifecycle Tool Projects

WARNING

 Configure the lifecycle integration before exporting or importing. Otherwise, the following error message
appears:

It appears you have no correctly configured projects. Only correctly configured
projects will be made visible.

Click Set up Configuration in the error message to directly open the "General Configuration" Dialog to
configure your entities. 

To learn more about configuring projects, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

Import From a Lifecycle Tool to Agile Requirements Designer 

After you have configured the project, you use the Rich Text Importer to import test cases from lifecycle tools. Before
you import test cases, format the descriptions in the lifecycle tool so that the rich text importer can parse them easily into
blocks. The best practice is to have each test case step on a separate line. Each line then becomes a block in the Agile
Requirements Designer flow. You can fine-tune the formatting of the imported text directly in the Rich Text Importer dialog
while importing. For more information, see Import Rich Text.

It is possible to map a work item to more than one level in Agile Requirements Designer. For example, a TFS User Story
can be mapped to Block and Flow. These work items are ambiguous and need to handled during import.

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a flow in Agile Requirements Designer.
2. Go to Toolbox, Connectors, tool name, and enter the instance URL and your username and password.
3. Drag an object from the tree in the Connectors dock, and drop it on to the canvas. Dragging multiple selected objects

is not supported.
– (If the entity is not mapped) Agile Requirements Designer prompts you to configure the mappings before you can

continue. For more information, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.
– (If you import an ambiguous work item) Agile Requirements Designer prompts you to specify the import type. Click

one of the import types: Block, Path, or Flow. 
The Rich Text Importer opens.

4. Review how the Rich Text Importer parsed the description of the Parsed Blocks.
If you are not happy with the result, reformat the imported text, or manually adjust blocks using the Merge
Selected button.

5. Click OK.
6. If prompted, click Yes if you want to attach start and end blocks.
7. If prompted, click Update to re-layout the imported flow to make it better readable.

The work items are imported.
(For TFS, CA Agile Central (except folders), and JIRA only) Agile Requirements Designer creates an application link
for imported Paths on the Path level. For imported Blocks, it creates an application link under the Block properties. 

8. (Optionally) Repeat and import more paths.
9. Connect the imported blocks manually where needed, and define outputs to create a working flow.
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Export From Agile Requirements Designer to a Lifecycle Tool

After you have configured the project, you can use export items from Agile Requirements Designer to a target place
on the lifecycle tool's server side. The type of exported object depends on the target tool. The object types are Block,
Path, and Flow.

NOTE

Export is not supported for Blueprint StoryTeller.

Choose one of the following export options: 

• If the integration you are using can export paths, choose the Export Path option from "Path Explorer".
a. Define and save your paths.
b. In the Toolbox Dock, click Connectors and select the lifecycle tool.
c. In the Connectors Dock, provide your credentials to log in to the tool server.
d. In the Path Explorer, go to the View tab and click the Export Paths icon. Select your lifecycle tool from the drop-

down list.
e. Select the target project and location to which you want to export the user stories and click OK.
f. Select the user stories that you want to export and the target Entity Type. For example, "Issue: Test Case".
g. In the dialog that appears, name the new user story, and click OK.

Agile Requirements Designer validates your input.
h. The user story is exported from Agile Requirements Designer and imported to the lifecycle tool.

• If the integration you are using can export "Paths" or "Blocks", you can also choose the export buttons from the
Connector panel. 

1. Open the Connector panel and log in to the lifecycle tool.
2. Click the first button to export a Flow, and the second button to export a Block.

Tip: Hover over a button to see a tooltip.

 

Not all integrations offer all export options. The drop-down options to select an Entity Type only show correctly configured
entity types for the Agile Requirements Designer object type that you are exporting. For example, if you export the object
type "Paths" from within Path Explorer, you only see entity types that you have previously correctly mapped as Paths.

Define Optional Export Options

You have several extra options in the dialog when exporting. 

Block 

• Attached Images – Constructs and attaches images which are attached to the block itself.

Path 

• Path Image – Constructs and attaches the image of the test case in the flow.
• Expand SubFlow – If the Stored Path has subflows, it uses every block from the subflows.
• Include SubFlow – If a stored path has subflows, it does not use blocks from the subflow. The test case represents

each subflow as a single step.
• Test Data – Constructs and attaches a CSV file of test data for this path. This export includes default test data

variables. These variables are defined in the flow (and its subflows) properties but do not occur in the path being
exported. The file name is truncated to 70 characters and has a _TestData.csv suffix.
Tip: To find the variables in flow properties, click Manage, Properties, Variables.
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– Exclude Default Test Data Variables – Excludes default test data variables for the path being exported.
• Attach Automation – Constructs and attaches an automation script for a given layer.

Flow 

• Flow Image – Constructs and attaches an image of the flow.

Define Default Export Options

For each possible export option (except attaching automation scripts), you can define defaults. 

1. Open Configuration, Connectors Options.
2. Enable defaults available for the respective lifecycle tool.

Example: If you always want to attach an image when exporting to JIRA, enable "Default Export Image".
– Default Export Include SubFlow
– Default Export Expand SubFlow
– Default Export Image
– Default Export Attached Images
– Default Export Test Data
– Default Export Test Scripts
– Default Block Export Type
– Default Path Export Type
– Default Flow Export Type

3. Click Save.

Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration
Before you can export and import any test cases, connect to the lifecycle tool in Agile Requirements Designer, and
configure the project as described in this article. Configuring the project means mapping the object attributes of your
lifecycle tools to Agile Requirements Designer field names. 

The integration only displays projects that you have configured. Agile Requirements Designer can connect to multiple
projects within a single session. You query the service for every project you have access to.

• Each project has entities. An example for an entity is a test case.
• If at least one entity is configured correctly, a project is considered configured. 
• An entity is defined as configured correctly if at least one variable is mapped, and all mandatory variables are mapped.

Mandatory mappings are the minimum variables that Agile Requirements Designer must handle when creating these
entities, as defined by the server. Undefined mandatory mappings are highlighted in red.

WARNING

Configure the lifecycle integration before exporting or importing. Otherwise, the following error message
appears:

It appears you have no correctly configured projects. Only correctly configured
projects will be made visible.

Click Set up Configuration in the error message to directly open the "General Configuration" dialog to
configure your entities. 

Follow these steps: 
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Configure Entities

All configurations for entities are handled within the General Configuration dialog. To configure an entity, map each
mandatory field from the lifecycle tool to an Agile Designer Field Name.

TIP

Right-click an entity and click Clear Configuration to reset its configuration. Identify configured entities by a
green number symbol, and undefined mandatory entities by a red zero symbol.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Connectors tab and log in to the lifecycle tool integration.
2. Open the General Configuration dialog. 
3. Select the lifecycle tool integration tab that you want to configure in the left pane.

If you don't see the integration listed, verify that you are logged into the connector.
4. Identify the project that you want to configure in the Mapping panel.

Tip: Use the searchbar to find projects quickly.
5. Expand the project to see configurable Entities. Select an entity and determine if you want to map it to a Block, Path,

or Flow.
Examples: 
– To configure a "Test Case" in a JIRA project, open the Path tab. 
– To configure a "Test Plan" in an HPE ALM project, open the Path tab. 
– To map a "Design Step" in an HPE ALM project, open the Block tab.

6. Right-click available entities and click Set to default configuration.
Basic and mandatory entity attributes are configured automatically.
Example: For ALM, a custom field ALM Test Type is created and mapped to the subtype-id attribute in
the test entity.

7. If you see a red zero symbol, ensure that Mandatory fields are mapped to respective Agile Designer Selected
Mapped Attributes.
– For Flows, you can map Flow Attributes only.
– For Paths, you can map Path and Flow attributes.
– For Blocks, you can map Block, Path and Flow attributes.
– Alternatively, create a custom field.
A green number symbol indicates that an entity has the minimum required configuration.

8. (Optional) Configure sub entities.
9. Click Save & Close.

You have mapped mandatory and custom entities. Now the project is visible in the Connector window.

Examples: 

To configure a "JIRA Test Case", you ensure to map the two mandatory fields, "Summary" and "Reporter".

• You map the mandatory "Test Case: Summary" attribute to the "Path Name" field.
• You create a custom field "JIRA Username" and enter the valid username of the head tester as default value.
• You map the mandatory "Test Case: Reporter" attribute to a custom field that you have named "JIRA Username".
• You map the optional "Test Case: Description" attribute to the "Description of Blocks" field. 

(Optional) Configure Sub Entities

Depending on the tool integration, merely configuring a single entity does not give you the desired results. If a test case is
made up of steps, remember to configure both test case and step entities.

Example: 
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The Mapping for an HPE ALM project displays a parent entity "Test" and a child entity "Design Step". Map both.

(Optional) Create Custom Fields

When entities have attributes which have no default connection to a variable in Agile Requirements Designer, you see
a red zero symbol in the configuration dialog. You want to map the attribute, but Agile Requirements Designer has no
appropriate field in the list of options to choose from. In this case, add a custom field in Agile Requirements Designer.

1. Open the Connectors tab and log in to the lifecycle tool integration.
2. Open the General Configuration dialog. 
3. Go to the Version Custom Fields, Block Custom Fields, or Stored Path Custom Fields tab, depending on the

scope of the field.
4. Click Add Custom Field.

a. Define your custom Field Name.
b. Specify a valid value as Default Value.

Tip: You can view valid values in the lifecycle tool integration tab under Mapping.
c. Set the Field Association to the name of the lifecycle tool.

5. Click Save.
6. Go to the lifecycle tool integration tab and map the unmapped attribute to the custom field.

The new custom field is now available as Agile Requirements Designer field name and you can map it. The red zero
symbol turns into a green number symbol.

Example: 

You are configuring a JIRA Test Case, and one of the mandatory attributes is the "Reporter" field. You want to provide
a username variable for who reported the test. You have previously configured "JIRA Test Case" as a "Path" Object.
Therefor, you now create a Stored Path Custom Field. You name the custom field "JIRA Username" and enter the user
name of your head tester as default value.

(Optional) Copy Configuration Mappings

After you have set up mappings to integrate at least one project A, you may need to map a similar project B. The majority
of mappings are the same, so we recommend you copy the existing mapping from project A as the base for project B.
The Copy configuration from menu is available only when right-clicking unconfigured projects (and project items), which
you can can identify by a red zero symbol. The Copy configuration from menu lets you choose only base projects that
have at least one applicable mapping to share with the target project.

1. Open the General Configuration dialog.
2. Select the tab with the configuration for your connector.
3. Right-click the target project (or project item) B, click Copy configuration from, and select the base project A.

The configuration is copied from project (item) A to project (item) B.

Integrate With Rally
Agile Requirements Designer is able to connect to instances of Rally (formerly known as CA Agile Central) both cloud-
based and on-premise. You can import and export test cases or user stories from Rally into Agile Requirements Designer.
If a user story has a parent, Agile Requirements Designer identifies the parent and displays a link to the parent below the
user story.

The user interfaces to configure and use the import and export operations are the same for all lifecycle tool integrations.
For more information, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

The integration offers the following features: 
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Connect to Rally

1. Open the Toolbox Dock, click Connectors, Rally.
2. Enter the Rally instance URL, username, and password.

If your system uses Single Sign On (SSO), request an API key from Rally.
Example: http://localhost:8095/qcbin/

Configure Rally Attributes

You must configure the integration for your projects to appear in the tree. For more information about mapping Rally
Attributes to Agile Requirements Designer attributes, see Integration With Lifecycle Tools.

The configuration for Rally is flexible enough to let you configure each attribute of a test case to an attribute in Agile
Requirements Designer. If your Rally test case requires a name, you can tell Agile Requirements Designer to use
the name of your stored path. This means when you are importing or exporting with Rally, this value is populated
appropriately.

After you configure and connect, you can browse Rally objects such as Test Cases, Defects, User Stories, Features,
Iterations, Releases, and Test Plans from the Agile Requirements Designer user interface. You can also create folders in
the tree.

  

Import (User Stories / Defects / Portfolio Items) from Rally

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to Rally.
3. Drag a work item from the tree in the Connectors dock, and drop it onto the canvas.

The Rich Text Importer opens and parses the descriptions. 
4. (Optional) Reformat the imported text, and using the Merge Selected button to manually adjust the blocks.
5. Click OK.

The item is created automatically. Agile Requirements Designer creates an application link for imported Paths on the
Path level. For imported Blocks, it creates an application link under the Block properties.

Import Test Cases from Rally

• Drag a Test Case from the tree in the Connectors dock, and drop it on the canvas.
• Drag a Test Plan or a parent folder and drop it on the canvas to import multiple Test Cases.

Export Stored Path to Rally as Test Cases

Test Cases can be exported to User Stories, Defects or Test Plans in Rally.

1. Connect to Rally.
2. Open the Path Explorer and go to the View Test Cases tab. Click Export Paths, and select Rally from the drop-down

list.
3. Select the Test Cases that you want to export and the type of export.
4. Select the item to which you want to export the user stories and click OK.

The items are automatically created or updated in Rally.

Export Blocks to Rally as (User Stories / Portfolio Items / Defects / Tasks)

Make sure the export type that you want is correctly configured for the project you would like to export to. For more
information, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

1. Connect to Rally.
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2. Select only the blocks on the canvas you wish to export, or select none to export all.
3. Open the Connectors Dock, and click Export Blocks at the bottom of the window.
4. Select the Blocks that you want to export and the type of export.
5. Select additional export options.
6. Select where you would like the items to be created and click OK.

The items are automatically created or updated in Rally.

Export Flow to Rally as (User Stories / Portfolio Items / Defects)

1. Connect to Rally.
2. Go to the Connectors Dock, and click Export Flow at the bottom of the window.
3. Select the type of export.
4. Select additional export options.
5. Select where you would like the items to be created, and click OK.

The items are automatically created or updated in Rally.

Integrate With HPE ALM (REST)
Agile Requirements Designer is able to connect to instances of HPE Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) within
HP Quality Center (QC). The user interfaces to configure and use the import and export operations are the same for all
lifecycle tool integrations. For more information, see Integration With Lifecycle Tools.

Agile Requirements Designer supports HPE ALM versions 11.5, 12, 12.2, 12.5.

NOTE

We recommend that you connect to your HPE ALM instance using the REST API. It's the simpler method and
does not require any configuration or installation. The REST API does not support importing BPTs.

If you require to import BPTs, connect through the GT HPE ALM Service. The ALM Service is pre-installed if you
have CA TDM installed. You need to install and configure the ALM Service before you can use it with CA ARD.
For more information, see Integrate With HPE ALM (GT HPE ALM Service).

The ALM REST integration offers the following features: 

 

Connect to HPE ALM

1. In the Toolbox Dock, click Connectors and select HPE ALM.
2. Enter the base URL of the HPE ALM instance, including the port.

Example: http://alm.mycompany.com:8080 
3. Enter your username and password.

Configure HPE ALM Integration

Only correctly configured projects are visible inside the tree view in Agile Requirements Designer. If your HPE ALM test
case requires a name, use, for example, the name of your stored path; when you import from or export to HPE ALM, the
integration then populates the name value appropriately.

The user interfaces to configure and use the import and export operations are the same for all lifecycle tool
integrations. For more information, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

• The Mapping for an HPE ALM project displays a parent entity "Test" and a child entity "Design Step". Map both.
– Configure the "Test Plan" on the Path tab. 
– Comfigure the "Design Step" on the Block tab.
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Import Test Cases from HPE ALM

You import test cases in one of the following ways:

• Drag a Test Case from the tree in the Connectors dock and drop it on the canvas to import one Test Case.
• Drag a parent folder from the tree in the Connectors dock and drop it on the canvas to import multiple Test Cases.

Export Stored Path to HPE ALM as Test Cases

1. Open the Path Explorer.
2. Go to the View tab, click Export Paths, and select HPE Application Lifecycle Management from the drop-down list.
3. Select the test cases that you want to export, and the type of export.
4. Select the item to which you want to export the user stories, and click OK.

The items are automatically created or updated in HPE ALM.

Configure Default Behavior for HPE ALM Connections

Configure default behavior for HPE ALM connections in the General Configuration Window under Connectors
Options.

• Configure how subfolders are imported
• Configure how 'Call-To-Test' items are imported
• Configure the ordering of items in the HPE ALM integration tree

Interact with the ALM Server

The integration supports several direct interaction with the ALM server. The directory structure in the Connectors Dock
reflects the Domain and Project structure of your ALM server.

• Right-click a folder in the ALM integration tree in Agile Requirements Designer to create a folder for this project on the
ALM server.

• Right-click a test case in the ALM integration treein Agile Requirements Designer and open this test case in your
web browser.

Requirements Traceability

Navigate the familiar hierarchical structure of the HPE ALM Requirements Module within Agile Requirements Designer.
Browse through requirements, view details, and import the details into your Agile Requirements Designerflows. ALM
Requirements include name, ID, Description, and Icon.

To enable this feature, click Home, General Config, open the Connectors Options for HP Application Lifecycle
Management, and enable Detect Requirement Links.

 

To link parts of Agile Requirements Designer flows and test cases to requirements in ALM, and view their Requirements
Traceability in Agile Requirements Designer, drag and drop elements onto flow blocks, or edit the Block Properties
directly. When Agile Requirements Designer creates ALM test cases, it automatically creates requirement links, so you
can maintain tests and Requirements Traceability within HPE ALM.

TIP

If you remove an application link in Agile Requirements Designer and export back to ALM, the changes
are synced and the link is removed in ALM also. If you want to prevent existing application links from being
removed, open the General Configuration, Integration Configuration, and disable the export default
option Remove Unwanted Requirements Links.
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Integrate With HPE ALM (GT HPE ALM Service)
Agile Requirements Designer is able to connect to instances of HPE Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) within HPE
Quality Center (QC), to import Test Cases and Design Steps, Business Process Tests and Components.

Agile Requirements Designer supports HPE ALM versions 11.5, 11.52, 12, 12.2, 12.5.

NOTE

We recommend that you connect to your HPE ALM instance using the REST API. It's the simpler method and
does not require any configuration or installation. The REST API does not support importing BPTs. For more
information, see Integrate With HPE ALM (REST).

If you require to import BPTs, connect through the GT HPE ALM Service as described here. The ALM Service
is pre-installed if you have CA TDM installed. You need to install and configure the ALM Service before you can
use it with CA ARD.

Prerequisites

Install the Service

If you have not installed CA TDM, install the GT HPE ALM service first. For more information, see Install HPE ALM
Service.

Connect Through the ALM Service

1. Select Connectors, GT HP ALM Service from the Toolbox.
2. Click Login.
3. Enter the HPE ALM service URL, and the HPE QC User Name and Password.Example: http://

alm.mycompany.com:8080/ALMService
4. Select a domain and project.

Configure HPE ALM Integration

The user interfaces to configure and use the import and export operations are the same for all lifecycle tool integrations.
For more information, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

Deduplicate Imported Tests

When you import Tests from HPE QC, it is possible that several of the imported blocks are duplicates of one another.
In HPE ALM, duplication is inevitable because ALM implements each design step separately in each test case. Agile
Requirements Designer constructs a complete test plan, and therefore there should be no duplication in the Flow. Agile
Requirements Designer can automatically remove duplicate blocks, and also ensure that all connections are still
maintained between blocks. For more information, see Deduplicate Existing Test Cases.

Import from Quality Center into Agile Designer

After you connect and authenticate yourself, you can import objects from HPE ALM, such as BPTs and Test Cases.

• If you import using individual buttons under the Import Actions pane, you can import by selecting individual items and
clicking the OK button.

• If you are connecting using the ALM pane itself, in the toolbox, you can drag and drop entire tests straight into the
canvas within Agile Requirements Designer. Agile Requirements Designer either attaches the imported items to the
Start and End blocks (each path has a separate Start block) or leaves them as separate items on the existing canvas.
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Export from Agile Designer to HPE Quality Center

You can export Flows back into HPE Quality Center.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Path Explorer.
2. Click the Store Path button, Store All button, or Store n button to export specific paths. 
3. Go to the Stored Paths View. 
4. Within the Stored Paths view, click Export Paths and select ALM Test Cases.

A dialog appears.
5. Specify into which project you want to store the selected paths.

ARD creates or updates the respective items.

When you now log back into QC externally (that is, not through Agile Requirements Designer), you see the exported test
plans in their chosen target location.

Integrate With JIRA
 Agile Requirements Designer is able to connect to instances of Atlassian JIRA that are cloud-based and on-premise
based. You can import from and export work items to Atlassian JIRA. When you export Paths to JIRA, you can update
'child' issues. A child issue is an issue that has a JIRA link to a top-level issue. The parent-child relationships are defined
based on the drop-downs in General Configuration, Connectors Options, Atlassian Jira, Default Block/Path/
Flow Link type.

The integration offers the following features: 

 

Connect to JIRA

1. Go to the Toolbox Dock, click Connectors, and select Atlassian JIRA.
2. Enter the JIRA instance URL, your JIRA username, and password.

Example:  http://localhost:8095
3. Click Log in.

Configure JIRA Connector

Only correctly configured projects are visible inside the tree view in Agile Requirements Designer. The user interfaces to
configure and use the import and export operations are the same for all lifecycle tool integrations. For more information,
see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

To configure default import and export types and relationships, go to General Configuration, Connectors Options,
Atlassian Jira.

Example: 

To configure a "JIRA Test Case", map at least the mandatory fields "Summary" and "Reporter".

1. Map the mandatory "Test Case: Summary" attribute to the "Path Name" field.
2. Create a custom field "JIRA Username" and enter the valid username of the head tester as default value.
3. Map the mandatory "Test Case: Reporter" attribute to a custom field that you have named "JIRA Username".
4. (Optional) Map the "Test Case: Description" attribute to the "Description of Blocks" field. 

For more information on custom fields, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.
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Run JIRA Queries

In addition to your projects, the JIRA Connector displays nodes that contain the following default queries:

• My Open Issues
• My Filters
• Last Updated

 To run custom queries, follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the JIRA web interface.
2. Define a query and copy the URL.
3. Connect to JIRA in Agile Requirements Designer.
4. Paste the query URL into the Enter a Jira Query box.
5. Click Run Jira Query.

The query result appears as a node in the Connectors doc tree.

Import Work Items from JIRA

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to JIRA.
3. Drag a Work Item from the tree in the Connectors dock and drop it onto the canvas.

The Rich Text Importer opens and parses the descriptions. 
4. (Optional) Reformat the imported text, and using the Merge Selected button to manually adjust the blocks.
5. Click OK.

The item is created automatically in the flow.

Agile Requirements Designer creates an application link for imported Paths on the Path level. For imported Blocks, it
creates an application link under the Block properties.

Export Stored Path to JIRA as Work Items

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to JIRA.
3. Open the Path Explorer, go to the View tab, click Export Paths, and select JIRA from the drop-down list.
4. Select the stored paths that you want to export and the type of export.

Note: Items that have JIRA links to the top-level item are displayed as children of the top-level item.
5. Select the item to which you want to export the user stories and click OK.

The items are automatically created in JIRA.

Export Blocks to JIRA as Work Items

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to JIRA.
3. Make sure the export type you want is correctly mapped in the configuration for project
4. Select only the blocks on the canvas that you wish to export, or select none to exported all.
5. Open the Connectors Dock, and click Export Blocks at the bottom of the window.
6. Select the Blocks that you want to export and the type of export.
7. Select additional export options.
8. Select where you would like the items to be created and click OK.

The items are automatically created in JIRA.
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Export Flow to JIRA as a Work Items

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to JIRA.
3. Open the Connectors Dock, and click Export Flow at the bottom of the window.
4. Select the type of export.
5. Select additional export options.
6. Select where you would like the items to be created and click OK.

The items are automatically created in JIRA.

Synchronize Agile Requirements Designer and JIRA

If you make changes in Agile Requirements Designer flow or in JIRA, you can update the information in the other
application to keep the information synchronized.

1. After you make a change, click the Sync icon at the bottom of the Connector dock.
2. All unsynchronized changes are displayed in the dialog that appears.
3. Click the Updating button to indicate whether you want to update Agile Requirements Designer or JIRA.

For example, if you make a change in JIRA, you want to send this change to Agile Requirements Designer. Verify that
the button in this dialog reads Updating Agile Designer to ensure the right direction of the synchronization.

4. Click OK.

Integrate With Microsoft Team Foundation Server and Azure DevOps Services
You can import and export user stories from Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) and Azure DevOps Services
(formerly known as Visual Studio Online). This integration supports TFS Version 2015.

The user interfaces to configure and use the import and export operations are the same for all lifecycle tool integrations.
For more information, see Configure Lifecycle Tool Integration.

The integration offers the following features: 

  

Connect to TFS 

1. Go to the Toolbox Dock, click Connectors, Microsoft Team Foundation Server.
2. Enter the TFS instance URL, your TFS username, and password.

If your system uses Single Sign On (SSO), request an API key from TFS directly.
Example: http://localhost:8095 

Configure TFS Attributes

The configuration for TFS is flexible enough to let you configure each attribute of a test case to an attribute in Agile
Requirements Designer. If your TFS test case requires a name, you can tell Agile Requirements Designer to use the
name of your stored path. This means when you are importing into or exporting from TFS, this value is populated
appropriately.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to TFS.
2. Go to the General Configuration, TFS Tab.
3. Select any available Work Item Type in the project.
4. Select which Agile Requirements Designer attribute to map to which TFS attribute.
5. Continue to map each TFS attribute that is important, taking special notice of attributes which are required for TFS.
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Import Work Items from TFS

The TFS attributes in Agile Requirements Designer are populated by the attributes mapped in your configuration file. For
more information, see Integration With Lifecycle Tools.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to TFS.
3. Drag a Work Item from the integration tree, and drop it onto the canvas.

The item is created automatically. Agile Requirements Designer creates an application link for imported Paths on the
Path level. For imported Blocks, it creates an application link under the Block properties.

Export Stored Path to TFS as Work Item

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to TFS.
3. Open the Path Explorer.
4. Go to the View tab and click the Export Paths icon. Select Team Foundation Server from the drop-down list.
5. Select the user stories that you want to export and the type of export.
6. Select the project to which you want to export the user stories, and click OK.
7. Give the new user story an appropriate name and click OK.

The test suite is exported to or update in TFS.

Export Blocks to TFS as Work Item

1. Open or create a flow.
2. Connect to TFS.
3. Make sure the export type you want is correctly mapped in the configuration for project
4. Select only the blocks on the canvas you wish to export, or select none exported all.
5. Go to the Connectors Dock, and click the 'Export Blocks' button at the bottom of the window.
6. Select the Blocks that you want to export and the type of export.
7. Select additional export options.
8. Select where you would like the items to be created and click OK.

The items are automatically created or updated in TFS.

Export Flow to TFS as Work Item

1. In the Toolbox Dock, click Connectors and select the Team Foundation Server  option.
2. In the Connectors Dock, provide your credentials to log into a CA Agile Central instance.
3. In the Connectors Dock, click the 'Export Flow' button at the bottom of the window.
4. Select the type of export.
5. Select additional export options.
6. Select where you would like the items to be created and click OK.

The items are automatically created or updated in TFS.
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Test Automation

As a tester, you record automated tests and export script files that you execute with your test automation framework.
Instead of having to manually refactor and record all test variants, you use Agile Requirements Designer to automate test
script generation for your test paths. 

 Agile Requirements Designer can automate generation of test scripts for any platform, be it mobile, desktop, web,
client/server, or mainframe. The only requirement is that you have an existing test automation engine available for
the platform. Agile Requirements Designer generates your test automation scripts for the test engine. The engine
then interacts with the mainframe screen, mobile device, desktop application, or web interface, respectively. Agile
Requirements Designer has been applied to many ecosystems, utilizing test engines such as eggPlant, HP UFT,
Ranorex, Selenium, and Cucumber/Gherkin, to name a few.

Automation Workflow

1. Analyze your existing test cases. Identify code snippets and variables to build the flow that describes your system.
Use predefined Keywords and define custom variables. 

2. In each block of the flow, associate an action with a test code snippet and variable values for one test step.
3. Generate and export test paths as automation scripts. 
4. Run the scripts in your test automation engine.

If your test framework requires wrapper code, parameterize these prefixes or suffixes that you want to add automatically.
There is no need to create extra flow blocks to insert headers and footers into the script, as flow blocks should only
represent actions. You can generate one merged script, or several separate script files. The header and footer is added
before and after the one merged script, or before and after each separate script file, respectively. For example, the header
contains code to open the browser before running the tests; the footer contains code to close the browser after running
the tests.

You can choose to exclude specific blocks or decisions from being wrapped with automation headers and footers: If
overlapping braces or actions cause you issues, go to the Automation tab of a block, and enable the "Exempt Items from
Automation Headers and Footers" checkbox for it.

Each test case can have several automation layers with different automation configurations. This feature enables you to
export several different script files for one test case.

When you log into a CA TDM TDoD service and select profiles as a Target and Source, these profiles are remembered
next time you log into the same service. They will also be used for resolving expressions containing “T” and “S” – e.g. the
@execsql()@ function.

To add automation scripts to your test flow, use the following articles:

1. Automation Scripts Examples: Learn from examples
2. Define Your Automation Configuration: Create the configuration file that contains your custom test code library
3. Construct Scripts from a Model: Lay out your flow and construct your test scripts

Automation Scripts Examples
As a test engineer, you want to test a newly developed web interface. Your goal is to automate test generation,
so you don't have to record and edit test scripts in a manual process which could be error-prone. You use the
Protractor framework, which produces JavaScript files, together with Selenium. 

In this example, you want to test the following workflow for the interface of a web application: 
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• New users can register. The form validates their input, logs them in, and they can access the web application. 
• Existing users can log in. The form validates their input, and they can access the web application. 
• The example web application has only one function, users can delete a user, and then log out.

NOTE

This automation script example contains a flow and automation configuration. 

• Download the User_Registration_Auto.config file.
• Download the User_Registration.vtf flow.

Overview:  

1. Draw a simple first outline of the flow, with no automation yet, to get a feeling for the model.
2. Analyse your existing test scripts to identify which variables, objects, and actions you need.
3. Add objects and actions to your automation configuration.

For example, you interact with a spinbox in your script, so you need a new setValue(~Number~) function.
4. Update the flow with automation parameters for your blocks.

a. In your blocks, add the parameters available from the configuration to construct your script.
b. Go to the flow’s properties, and add variables to your flow that you want to use in the automation steps.
c. Set these variables’ values in the test data tab for the blocks where they are used, and add them to the automation

parameters.
5. Produce your test cases.
6. Export your test cases.
7. Validate that the test cases work. 

Repeat these steps to refine the test flow and resolve issues.

Analyze Existing Test Scripts

You analyze your existing test scripts and determine that they need, for example, the following custom variables of type
string:

• class names and identifiers of buttons and fields
• URLs of the web app for verification
• name of browser window title bar for verification
• test input strings, such as "John" and "Smith"
• settings for the framework to run your script 

Your flow additionally requires, for example, the following objects and actions:

• Console — contains code that logs messages to the console.
• Describe Path — contains code lines that start and end a test suite. It uses the flow attribute ##Path Name[p1]## as

name.
• It — contains the code lines that start and end each test spec. It uses the block attribute ##Data

Notes[b2003]## as name.
• Browser — contains test actions such as refresh page and go to address.
• Element — contains test actions for clicking buttons, verifying if page elements are present, and many more.
• Form — contains tests actions for filling in and submitting forms.

You also plan to use automation to structure your code, for example:

• CONFIG — contains the settings that Protractor needs to decide how to run your tests, for example, the type of
browser and how to write run result reports.

• PREVIEW — contains a header and footer that can be added when previewing a particular block's code snippets.
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Build your automation configuration

After the analysis, you have identified what you need: objects, actions, and variables. Based on that, you create your
custom automation configuration.

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a detailed flow for registering and logging in a user to a website.
Tip: Load User_Registration.vtf to see an example.

2. Click Tools, Properties and define variables. Save and Close.
3. Click File, Configuration, Automation, Objects and Actions. Define actions for your objects. Save and Close.

Tip: Load User_Registration_Auto.config as an example.
4. (Optional) Create a "Create Configuration" flow.

This extra flow automatically generates a configuration file for Protractor.
Tip: Load User_Registration.vtf to see an example.

Define Your Automation Configuration
Analyze your existing test scripts and identify common headers or footers, code snippets, and variables for each action.
After you build a flow for your system, you declare variables and create your automation configuration file. For more
information about variables, see How to Use Variables.

The Step Join parameter makes it possible to use the same set of automation actions as statements and expressions.
Statements include an end of line character for the respective language; for example, a JavaScript statement ends with a
semicolon and a newline character. Expressions are function calls that you can use as parameters in other function calls;
for example, JavaScript expressions do not end with a semicolon.

Choose one of the following options how to join code snippets of Actions.

• Define code snippets as statements
End the line in each code snippet, and don't use Step Join.
Element.click(); 

• Define code snippets as expressions
Do not end the line when defining each code snippet, and use the Step Join parameter to control whether a line is an
expression or a statement.
Element.click() 

You control whether a particular code snippet is joined to the previous and next code snippets by the Step Join or not.

This article covers the following tasks: 

  

Define Automation Layers

(Optional) If you require to export several different script files for one test case, use layers to create separate and
independent automation configurations. Each layer can contain its set of objects, actions, variables, and corresponding
code snippets in different programming languages. You define an automation configuration for each layer.

When you optimize and store your paths, review the scripts for each layer on the Automation tab. When you export,
each of the layers has a separate tab, and you can export each configuration independently. For example, you can
define two layers to generate a JavaScript file and an XML test data file from one stored path.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation. Click the Layers tab.
2. Click the Add Layer button for each layer
3. Define properties for each layer:
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– Automation Layer Name 
– (Optional) Execution File

While designing and debugging your automation configuration, you can execute a command-line script or any
desired executable for individual generated test paths. To run the script, go to Test Factory, Export Automation,
then click the green Execute Script button. The executable runs from the local system, this option is not intended
for production use.
Example: C:\MyAutomation\bin\BuildAndRunTCB.bat ##Path Name[p1]## 

– Select Language — Defines the language of the code snippets for this layer.
– Select Theme — Defines the syntax highlight theme for the code snippets.
– Select Entry — Specifies how you want to enter code snippets.

• Text
Enter code snippets for this layer by typing in a text field.

• Spreadsheet.
Enter code snippets for this layer by pasting from a spreadsheet. For more information, see Import and Export
Snippets From Keyword-Driven Spreadsheets.

Default: Text.
4. (Optional) Define advanced properties for each layer.

– Select objects and actions from folder location
– Automatically map actions from a block attribute — Choose block attributes from which you want to map. For more

information how to map automation parameters from block attributes, see How to Use Variables.
5. Click Close and Save and define a file name to save this configuration if prompted.

Define Your Automation

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation, and click the Variables tab:
a. Create variables, specify default values.
b. Click Save and Close.

2. Go to the Home tab and click Automation, and click the Export tab.
a. Select the layer to which this configuration applies under Showing Layer.
b. Define Export Details.

• Choose for each layer whether you want to publish several Separate Scripts or one Merged Script, by default.
• Define your default File Naming System, File Name Variable, File Prefix, and File Extension for each layer.
• Select an Export Codec.

c. (Optional) Define Headers & Footers.
Define these fields if your automation language requires custom code inserted before, after, or between generated
elements in merged scripts.
• Block Header Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is prefixed before each block.

Shell example 1:
echo "Starting ##Name[b0]##\n"

Protractor example:
it('Name: ##Name[b0]## - Description: ##Description[b1]##')
 { 

• Block Footer Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is postfixed after each block.
Shell example:
echo "Finished ##Name[b0]##\n"
Protractor example:
} 

• Path Header Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is prefixed before each path. For example entry point
function, or include statements and global variables for merged or individual scripts, respectively.
C++ Example:
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 #include "FrameworkObjectidentificationLibrary.h"
std::String productName = "My application under test";
 int main()
 { 

• Path Footer Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is postfixed after each path. C++ example: } 
• Path Join Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is inserted between paths.
• Flow Header Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is prefixed before each flow. For example entry point

function, or include statements and global variables for merged or individual scripts, respectively.
• Flow Footer Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is postfixed after each flow. C++ example: } 
•  Step Join Steps — (Optional) Defines a string that is inserted between steps. JavaScript example: ;\n 

d. (Optional) Define Sections. Define these fields if your automation language requires custom code inserted before,
after, or between generated sections. For more information about sections, see Generate Non-Sequential Scripts
Using Dynamic Configuration.

a. • Name — Defines the name of the section. Must be unique.
• Description — Defines a note to yourself how you intend to use this section.
• Step Header — (Optional) Defines a string that is prefixed before each step in this section. HTML

example: <div> 
• Step Footer — (Optional) Defines a string that is postfixed after each step in this section. HTML example: </

div> 
• Step Join — (Optional) Defines a string that is inserted between all steps in the section. JavaScript example:  ;

\n 
• Section Header — (Optional) Defines a string that is inserted before all steps of the section. Gherkin

example: Given 
• Section Footer — (Optional) Defines a string that is inserted after all steps of the section.
• Section Join — (Optional) Defines a string that is inserted between each instance of the section.
• Default — Designates one or more sections as the default target. This means, every time when you add an

automation step to a flow, the step is included in the selected sections by default. You can always change the
target section manually when you add an automation step that does not belong into the default section.

b. Click Save and Close.
3. Go to the Home tab and click Automation, and click the Objects & Actions tab.

a. Select the layer to which this configuration applies.
b. Use the predefined test objects and test actions, or create custom objects and actions.
c. Enter code snippets for all actions in your flows.

For more information on formats, see Import and Export Snippets From Keyword-Driven Spreadsheets.
d. Select the appropriate Step Join behavior for this line.
e. Click Insert at the bottom of the code snippet editor to insert variables into code snippets.

For more information about variables, see How to Use Variables.
f. Click Preview Snippet (green check mark icon) to preview the code with its variables resolved.
g. Click Save and Close.

4. Continue with Construct scripts from your model.

Example Scenario: Define Automation with Statements

In this example, you want to add an automation script snippet for the First Name input field in an online form. Your code
snippets are statements, such as foo();. You use Protractor as the test framework.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation. Click the Variables tab.
a. Create variables, specify default values.
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Example: Create a variable named 'first_name' and set its static value to noname, or use a Data Painter function
to pick a random name from a seed table.

b. Click Save.
2. Click the Objects & Actions tab.

a. Select the layer to which this configuration applies.
b. Use the predefined test objects and test actions, or create custom objects and actions.

Examples: "Text field - verify exists", "button - click by name".
c. Enter custom code snippets for all actions in your flows.

Note: If you cannot enter code snippets, click the Preview tab, choose Text from the Select Entry combobox, and
return to the Objects & Actions tab.
Example: Our goal is to type the value of the 'first_name' variable into the First Name field of the form.
• Object type: Text Field
• Action type: Input Text
• Code snippet:

element(by.model('FirstName')).sendKeys('...');

d. Deselect the Step Join behavior for this line.
Example: Because the code snippets are statements, you do not use Step Join.

e. Click Insert at the bottom of the code snippet editor to insert variables into code snippets. See Automation
Keywords for options.
Example:The following code types the value of the 'first_name' variable into the First Name field of the form.
element(by.model('FirstName')).sendKeys('~first_name~');

f. Click Preview Snippet (green check mark icon) to preview the code with its variables resolved.
Example:
element(by.model('FirstName')).sendKeys('noname');

g. Click Save & Close.
3. Continue with Construct scripts from your model.

Example Scenario: Define Automation with Expressions

In this example, you want to create automation script snippets so that they can be used as statements, such as foo();,
as well as expressions, such as bar(foo()).

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation. Click the Variables tab.
a. Create variables, specify default values.

Example: Create the variable ~parameter~ with the value parameterValue.
a. Click Save.

2. Click the Export tab.
a. Select the layer to which this configuration applies.
b. Define the Step Join Parameter for the ends of statements. The parameter can be an existing object from the

same layer, or free-form text.
Example: ;\n
Default: Empty string

c. Click Save.
3. Click the Objects & Actions tab.

a. Select the layer to which this configuration will apply.
b. Create custom objects and actions for all actions in your flows. Define code snippets as expressions. For example:

•  foo() 
•  bar(~parameter~) 
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c. Select the Step Join behavior for each line.
Example: Because the code snippets are expressions, you enable Step Join before and after actions.

d. Click Insert at the bottom of the code snippet editor to insert variables into code snippets. See Automation
Keywords for options.

e. Click Preview Snippet (green check mark icon) to preview the code with its variables resolved.
foo();   bar(parameterValue);   bar(foo());   

f. Click Save & Close.
4. Continue with Construct scripts from your model.

Construct Scripts from a Model
After you define your automation configuration and flow properties, you associate actions with code snippets. Each block
in the flow has a properties window where you define the action's automation parameters. After exporting all paths as
automation scripts, you can run them in your automation tool. 

  

Automation Variable Considerations

You can define Automation Variables for each Automation Step in four different ways:

• Type a constant value.
• Use a test data variable.
• Edit a resolvable value in Data Painter.
• Embed another step (Nested Automation Steps)

Data Painter

Test data variables can have only one value within a path, even if you use a Data Painter function. If you need a unique
value for each occurrence of the variable in the path, use a Data Painter function directly in the block.

Nested Automation Steps

You embed automation steps if you want to use actions both on their own and as evaluated expressions. A typical case
is when you need to chain actions together to build functions. For example, you can use them to implement common
standard procedures and control flow statements (for-loops, if statements, do-while, for-each, begin, try, catch, finally,
switch); or to perform operator overloading in a language-neutral way. Note that the ability to embed Automation Steps
also makes Automation Steps recursive. When the Automation Script for a path is generated, the nested step is resolved
in the same way as the other three options: The Automation Variable in the parent code snippet is replaced by the entire
code snippet of the child. The intention is to emulate functions being passed as parameters to other functions.

Consider the following limitations when you embed automation steps:

• You define the Automation Configuration using the Step Join. Do not define code snippets as statements with a new
line in the end of every action. The Step Join is not applied to nested Actions, only on top-level actions.

• Nested steps are of the same Layer as their parent.
• Nested steps cannot have a repeater.

Construct Scripts

Repeaters are helpful when you want to output, for example, a series of list items or attributes with different values. Use
Data Painter to define the functions, variables, or columns used in the code snippet.

1. Open a flow, right-click a block in the flow, and click Edit Items, and go to the Automation tab.
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2. Use the Add and Edit buttons to add the required automation. In the case of a decision block, add automation for
each output.
– Automation LayerDefines into which layer this steps belongs. 
– Automation Step TypeSpecifies one of the following types:

• Code snippet as an Object-Action pair from configuration
(Recommended) Lets you reuse the common code snippets that you predefined in the automation configuration.
The script is stored dynamically in the automation configuration, which makes maintenance and updating 
easier.
Under Details, define the following properties:
• Object Name 
• Object Type 
• Action 
• Repeater

Lets you specify a number how many variations of the snippet you want to insert. By default, the snippet is
inserted once. Set the Repeater value to 0 to indicate situations where you do not want to add the respective
automation snippet.

• Code snippet as free-form text
Lets you insert a one-off code snippet that you have not predefined in the automation configuration. You can
insert all types of values that you can insert into a preconfigured code snippet, including automation variables,
but excluding Object Name References. The script is stored statically in the flow, which can make future
maintenance and updating more complicated if you overuse this type.
Under Details, define the following properties:
• Use the text field to enter free-form text.
• Repeater

Lets you specify a number how many variations of the snippet you want to insert. By default, the snippet is
inserted once. Set the Repeater value to 0 to indicate situations where you do not want to add the respective
automation snippet.

3. (Optional) Click the Sections tab to define the sections in which you want to include this step.
– Name

Displays the names of available sections that you have defined in the Automation Configuration.
– Description

Displays the description that you have defined in the Automation Configuration for this section.
– Selected

Lets you define in which sections you want to include this step. You control the default selection in the Automation
Configuration.

4. Select a step.
– Exempt Items from Automation Headers and Footers

(Optional) Specifies if to exclude specific blocks or decisions from being wrapped with automation headers and
footers.

– Add Variables to Test Data(Optional) Defines the value of the variable in the selected line. Do one of the
following:
• Type a constant value.
• Use a test data variable.
• Edit a resolvable value in Data Painter.
• Embed another Automation Step.

5. (Optional) Click Preview Snippets (green checkmark icon) to review resolved code snippets for each layer.
6. Click Save.
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Store and Review Paths

For more information about how to store paths, see Store Paths.

1. Go to the Manage tab and open the Path Explorer.
2. Go to the Generate Test Cases tab and click Start Optimization. 
3. Click Store Path.
4. Go to the View Test Cases tab which contains the stored paths. 
5. Click the Automation tab.
6. Review the fully substituted code snippets for each block, for each selected path, and for each layer. 

Now you are ready to export paths in various formats, for example, as test scripts or as spreadsheet.

Export Scripts

You export paths as automation scripts to be able to run the exported files in your automation tool. You can export directly
to integrated lifecycle tools; for more information, see Integration With Lifecycle Tools.

By default, the Export Automation Scripts window prefills fields with the values that you specified on the Export tab of the
Automation Configuration for this layer.

1. Go to the Manage tab and open the Path Explorer.
2. Go to the View Test Cases tab and click Export Paths.
3. Choose Automation from the drop-down, and click Export.

The Export Automation Scripts window opens.
4. Review the scripts in each layer and define a File Name for each script.
5. (Optional) Define advanced properties.

– Choose whether to generate a Wrapper for an external test automation tool, such as Blazemeter Taurus.
– Define additional Header and Footer parameters for paths and blocks, respectively.

6. Decide whether you want to generate separate scripts, or one merged script.
7. Define the Script Directory where to save the files.
8. Click Export.

The automation scripts are exported.

Generate Wrapper

(Optional) If you have chosen to generate a wrapper for external test automation tools, Agile Requirements
Designer prompts you to configure the accelerator after you click Export.

1. File Name — Defines the name of the wrapper file.
2. Executor — Specifies the underlying test tool.

– Selenium
– Mocha
– RSpec
– Nose

3. Cloud Location — (Optional) Defines a server location if you want to execute your tests on a specific server when
running in the cloud, instead of allowing the cloud to choose.

4. Script Concurrent Execution — Specifies how many scripts run at the same time, for example, the number of
simulated users in a load test.

5. Script Iteration —Specifies how often each test case is repeated.
6. Configuration Options — Defines custom configurations. Click Add Configuration to add more configurations.

Example:
modules:
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  cloud:

    test: AgileDesigner Taurus Export

services:

- module: shellexec

  prepare: npm install selenium-webdriver

7. Click OK.

 Agile Requirements Designer now additionally exports a wrapper file, for example a .yml file.

How to Use Variables
While you define you automation configuration, you want to use variables in your code snippets. For more information
about how to create the configuration, see Define Your Automation Configuration.

You can assign various values to variables.

• Static literal value
• Predefined variable — for example results; block, flow, and path attributes; indexes
• Data Painter function — for example first names, last names, city names, times, dates

You can perform the following operations: 

  

Declare Variables

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation, and click the Variables tab.
2. Select a Layer.
3. Click Add Variable and specify default values.
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Close and reopen the flow.

The new variables are available in the flow.

Note: If you remove a variable from the Automation Configuration, it is not removed from the flow.

Insert Variables into Code Snippets

Go to the Home tab and click Automation, and click the Objects & Actions tab. For more information, see Define Your
Automation Configuration.

1. Edit the predefined test objects and test actions, or create custom objects and actions.
2. Enter code snippets for all actions in your flows. 
3. Click Insert at the bottom of the code snippet editor to insert variables into code snippets.

– Static literal value
– Predefined variable

For more information, see Automation Keywords.
– Data Painter function

For more information about data resolution, see Managing Test Data.
4. Click Preview Snippet (green checkmark icon) to preview the code with its variables resolved.
5. Click Save and Close.

Define Variable Values

After you define variables, you assign them either a literal value or a Data Painter function.

1. Right-click a block and clock Edit item.
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2. Click the Test Data tab.
3. Add variables to this block by doing one or more of the following steps:

– Click Add Variable, New variable 
– Click Add Variable, Existing variable 
– Click Add Default Variable 

4. Define the value by clicking one of the following buttons:
– Edit native value

Enter a literal string or numeric value.
– Edit resolvable value in Data Painter

Construct data expressions by using functions that extract names from seed lists, insert characters or strings,
replace characters or strings, round off or pad numbers and strings. For more information about generating test
data, see Managing Test Data.

5. Click Save.

Map Automation Parameters from Block Attributes

You can map automation parameters from general block attributes, such as text in block or output descriptions.
This mapping lets you extract variable values from human-readable descriptions in process or decision blocks, and
automatically insert the detected values into automation scripts.

First, enable automatic block attribute mapping for the flow:

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation. Click the Layers tab.
2. Enable the Advanced option Automatically map actions from a Block Attribute.
3. Select the block attributes from which you want to map variable values for automation, for example, Block

Description.
– (for Process blocks) You can select Block Name, Block Description, Notes, and Data Notes. 
– (for Decision blocks) You can select Data Notes and Output Description.

4. Click Save & Close.

For each mapping, configure the following automation:

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation. Click the Objects & Actions tab.
2. Add Object Types and Action Types: Create actions that contain variable references, and associate them with code

snippets that use the same variables.
Example action:  Into "~textField~" type "~Text~"  Example code
snippet:  element(by.model('~textField~')).sendKeys('~Text~'); 

3. Click Save & Close.

Provide the variable values in the attribute fields of blocks:

1. Return to the flow. Edit block properties or add a block.
2. Add variable values to attribute fields, in our example, to the Block Description.

Example value: Into "First Name" type "John" 
3. Click Save & Close.
4. Go to the Automation tab.

You see that the automated actions have been added.
5. Export the automation scripts.

The code snippets now contain the variable values as defined in the attribute field.
Example exported script:  element(by.model('First Name')).sendKeys('John'); 
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Multi-Line Attribute Mapping Example

In this example, we create automation scripts for a login dialog. We use the eggPlant SenseTalk scripting language. The
example assumes that you have enabled the option to map actions for the Block Description field automatically.

1. Go to the Home tab and click Automation, and click the Objects & Actions tab.
2. Add the following first action: Enter "~text~" into "~textField~"   
3. Pair the first action with the following code snippet:

Click(Text:"~textField~") 
TypeText("~text~")
This code places the cursor into the required field and types the required text.

4. Add the following second action: Click "~element~" 
5. Pair the second action with the following code snippet: Click(Text:"~element~") 
6. Add a process block named "Login" to the flow.
7. Add the following pattern with the variable values to the Block Description field:

Enter "administrator" into "UserId" and then enter "pass" into "Password" and then
click "LoginButton" 

8. Save your changes.
9. Go to the Automation tab of the block.

You see that several lines of automated actions have been added to the script:

Click(Text:"UserId")

TypeText("administrator")

Click(Text:"Password")

TypeText("pass")

Click(Text:"LoginButton")

Preview Code Snippets with Resolved Variables

When you look at code snippets in the configuration, you see the unresolved versions of these code snippets. Keywords,
such as variables, are substituted with context-specific values. 

• Code snippets in a flow are fully resolved only on the path level. You see fully resolved code in the following windows:
–  Path Explorer, Stored Paths, Automation tab
–  Path Explorer, Stored Paths, Export, Automation Scripts window 

• You can also preview code snippets in the block properties, under the Automation tab.
– Review unresolved snippets in the table.
– Review partially resolved snippets by clicking "Preview Snippet" (the green tick button on the lower right of the

window).
The snippet preview is partially resolved, because a block cannot know what path it is in, and it may be in none or
multiple paths. Any keywords that depend on attributes of a path are not resolved.

Bulk-Import and Export Variables

Instead of entering variables manually, you can import variables from a spreadsheet. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a three-column spreadsheet with the headers "Name", "Description", and "Default Value", and fill it accordingly.
2. Go to the Home tab and click Automation, Variables.
3. Select a layer.
4. Click Import and browse to the spreadsheet.

One sheet of custom variables is imported.

From the same dialog, you can also export a copy of your variables, review and edit the spreadsheet, and reimport them.
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Drag and Drop Automation Steps Onto the Canvas
Automation Actions is an accelerator that makes adding code snippets to blocks quicker. It also lets you start to think
about constructing a flow from a concept of a script, using an existing configuration.

TIP

Use the Automation Actions tree-view panel to quickly view the objects and actions in the configuration that is
currently open.

You can use Automation Actions in the following ways:

  

Drag and drop Automation Steps From Your Automation Configuration

Use the tree-view connector panel to add actions from an existing automation configuration into flow blocks.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow.
2. Load an automation configuration.
3. Go to Connectors, Automation.
4. From the Framework drop-down list, select Automation Actions.
5. Select the target Layer from the drop-down list.
6. Expand a Configuration Object and add code snippets to the flow.

– To create a new block:
a. Drag the action onto an empty space on the canvas.
b. Fill out the variables and object name of the Automation Step to be added.
c. Click OK.

A process block is created, containing a single automation step with the corresponding details of the action.
– To add the action to an existing block:

a. Drag the action onto an existing block on the canvas.
b. If it is a decision block, select the outputs to which you want to add the action. 
c. Fill out the variables and object name of Automation Step to be added.
d. Click OK.

The automation step is added to the block.
7. Repeat step 6 until the flow is complete.

Drag and drop Automation Steps From Your Ranorex Integration

Ranorex is a GUI test automation framework for testing of desktop, web-based, and mobile applications.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow.
2. Go to Connectors, Automation.
3. From the Framework drop-down list, select Ranorex.
4. Browse for the Ranorex repository file that you want to import.
5. From the tree listing all the objects from the repository, drag and drop the objects that you want to use.

When dragging a repository item onto a block:
– If the block is a process, it adds the corresponding parameter to the block and allows you to select an associated

action.
– If the block is a decision, it does the same but allows you to select outputs first.
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If the item is dragged onto the canvas, a block will be created when you select an action for the repository item. That
block will then contain the corresponding parameter in its automation tab.

Update 

You can verify if the objects you are using are up-to-date. The update process checks all automation parameters obtained
from the object repository and finds corresponding objects in the repository. If the location of the object in the repository
has changed, you are asked if you want to update the referenced locations in each block.

Export 

When you export automation scripts (for a stored path in the Path Explorer), the framework-specific parameters
are resolved. All parameters turn into code snippets, corresponding to their data and the language chosen in
the configuration. The framework-specific code snippets come from the corresponding section in the automation
configuration.

Drag and Drop Automation Steps From Your EggPlant Integration

EggPlant Functional is a test automation tool that uses Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to identify objects to interact
with on mobile, desktop, or web applications. It runs scripts written in its own scripting language, SenseTalk.

The EggPlant connector allows you to take images from an EggPlant project and use them as variables in code snippets
of SenseTalk scripts.

A tree-view connector panel for incorporating images found by TestPlant EggPlant Functional is available, allowing you to
produce SenseTalk scripts.

There are two ways to add objects and actions to blocks:

• Dragging and dropping EggPlant images
• Typing code directly in the block using the autocomplete functionality 

Add objects and actions by dragging and dropping images 

1. Open a flow.
2. Load a configuration for EggPlant (SenseTalk) scripting.
3. Go to Connectors, Automation.
4. From the Framework drop-down list, select EggPlant.
5. Browse for an EggPlant suite. Images from the EggPlant suite will be shown in the tree.
6. Drag an EggPlant image onto the canvas.

A pop-up is created for choosing the Object and Action of the parameter you want to add.
7. Select an action that uses an EggPlant image as a variable, or at least an action that has a variable.

The name of the image should appear in the first variable of the current action.
8. Click OK.

Repeat this procedure to create a model that generates SenseTalk scripts.

Add objects and actions by typing code in block properties

First, create a code-completion-enabled configuration. 

1. Go to File, Configuration, Automation.
2. Create a new automation layer.
3. In the Objects & Actions Tab, add an object and actions.

When you add actions that have variables in them, include the variable in the name of the action. For example, you
could have an action named " Enter Text "~TEXT~" " with a snippet: " App.WriteText("~TEXT~"); ".

4. Save the configuration.
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Now you can start adding the code.

1. Double click a block or right-click and select Edit Item.
2. On the General tab, start typing the name of an action available in the currently loaded configuration, into a field that

has been enabled for code completion (for example, Description).
3. Select the desired Action from the drop-down list.

If the Action has any variables identified by its name (marked between tildes), then they will be highlighted in yellow
and the first variable in the completed action name will be selected.

4. Start typing the EggPlant image name, select it from the completion list and press Enter. The image name should now
have replaced the placeholder for the variable in the action name in the field.

5. Go to the Automation tab. A corresponding action should have been created, with the image name as a variable in it.

Repeat this procedure to create a model that generates SenseTalk scripts.

Import and Export Snippets From Keyword-Driven Spreadsheets
As test engineer, you may want to use a keyword-driven framework to maintain an abstract definition of test cases in
spreadsheets. With Agile Requirements Designer, you can import rows and columns in spreadsheet formats, automate
their generation through a flow, and export them in a format that you can process further. 

The alternative to maintaining data in tables is the default entry method where you type (rather, copy and paste) snippets
into a text field.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click File, Configuration, Automation. 
2. Click the Layers tab and choose Spreadsheet from the Select Entry combobox.

You have switched from the default text entry method to a table-based entry method.
3. Click the Objects & Actions tab, and select an action.
4. Use one of the following methods to input the code snippets.

Note: The buttons only appear if you have switched the Select Entry type to Spreadsheet on the Layers tab.
– CSV:

a. Click Import. 
b. Choose CSV format depending on the input file type. 
c. Copy the CSV data into the clipboard and press ctrl-V to paste the data into the import dialog. 
d. Click Import.

The rows and columns are associated with the action.
– Excel Spreadsheet:

a. Open your spreadsheet, and copy the data into the clipboard.
b. Return to the dialog in Agile Requirements Designer.
c. Click Paste Table Data, or select a cell and press ctrl-V.

The rows and columns are associated with the action.
5. (Optional) If you need to change the number of columns or rows, click Resize Table on the Objects & Actions tab. 
6. Insert your variables into cells and replace static text where applicable.

After you have defined your automation configuration and flow properties, you associate actions with keywords. Each
block in the flow has a properties window where you define the action's automation parameters. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a flow, right-click a block in the flow, and click Edit Items. Go to the Automation tab. 
2. Add the required automation in the blocks' Output Details tabs. In the case of a decision block, add automation for

each output. 
3. Define the script parameters:
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– Object Type: Text Field
– Action: Input Text
– Define the value of the variable. Do one of the following:
– • Type a constant value.

• Use a test data variable.
• Edit a resolvable value in Data Painter.

Note: Test data variables can have only one value within a path, even if a Data Painter function is used. If you
need a unique value for each occurrence of the variable in the path, use a Data Painter function directly in the
block.

4. Review the generated paths:
a. Open the Path Explorer, click Start Optimization and optimize paths. 
b. Click Store Path.
c. Go to the tab containing the stored paths. 
d. Click the Automation tab to review the fully substituted rows and columns for each block for each selected path. 

After you have reviewed the output, you can generate and export keyword-driven spreadsheets.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go back to the Generate tab and click Export Paths.
2. Define a file name for the output file.
3. Choose Spreadsheets from the drop-down, and click Export.

Manage Automation Configuration Files
By default, Agile Requirements Designer stores automation configurations in one file. For more complex test sets, you
have the option of maintaining configurations in separate files in a version-controlled directory structure. Using the Git
Connector to manage complex configurations brings the following advantages:

• Storing configurations in separate files enables you to use  features of your integrated development environment (IDE)
to edit code snippets.

• Integrated file version control enables your team to track revisions of configuration files in Git repositories. 
• You can call Git commands such as merge, pull, and push right in the Agile Requirements Designer interface, and do

not need to switch to the command line. 

NOTE

The Git Connector provides very limited functionality for managing automation scripts through Git. For a more
complete solution, we recommend using a full-featured Git GUI application. For more information on how to
enable the Git Connector, see Enable Standard Settings and Advanced Features.

Configure the Git Connector for Automation Configurations

 Agile Requirements Designer supports file version control with Git. In the following we assume that you have already
installed a Git client and cloned a repository.

Follow these steps: 

1. Set up a folder to store objects and actions in directories and files:
a. Click Home, General Config. 
b. Click the Load button in the top, and select the directory where you store the general configuration files.
c. Click Save & Close.
d. Click Home, Automation.
e. Click the Load button in the top, and select the directory where you store the automation configuration files.
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f. Click Save & Close.
2. Click Home, General Config. Click the GIT File Status tab.

a. Click the General Configuration tab and define the Git Folder for the general configuration file.
b. Click the Automation Configuration tab and define the Git Folder for the automation configuration file.
c. Click the Automation Scripts tab and define the Git Folder for the automation scripts file.
d. Click Save & Close.

3. Click Home, Automation, and click the Layers tab. For each layer, do the following:
a. Enable Advanced, Select objects and actions from folder location. 
b. Enter your local Git repository location in the Advanced, File Structure Location field.
c. Define your Git Remote Name.
d. (Optional) Enable one or more of the following options:

If you enable both options, Agile Requirements Designercommits and pushes configuration changes when you
click Save in the Automation Configuration window.
•  Commit changes to local branch when saving 
•  Push changes to remote origin when saving 

e. Click Save As and close. 

The Commit changes and Push changes check boxes do not depend on each other. For example, you can have a
previous commit that you have not yet pushed. In this case, if the Commit changes option was disabled and the Push
changes check box was enabled, then nothing would be committed, but the previously un-pushed commit would be
pushed.

To create a new configuration without overwriting the current configuration, use Save As and save a copy under a new
name.

Create a File Structure

The code snippet editor in Agile Requirements Designer does not have any advanced editing features. You may want to
use an IDE to open the files from the Automation Configuration directory, and edit more complex code snippets in your
preferred source editor to make use of error handling and IntelliSense. 

Your Objects & Actions have an implicit tree structure:

Object Type Action Type Code Snippet

Click Create List ...

Open Application ...

Validate Exists ...

Open Click ..

Press Keys ...

Rather than applying a configuration to each layer, you can set up a file structure in your git repository. 

• C:\MYGIT\
– Click\

• Create List.txt
• Open Application.txt
• Validate Exists.txt

– Open\
• Click.txt
• Press Keys.txt

Share Configurations
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You can use Git on the command line to share configurations, or in Agile Requirements Designer. For details, see the Git
documentation.

1. Click Home, General Config. 
2. Click the GIT File Status tab.
3. Select a target Branch.
4. Use Git commands to receive or submit changes to configuration files.

– Pull - download others' changes from repository
– Push - upload your changes to repository
– Settings 
– Merge - merge branches
– Delete - delete a branch
– Branch - make a new branch
– Clone - download an existing repository and its history
– Commit - record change snapshot of this branch in history
– Push changes immediately
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Reference

This section contains reference material regarding Automation Keywords, Data Painter Functions, and how to Install HPE
ALM Service.

Automation Keywords
Code snippets in the automation configuration have a selection of keywords available that represent various attributes and
have different rules for how they are resolved. 

To use the automation keywords that are listed in this reference guide, click File, Configuration, Automation, go
to the Objects & Actions tab, and click Insert. For the detailed procedure how to use these keywords, see the Test
Automation section.

  

Object Reference 

A keyword which represents the object name of the automation parameter that references the action of the code snippet.

##OBJ_NAME##

Variable References

A keyword that represents a variable in a flow. Variable keywords can be specified with any text in between two tilde ('~')
signs. You can have multiple variable references with the same name.

~VariablePlaceholderName~

Attribute References

Attribute references are keywords that resolve to different properties of the flow, path or block, like their names or
descriptions.

Block Attribute Values

Block Attribute Name Keyword 

Block Type ##Block Type[b3]##

Complexity ##Complexity[b6]##

Data Notes ##Data Notes[b2003]##

Data Sensitivity ##Data Sensitivity[b10]##

Description ##Description[b1]##

Documentation ##Documentation[b22]##

Expected Results ##Expected Results[b2006]##

False Description ##False Description[b1001]##

Name ##Name[b0]##

Notes ##Notes[b2]##

Observability ##Observability[b5]##

Output Description ##Output Description[b8002]##

Probability ##Probability[b2002]##
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Process Output Text ##Process Output Text[b1002]##

Requirements IDs ##Requirements IDs[b18]##

Status ##Status[b4]##

Test Importance ##Test Importance[b8]##

True Description ##True Description[b1000]##

Path Attribute Values

Path Attribute Name Keyword 

Author ##Author[f2]##

Description ##Description[f3]##

Title ##Title[f1]##

Version ##Version[f4]##

Flow Attribute Values

Flow Attribute Name Keyword 

Creator ##Creator[p7]##

Date Created ##Date Created[p8]##

Date Modified ##Date Modified[p9]##

Details ##Details[p6]##

Import Source ##Import Source[p5]##

Modification History ##Modification History[p11]##

Notes ##Notes[p14]##

Override Importance ##Override Importance[p12]##

Path Name ##Path Name[p1]##

Source ##Source[p4]##

Test State ##Test State[p13]##

Version Created ##Version Created[p10]##

Index References

Block Index

The Block Index keyword is substituted with an integer value when a code snippet is resolved on the path level. It
resolves to the number of blocks that the current path has been through to get to the code snippet that contains this
keyword.

##BLOCK_INDEX##

Automated Block Index

The Automated Block Index behaves the same way as the Block Index; an integer, resolved on the path level. It
resolves in the same way as the Block Index, but only counts blocks that contain Automation Parameters.

##AUTO_BLOCK_INDEX##
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Automated Parameter Index

The Automated Parameter Index is an integer, resolved on the path level. It resolves to the number of Automation
Parameters that the path has been through to get to the code snippet that contains this keyword.

##AUTO_PARAM_INDEX##

Run Result

You can map test run results to paths and blocks by adding block and path references to automation scripts.

Store paths using Path Explorer, open the View tab, and export the scripts; then run the test in your test automation
framework.

After the tests are completed, open the View tab in Path Explorer and import the run results from a test execution result
file. The importer connects to the appropriate repository and updates each flow file. The test results are available on
the Runs tab of the Details View Dock in Path Explorer.

Global Path Reference

The Global Path Reference keyword is substituted with a unique path identifier (referring to the repository, flow, and path
ID).

##GLOBAL_PATH_REF##

Global Block Reference

The Global Block Reference keyword is substituted with a unique block identifier.

##GLOBAL_BLOCK_REF##

Instance and Script Attributes

Instance Attribute Name Keyword

CA ARD installation directory, for example, C:\Program Files\CA
\AgileDesigner

##ARD_INSTALL_DIR## 

Agile Designer Automator directory, for example, C:\Program Files
(x86)\CA\AgileDesignerAutomator\

##ADA_INSTALL_DIR##

Location of this flow file or repository ##FLOW_LOCATION##

The script name ##GLOBAL_FILENAME_REF##

Example video

The following video demonstrates how you import run results directly from JUnit into Agile Requirements Designer using
the ##GLOBAL_BLOCK_REF## keyword:

  

Data Painter Functions

Function Feature Example Result

11PROOF(SEQUENCE,SIGN) Find the next 11 proof number from
the sequence, + or - for the sign.

@11proof(huw11,
+)@

100000010

ABS(NUMBER) Return an absolute value. @abs(-23)@ 23
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ADD(NUMBER,NUMBER) Add two values together. @add(1,1)@ 2

ADDCHECKSUM(NUMBER, METHOD) Add special LUHN, VERHOEFF or
CB checksum.

@addchecksum(343,luhn)@3434

ADDDAYS(DATE,DAYS) Add a number of days to a date. @adddays(12/05/2017,35)@16/06/2017

ADDLUHN(NUMBER) Adds luhn checkdigit. @addluhn(123)@ 1236

ADDMILLISECS(TIMESTAMP, MILLISECONDS) Add a number of milliseconds to a
timestamp.

@addmillisecs(~STIMESTAMP~,136)@08/08/2014
03:36:20.136

ADDMOD97(NUMBER) Uses modulo97 as a checksum code. @addmod97(100)@10003

ADDMONTHS(DATE,MONTHS) Add a number of months to date. @addmonths(05/05/2020,3)@05/08/2020

ADDRAND(NUMBER,MIN,MAX) Add a random number between the
min and max to the number.

@addrand(1,1,5)@2,3,4,5,6

ADDRANDDAYS(DATE,MIN,MAX) Add a random number of days
between the min and max to the
date.

@addranddays(13/04/1977,3,10)@22/04/1977

ADDSECONDS(DATETIME,SECONDS) Add seconds to a datetime value. @addseconds(~CDATE~,1)@2008/07/04
00:00:01

ADDSECONDS(TIME,SECONDS) Add seconds to a time. @addseconds(01:02:00,1)@01:02:01

ADDVERHOEFF(NUMBER) Add Verhoeff number – checksum for
error detection.

@addverhoeff(1234)@12340

ADDYEARS(DATE,YEARS) Adds years to a date. @addyears(2008/07/01,
1)@

2009/07/01

ALPHANUM(STRING) Extract all non-alphanumeric
characters from a string.

@alphanum(12345%
%abc)@

12345abc

ASC(STRING) Returns the ascii code of the first
character of the string.

@asc(Apple)@ 65

ATSIGN() Returns the value @ A@atsign()@B A@B

CARET() Returns the value ^ A@caret()@B A^B

CASE(TEST,VALUE,[TEST,VALUE...],ELSEVALUE) Return the value associated with the
first test that is true, otherwise return
else value.

@case(1=2,A,2=2,B,C)@C

CHAR(NUMBER) Return the ASCII glyph of a decimal
number.

@char(33)@ !

COLLAPSE(STRING) Remove all space, tab, carriage
return and new line characters from a
string.

@collapse(huwprice@atsign()@abc.com)@huwprice@abc.com

CONVBASE(NUMBER,BASE) Convert the string to a different base.
1. If the number of digits is equal to

the base.
2. If the number of digits is greater

than the base, then only the first
<base> digits will be taken.

3. If the number of digits is less
than the base, then the digits are
cycled until the required number
is reached. For example, if AB
is used in base 5, then the digits
are expanded to ABABA.

@convbase(999,16)@3E7

CONVBASE(NUMBER,BASE,DIGITS) Covert the string to a different base,
represented by specified digits.
Number of digits should always equal
base.

@convbase(6,3,*&^)@&*
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COUNT(VALUE[,VALUE...]) Counts the number of items in the list
or related rows in another table.

@count(1,A,Z,G,X)@
@count(^ITEM.ITEMTOT^)@

5
4

COUNTLIST(@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@) Returns the number of rows returned
by specified SQL query.

@COUNTLIST(@SEEDLIST(2
Digit Alpha)@)@

676

COUNTLIST(@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@) Returns the number of rows in a
seedlist returned by specified SQL
query.

@COUNTLIST(@SQLLIST(T,
SELECT * FROM 
TRAVEL.COUNTRIES)@)@

293

DATE(STRING) Returns a string as a date.
 Tip: Datamaker will only accept
dates in a certain format: this
function will ensure Datamaker
compatibility for other functions such
as Adddate() , etc.

@date(26/
february/2018)@

2018-02-26

DATE(STRING,FORMAT) Returns a string as a date using
format specified. Does not perform
reformatting – use “String()” for this.

@date(26/02/2018,DD/
MM/YYYY)@

180226

DATETIME(STRING) Show the string value added; shows
the current month, year.

@datetime(26/
february/2008)@

2008-02-26
00:00:00

DATETIME(STRING,FORMAT) Returns a specific string as a
date and a time, using the format
specified.

@datetime(12/07/1993,MMDDYYYY)@07121993

DAYSAFTER(STARTDATE,ENDDATE) The difference in days between the
end date and the start date.

@daysafter(26/10/2008,29/10/2008)@3

DIVIDE(NUMBER,NUMBER) Divide the first number by the
second.

@divide(6,3)@ 2

DOB(MINAGE,MAXAGE,DATE) Adjust a date of birth preserving a
random age between minage and
maxage.

@dob(4,99,1901-12-08)@1861-09-18

DOW(DATE) Returns the day of the week for the
date specified.

@dow(14/09/1972)@Thursday

ELEMENT(STRING,DELIM,ELEMENTNO) Split or parse a string into parts
based on a designated character.

@element("a,b,c",",",2)@b

ENVVAR(STRING) Read in an environment variable. @envvar(WINDIR)@C:\WINDOWS

EXECSQL(CONNECTION,SQL) Issue SQL to either the
R(Repository), S(Source) or
T(Target) connection. The SQL
can be any SQL compatible with
the connection and can include
references to variables and functions.
It must return a single value.

@execsql(PTravel_AW
- Personal DB,
select distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards)@

1999-12-31

EXECSQLCOUNT(CONNECTION, SQL) Returns the count of records returned
by the specified SQL query, using the
specified connection.

@execsqlcount(PTravel_AW
- Personal DB,
select * from
countries)@

293

GETSQL(PROGNAME) Returns the specified stored SQL
from the repository.
 Tip: Useful in conjunction with
@sqllist()@

@getsql(SomeProgramName)@Select * from
sometable

EXP(POWER) Returns the natural exponent of a
specified number.

@exp(1)@ 2.718281828459045

EXP(NUMBER,POWER) Returns (number) to the power of
(power).

@exp(10,2)@ 100
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GROUP(NUMBER,GROUPSIZE) returns 1 + (number-1)/groupsize. @group(number,groupsize)@1,2,3,4 = 1

GROUP(NUMBER, 
FROMGROUPSIZE,TOGROUPSIZE,OFFSET)

Transforms an offset from one group
to another.

@group(3,5,10,2)@2

GUID(COLLAPSE) Generates a globally unique identifier
- this will be a 36 character value. All
separator characters are discarded.

@guid(collapse)@ EF33B0BEA5BD44BBB2EDD676CFD64D46

GUID() Return a globally unique identifier. @guid()@ 3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301

HASH(NUMBER,MAXVAL,SEED) Create a HASH value. The HASH
key is defined by number. The
maximum hash value is defined
by maxval. Seed is used for
randomization.

@hash(42,100)@ 13

HASH(NUMBER,MAXVAL) Return a hash value for a number. @hash(123456,345678)@86656

IBAN() Creates a random IBAN. @iban()@ GL9622756107472084

IBAN(ISOCOUNTRYCODE) Creates a random IBAN with
specified country code.
Country codes may be found here:
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
International_Bank_Account_Number#IBAN_formats_by_country 
Exceptions not implemented: AL, BE,
BA, EE, FO, FI, IT, MK, NO, PT, RS,
SI

@iban(GB)@ GB94TOCG73393021580682

IBAN(ISOCOUNTRYCODE,BANKCODE) Creates a random IBAN with
specified country code and bank
codes.

@iban(GB,BARC)@GB08BARC57552380947394

IBAN(  ISOCOUNTRYCODE,  BANKCODE, 
ACCOUNT) 

Creates a random IBAN with
specified country code, bank code
and account number.

@iban(GB,BARC,41021810000222)@GB26BARC41021810000222

IF(BOOLEAN,TRUEEXPR,FALSEEXPR) Test the Boolean and return the
trueexpr if true and the falseexpr if
false.

@if(1<0,Smaller,Bigger)@Bigger

IFNULL(EXPR,NULLEXPR) Returns expr unless it is null, in
which case it returns nullexpr. If
nullexpr is an expression which also
returns null users will end up with a
null.

@ifnull(@randlov(0,H)@,A)@A

JDATE(DATE,PRECISION) Converts the date to and from a
Julian date and defines the degree of
precision. Precision defaults to 6.

@jdate(@date(10/10/2012)@,2)@2456211

LASTDAY(DATETIME) Returns the last day of the month
that datetime is in.

@lastday(@date(12/04/2054)@)@2054-04-30

LEFT(STRING,LENGTH) Returns the leftmost characters from
the string.

@left(ashok, 2)@ as

LEFTPAD(STRING,LENGTH) Left-pads the string with spaces until
the string is the same size as length.

@leftpad(ABCDE,7)@ABCDE

LEFTPAD(STRING,CHARTOPAD,LENGTH) Add chartopad to the left of the string
to give the desired length. If the
string is already the length or longer,
no characters are added.

@leftpad(ABCDE,1,10)@11111ABCDE

LEFTTRIM(STRING,CHARTOTRIM) Remove all characters chartotrim
from the left side of the string.

@lefttrim(ABCDEFGH,ABC)@DEFGH
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LENGTH(STRING) Return the number of characters in
the string.

@length(Contrafibularity)@16

LOG(NUMBER) Returns the natural log of a number. @log(10)@ 2.302585092994046

LOGTEN(NUMBER) Return Base 10 logs of a number. @logten(10)@ 1

LOV(  @SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@,  ROW) Return a specific row from a SQL
query.

@lov(@sqllist(S,
select name
from cities)@
+C49,4)@

Canterbury

LOWER(STRING) Return the string in lower case. @lower(HELLO)@ hello

LUHN(LENGTH) Return a number of the given length
including a check digit using the luhn
algorithm.

@luhn(6)@ 705357

MAX(VALUEL,VALUE...]) Return the maximum value in a list. @max(21,34,1,345,12,3)@345

MEAN(NUMBER[,NUMBER...]) Returns the mean of a list of
numbers.

@mean(1,2,3)@ 2

MID(STRING,STARTPOS) Returns the substring starting from
the given position.

@mid(ABCDEFGHIJK,2)@BCDEFGHIJK

MID(STRING,STARTPOS,LENGTH) Returns the substring starting from
the given position and of the given
length.

@mid(ABCDEFGHIJKL,3,4)@CDEF

MIN(VALUEL,VALUE...]) Return the minimum value in a list. @min(^PASSENGER1_MONEY^)@100

MOD(NUMBER,NUMBER) Returns the modulo (remainder
of first number divided by second
number).

@mod(5,2)@ 1

MULTIPLY(NUMBER,NUMBER) Multiples the two numbers. @multiply(2,3)@ 6

NEXTSTRINGVAL(  SEQUENCE,  STARTVAL, 
CHARS)

Returns the next value in the
specified sequence as a string. The
sequence is created if it does not
exist and assumes a starting value
of startval. Each subsequent click of
“Validate” will increment by 1.

@nextstringval(ID,123,123)@1123
 

NEXTVAL(SEQUENCE) Returns the next value in the
specified sequence. The sequence
is created if it does not exist. Each
subsequent click of “Validate” will
increment by 1.

@nextval(SEQUENCE)@1
 

NEXTVAL(SEQUENCE,STARTVAL) Returns the next value in the
specified sequence. The sequence
is created if it does not exist and
assumes a starting value of startval.
If no startval is given, sequence
will always start from 1. Each
subsequent click of “Validate” will
increment by 1.

@nextval(EXAMPLE,10)@10
 

OCCURS(STRING,STRINGTOFIND) Count the number of occurrences of
a particular character.

@occurs(J K
J,J)@

2
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OCCVAL(N%STRING,    N%STRING[,N%STRING...]) Return a random value from a list
of values using a number modifier.
The % is ignored - the total number
of occurrences will be added together
and the percentages calculated.
In other words, users could have
100A,200B the total list size is 300 of
which 100 are As and 200 are Bs.

@occval(100%A,300%B)@33% As and 66%
Bs

PERCVAL(N%STRING,    N%STRING[,N%STRING...]) Return a random value from a
list of values using a percentage
modifier. Note: This random value is
generated asymptotically, therefore,
the greater the number of records
generated, the more accurate the
distribution will be.

@percval(10%A,90%B)@100 out of a 1000
A’s and 900 out of
a 1000 Bs

POS(STRING,STRINGTOFIND) Return the first position of stringtofind
in the string.

@pos(^LAST_NAME^,a)@3 (where
LAST_NAME=Stacey)

POS(STRING,STRINGTOFIND,STARTPOS) Return the first position of stringtofind
in the string starting at startpos.

@pos(banana,a,3)@4

RANDCHARS(  MINLEN,  MAXLEN,  CHARLIST) Returns a random string of length
between minlen and maxlen,
consisting only of the specified
characters.

@randchars(3,10,AEIOURSTLNE)@EEOLES

RANDDATE(MIN,MAX) Return a random date between the
minimum and maximum values.

@randdate(2009/01/01,2010/01/01)@2009/12/07

RANDDIGITS(MINLEN,MAXLEN) Return a random string of digits of
length between the min and max.

@randdigits(3,10)@2103

RANDEXP(MIN,MAX,MEAN) This function returns a positive
number on an exponential
distribution with a mean as specified.
Only values between min and max
are returned.

@randexp(1,10,4)@5

RANDHEX(MINBYTES,MAXBYTES) Returns a random hex string of a
random length between the minimum
and maximum bytes.

@randhex(1,4)@ 8A8172

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@LIST(STRING,STRING[,STRING])@)

This allows one to randomly select
from a list of values: include any
values users are interested in inside
the @LIST(...)@ construct separated
by commas.

@randlov(0,@list(Devon,Cornwall,Surrey)@)@Cornwall

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL,  @OCCLIST(N%STRING,    N
%STRING[,N%STRING…])@)

Returns a random value (with
percentage of nulls specified
by percnull) from the specified
occurrence list.

@randlov(0,@occlist(50%VI,50%MC)@)@MC

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL,  @PERCLIST(N%STRING,   
N%STRING[,N%STRING])@)

This allows one to randomly select
from a list of values: include any
values users are interested in
inside the @PERCLIST(...)@
construct separated by commas.
The n% allows users to control the
percentages.

@randlov(0,@perclist(
  10%Devon, 
20%Cornwall, 
70%Surrey)@)@

Cornwall

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@)

Return a random value from a seed
table; percnull is the percentaage of
nulls to be generated.

@randlov(0,@seedlist(month)@)@April,June,March,December,May
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RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@,  SEEDCOLNO)

This function allows values to be
picked randomly from the specified
seed table; the seedcolno identifies
which column in the seed table if
there are multiple ones.

@randlov(0,@seedlist(streetname)@,1)@9 St Thomas
Street,3 Wall
Street

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@,  SEEDCOLNO, 
INVALIDVAL)

This function allows values to be
picked randomly from the specified
seed table; the seedcolno identifies
which column in the seed table if
there are multiple ones. Users can
also eliminate an invalid value by
adding an invalidval parameter.

@randlov(  0, 
@seedlist(malename)@,
  1, 
^FIRST_NAME^)@

John

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@)

This allows one to issue SQL against
a database source to return a list.
This list is then available to be used
with the normal randlov function
(here connection can be Repository
(R) or a connection profile).

@randlov(0,sqllist(s,
select names
from cities)@

Albury,Birmingham,Canterbury

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@,  COLNO)

This allows users to issue SQL
against a database source to return
a list from a particular column
randomly. This list is then available
to be used with the normal randlov
function (here connection can be
Repository (R) or a connection
profile).

@randlov(0,sqllist(s,select
distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards),1)@

2008/05/01,2014/06/01,2010/06/06

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@,  COLNO, 
INVALIDVAL)

This allows users to issue SQL
against a database source to return
a list from a particular column
randomly. This list is then available
to be used with the normal randlov
function (here connection can be
Repository (R) or a connection
profile) - users can also eliminate an
invalid value if desired.

@randlov(0,sqllist(S,select
distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards),1,2000/01/01)@

2008/05/01,2014/06/01,2010/06/06

RANDLOV(PERCNULL,SOURCES) This allows users to specify a list
of sources (A to J) from which the
list will be drawn; percnull is the
percentage of nulls to be generated.

@randlov(0,G)@ Base US Visa

RANDLOV(  PERCNULL,  SOURCES,  INVALIDVAL) This allows users to specify a list
of sources (A to J) from which the
list will be drawn; percnull is the
percentage of nulls to be generated. 
  Also specify the invalid value to be
excluded.

@randlov(0,G,UK-
US Visa)@

Standard US Visa

RANDNORM(MIN,MAX,MEAN,STDDEV) Return a normally distributed number
between the min and max values,
with the specified mean and standard
deviation.

@randnorm(1,100,50,12)@43.1,60.2

RANDNULL(PERCNULL,EXPR) This allows users set a percentage
of the values to null. The non null
values will contain the result of the
expression.

@randnull(50,@randtext(1,20)@)@yuniuidfniub

RANDRANGE(MIN,MAX) Return a random number between
min and max.

@randrange(1,2)@1,2
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RANDTEXT(MIN,MAX) Create random text of length
between the min and max.

@randtext(3,5)@ GHGG

RANDTEXT(MIN,MAX,CASE) Create random text of length
between the min and max; for case:
U=Upper, L=Lower, M=Mixed.

@randtext(3,50,M)@Ghjhj GGY hhjh

RANDTIME(MIN,MAX) A random time between min and
max; where min and max needs to
be between 00:00:00 and 23:59:59.

@randtime(00:00:00,23:59:59)@12:34:01

RANDVAL(SEQUENCE,MAXVAL) Generates a more or less unique
but not sequential number. The
function randval(sequence,maxval)
can take any sequence name – the
sequence is created if it does not
exist – remember that the sequence
is in the repository not the target. The
maxval parameter defines the size
of the range of values the function
will return. The smaller maxval, the
greater the rate at which duplicates
will be generated.

@randval(huwseq,999999)@1245,99099,878897,77878,
depending on
how many times it
is called.

REPLACE(  STRING,  STRINGTOREPLACE, 
REPLACEMENTSTRING)

Returns the string with substrings
replaced as specified.

@replace(King
Kong,ng,la)@

Kila Kola

REPEAT(VALUE,OCCURS,SEPARATOR) Repeats the value the specified
number of times, separated by
separator.

@repeat(q,12,|)@ q|q|q|q|q|q|q|q|q|
q|q|q

REVERSE(STRING) Returns the reverse of the specified
string.

@reverse(ABC)@ CBA

RIGHT(STRING,LENGTH) Return the specified number of
characters from the right of the string.

@right(anand, 2) nd

RIGHTPAD(STRING,CHARTOPAD) Pads the string to the maximum
size of the column, using specified
character.

@rightpad(ABCDE,
+)@

ABCDE+++++++

RIGHTPAD(  STRING,  CHARTOPAD,  LENGTH) Pad the string to the required length
by adding chartopad to the right.

@rightpad(ABCDE,#,10)@ABCDE#####

RIGHTTRIM(STRING,CHARTOTRIM) Trim chartotrim from the right hand
end of string.

@righttrim(ashok*****,*)@ashok

ROUND(NUMBER,DECPLACES) Rounds a number up to the defined
decimal place.

@round(1.262776,2)@1.27

SECONDSAFTER(  STARTDATETIME, 
ENDDATETIME) 

Total seconds between start and
end.

@secondsafter( 
26/10/2008:01:30:56,
 
26/11/2008:01:30:59)@

2678403

SECONDSAFTER(STARTTIME,ENDTIME) Total seconds between start and
end.

@secondsafter(01:30:56,01:30:59)@3

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@LIST(STRING,STRING[,STRING])@)

This allows one to sequentially select
from a list of values; include any
values users are interested in inside
the @LIST(...)@ construct separated
by commas.

@seqlov(0,@list(Devon,Cornwall,Surrey)@)@Devon

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL,  @OCCLIST(N%STRING,    N
%STRING[N%STRING…])@)

Returns a sequential value (with
percentage of nulls specified
by percnull) from the specified
occurrence list.

@seqlov(0,@occlist(50%VI,50%MC)@)@VI
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SEQLOV(  PERCNULL,  @PERCLIST(N%STRING,    N
%STRING[,N%STRING])@)

This allows users to sequentially
select from a list of values, include
any values users are interested
in inside the @PERCLIST(...)@
construct separated by commas.
The n% allows one to control the
percentages.

@seqlov(0,@perclist(
  10%Devon, 
20%Cornwall, 
70%Surrey)@)@

Devon

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL,  @SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@) This function allows values from
a specified seedlist to be picked
sequentially.

@seqlov(0,@seedlist(month)@)@January

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL,  @SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@, 
SEEDCOLNO)

This function allows the values from
the specified seedlist to be picked
sequentially; the seedcolno identifies
which column in the seed table if
there are multiple ones.

@seqlov(0,seedlist(streetname),1)@9 St Thomas
Street

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL,  @SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME)@, 
SEEDCOLNO,  INVALIDVAL)

This function allows the values of
the specified seedlist to be picked
sequentially; the seedcolno identifies
which column in the seed table if
there are multiple ones. Users can
exclude a value using the invalid
value.

@seqlov(0,seedlist(streetname),
1, Oxford
Circus)@

10 Wall Street

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME,S)@)

Returns a sequential value from the
specified seed list which has been
shuffled.

@seqlov(0,@seedlist(month,S)@)@January

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME,S)@,  SEEDCOLUMN)

Returns a sequential value from the
specified column of a multi-column
seed list which has been shuffled.

@seqlov(0,seedlist(streetname,S),1)@9 St Thomas
Street

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SEEDLIST(SEEDNAME,S)@,  SEEDCOLUMN, 
INVALIDVAL)

Returns a sequential value from the
specified column of a multi-column
seed list which has been shuffled and
will ignore invalid values.

@seqlov(0,seedlist(streetname,S),
1, Oxford
Circus)@

10 Wall Street

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@)

This allows one to issue SQL against
a database source to return a list.
This list is then available to be used
with the normal seqlov function (here
connection can be Repository (R) or
a connection profile).

@seqlov(0,sqllist(S,
select names
from cities))@

Aalborg,
Aalesund,
Aarhus,
Aberdeen,
Abidjan

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@,  COLNO)

This allows users to issue SQL
against a database source to return
a list from a particular column. This
list is then available to be used with
the normal seqlov function (here
connection can be Repository (R) or
a connection profile).

@randlov(0,sqllist(S,
select distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards),1)@

2008/05/01,
2010/06/06,
2014/06/01

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL)@,  COLNO, 
INVALIDVAL)

This allows one to issue SQL against
a database source to return a list
from a particular column. This list
is then available to be used with
the normal seqlov function (here
connection can be Repository (R)
or a connection profile). Users can
exclude an invalid value as well.

@randlov(0,sqllist(S,select
distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards), 1,
2000/01/01)@

2008/05/01,2010/06/06,2014/06/01
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SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL,S)@)

This allows one to issue SQL against
a database source to return a
shuffled list. This list is then available
to be used with the normal seqlov
function (here connection can be
Repository (R) or a connection
profile).

@seqlov(0,sqllist(S,
select names
from cities))@

Aalborg,
Aalesund,
Aarhus,
Aberdeen,
Abidjan

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL,S)@,  COLUMN)

This allows users to issue SQL
against a database source to return a
shuffled list from a particular column.
This list is then available to be used
with the normal seqlov function (here
connection can be Repository (R) or
a connection profile).

@randlov(0,sqllist(S,select
distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards),1)@

2008/05/01,2010/06/06,2014/06/01

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL, 
@SQLLIST(CONNECTION,SQL,S)@,  COLUMN, 
INVALIDVAL) 

This allows one to issue SQL against
a database source to return a
shuffled list from a particular column.
This list is then available to be used
with the normal seqlov function (here
connection can be Repository (R)
or a connection profile). Users can
exclude an invalid value as well.

@randlov(0,sqllist(S,select
distinct
expiration_date
from
credit_cards), 1,
2000/01/01)@

2008/05/01,2010/06/06,2014/06/01

SEQLOV(PERCNULL,SOURCES) Select a sequential list of values
from the source, a percentage of the
values shall be designated as null.
(here source can be A to J).

@seqlov(0,G)@ Base US Visa

SEQLOV(  PERCNULL,  SOURCES,  INVALIDVAL) Select a sequential list of values
from the source, a percentage of the
values, exclude a value using the
invalid value
shall be designated as null.(here
source can be A to J).

@seqlov(0,G,Base
US Visa)@

Standard US Visa

SIGN(NUMBER) Returns the sign of a number. @sign(-110)@ -

SINE(COUNTER,PERIOD) Returns the sine of the counter with
respect to the period: i.e. returns:

@sine(4,32)@ 0.7071067811865475

SINE(MAGNITUDE,COUNTER,PERIOD) Returns the output of:
magnitude *

@sine(4,23,12)@ -2.000000000000006

STDDEV(NUMBER[.NUMBER…]) Returns the standard deviation for
the specified list of numbers.

@stddev(23,42)@ 9.5

STRING(DATE,DATEFORMAT) Return the date in the given
dateformat.

string(~CDATE~,MM)07

STRING(NUMBER,NUMBERFORMAT) Convert the number into string based
on the numberformat.

@string(45,0000)@0045

STRING(TIME,TIMEFORMAT) Returns the specified time as a string
in the specified format.

@string(~STIME~,HH:MM:SS)@16:54:23

SUBTRACT(NUMBER,NUMBER) Subtract the two given number. @subtract(1,1)@ 0

SWEDEN_SSN(SEPARATOR,GENDER) Returns a Swedish Social Security
Number with specified separator and
gender.

@sweden_ssn(|,Female)@281002|403

SWEDEN_SSN(DoB,GENDER) Returns a Swedish Social Security
Number with the specified date of
birth and gender.

@sweden_ssn(1901-03-06,Male)@010306+191

TILDE() Returns the tilde character: ~ @tilde()@ ~
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TIME(DATETIME) Returns the time portion of a
datetime.

@time(26/02/2008:12:23:22)@12:23:22

TIME(STRING) Return the time from the string. @time(26/02/2008:12:23:22)@12:23:22

TRIM(STRING,CHARTOTRIM) Trim chartotrim from both ends of the
string.

@trim(***ashok*****,*)@ashok

UK_NINO() Returns a random UK National
Insurance number.

@uk_nino()@ WW212145A

UPPER(STRING) Gives the uppercase of the string. @upper(ashok)@ ASHOK

US_SSN(SEPARATOR) Return a random US social security
number with the specified separator.

@us_ssn(-)@ 729-60-7933

VERHOEFF(LENGTH) Generates a random number with
its Verhoeff checksum test, or else
returns false.

@verhoeff(4)@ 2363

WORDCAP(STRING) Converts the first letter of each word
in the string to upper case.

@wordcap(ashok)@Ashok

Install HPE ALM Service
The HPE ALM Service is part of the CA Test Data Manager installation. If you have installed a stand-alone instance
of Agile Requirements Designer (without CA Test Data Manager) and want to connect to HP Quality Center through the
Service, you have to install the HPE ALM Service manually. This section takes you step by step through the installation
and configuration process for installations with a MS SQL database. 

NOTE

We recommend that you connect to your HPE ALM instance using the REST API. It's the simpler method and
does not require any configuration or installation. The REST API does not support importing BPTs. If you require
to import BPTs, connect through the GT HPE ALM Service, as described in this installation article.

Related Articles

•  Download Test Data Manager from CA/Broadcom Support
•  Verify Prerequisites for ALM Integration (TDM documentation)
•  Configure ALM Integration (TDM documentation)

Install and Configure the Service

1. Install the Microsoft SQL Express to create an instance.
a. Within a database in the server, run the provided

scripts SQLserverGT_web_log.sql and gtrep_insert_web_log.sql to add a table and a procedure to the
database. You can find the scripts in the <installation_path>\Scripts\SQLServer directory.

b. Ensure that that TCP/IP is enabled for this server:
a. Open SQL Server Configuration Manager, SQL Server Network Configuration, Protocols for your server

name.
b. Right-click on TCP/IP and select Enable (you might be required to restart the computer).

2. Enable the group policy settings:
a. Type gpedit.msc in the command prompt and press Enter.
b. In the policy editor navigate to this node: Computer Configuration, Administrative Templates, System, User

Profiles.
c. Under the User Profiles pane on the right, set the policy Do not forcefully unload the user’s registry at user

logoff to Enabled.
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3. Add a firewall exception:
a. Go to the Start menu, type wf.msc in the search field and press the Enter key.
b. Click Inbound Rules, New Rule and select Port.
c. Enter the port which the ALM service will use (typically, 8095) in Specific local ports and click Next.
d. Select the Allow the connection option and click Next.
e. In the Profile dialog, select all options.
f. Provide name and description for the rule (for example, "Opened port 8095 for Grid-Tools ALM") and click Finish.

4. Download ALM client registration.
Running Internet Explorer in administrator mode, go to the URL of the ALM you are connecting to (for example, http://
alm.yourcompany.com:8080/qcbin/) and click Tools, HPE ALM Connectivity, Download.

5. Install the HPE ALM service by running the setup_GTALMService.exe file.
6. Go to C:\Grid-Tools\GTHPALMService\GTHPALMService_ConfigEditor, open

the ALMserviceConfigEditor.exe and configure the first tab:
a. ALM URL: the same one as earlier (for example, http://alm.yourcompany.com:8080/qcbin/)
b. Service address: http://localhost:8095/ (replace the * with localhost)
c. ALM Version: ALM 12 Patch
d. Click Verify to test whether you have access.

7. Edit the Connection String tab:
a. Data Base: SQL server
b. Data Source: Enter the name of the instance that you created.
c. User Id: Enter username of login to server. If you are using integrated security, enter 'admin'.
d. Password: Enter the corresponding password. If you are using integrated security, enter 'admin'.
e. Initial Catalog: Enter the name of the database where you installed the tables from before.
f. Click Verify and Save. If using you are integrated security, this will not connect yet.

8. Edit Log configuration
Specify exactly the same settings as on the Connection String tab.

9. If you are using Windows integrated security, edit the config file:
a. Close the ALMserviceConfigEditor.
b. Open GTHPALMServiceConsole.exe.config located in C:\Grid-Tools\GTHPALMService\.
c. Find add name="connStr" connectionString=.
d. Replace any user ID and password with Integrated Security=True

Example: connectionString="Data Source=SMITH01;Integrated Security=True;Initial
Catalog=HP_ALM_TEST;Network Library=dbmssocn;" 

e. Find connectionString value=. There should be two locations, one for Oracle servers, one for Microsoft
SQL. Edit the SQL one.

f. Replace the userID and password fields with IntegratedSecurity=True.
g. Save and Close.

The service is installed and configured.
10. Start the Service

a. Open the ALMserviceConfigEditor.
b. Verify all the tabs. The log tabs have empty username and passwords if you are using Windows integrated

security.
c. Go to the Status tab and click Create Task.
d. Enter the username and password details for the machine you are working on.
e. Click Start Service.
The service starts running. 

Now you are ready to connect, map attributes, and start using the integration. For more information, see Integrate With
HPE ALM (GT HPE ALM Service).
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Documentation Legal Notice

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by CA at any
time. This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed,
modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to CA
or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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